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Preface to 19th ILRC Proceedings

This publication contains the written submissions to the 19th International Laser Radar Conference (ILRC), held at the United States Naval Academy and the Loews Annapolis Hotel, in Annapolis, Maryland, July 6-10, 1998. Held biennially under the auspices of the International Coordination Group for Laser Atmospheric Studies, the ILRC brings together an interdisciplinary group of researchers working in the field of laser remote sensing, and is perhaps the largest regular gathering dedicated solely to lidar in the world. Included are over 260 papers from around the world, covering a wide range of lidar subjects including new lidar techniques and component technologies, atmospheric profiling, terrestrial, and marine applications, space based and future lidar systems. We have also included a small session to address subjects such as commercialization, safety and legal issues involving lidar, areas not normally associated with research, but ones that will nevertheless influence the development of lidar into the next century.

The ILRC is unique among professional technical conferences in that it is run by a different group of individuals within the lidar community every time it is held, rather than by a quasi-permanent team sponsored by a large professional society or organization. Each venue is located in a different part of the world and each group imparts its own culture and personal ideas to it. The 19th ILRC committee members proudly present our best efforts to the lidar community, hoping that this ILRC is among your most fruitful and memorable experiences. We feel that you will find the content of the ILRC to be of high interest and quality, and that is due mainly to the high quality of your research contributions.

In putting together the 19th ILRC, we strove to encourage and highlight as many new research topics and researchers as possible while keeping a balance with more mature applications and lidar veterans. The framework for the technical program is given by the parent organization ICLAS. It contains no parallel sessions other than poster sessions, which are held separately from the oral sessions. This allows for approximately 100 oral and 160 poster presentations. The majority of the papers are given in the poster sessions, which are more conducive to personal and information interchange. To further emphasize the poster presentations, the conference award committee is offering two prizes to help highlight this important part of the ILRC. To miss the poster sessions is to miss most of the content of the ILRC.

We would like to acknowledge the innumerable contributions of the conference support staff at Jorge Scientific Corporation, in particular, Mr. Brit Griswold and Mr. Todd R. Del Priore for graphics and web page designs. Acknowledgments are also due to Mr. Vince Bracket and Mr. Anthony Notari of SAIC for their commendable efforts in receiving the electronic submissions and posting them on the 19th ILRC website. We are also grateful to Dr. Reza Malek-Madani for arranging the United States Naval Academy facilities for this conference. We also thank our many sponsors and supporters for their generous contributions, which made this conference possible.

This two-part document was prepared for publication through the efforts of the staff of the Data Analysis and Imaging Branch of the Information Systems & Services Division, NASA Langley Research Center, including the entire staff of the NCI Information Systems, Inc. Technical Publications group.
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ABSTRACT

For over 20 years researchers have been investigating the feasibility of profiling tropospheric vector wind velocity from space with a pulsed Doppler lidar. Efforts have included theoretical development, system and mission studies, technology development, and ground-based and airborne measurements. Now NASA plans to take the next logical step towards enabling operational global tropospheric wind profiles by demonstrating horizontal wind measurements from the Space Shuttle in early 2001 using a coherent Doppler wind lidar system.

THE SPARCLE MISSION

The goals of SPARCLE1 are:

1) to demonstrate that coherent Doppler wind lidar (CDWL) can provide the desired global wind measurements,
2) to validate performance models for use in assessing proposed future follow-on missions, and
3) to measure characteristics of the atmosphere, clouds, and earth surface for optimum design of future missions.

SPARCLE is primarily a technology demonstration mission, which is consistent with its selection as NASA's New Millennium Program (NMP) second Earth Orbiter (EO-2) mission. The mission will be managed by the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and include key partnerships with the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) for the pulsed solid state laser technology, the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for tunable continuous wave (CW) solid state laser technology, the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) for optomechanical design, Coherent Technologies, Inc. (CTI) for the flight laser subsystem, and Simpson Weather Associates (SWA) for science guidance. The authors are the co-principal investigators for the instrument and the science, respectively. SPARCLE will utilize the Hitchhiker (HH) program, managed by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) for riding on the space shuttle. The instrument will be contained in two pressurized HH canisters, each about 50 cm in diameter and 72 cm long, mounted on the sill (wall) of the shuttle payload bay. The shuttle will turn upside down with its payload bay facing the earth during instrument operation. The schedule consists of instrument delivery to GSFC/HH in 33 months, followed by launch 6 months after that in early 2001.

THE COHERENT DOPPLER WIND LIDAR

1 Further author information
M.J.K.: Email: michael.kavaya@msfc.nasa.gov; Telephone: 256-922-5803; Fax: 256-922-5772
G.D.E.: Email: gde@thunder.swa.com; Telephone: 804-979-3571; Fax: 804-979-5599
The heart of the CDWL is the pulsed transmitter laser. The side diode-pumped laser will have nominal specifications of 2.051 micron wavelength, 100 mJ pulse energy, 180 ns pulse duration, and 6 Hz pulse repetition frequency (PRF). This yields a total transmitted optical power of 0.6 W, which will be sufficient to demonstrate vector wind velocity measurement due to the very good photon efficiency of the coherent detection technique. The Gaussian cross section laser beam is expanded using an innovative, compact, diffraction limited telescope having approximately a 25 cm diameter primary mirror. A silicon wedge scanner deflects the expanded beam 30 deg. from the nadir position.

By rotating the scanner about the optical axis of the transmitted beam leaving the telescope, a set of possible lidar pointing directions forming a cone of half angle 30 deg. about the nadir direction is enabled. Horizontal wind measurements are then possible by measuring the line of sight (LOS) wind of a parcel of air from two different perspectives.

The pulsed laser light will impinge on the aerosol particles occurring naturally in the air, and which move with the air’s velocity. The laser beam will be approximately 4 m in diameter at the aerosol target. Since the laser’s pulse length in the atmosphere is about 27 m, the instantaneous interaction volume of the laser light with the atmosphere is cylindrically shaped. The efficiency with which the aerosol particles scatter the laser light back in the direction of the lidar is defined by the parameter $\beta$, the aerosol backscatter coefficient.

A few of the backscattered photons return to the CDWL system and reenter the 25 cm diameter telescope. The total Doppler shift of the backscattered photons is due to the total relative motion of the shuttle and the air parcel. This consists of the wind, the shuttle velocity, and the earth’s rotation. For each laser shot, the gross Doppler shift is predicted, and a frequency tunable local oscillator (LO) laser is tuned to dramatically reduce the range of signal frequencies.

The backscattered photons are combined with the LO laser photons on the surface on an InGaAs detector using either a fiber optic coupler, or using free space combining. The detector output signal occurs at the difference frequency between the backscattered photons and the LO photons, which is arranged to be in the radio frequency (RF) range for the benefit of the receiver components that follow the detector. The signal is digitized and processed to estimate LOS wind velocity. The velocity estimation algorithms may be envisioned as performing a Fourier Transformation on a particular time interval of the detector signal, and locating the frequency (velocity) of the resultant spectrum’s peak.

Several different scanning patterns are planned for SPARCLE to allow many aspects of the CDWL hardware, the atmosphere, and velocity estimation to be investigated. These scan patterns differ in: 1) the number of scanner azimuth positions, and therefore locations, in cross-track coordinates, that are probed from two or more perspectives; 2) in the number of perspectives (usually two) that an air parcel is probed from; and 3) in the time spent in a single perspective to allow multiple laser shots to accumulate. Lidar shot accumulation is the use of multiple lidar shots of the same perspective to obtain LOS velocity measurements in atmospheric regions having an aerosol backscatter coefficient $\beta$ too low for single lidar shot velocity measurement. The aerosol backscatter sensitivity that yields a fixed velocity estimation performance is expected to improve proportionally to the square root of the number of shots accumulated.

**VELOCITY MEASUREMENT PERFORMANCE**

When $\beta = \beta_0$, with about 4 contributing or “coherent” photoelectrons, employing velocity estimators to the detector output signal yields “good” LOS wind velocity estimates about half (50%) of the time. This “good” estimate percentage rises above 99% of the time for about 25 contributing photoelectrons. The velocity estimates from each LOS measurement volume (i.e., 290 m or 2 $\mu$s of data) for each lidar shot are subject to these statistics. To understand this behavior, one can visualize that the highest signal in the Fourier Transform signal spectral domain corresponds to the frequency bin containing the true velocity. These estimates are tightly grouped about the true LOS wind velocity with a spread or error that is only slightly larger than the spread or second moment of the atmospheric...
LOS wind velocities within the LOS measurement volume. The error contribution due solely to the CDWL is typically less than 1 m/s. The other half of the velocity estimates at this particular value of $\beta$ will be uniformly spread over the 20 m/s wide search bandwidth planned for use in post-mission data processing (PMDP). This corresponds to a noise spike in the signal spectral domain rising higher that the true wind signal. For higher values of $\beta$, the percent of good estimates will be larger. For lower values of $\beta$, the percentage of good estimates will be smaller, but the remaining good estimates will be very accurate. The theory linking CDWL SNR to velocity measurement had been found to agree with experimental data to within 5%.

Two other very important factors in the final velocity measurement performance are: 1) the representativeness of the calculated horizontal wind velocity, using measured LOS velocities, to the actual horizontal velocity of the atmospheric horizontal measurement volume of interest, and 2) non-lidar engineering contributions to velocity error. Representativeness can be understood by imagining the error due to measuring the wind very well in only one corner of a 100 km x 100 km horizontal measurement volume, and then assigning the answer to the entire volume. This error depends on the variations of the wind over the horizontal measurement volume. The representativeness issue is more important in planning future operational wind missions than for SPARCLE. However, scan patterns are planned to confirm current thinking and to design future sampling strategies.$^8$ The non-lidar engineering contributions to velocity error are discussed in the next section.

**GENERAL SPACE ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS**

The measurement of vector winds from space with a laser involves complex interactions of the lidar instrument, the space platform, the atmosphere, and the earth. The LOS wind velocity accuracy consists of factors selectable during PMDP as well as factors fixed at the time of measurement. The LOS wind velocity accuracy factors selectable during PMDP are shot accumulation quantity, the vertical integration length of data used in a velocity estimate, the velocity estimation algorithm, and the horizontal velocity search processing bandwidth (a priori limit on possible velocities currently planned to be 20 m/s). The LOS wind velocity accuracy factors fixed at the time of measurement consist of contributions from the coherent lidar (CL) system, the spacecraft/platform, the atmosphere, and the earth. The spacecraft/platform contributes to lowered SNR by contributing to the misalignment angle of the CL receiver after the round trip of the photons to and from the atmosphere. Knowledge errors in the spacecraft/platform horizontal and vertical velocity, horizontal and vertical location, and angular orientation comprise the non-SNR effects. The atmosphere contributes to lowered SNR through laser beam extinction on the transmit and receive paths, spatial coherence length reduction of the reflected light due to the random locations and spatial extent of the illuminated aerosol particles, and spatial coherence length reduction of the reflected light due to refractive turbulence. (The latter phenomenon may usually be neglected for space-based scenarios.) The non-SNR contribution of the atmosphere to the LOS velocity accuracy comes through the signal spectrum broadening from the instantaneous wind velocity variations in the LOS measurement volume. The earth only contributes through the non-SNR effects of knowledge error of its radius and local horizontal direction. (Making an accurate LOS wind measurement, but assigning it to the wrong location and/or angle constitutes an error.) A third possible earth contribution would come from the assumption that the earth surface return represents a zero velocity target if in fact there is motion (e.g., water, vegetation). The CL effects on LOS wind velocity accuracy also divide into SNR and non-SNR factors. Non-SNR contributors are knowledge error of the transmitted laser beam direction, and signal spectrum broadening from the transmitted laser pulse’s spectrum.

**ROADMAP TO FUTURE MISSIONS**

SPARCLE is the next stepping stone towards enabling future science and operational tropospheric wind profiling missions. In parallel with SPARCLE, NASA is continuing the advance the CDWL technology so that it will be ready when needed. Future missions will likely be at orbit heights of 400-833 km and nadir angles of 30-45 degrees, compared to 300 km and 30 degrees for SPARCLE. Mission lifetimes will be 1-7 years. The desired data product will be horizontal vector wind accuracies of 1-2 m/s coupled with an aerosol backscatter sensitivities of $1-2 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1}$ at 2 micron wavelength. This leads to required CDWL parameters of approximately 1-2 J pulse energy, 10-20 Hz PRF, 5% transmitter laser electrical to optical efficiency, 0.75 - 1 m optics diameter, lidar system
efficiencies near 10%, and shot accumulation of 10-100 pulses. MSFC, LaRC, and JPL continue to collaborate to achieve these advances.
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I. Introduction

After a long history of surface and airborne coherent lidar wind observations, a space shuttle mission aimed at demonstrating the technical feasibility of space-based lidar measurements has been scheduled for early 2001. The Space Readiness Coherent Lidar Experiment (SPARCLE) mission will investigate the application of pulsed, 2 μm coherent laser technology, heterodyne detection, and advanced signal processing for measuring tropospheric wind fields from space.

Because SPARCLE will be operated as a hitchhiker experiment, which limits the size, weight and power consumption of the payload, the sensitivity of the SPARCLE lidar will be less than that required for a more advanced free-flyer mission. As a result, carrier-to-noise ratios (CNR, the ratio of mean measured backscattered signal power to mean local oscillator shot noise power) are generally expected to be quite low for most non-cloud aerosol returns. These anticipated weak signal returns will necessitate the application of optimal Doppler estimation techniques and multi-pulse accumulation to extract an acceptable wind measurement.

The efficacy of multi-pulse accumulation for Doppler estimation of weak signals has been demonstrated using both simulated signals (Rye and Hardesty, 1993) and returns from a vertically pointing Doppler lidar (Frelich et al., 1997). In both cases, however, the analyzed signal was stationary or quasi-stationary, in that the mean radial velocity exhibited little variability during the averaging interval. Because the shuttle will be moving rapidly (~7 km s⁻¹) during the course of a multi-pulse averaged SPARCLE measurement, the radial wind field is likely to exhibit much more variability than that simulated by Rye and Hardesty (1993) or analyzed by Frelich et al. (1997).

To examine the effect of multi-pulse averaging of returns from an actual time-varying atmospheric wind field on Doppler estimation of weak signals, we conducted a short experiment in Boulder, Colorado, employing a low-energy, compact Doppler lidar to interrogate the atmosphere continuously for several hours. The lidar data set, which was characterized by weak signal levels and significant wind variability, was roughly equivalent to a 200 km measurement swaths. The lidar returns were processed to obtain estimates of SPARCLE performance under similar conditions.

2. Ground-based lidar sensitivity

The Environmental Technology Laboratory mini-MOPA pulsed CO₂ Doppler lidar (Brewer et al., 1998) was employed for the experiment. The single-wavelength mini-MOPA is designed for high precision, rapid probing of boundary winds and turbulence (a second wavelength will permit water vapor profiling). Although the mini-MOPA lidar power-aperture product is approximately 1/3000 that of the targeted SPARCLE system, because of the large differences in range the ETL instrument will actually have a higher CNR in the boundary layer. Table 1 shows a comparison of SPARCLE and mini-MOPA design and performance parameters, assuming a Gaussian pulse shape in each case. Velocity estimator performance for coherent lidars in the weak signal regime is a function of the total number of detected photons (photocounts) and the number of photocounts per signal fade, which is roughly equivalent to the peak spectral domain SNR in this region (Rye and Hardesty, 1997). From Table 1, we see that the total number of received photons per pulse will be approximately the same; however, the peak SNR of the mini-MOPA signal is 5 times that of SPARCLE. Based on the study described in Rye and Hardesty (1997), which indicates that estimator uncertainty only weakly depends on peak SNR in this region, we estimate that the lower peak SNR value of
Table 1: SPARCLE/mini-MOPA nominal sensitivity comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SPARCLE</th>
<th>MOPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (μm)</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>10.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Energy (mJ)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics diameter (m)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prf (Hz)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation (db/km)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver BW (MHz)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (km)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backscatter (m^2sr^-1)</td>
<td>2x10^-7</td>
<td>1x10^-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNR (dB)</td>
<td>-18.2</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate length (m)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photocounts/pulse</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak SNR</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPARCLE would increase the estimator standard deviation by a factor of only 1.5, relative to mini-MOPA estimates for the parameters of Table 1.

3. Experiment description

Because the performance of these two instruments in the lower troposphere is very similar, we used the ground-based mini-MOPA lidar to obtain a set of low CNR observations extending over about six hours. Every 108 s a stepped conical scan at an elevation angle of 60° was initiated. Each scan was made up of 6 azimuth angles, starting at north and spaced 60 degrees apart. At each azimuth angle, 600 lidar shots were sampled prior to moving to the next azimuth angle. We chose to sample 600 shots at each range gate to ensure that sufficient photocounts were gathered to obtain a precise wind estimate. The entire data set consisted of 200 scans.

We analyzed the conical scans to compute the wind profile at the 108 s intervals. The 600 shots at each azimuth angle were processed over 90 m range gates. Individual autocovariance estimates computed from each shot, each range gate, were averaged to obtain a single radial wind speed profile estimate at each azimuth angle (we call this the wind reference data set) during a single scan. The azimuthal estimates were then analyzed using the technique of Browning and Wexler (1968) to obtain a wind profile for each scan.

Figure 1 shows the change in wind speed and direction within the first 3 km of the troposphere over the 6-hour measurement period (times in MST). The abscissa is plotted with time decreasing, as is customary for wind profiler measurements. The observations above 2.5 km become somewhat noisy after about 11:00 as a result of a decrease in signal strength. In the figure, it can be seen that the winds below about 1.5 km height change from easterly to westerly during the period between 10:00 and 11:00. Above 1.5 km, the winds are westerly throughout the period, but significantly increase in speed after 11:00.

Boulder lies in the lee of the Rockies, consequently, the wind change seen in Figure 1 is most likely due to a local effect associated with a breakup of the nocturnal inversion which allowed downslope westerly winds aloft to mix down to the surface. However, the time-height structure is similar to that which might be observed by a space-based lidar system as it crosses the leading edge of a shallow cold front - low level easterlies and southeasterlies, with a sharp transition to stronger westerly winds. Thus, the data can be used to examine the performance of proposed processing algorithms and representativeness of a single wind estimate when the wind changes over time (or distance for the space-based instrument).

To obtain the simulated SPARCLE data set, we subsampled the 6-hour data set to select a single shot per azimuth angle for each conical scan. Thus, the simulated data consisted of 200 shots per azimuth angle, with each shot separated by 108 s.
4. Signal Processing

The ensemble of simulated SPARCLE shots from each azimuth angle was processed separately. First, a whitening filter was developed and applied to each digitized lidar return, in order to flatten the noise spectrum. After whitening, the noise spectrum was shown to be flat to within about 0.5%. Effective whitening of the spectrum is critical for detecting returns with low CNR. The returns were processed with 90 m range gates. For each range gate, the autocovariance was accumulated over the entire ensemble of 200 pulses. Then a maximum likelihood estimator (Zmic, 1978) was applied to estimate both the Doppler shift and the signal power. The maximum likelihood estimator requires an *a priori* estimate of the signal spectral width; generally a value corresponding to the transmitted pulse bandwidth is used when the estimator is applied. For the SPARCLE simulations described here, we applied the estimator iteratively assuming a Gaussian signal spectrum, varying the specified spectral width, so as to determine both the spectral width, CNR, and mean frequency estimate that maximized the log-likelihood ratio. Our goal was to also obtain an estimate of the spectral width of the signal, which would provide information on the wind variability over the measurement interval.

5. Results

As anticipated, the data were characterized by low signal levels such as would be encountered by a spacebased lidar. Figure 2 shows the estimated total equivalent photocounts gathered in the boundary layer and lower troposphere over the 200-pulse accumulation as a function of range. Whereas, as shown in Table 1, we would have expected about 1 photocount/pulse from 5 km range, assuming a backscatter cross-section of $1 \times 10^{-8}$, in actuality the signal was somewhat weaker, producing only 0.5 photons per pulse at 2 km slant range. Because the MOPA system was uncalibrated for these measurements, we cannot determine whether this weaker signal resulted from cleaner air or lower than anticipated system sensitivity. Visual observations indicated very clear air, as is often associated with downslope winds east of the Rockies.

For the SPARCLE performance evaluation, the ranges of most interest are those between about 1.5 and 2.5 km, where the total number of photocounts was estimated to be in neighborhood of 100-200, corresponding to the expected photocount for 200 pulse SPARCLE averages from Table 1. The effect of accumulation in the calculation of the autocovariance during periods of wind variability is shown in Figure 3, where the spectrum of the transmit pulse and the backscattered signal
Fig. 4. Radial velocity estimates at 240 degrees azimuth. Solid line: mean of 200 wind measurements from reference data set; Dots: computed radial wind from SPARCLE data set; Triangles: computed radial wind from SPARCLE data set with spectral width estimation.

( computed from the entire data set of 12000 pulses to reduce noise) at a range of 2.2 km and azimuth of 240 degrees are shown. The spectral broadening due to wind variability is clear. As the spectrum is broadened the height of the peak above the noise is reduced. In Fig. 3, peak SNR is about 0.2, well below the anticipated value assuming the parameters of Fig. 1.

Figure 4 shows estimates of radial velocity at the 240 degree azimuth angle as a function of range for the simulated SPARCLE data set, as well as mean and standard deviation of the ensemble of individual estimates in the wind reference data set. Our region of interest is limited to ranges below 3 km range, where the wind reference estimates are indicative of the variability of the wind over the measurement period. Beyond 3 km range, in the very weak signal regime, the variance in the wind reference data is dominated by measurement noise rather than wind variability.

From Figure 4, we see that the estimates from the sub-sampled SPARCLE data set are within one standard deviation of the mean velocity at ranges out to 2.5 km, where the accumulated photocount estimate exceeds 60. At very high accumulated photocount levels (ranges less than 1.0 km), the simulated SPARCLE estimates correspond nearly exactly to the mean of the reference wind estimates. The triangles in Figure 4 represent the mean of simulated SPARCLE velocity estimates obtained while also trying to estimate the spectral width. Our estimates of spectral width corresponded reasonably well with the measured wind variability at ranges out to about 2.5 km.

6. Summary

Using returns from a low energy Doppler lidar, we have shown that multi-pulse accumulation produces reasonable estimates of wind velocity at low CNR and photocount levels (N>60), even when the wind velocity field is varying over the measurement interval. Our results also indicate that the wind field variability can potentially be measured by estimating the spectral width of the lidar return signal. The values for CNR, photocount, wind variability, and pulses accumulated in this study are similar to those expected for SPARCLE, providing optimism that SPARCLE can obtain useful wind estimates from the boundary layer under similar aerosol conditions. More cases, particularly in ocean regions, are needed to predict SPARCLE performance under a variety of conditions.

7. References


A Doppler lidar system has been developed for the measurement of wind in the lower troposphere. The multi-channel, differential discrimination technique was realized using a Fabry-Perot filter to detect Doppler frequency shifts of Mie scattering of aerosols and Rayleigh scattering of molecular backscatter based on the high-resolution direct detection. The UV third harmonic beam of the Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm was used for eye-safety and high-sensitivity detection in the ground based applications.

1. Introduction

The Doppler lidars using the direct detection were developed for wind field measurements using the Rayleigh scattering of the middle atmosphere\(^1\). High accuracy wind measurement has been demonstrated with the Mie scattering Doppler lidar using a narrow band Fabry-Perot filter based on the edge technique at 1.06 \(\mu\)m\(^2\). These incoherent Doppler lidars have slight advantages over the heterodyne coherent Doppler lidars in its system stability which is insensitive to spectral width, frequency jitter and drift of the laser and filter system, high range resolution and also is not limited by the diffraction at optics. We have already analyzed and developed the Doppler lidar with the differential discrimination technique using the polarization multiplexed Mach-Zhender interferometer as the frequency discriminator\(^3\).

In the present work, an efficient scheme of the Doppler lidar is reported with the multi-frequency channel, differential discrimination method using a Fabry-Perot etalon filter at UV wavelengths. Mie scattering and molecular Rayleigh scattering are detected for accurate measurements of the Doppler shifts and the Mie/Rayleigh scattering ratio in the high-spectral resolution mode of operation.

2. Multi-Channel Doppler Lidar System

The arrangement of the UV Doppler lidar system is shown in Fig. 1. The system parameters are listed in Table 1. The transmitter is a Q-switched and injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser with single frequency and TEM\(_{00}\) mode output. The output is frequency tripled by BBO crystals at 355 nm wavelength and the spectral width of the UV third-harmonic beam was nearly 100 MHz. The beam is collimated and reflected by the beam scanning mirror. The back scattered light by aerosols and air molecules is collected by a 20-cm diameter reflection mirror and transmitted through an multi-mode optical fiber for mode scrambling. The light is collimated and incident to the air-spaced Fabry-Perot etalon filter with a bandwidth of 160 MHz (0.067 pm, FWHM) at 355 nm.
Fig. 1 Block diagram of the UV Doppler lidar system.

Table 1 System parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser : Injection seeded Nd:YAG</th>
<th>Filter : Fabry-Perot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (THG) 355 nm</td>
<td>Spectral width 160 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral width 100 MHz</td>
<td>FSR 5.0 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF 20 Hz</td>
<td>Effective dia. 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse energy 30 mJ</td>
<td>Max transmittance 60 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Detector : PMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telescope diameter 20 cm</td>
<td>Quantum efficiency 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber diameter 50 µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System efficiency 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A spectral profiles for the backscatter light signal and the filter transmission functions are schematically shown in Fig. 2. The three-channel, narrow band filtering system was developed based on the nature of incident angle dependence of the transmission frequency of the FP filter. A portion of the light spectrum centered at \( v_1 \) is transmitted and detected by the photomultiplier (PMT) detector (Mie channel-1). With the angle of incidence tilted slightly, the reflected light by the FP filter is introduced again by the mirror M1 at different angle to the FP filter and the transmitted at shifted center frequency \( v_2 \) into the Mie channel-2 detector. These two Mie channel signals are used to subtract in the differential discrimination method, which is simply an extension of the demodulation method of the conventional FM radio technique. This method has features in high efficiency, high sensitivity and wide range in the velocity measurements and in a simple arrangement.
The third filter, Rayleigh channel was also located at different angle of incidence. A small portion of the laser output is directly sent to the FP filter for frequency correction of each pulse prior to receiving the backscatter signal. The three detector signals are recorded and processed in the data acquisition unit.

3. Experiment

Some basic experiments have been carried out using the multi-channel Doppler lidar by scanning the laser beam. Fig. 3 is an example of range/height profiles of wind velocity. The radial velocity at the elevation angle of 28 degree is plotted for two different observations with a 1,000-shot average. We have not yet calibrated these data with standard wind sensors such as a rawinsonde. The standard deviation of wind velocity was estimated from the signal fluctuation to be about 1 m/s at 3 km, which depends mainly on the Mie scattering intensity. The range resolution was reduced to 120 m for data smoothing although the minimum resolution being 15 m.

The Rayleigh channel signal was used to derive information of molecular scattering intensity. Fig. 4 shows an example of Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering profiles. From this result, the Mie/Rayleigh scattering ratio is obtained. The laser beam extinction profile is also derived by assuming standard pressure and temperature distribution model.

4. Conclusion

The UV Doppler lidar system was developed using the multi-channel discrimination method. In the preliminary experiments, it was possible to measure the wind speed with 1 m/s resolution up to 3 km range. The resolution and range capability can be improved further by refining the system design.
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Fig. 3 Height distributions of wind velocity.

Fig. 4 Rayleigh scattering and total scattering intensity profiles.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric water-vapor initiates cloud processes and latent heat energy exchange mechanisms which, when combined with complex wind flow and resulting momentum transfer, drive the dynamics in the boundary layer. High temporal and spatial resolution measurements of wind and water vapor profiles are essential to extend understanding and allow for more complete modeling of the atmosphere. We are developing a dual wavelength, CO$_2$ Doppler lidar which will make simultaneous boundary layer measurements of wind and water vapor profiles using coherent detection and the differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique [1,2].

Optimally combining the velocity and DIAL measurements is difficult because the two different measurements impose constraints on system design which tend to be mutually exclusive. For this discussion we square heterodyne return to estimate the backscatter power [3]. Assuming we have adequate signal strength and constant range resolution, the precision of the velocity measurement is optimized by matching the pulse length to the processing gate length, while the precision of the return power for the DIAL measurement is optimized by reducing the pulse length to increase the number of independent, uncorrelated power estimates per range gate [3].

The precision of the power estimate from a coherent measurement can be expressed as

\[
\frac{\Delta P}{P} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{m_{\text{eff}}}} \left( \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{\text{CNR}}} \right)
\]

where CNR is the wideband signal to noise ratio (the ratio of the mean signal power to the mean LO shot noise power) and $m_{\text{eff}}$ is the number of independent measurements in the power estimate. In the limit that pulse length is small enough that each digitizer point is independent, $m_{\text{eff}} = MN\cdot n$, where $M$ is the number of sample points in the range gate and $n$ is the number of shots accumulated for the power measurement. In the limit that the pulse length is matched to the length of the range gate, $m_{\text{eff}} = n$. Once the return signal power is above a certain level, the uncertainty in the single shot ($n=1$) return power estimation is dominated by the first term in (1) and limited to a signal to noise ratio, $\text{SNR} = P/\Delta P$, of one. An optimal system design would provide adequate power to operate in this range of CNR, and do so at a very high PRF to increase the precision of the power estimate by $\sqrt{n}$ while still maintaining high temporal resolution.

In this paper we discuss the design and operational characteristics of a low energy, high PRF CO$_2$ Doppler lidar. We review the performance in light of that needed to make high-precision, simultaneous measurements of wind and water vapor profiles in the boundary layer.

2. Instrument Description

This instrument is designed to be compact in size (mini) and to employ the master-oscillator, power amplifier (MOPA) technique to generate pulses with a few millijoules of energy at PRFs of a few hundred Hertz. In an effort to make the mini-MOPA more robust - requiring less operator interaction and longer operational time between periodic maintenance- we incorporate RF-discharge in the CO$_2$ lasers and optical amplifiers [4]. Using acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) to create the pulse form
and frequency shift in the output beam provides an extremely stable offset frequency and repeatable pulse shape. Additionally the AOMs are insensitive to vibration - making the system ideal for the harsh environment of an airborne platform.

The transmitter of the mini-MOPA uses a CW laser as the common source of both the local oscillator (LO) beam and the power output (PO) beam (Figure 1). Mechanical shutters select one of the two, grating-tuned, laser outputs (tuned to the online and offline wavelengths for DIAL measurements) as the source for multiple wavelength operation. A combination of two AOMs create the pulse and shift the frequency of the PO beam by 10 MHz as the offset frequency for heterodyne detection. The pulse is adjustable in length from 200 ns to 5 μs.

We use two optical amplifiers to increase the pulse energy from less than 0.1 μJ at the output of the AOMs to 3 mJ. The amplifiers contain five concave mirrors which fold and refocus the beam six times through the discharge for one 'pass' through the amplifier. Using polarization rotation, the PO beam passes twice through the first amplifier and then once through the second amplifier for a total path length of 10.8 m through the gain medium. We expand the PO beam to a diameter of 15 cm with a Mersenne telescope and send it into the atmosphere through a two-axis, full-hemispheric scanner. The atmospheric return mixes with the LO beam via a 3% beam splitter. The combined beams are focused onto a cooled Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) photo diode detector.

The analog signal chain has a bandwidth of 10 MHz (5-15 MHz) and 45 dB of amplification. We use a hardware complex demodulator to shift the signal to baseband and a PC-based, 8 bit, 10 MHz digitizer to record in-phase and quadrature (I and Q) signals directly to a 4 mm DAT tape. The PC based system can record 106 μs (15 km maximum range) of I and Q data per shot for PRFs up to 190 Hz.

3. Instrument Performance

The mini-MOPA, in a single-wavelength Doppler configuration, has had one extensive field campaign where the instrument logged over 16 days of operation during a month-long experiment in 1996 at the Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) site in Oklahoma and has been regularly operated from our laboratory in Boulder, CO. The system typically runs for hours with little or no operator interaction and has operated for more than 300 hours between CO2 gas refills. We normally operate with a 600 ns pulse width with 0.5 mJ of energy at a repetition rate of 120 Hz.

Depending on atmospheric conditions, we observe aerosol returns to a range of at least 8 km when staring horizontally, and we have measured thin cirrus at altitudes up to 12 km when staring vertically. The instrument has detected optically thick clouds out to 30 km and all cirrus visible to the naked eye during the month-long field campaign in 1996.

Figure 2 shows the standard deviation of the velocity estimates from the atmosphere as a function of CNR.
together with the Cramer-Rao theoretical limit for 5 second accumulations and 90 m processing gate and pulse width. The precision of the instrument approached the theoretical limit at high CNR. In the limit of extremely high CNR - hard target returns show that pulse to pulse variations in the frequency shift can be corrected giving a final measurement uncertainty of less than 2 cm s\(^{-1}\).

Figure 3 shows SNR and CNR for both vertically and horizontally pointed operation. Combining these results with those in Figure 2 shows that we can maintain velocity measurement precision better than 50 cm s\(^{-1}\) for horizontal ranges out to 6 km and vertically to a height of 3.5 km for these particular sets of data.


The error propagation of the DIAL equation yields for the relative statistical error \(\sigma_\rho/\rho\) of a water-vapor measurement:

\[
\frac{\sigma_\rho}{\rho} \approx \frac{1}{2\Delta \tau} \frac{1}{SNR} \times e^{2\tau} + e^{(2\tau + 2\Delta \tau)} + 2
\]

(2)

where \(\rho\) is the absolute humidity, \(\Delta \tau\) is the differential optical thickness of water-vapor in the range cell \(\Delta r\), and \(\tau\) is the optical thickness of water-vapor at the online frequency up to the scattering volume.

For a DIAL measurement \(\Delta \tau = 0.1\) and \(\tau\) varies between 0-1 in the measurement range. Therefore a SNR of about 250 is required in the range cell and a certain time resolution in order to perform measurements with a statistical error of < 5%. The latter value is typically set as design goal for an accurate water-vapor profiler [5,6]. These considerations agree well with results achieved with a ground-based water-vapor DIAL system [7].

Experimental data to investigate the SNR for the mini-MOPA are shown in figure 3 for horizontal and vertical pointing in a convective boundary layer using a time resolution of 5 s and a range resolution of 90 m. For a horizontal pointing system, the SNR is greater than 20 to a range of 3 km. For a vertically pointing system, the SNR is larger than 20 in the boundary layer. Translating these results to different time and height resolution yields that the Mini MOPA already meets the above mentioned design goal using a resolution of 8 minutes and 150 m.

4. Analysis of systematic errors

As the mini-MOPA is locked to a low pressure CO\(_2\) absorption line with an accuracy of at least 10 MHz and the single-mode laser pulse has a bandwidth of <1 MHz, errors due to the spectral properties of the laser system can be neglected under all atmospheric conditions [5,6]. Also errors caused by a spectral impurity of the laser transmitter as well as the Rayleigh Doppler correction [8] can be completely neglected as narrowband detection of the backscatter signal is applied. The latter property is a very important advantage of water-vapor DIAL using coherent detection as the Rayleigh Doppler correction is the major remaining error source of current high-performance water-vapor DIAL systems [7].

The main errors for this DIAL system are caused by unknown parameters of the absorption cross section and by the detector system. The error due to unknown line parameters is mainly caused by incorrect assumptions made in the atmospheric temperature profile. This error can be specified to about 1-3%/K for the most important absorption lines used in the tuning range of the CO\(_2\) laser. However, inaccurate line parameters might also effect the absolute accuracy of the measurement-reaching additional calibration measurements [2].
It has to be mentioned that the temperature sensitivity only plays a role for a vertically pointing system and can be considerably reduced by application of collocated temperature profiles such as the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI) [9]. For a horizontally pointing system, which will also have important applications and where the inherent eye-safety of the mini-MOPA makes it an ideal instrument, the error due to the temperature sensitivity is greatly reduced.

5. Conclusion

Running in the single-wavelength-mode, the mini-MOPA has demonstrated good sensitivity and velocity precision. We are currently modifying the mini-MOPA to operate at two wavelengths and plan initial field tests of water vapor DIAL measurements in the spring of 1998. We will present initial results from these measurements at the summer meeting. Further work with the system to increase the PRF (increasing the time resolution of the DIAL measurement) will be undertaken once we demonstrate the feasibility of the water-vapor measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The object of the investigation is to derive mesoscale wind fields from airborne Doppler LIDAR measurements and to compare these results to windspeed measurements derived from the normalized radar backscatter cross section (NRCS) of ERS SAR data. It is expected that this study will have an impact on the development of a future satellite based global wind profile measurement system ALADIN (ALADIN 1989). A first experiment was carried out in November 1996 by combining ERS-2 SAR data with airborne cw Doppler lidar wind measurements and to compare the results with a hydrostatic meso-β-scale regional numerical weather prediction model. Previous experiments to compare Doppler lidar wind information with ocean wave spectra were carried out by Intirieri et al. (1995) and Hardesty and Intirieri (1995).

The fine resolution from "state of the art" meteorological models is in the order of 10 km. Finer spatial resolution is needed to model a variety of coastal processes, e.g. currents, waves, wind and related transport processes. Validation with conventional ground truth measurements usually requires enormous efforts in large campaigns.

In the present study we want investigate the wind profiles of mesoscale windfields at the land sea boundary and to compare to the theory of turbulence.

2. INSTRUMENTS

2.1 SAR

The backscatter from the rough ocean surface for moderate incidence angles 20 deg to 60 deg is explained by resonant Bragg scattering (Wright 1996). The backscatter signal is caused by the water wave component which is in resonance with the incidence radiation. The resonant water wave number $k_w$ is related to the electromagnetic wave number $k_{el}$ of the radar according to

$$k_w = 2k_{el} \sin (\alpha)$$

where $\alpha$ is the incidence angle of the radar beam. In case of the ERS SAR, operating at C-band with incidence angles between 20 deg and 26 deg the range of scattering wavelengths extends from 8.2 cm to 6.5 cm. Therefore the Normalized Radar Cross Section (NRCS) can be used to evaluate parameters which influence the small scale roughness, like the wind speed.

For the determination of the wind speed and direction over the ocean surface from the three antennas of the ERS scatterometer (SCAT), an empiric C-band model CMOD4 (Stoffelen and Anderson 1993) was developed by ESA. The SCAT and SAR on board ERS-1/2 operate at the same frequency. Thus, the CMOD4 can be applied to the SAR (Lehner et al. 1997). In contrast to the SCAT the SAR collects data only from one antenna. Therefore, the wind direction is needed as further input to derive the wind speed by the CMOD4. Usually, SAR images show distinct features like wind streaks or shadowing behind coasts from which the wind direction can be derived.

2.2 ADOLAR

Based on the experiences with the compact laser Doppler anemometer LDA an airborne cw-
Doppler lidar ADOLAR was developed (Rahm 1995). This lidar uses a conical scan to evaluate the wind field. This technique is well approved for ground based systems e.g. (Schwiesow et al. 1985, Bilbro 1980). Only a few attempts have been made to integrate a Doppler lidar into an aircraft (Woodfield and Vaughan 1983, Bilbro et al. 1986), but none of these systems were applying a conical scan. The Doppler lidar ADOLAR is a homodyne system. This means, that the frequency of the transmitted light is the same than that of the local oscillator. The advantage of such a system is, that it is easy to realise. On the other hand only the magnitude of the overall Doppler shift (aircraft motion + wind) can be measured but not the sign, which leads to a more complicated signal processing to obtain the three dimensional wind vector in magnitude and sign.

The Doppler lidar consists of two racks, an electronics rack with the cooling unit for the laser, the digitiser, the computer, and a spectrum analyser as a quicklook unit. The optics rack is a soft light weight Aluminium rivet construction in which a stiff optical breadboard (size 900 X 300 mm) is mounted. This concept suppresses most of the vibrations and small deformations, which are introduced by the aircraft. The laser together with the power supply and the interferometer is mounted at one side of the breadboard, and the transceiver telescope at the other. The Germanium wedge scanner is insensitive to vibrations and can be fixed at the bottom of the frame. It provides a conical scan pattern of 30° half cone angle with the axis of the cone pointing downward. The scanning speed can be varied between 1 -20 seconds per revolution. At the measurements described below it was operating at 10 s per revolution. The electric beat signal gets amplified with a bandwidth from 0.1 to 25 MHz. The low cut off frequency is necessary to eliminate EMI from the laser power supply and the high cut off frequency to reduce the effect of aliasing of noise. The amplified signal is digitised with a sampling rate of 200 MHz and a resolution of 8 Bit. One measurement contains 16 kByte of data which represent a duration of about 82 μs. This strategy is called early digitising. It offers the advantage that the beat signal in the time domain can be stored without any distortions due to analogue electronics and that the processing may be performed offline without any loss of information.

The three dimensional wind field is estimated from all line of sight measurements of a whole conical scan. The accuracy of the measurement is mainly influenced by the error of the estimation from the platform velocity. After some correction algorithms for the data of GPS and IRS now the error of the wind field is well below ±1 m/s.

The Deutschland Model (DM) of the Deutscher Wetterdienst is a hydrostatic meso-β scale regional numerical weather prediction model for Germany and its surroundings. It serves as the main short range weather forecasting tool. By simulating small scale flows, clouds and precipitation the model is able to provide detailed forecasts of weather parameters close to the ground. The horizontal mesh width of the model is some 14 km, and in the vertical the atmosphere is resolved by 30 layers with 8 layers below 1000 m. Meso-γ scale events with characteristic lengths below 25 km, e.g. sea breeze, lee effects behind small hills or islands or individual thunderstorms cannot be simulated by the DM.

The initial conditions for the forecast runs are provided by a 6-hourly intermittent data assimilation schema. A 6-h DM forecast provides
the first guess for the optimal interpolation of deviations of observations from the first guess. All available observations in a 6-h window centred around the analysis times 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC are taken into account.

3. RESULTS

The ADOLAR system was measuring wind speed during the ERS overflight on Nov. 21, 1996 at 10:05 UTC near the island of Rügen in flight patterns near the grid points 1 to 5 of the DM. The flight starts north of Ruegen in rectangular patterns at the altitudes 165 m, 530 m, 848 m, and 1139 m during 10:00 to 10:40 UTC and went south to the island passing the grid points 2 and 3 at 10:45 UTC and 10:49 UTC. At Rügen another rectangular pattern with the lags A, B, C, and D in 200 m (see figure 6) altitude was performed from 10:52 UTC to 11:06 UTC to cover the effect of sea and land surfaces.

Figure 2 gives a summary of the flight track and the results. Wind speed versus altitude at the DM grid point 1 with the following information: SAR, stations Arkona and Putbus, the analysis model for the grid point 1 and ADOLAR wind (circles). The wind speed measured from the aircraft by a 5-hole sonde mounted on a nose boom are also displayed (circles). Normally these data are available with 10 Hz repetition rate. For the purpose of comparison the measurements of the nose boom are averaged over 10 s and are also calculated for the same estimation of the platform speed as used for ADOLAR. This means, that the data for the ground speed from the IRS normally used for the estimation of the wind speed of the nose boom are replaced by the more accurate ground speed processed from the sources IRS, GPS, and ground return together. With this improvement the wind estimates of the nose boom and the Doppler lidar data combine to a homogeneous wind profile which corresponds well with the forecasting profile 1 of the DWD model the measurement until 200 m altitude. At higher altitudes the profile 1 from the DWD model is underestimated with about 2 m/s. As another result it can be seen that SAR is about 3 m/s lower than the land stations.

Fig. 2: Flight pattern over the Baltic sea on Nov. 21, 1996 with some gridpoints of the Deutschland Model (top). Summary of the windspeed measurements on Nov. 21, 1996 for the flight track over the Baltic Sea (bottom)

For the rectangular pattern (A-B-C-D) over Rügen the average wind speed for two altitudes are available: 12.3 m/s at 202 m from the nose boom, and 11.3 m/s at 98 m from ADOLAR. This applies good to the profiles 4 and 5 of the DM model which predict about 10 m/s in 100 m altitude, and 11 m/s in 200 m altitude. At the grid point 2 of the DM 8.3 m/s wind speed is given as a forecast in 200 m altitude and 8.2 m/s are obtained from a measurement of ADOLAR, and at
the grid point 3 8.8 m/s is the forecast and 8.3 m/s are obtained from ADOLAR.

4. CONCLUSION

SAR-, lidar measurements and model prediction were used jointly to perform a synoptic analysis. This is the first step for the use of a global wind measurement system ALADIN, a Doppler lidar in space, for the improvement of the weather forecast. It shows that the forecast is very accurate and measurements with an error larger 2 m/s are not useful for the modelists.
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1 Introduction

The measurement of wind profiles with high resolution and accuracy is essential to investigate turbulent transport and exchange processes in the lower troposphere. Doppler lidar systems provide important data in this connection as these are capable to perform range dependent measurements with high vertical and time resolution. For instance, profiles of higher-order moments of the vertical wind can be investigated [1] as well as profiles of momentum flux and turbulent kinetic energy [2]. Furthermore, the combination of a Doppler lidar with other high-resolution profilers, such as radar and differential absorption lidar (DIAL) systems, allows the direct measurements of sensible and latent heat flux profiles using the eddy correlation method. Consequently, Doppler wind measurements can provide the urgent need of observational data that are urgently needed for the investigation and improvement of small-scale processes in models.

The NOAA High Resolution Doppler lidar (HRDL) is a transportable all-solid-state 2 μm Doppler lidar system which was already deployed during several field programs. It is currently being upgraded in a joint effort between NOAA and NCAR. This paper is presenting the status and the performance of the system. From the broad range of applications in boundary layer research a few examples are highlighted. The experience with the system suggested several improvements. These ongoing upgrades are described.

2 Setup of the Doppler lidar system

A detailed description of the lidar system is found in [3, 4]. The laser transmitter is based on a diode laser-pumped Q-switched linear Tm:Lu,YAG slave oscillator which is injection-seeded by a diode laser-pumped linear cw Tm:YAG master oscillator. The Q-switch is a 100 MHz acousto-optic modulator. Using an active feedback loop the slave laser has a frequency stability of about 1 MHz with respect to the local oscillator. The offset between the master and slave laser frequencies is measured in each single shot using heterodyne detection. The receiver consists of a 20 cm off-axis Mersenne telescope in combination with a high-speed alt-azimuth scanner. The heterodyne backscatter signal is detected using an InGaAs PIN diode detector and processed in real time including the slave laser frequency correction in a signal processor which consists of sixteen C40 DSP’s.

3 Performance

During the field campaigns a pulse energy of about 0.5 mJ – limited by optical damage in the slave cavity – at a repetition rate of 200 Hz could be obtained routinely. The precision of the vertical wind measurements can be investigated by determining the rms standard deviation due to system noise. The error is shown in fig. 1 in the case of a vertically pointing system. The standard deviation is typically <0.3 m/s in the boundary layer using a resolution of 1 s and 30 m.

Below 400 m systematic errors occurred due to a nonlinear response of the detector to the outgoing laser pulse which could not be corrected. Typically, measurement could be performed up to the top of the boundary layer z_i which was in this case about 1200 m. In this range the error increases drastically as the aerosol signal decreased so that the pulse energy of HRDL was too low to collect enough photon per shot in each range bin. Consequently, the investigation of vertical velocity statistics was typically possible from 400 m up to z_i with very high resolution and accuracy (see also section 4).
Some estimate of the accuracy of the wind measurements can be seen by a comparison with a 915MHz radar profiler [5] (see fig.2). The standard deviation between the velocity estimates is typically in the range of 0.5 m/s.

The precision of HRDL could be maintained even in a rough environment, e.g. on a shipborne platform, however, the duty cycle decreased considerably, as a significant portion of the laser pulses were outside the 20 MHz range of the frequency estimator.

We also tried to characterize the narrowband signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of HRDL in the boundary layer. First results show that using a height resolution of 30 m and a time resolution of 2 s the SNR is typically less than 0dB. Interestingly, these results do not agree with the theoretical expectations [6]. Modeling of the SNR shows a similar SNR of HRDL at same average power as the NOAA Mini-MOPA [7]. However, the measured SNR is typically a factor of more than 10 lower than that of the Mini-MOPA. It is planned to investigate this discrepancy further as no direct comparison has yet been performed. This behavior can have important consequences for future applications of 2μm Doppler lidar systems in space and for heterodyne water-vapor DIAL.

4 Applications

An overview of the applications of the Doppler lidar system is given in [8, 9]. Here, we focus on the investigation of the higher-order moments of the vertical wind fluctuations.

Fig.3 shows a variance profile measured on August 2, 1996 from 12-2 local time in a convective boundary layer. The time resolution is 2 s and the height resolution 30 m respectively. The horizontal wind speed was about 3 m/s and the surface virtual temperature \( T_v \approx 296 \text{K} \). As during the measurement period boundary clouds were observed at about 1300 m, the profile is only plotted up to this height in order to avoid conditional sampling errors. The variance profile demonstrates that the sampling error is the major error source whereas the statistical error is hardly visible and can be neglected.

Fitted to the variance profile is Lenschow et al.'s similarity relationship [10]

\[
\langle w^2 \rangle \approx 1.8 w^2_1 \left( \frac{z}{z_i} \right)^{2/3} \left( 1 - 0.8 \frac{z}{z_i} \right)^2
\]  

(1)
where \( \langle w'^2 \rangle \) is the vertical wind variance, \( w_* \) the convective velocity scale, and \( z_i \) boundary layer top. A reasonable agreement is achieved which suggests that the relationship is applicable and that a fit yields a good approximation of \( w_* \). The fit results are \( w_* = 1.5 \text{ m/s} \pm 0.2 \text{ m/s} \) and \( z_i = 1450 \text{ m} \pm 100 \text{ m} \). The errors were estimated by calculation of the sampling error propagation.

The convective velocity scale is related to the surface buoyancy flux \( \langle w'T'_0 \rangle_0 \) using the expression [11]

\[
\frac{1}{\text{g}} \frac{z_i \langle w'T'_0 \rangle}{T'_0}^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

where \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity and \( T'_0 \) the surface virtual temperature. Therefore the fit allows the estimation of the buoyancy flux. We achieved \( \langle w'T'_0 \rangle_0 = 0.07 \text{ Km/s} \pm 0.02 \text{ Km/s} \). This result is in very good agreement with the observed surface in-situ flux of 0.08 \text{ K m/s}.

Whereas this approach was already applied using radar systems [12], Doppler lidar measurements are significantly less affected by systematic errors. Additionally, the noise error of the vertical wind measurements using HRDL is typically a factor of five lower at same time and height resolution (see e.g. [13]) so that a higher overall accuracy of higher–order moments determined with Doppler lidars can be expected.

The low noise error and the high resolution of the vertical wind measurements allows also the investigation of higher–order moments. Vertical wind skewness profiles will be shown including an error analysis with respect to noise and sampling errors. Further applications of higher–order moments of the vertical velocity fluctuations in boundary layer research will be discussed at the conference.

5 Improvements

Based on this experience the following upgrades are planned:

1. Decrease the minimum range of the measurements by avoiding or by calibration of detector saturation.
2. Extend the measurement range and increase the narrowband signal–to–noise ratio (SNR) of the backscatter measurements by upscaling the pulse energy.
3. Increase the resolution of the velocity measurements by improvement of the data acquisition system.
4. Modify the frequency stabilization routine in order to achieve more reliable operation in a rough environment or on an airborne platform.

To achieve the first and the second goal a modified resonator configuration is currently under development. This resonator will either consist of a linear resonator or a ring resonator deploying two Tm:Lu,YAG crystals which are pumped by two 15 W fiber–coupled 785 nm diode laser pump modules (Optopower OPC–785–FCPS) respectively. The resonator will be dynamically stable and will have a low misalignment sensitivity in order to make a reliable operation in rough environment possible. The phase matching of the slave resonator to the master laser frequency will be performed using a ramp–and–fire technique.

First results on the performance of the new laser transmitter and further atmospheric measurements are presented at the conference.
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1. Objective

The newly formed Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL) in France and Ecole Polytechnique jointed in 1997 to develop an instrumented site at Palaiseau (48°42’N, 02°16’E) in a semi urban area 25 km south of Paris. As it stands, IPSL is a joint venture of six research laboratories of CNRS and Universities which are active for more than two decades in atmospheric and oceanic research, environmental sciences and climate studies. One objective is to take advantage of the present capabilities of the different laboratories to increase their potential both for modelling and experimental studies. IPSL is a leading center for studies on the dynamics and photochemistry of the atmosphere at different scales from the small scale to the large scale of General circulation model, the variability of climate and climate change, as well as the impact of pollution on the environment.

The implementation of various remote sensors i.e. lidars, radars, and radiometers on an instrumented site at Ecole Polytechnique is intended to fulfill the objectives outlined above. It allows to conduct i) Intense field observation (IFO) experiments involving a large number of key remote sensors for limited time periods and ii) Routine measurements over longer period of times i.e. yearly or multi-year programmes, for climatology purposes using a limited number of instruments. The scientific objectives are:

i) Synergism between remote sensing instruments i.e. radar, lidar and radiometers,
ii) Process studies on the dynamics of the atmospheric boundary layer and organized convection at the mesoscale (Flamant et al, 1997),
iv) Microphysics-radiation-dynamics interactions in clouds,
v) Validation of new sensors on board satellite like the spaceborne lidar LITE (NASA) during the European campaign E-LITE campaign conducted in 1994 (Flamant et al, 1996), and more recently the advanced radiometer POLDER on ADEOS-1 (NASA) in 1996-97.

2. Experimental Site

The instrumented site has already been used in 1994-95 during ECLAP a programme dedicated to the occurrence of pollution episodes in the Paris area and a direct comparison on the dynamics of a urban PBL (in downtown Paris) with a semi rural PBL at Palaiseau (Menut et al, 1996) (Dupont et al, 1998). The data set collected during two days of ECLAP has been used to study the dynamics of rolls in the PBL (Drobniski et al, 1998).

An experiment has been conducted to demonstrate the capability of two lidars to infer the liquid water content and effective radius (re) of droplets of low clouds (Flamant et al, 1996). The measurements made by two lidars operating at 0.53 μm and 10.6 μm separated by less than 100 m for a good correlation on the same site has been used to retrieve LWC and re in a stratocumulus. The penetration depth was of the order of 150-200 m.

The backscatter lidar was used to assess the possibility to determine the true optical depth of semi transparent cirrus clouds and effective particle size (Nicolas et al, 1997).
The present concept addresses two different categories of instruments: First, the various ground-based remote sensors spread in different locations beforehand and second to accommodate on the site the most recent airborne remote sensors when not used onboard an aircraft in a field campaign. Accordingly, the instrumented site will include:

i) Five platforms (10mx10m) each one accommodating a shelter or transportable container. Each platform is equipped with electrical power, telephone and optical fiber connections for rapid data transfer to a central computer when needed, for real time displays.

ii) One platform (1.5 m above the ground, 7mx15m) for a 5.6 GHz-Radar (so called Ronsard)

iii) An 30 m-mast instrumented in p, T, u sensors, sonic anemometers and radiometers i.e. pyrgeometers and pyranometers at different heights (2m, 10m and 30 m).

Two lidars and radiometers are already available on the site:

i) A backscatter lidar (operating at 0.53 µm/1.06 µm and depolarization at 0.53 µm) in an upward looking configuration (10° from Zenith) for routine measurements on mid level and cirrus clouds. This lidar is also used for planetary boundary layer and stratospheric/tropospheric aerosols studies since 1993.

ii) A Transportable Wind Lidar operating at 10.6 µm. It will be integrated in a 20' container with full 3D sampling capability in November 1998. The actual performance in velocity measurements are a range of 12 km on a single shot basis when looking horizontally in the PBL and 20 km for an accumulation over 20 shots. A comparison with sodar and in situ sensors showed the rms error is less than 0.3 m s⁻¹.

iii) Various visible and infrared radiometers.

This summer, iv) A mobile 5.6 GHz-radar (Ronsard) will be transferred to the site. This radar is operational for more than 20 years now, it allows to measure the precipitation rate and velocity wind field at range up to 100-200 km.

In addition, it is foreseen to operate two airborne remote sensors in an upward looking mode on the site:

v) A water vapor DIAL lidar so called LEANDRE-2 operational since 1996 (Quaglia et al., 1996), and

vi) A dual beam 94 GHz-radar to be completed by mid 1999.

The remote sensors will be supplemented by radiosoundings (twice a day at 0000 and 1200 UT) at the nearby French meteorological station (at 12 km from Palaiseau)

3. Perspective

The instrumented site will be fully operational by mid 1999 including the 3 lidars and 2 radars presented above. In the short term, several field campaigns will be conducted at the new instrumented site. In the framework of the French-German WIND programme (Loth et al., 1992) the DLR Windprofiler i.e. a CW wind lidar operating at 10.6 µm will be deployed on the site in September 1998 for intercomparison with the airborne instrument WIND installed in a 20' container.

The Transportable Wind Lidar (10.6 µm) and the GKSS 94 GHz-cloud radar will be operated together by the end of 1998 in the framework of the CARL project funded by the European Community to study the numerous and complex radiation/microphysics/dynamics interactions taking place in stratiform and cumuliform clouds.

By the end of 1998 an intercomparison is foreseen between the Transportable Wind Lidar and the 5.6 GHz-radar for the purpose of the coherent organized structure in the PBL such as rolls and cloud streets.
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1. Introduction

The directional velocity of the wind is one of the most critical components for understanding meteorological and other dynamic atmospheric processes. Altitude-resolved wind velocity measurements, also known as wind profiles or soundings, are especially necessary for providing data for meteorological forecasting and overall global circulation models (GCM's). Wind profiler data are also critical in identifying possible dangerous weather conditions for aviation. Furthermore, a system has yet to be developed for wind profiling from the surface of Mars which could also meet the stringent requirements on size, weight, and power of such a mission. Obviously, a novel wind profiling approach based on small and efficient technology is required to meet these needs. A lidar system based on small and highly efficient semiconductor lasers is now feasible due to recent developments in the laser and detector technologies. The recent development of high detection efficiency (50%), silicon-based photon-counting detectors [1], when combined with high laser pulse repetition rates and long receiver integration times has allowed these transmitter energies to be reduced to the order of microjoules per pulse. Aerosol lidar systems using this technique have been demonstrated for both Q-switched, diode-pumped solid-state laser transmitters ($\lambda \sim 523 \text{ nm}$) [2] and semiconductor diode lasers ($\lambda \sim 830 \text{ nm}$) [3]; however, a wind profiling lidar based on this technique has yet to be developed. We will present an investigation of a semiconductor-laser-based lidar system which uses the "edge-filter" direct detection technique [4] to infer Doppler frequency shifts of signals backscattered from aerosols in the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Our investigation will incorporate a novel semiconductor laser design which mitigates the deleterious effects of frequency chirp in pulsed diode lasers, a problem which has limited their use in such systems in the past. Our miniature lidar could be used on a future Mars lander and perhaps find its own niche in terrestrial applications due to its potential low cost and small size.

2. Theory

The edge filter technique uses the steep transmission change of a narrow-band filter edge with frequency to measure the Doppler shift of the backscattered light and the corresponding radial wind velocity [5]. A portion of the outgoing laser beam (known as the reference or REF beam) is passed through the FPI and locked to the midpoint of the edge filter using an active servo loop to control either the laser frequency or the FPI bandpass frequency. The Doppler-shifted return signal (SIG) is also passed through the edge filter. The normalized transmissions of REF and corresponding SIG photons are then measured; if the average slope of the edge $m(v, v + \Delta v_{\text{Doppler}})$ over the interval $v$ to $v + \Delta v_{\text{Doppler}}$ is well known, then the change in frequency due to the Doppler shift is given by:

$$\Delta v_{\text{Doppler}} = \frac{I_R(v + \Delta v_{\text{Doppler}}) - I_R(v)}{C \cdot m(v, v + \Delta v_{\text{Doppler}})} = \frac{\Delta I}{C \cdot m} \quad (1)$$

where $C$ is a calibration constant. The horizontal wind velocity $u_{\text{norm}}$ is then simply given by:

$$u_{\text{norm}} = \frac{c}{2v_c \cos \theta C \cdot m} \quad (2)$$

where $\theta$ is the angle measured from the horizon.

The wind velocity is given in terms of the normalized transmitted intensity through the edge filter $I_R$; in reality, this value is determined by splitting off a portion of the edge filter input into an energy monitor channel (EM). The measurement sensitivity of the edge filter is another important parameter of the system, and is defined as the fractional change in the normalized measured signal for a unit velocity, and is given as:

$$\Theta = \frac{\Delta I}{I_R} \quad (3)$$

The maximum sensitivity is calculated to be $\sim 4.6 \%$ per meter per second of velocity change at the half-maximum transmission of a 100 MHz wide edge filter. This value is for a radial unit velocity change; for horizontal velocities the cosine dependence must also be considered. From a measurement standpoint, the sensitivity of the edge defines the required accuracy of the transmission measurement. In particular, the error in the measurement of the radial velocity due solely to the random uncertainty in the intensity measurement is given by:

$$\text{error}_{\text{norm}} = \frac{1}{\text{SNR}} \Theta \cos \theta \quad (4)$$

Additional velocity errors may occur due to systematic or atmospheric effects and will be discussed later. The edge technique has the potential of measuring backscatter from both aerosols and molecular constituents. However, it is often difficult to differentiate the backscatter from the aerosol return, and in situations where only the aerosol return is desired, the molecular return may actually act as a background noise source. This may not be a big issue on Mars, as the tenuous nature of the Martian atmosphere.
beamsplitter and sent to the energy monitor detector for portion of these photons are split off with a 70/30 collimated and transmitted through the edge filter.

Figure 1. Schematic of MLWP.

The configuration of the proposed experimental system is given in Figure 1. The heart of the lidar system is the laser, which is a novel semiconductor master oscillator-power amplifier (MOPA) laser design which practically eliminates the deleterious effects of frequency chirp when the laser is pulsed. The master oscillator is a CW 150 mW, fiber-coupled distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser with a measured linewidth of less than 10 MHz [6]. The MO light is coupled into a high-power tapered amplifier (SDL Model 8630-E). The MO light strongly saturates the gain of the PA such that the refractive index is “clamped” even under current pulsing which eliminates frequency chirp. The linewidth of the MOPA under pulsed conditions is measured to be less than 10 MHz.

The beam from the pulsed diode laser transmitter is expanded and propagated out into the atmosphere. A small fraction of the transmitter beam is intercepted by the edge of a solid retro-reflector and coupled directly into the telescope and receiver optics to serve as the reference (REF) beam. The backscattered return from the atmosphere is collected with an inexpensive “amateur-astronomer”-grade Meade 8” diameter (203 mm), F/6.3 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. The telescope is mounted on a tripod and pointed 45 degrees above the horizon for wind measurements. The telescope aft optics focus the light into 100 meters of multi-mode fiber for delivery to the receiver system, which is kept within the laboratory. Once at the receiver, the signal photons from the fiber are collimated and transmitted through the edge filter. A portion of these photons are split off with a 70/30 beamsplitter and sent to the energy monitor detector for normalization. The central fringe of a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) etalon filter is used as our edge filter. An FPI edge filter was selected over other types of edge filters due to its tunability, high transmission efficiency, and high frequency resolution. The optimal width of our FPI is 100 MHz, which as calculated in the previous section results in a maximum edge sensitivity of 4.6% per m/sec of radial velocity. Both the EM and FPI channel signals are collected and focused back into multimode fibers for delivery to the detectors. Narrow bandpass filters are placed before each channel to eliminate the background noise. The EM and FPI channel photon-counting detectors are based on silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs), which are operated in “Geiger” mode by application of a high voltage. Both detectors are multimode fiber coupled, which allows for ease of use and greater protection from high-signal damage. Each detector contains a built-in signal discriminator which produces a TTL pulse for each photo-electron count; no additional amplification is therefore required. The detector signal counts for both channels are histogrammed as a function of arrival time using two multi-channel scalers (MCS).

The spatial width of each range bin is matched to that of the initial laser pulse and dictates the corresponding range resolution and vertical resolution. The pulse rate determines the maximum altitude above ground level (AGL). The baseline pulse specifications and corresponding range information are given in Table 1. For atmospheric measurements, the lidar will transmit laser pulses and integrate the return signal until a threshold SNR is achieved in a particular range bin. The total number of counts in any given range bin is comprised of the return signal counts and the background and detector dark counts; the average number of background and dark counts is determined by measuring the total counts in the last 10 range bins, where it is assumed that the amount of signal present in these bins is negligible due to their corresponding long range. The frequency of the signal in any given range bin is determined by first subtracting the measured background and dark counts, then dividing the number of signal counts histogrammed for that bin in the FPI MCS by the number of signal counts in the same bin in the EM MCS. The calibration constant is applied to determine the normalized edge transmission of each range bin. The measured counts in the first range bin correspond to the unshifted reference laser pulse (REF), and the normalized edge transmission for the REF bin determined in the same manner. This is also used as the error signal for a servo loop to lock the laser frequency to the 50% transmission point of the FPI edge filter. Once normalized, the edge transmission in the REF bin is compared to all of the SIG bins to determine the change in normalized transmission, \( \Delta I_e \). This information is then used with the knowledge of the edge filter slope to determine the relative Doppler frequency shift \( \Delta \nu_\text{Doppler} \), as given in (1).

The velocity is then simply determined using (2), and the computer plots the measured velocity of each range bin as a function of altitude above ground level (AGL). Error bars on each measurement are added, based on the
measured signal-to-noise ratio. The measurement is repeated in an orthogonal direction to determine the vector velocity of the wind.

Table 1: MLWP System Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser wavelength, $\lambda$</td>
<td>852.0 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser linewidth</td>
<td>$&lt; 10$ MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser energy per pulse, $E_{\text{pulse}}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-7}$ J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser repetition frequency, $f$</td>
<td>3906.25 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser pulse width</td>
<td>$1.28 \times 10^{-6}$ sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser beam divergence</td>
<td>$&lt; 200 \times 10^{-6}$ rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope field-of-view (FOV)</td>
<td>$200 \times 10^{-4}$ rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope diameter, D</td>
<td>8° or 0.203 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandpass filter width, $\Delta \lambda$</td>
<td>0.3 nm (FWHM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar observation angle</td>
<td>45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPI channel $r_{\text{mean}}$</td>
<td>0.03 (20% edge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPI width (FWHM)</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPI sensitivity</td>
<td>3.6% m/sec at 20% (+30 m/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM channel $r_{\text{mean}}$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector $\eta_d$</td>
<td>$\sim 0.40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector dark count rate</td>
<td>$&lt; 200$ cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range bin width, DR</td>
<td>192 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of range bins</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical resolution @ 45°</td>
<td>135.7 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. altitude AGL</td>
<td>27.135 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. MLWP Performance Calculations

The data in Table 1 are used in the single-scattering lidar equation to calculate SNR as a function of range and background conditions, where daytime conditions are for a sunlit cloud. The SNR is given by Poisson statistics as the total signal divided by the square root of the signal plus all noise sources. The SNR is then scaled for various integration times as:

$$SNR(R, T_I) = SNR(R) \cdot \sqrt{T_I}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

which is then used in Eqn. (4) to determine the random velocity error as a function of altitude. The goal is to make a measurement with $\pm 1$ m/sec accuracy for what is considered the worst-case edge measurement, which is the 20% transmission point through the FPI edge filter ($u = +30$ m/sec).

The calculated error is given in Figure 2. The maximum altitude is 3-5 km at night for reasonable integration times. The daytime performance, however, is poor due to the "wide" bandpass filter (BPF) width. The MLWP will be limited to night-time operations for the initial demonstrations, however, the instrument daytime performance could be improved by decreasing the BPF width and scaling the transmitter power as shown in Figure 3.

5. MLWP Laboratory Performance

The performance of the MLWP was characterized under controlled laboratory conditions. A rotating teflon wheel was used to impart a known Doppler shift for velocity calibration of the system. Figure 4 demonstrates the measured wheel velocity versus the actual wheel velocity under photon-counting conditions of 328 counts per second and the laser conditions in Table 1. The integration time for the measurement is 3.5 minutes, with a mean SNR of 210. The error bars are derived from velocity measurement at 40 sec. integration intervals.

Figure 4. MLWP measured wheel velocity.
The linear curve fit of the data is within 4% of the actual velocity, with a slight bias offset measured. In reality, the zero velocity offset can vary by up to ± 2 m/sec; these variations are believed due to angular variations in the multi-mode fiber speckle pattern, which are translated into frequency shifts by the FPI. This effect is found to be a function of the input laser wavelength and can reduce at certain wavelengths. In field operations, the zero offset can be determined by velocity measurements from ground targets or even by pointing the lidar to zenith (where it is assumed that the vertical wind velocity is zero). The measured wheel velocity as a function of FPI signal counts per second is given in Figure 5, where the actual wheel velocity is set to 4 m/sec. A zero offset of +0.7 m/sec is measured at high signal; the measured velocity is +4.7 m/sec for 6 cps or greater. This corresponds to a maximum night-time altitude of 2.5 km based on our performance calculations. Additional laboratory data on the measurement sensitivity of the MLWP will be presented at the meeting, along with the first measured wind profiles using a miniature lidar system based on semiconductor laser diodes and photon-counting detectors.

Figure 5. Measured velocity and SNR vs. SIG FPI count per second.

6. Summary

A miniature lidar wind profiler has been designed and characterized in the laboratory. The system is based on compact and efficient semiconductor lasers which could enable the use of such a lidar on Mars. Our results indicate that the MLWP could measure wind velocity profiles accurately within the terrestrial planetary boundary layer under night-time conditions. Daylight operation could be achieved by scaling of the laser transmitter power and decreasing the receiver bandpass transmission.
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We have developed the theory for aerosol and molecular-based lidar measurements of the wind using double edge versions of the edge technique. Aerosol-based wind measurements have been made at Goddard Space Flight Center and molecular-based wind measurements at the University of Geneva. We have demonstrated atmospheric measurements using these techniques for altitudes from 1 to more than 10 km. Measurement accuracies of better than 1.25 m/s have been obtained with integration times from 5 to 30 seconds. The measurements can be scaled to space and agree, within a factor of two, with satellite-based simulations of performance based on Poisson statistics.

The theory of the double edge aerosol technique is described by a generalized formulation which substantially extends the capabilities of the edge technique. It uses two edges with opposite slopes located about the laser frequency at approximately the half-width of each edge filter. This doubles the signal change for a given Doppler shift and yields a factor of 1.6 improvement in the measurement accuracy compared to the single edge technique. The use of two high resolution edge filters substantially reduces the effects of Rayleigh scattering on the measurement, as much as order of magnitude, and allows the signal to noise ratio to be substantially improved in areas of low aerosol backscatter. We describe a method that allows the Rayleigh and aerosol components of the signal to be independently determined using the two edge channels and an energy monitor channel. The effects of Rayleigh scattering may then be subtracted from the measurement and the correction process does not significantly increase the measurement noise for Rayleigh to aerosol ratios up to 10. We show that for small Doppler shifts a measurement accuracy of 0.4 m/s can be obtained for 5000 detected photons, 1.2 m/s for 1000 detected photons, and 3.7 m/s for 50 detected photons for a Rayleigh to aerosol ratio of 5.

Methods for increasing the dynamic range of the aerosol-based system to more than ±100 m/s are given.

The theory of the double-edge lidar technique for measuring the wind using molecular backscatter is described. Molecular scattering provides a dependable and reasonably uniform source of signal on a global basis. This is particularly important for making satellite-based wind measurements such as we are planning from shuttle with the ZEPHYR project in the 2001 timeframe. In contrast, aerosol-based wind measurements can only provide partial global measurement coverage since large regions of the Southern hemisphere as well as ocean regions have low aerosol concentration. In the molecular method, we use two high spectral resolution edge filters which are located in the wings of the Rayleigh-Brillouin profile. This doubles the signal change per unit Doppler shift, the sensitivity, and gives nearly a factor of two improvement in measurement accuracy. The use of a crossover region is described where the sensitivity of a molecular and aerosol-based measurement are equal. This desensitizes the molecular measurement to the effects of aerosol scattering over a range of winds of ±100 m/s. We give methods for correcting for short-term frequency jitter and drift using a laser reference frequency measurement and methods for long-term frequency correction using a servo control system. Simulations for a conical scanning satellite-based lidar at 355 nm show an accuracy of 2-3 m/s for altitudes for 2 to 15 km for a 1 km vertical resolution, a satellite altitude of 400 km and a 200 km x 200 km spatial resolution.

The theory, simulations, atmospheric measurements, and aspects of the Zephyr program will be presented.
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1. Introduction

Research has established the importance of global tropospheric wind measurements for large scale improvements in numerical weather prediction (Baker 1995). In addition, global wind measurements provide data that are fundamental to the understanding and prediction of global climate change. These tasks are closely linked with the goals of the NASA Earth Science Enterprise and Global Climate Change programs. NASA Goddard has been actively involved in the development of direct detection Doppler lidar methods and technologies to meet the wind observing needs of the atmospheric science community. A variety of direct detection Doppler wind lidar measurements have recently been reported indicating the growing interest in this area (Chanin et al 1989, Korb et al 1997, McGill et al 1997, Friedman et al 1997).

Our program at Goddard has concentrated on the development of the edge technique for lidar wind measurements. Implementations of the edge technique using either the aerosol or molecular backscatter for the Doppler wind measurement have been described (Korb, Gentry and Weng, 1992). The basic principles have been verified in lab (Gentry and Korb, 1994) and atmospheric lidar wind experiments (Korb, Gentry and Li, 1997). The lidar measurements were obtained with an aerosol edge technique lidar operating at 1064 nm. These measurements demonstrated high spatial resolution (22 m) and high velocity sensitivity (rms variances of 0.1 m/s) in the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The aerosol backscatter is typically high in the PBL and the effects of the molecular backscatter can often be neglected. However, as was discussed in the original edge technique paper (Korb et al, 1992), the molecular contribution to the signal is significant above the boundary layer and a correction for the effects of molecular backscatter is required to make wind measurements. In addition, the molecular signal is a dominant source of noise in regions where the molecular to aerosol ratio is large since the energy monitor channel used in the single edge technique measures the sum of the aerosol and molecular signals.

To extend the operation of the edge technique into the free troposphere we have developed a variation of the edge technique called the double edge technique. In this paper a ground based aerosol double edge lidar is described and the first measurements of wind profiles in the free troposphere obtained with this lidar will be presented.

2. Double Edge Technique

The double edge technique has the same basic advantages as the edge technique but with new capabilities particularly suited for measurement of winds in the free troposphere. The details of the double edge method have been recently reported (Korb, Gentry, Li and Flesia, 1998a) and the theory is also described at this conference in a companion paper (Korb, Gentry, Li, Flesia, 1998b).

The double edge technique uses two edges with opposite slopes symmetrically located about the laser frequency. The laser is located at approximately the half width of each filter. A Doppler shift will produce a positive change in signal for one edge filter, with respect to its initial position. For a second filter with the same properties the corresponding signal change is opposite in sign and approximately equal in magnitude. The observed signal change is thus doubled for a given Doppler shift.
For an aerosol edge technique system the molecular signal appears as a nearly constant background term across the spectral extent of the edge filter bandpass. This introduces an offset in the measured signal on the edge channels which must be corrected for and which also contributes shot noise. For the double edge technique, the molecular signal reaching the detectors is substantially reduced since the edge filters are much narrower than the molecular backscattered spectrum. Reducing the molecular contribution reduces the magnitude of the correction required and results in improved signal to noise for the double edge wind measurement.

Finally, an energy monitor channel is used in the double edge technique to provide the additional information required to determine the magnitude of the molecular correction. The energy monitor signal is proportional to the sum of the incident aerosol and molecular signal. This information can be used in combination with the edge channel measurements to determine the atmospheric backscatter ratio. This can then be used to determine the molecular correction required in the wind analysis.

The principle modifications to the system are in the receiver optics. A capacitively stabilized piezoelectrically tunable Fabry-Perot etalon is used for the high spectral resolution edge filter. A small ‘step’ has been deposited over half of one of the etalon plates prior to deposition of the reflective coating. This step introduces an offset in the etalon bandpass frequency equal to one fringe full width half maximum (FWHM) for that half of the etalon aperture. This produces the double edge configuration described above with the two edge filters built into a single optical-mechanical structure. This design is conceptually similar to that employed by Chanin (Chanin et al 1989). The filter bandwidth (FWHM) for each etalon is 125 MHz and this is also the separation between the center frequencies.

A calibration scan of the etalon transmission is shown in Figure 2. The two etalon bandpasses are scanned simultaneously by stepping the piezoelectric elements through approximately one half of the 3 GHz free spectral range.

3. Experimental Description

The double edge lidar system is similar to the system used for the single edge measurements (Korb et al, 1997). The lidar optical system is shown schematically in Figure 1. The laser is a flashlamp pumped injection seeded Nd:YAG laser which produces 120 mJ pulses at 10 Hz at 1064 nm. The pulse length is 15 ns and the spectral width is 40 MHz. The telescope and scan mirror have clear apertures of 40 centimeters. The atmospheric backscattered laser energy collected by the telescope is focused into a multimode fiber optic and transferred to the receiver optics.

A calibration scan such as this provides knowledge of the etalon transmission and spectral slope of the ‘edges’ required to determine the winds from the lidar data.

The second major modification to the receiver design is the addition of photon counting detectors in each of the three channels. A beamsplitter splits the signal in each channel between a silicon APD
operating in analog mode and a silicon APD operating in Geiger mode. The analog detectors are used to sample the outgoing pulse from the laser for each shot for use as a reference. The analog signal is also used for wind measurements in the PBL where the signal returns are large. The photon counting APDs provide high detection sensitivity in the troposphere where the return signals are much smaller. The analog signals are sampled with a high speed digitizer and the data are stored for each shot. The photon counting signals are binned in a multichannel scalar and integrated for a selectable number of shots prior to storage. Typical integration times are 10 seconds (100 shots) to 100 seconds (1000 shots).

4. Lidar Observations

The lidar has successfully operated from our laboratory at Goddard since June, 1997. Vector wind data are obtained by rotating the scan mirror to measure line-of-sight wind profiles for at least two azimuth angles. Figure 3 shows a lidar profile of wind speed and direction. In this example the lidar data from the photon counting detectors are binned in 500 m range bins and 1200 shots are averaged for each line-of sight. The scan mirror cycles between four orthogonal azimuth angles at an elevation angle of 45 degrees.

The line of sight profiles from the four quadrants are then combined to produce a profile of wind speed and direction. The total time between each independent lidar profile for this case is 8 minutes. In the figure, the mean and standard deviation of 8 lidar profiles are shown as a function of altitude. For comparison, the NWS rawinsonde wind data from Dulles airport in Virginia are also shown. The lidar data were obtained on the afternoon of June 27, 1997 beginning at 2:10 PM EST. The rawinsonde data are from the 6:00 PM EST upper air sounding.

Another interesting mode of operation of the lidar is to scan the etalon filter, as described in the calibration measurement, while recording the photon counting data from the atmosphere. The resulting data represent a spectral scan of the range resolved atmospheric backscattered signal. Due to the high resolution of the filter and the narrow laser linewidth the aerosol and molecular components of the backscatter are clearly resolved. Figure 4 shows an example of this type of measurement for one of the etalon channels.

The lidar is pointing vertically and the backscattered signal from a 500 m range bin at 8 km altitude is shown in the figure. The spectral scan is obtained by stepping the etalon through 40 equal frequency increments of 54.3 MHz. At each etalon position 1000 shots are averaged. In the figure, a best fit Gaussian to the molecular portion of the spectrum is also shown. Temperature and density information can be derived from the molecular spectrum. Spectral separation of the aerosol and molecular also
allows the aerosol to molecular backscatter ratio to be determined.

5. Summary

A ground based direct detection Doppler lidar using the double edge technique is described. The lidar has been used to obtain profiles of wind speed and direction in the free troposphere to altitudes as high as 12 km. Many of the components from the lidar system described here will be mounted in a mobile van based system to be completed in late spring 1998.
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1. Introduction

Direct-detection (or incoherent) lidar is now a proven technique for measuring winds in the atmosphere. Over the last few years, several types of direct-detection lidar have evolved. These methods rely on Fabry-Perot interferometers (also termed etalons) or other narrow-passband filters to provide the required spectral resolution.

One method, now called the edge (EDG) technique (Korb et al., 1992), uses a sharply-sloping filter and measures changes in the filter transmission caused by Doppler shifting of the laser wavelength. A variation of the EDG method, called the double-edge (DEDG) technique, uses two filters. The molecular DEDG method was first demonstrated by Chanin et al. (1989) for stratospheric measurements and more recently Korb et al. (1997b) successfully demonstrated the aerosol DEDG through the troposphere. A second method, here termed the multi-channel (MC) technique, measures Doppler shifts by observing angular displacement of a Fabry-Perot fringe in a spatially resolving detector (Rees and McDermid, 1990; McGill et al., 1997a and 1997b). The EDG technique thus employs the Fabry-Perot to convert the frequency shift into an amplitude signal, while the MC technique uses the Fabry-Perot to resolve the spectral signature which is then fitted to determine the centroid.

The focus of this presentation is on the DEDG and MC methods because these are viewed as the current state of the art in direct-detection lidar. Successful ground-based demonstrations of direct-detection wind measurements (Korb et al., 1997a; McGill et al., 1997b) have resulted in proposals for spaceborne systems (Korb et al., 1994; Skinner et al., 1994). With this new emphasis on spaceborne systems comes the need for accurate prediction of spaceborne direct-detection Doppler lidar performance.

Previously, the EDG and MC methods have been compared (McKay, 1997) although only for aerosol Doppler systems. A recent paper by McGill and Spinhirne (1997c) compares the DEDG and MC methods in a non-system specific manner for both the aerosol and molecular Doppler systems. The purpose of this presentation is to extend the previous work of McGill and Spinhirne to examine the performance of spaceborne profiling systems. Particular emphasis will be placed on the molecular systems, as these are viewed as the strength of direct-detection Doppler lidar.

2. A general overview of the two methods.

Doppler shifts can be measured from either aerosol (Mie) or molecular (Rayleigh) backscatter. The difference between a system designed to measure winds from the aerosol spectrum or from the molecular spectrum is primarily the etalon spacing. The molecular spectrum is much broader than the aerosol spectrum, so the corresponding etalon spacing must be less in order to fully resolve the spectrum. The greater width of the molecular spectrum also means that the measurement sensitivity is decreased compared to that for aerosol systems.

Many Doppler lidars to date have used aerosol scattering to measure Doppler shifts. Unfortunately, there are many regions of the atmosphere where aerosol concentrations are extremely low and hence aerosol backscatter is low. In these regions the ability to use molecular backscatter to determine Doppler shifts is a potentially powerful advantage for direct-detection methods over other methods. We will focus on examining systems optimized to measure winds using the Rayleigh backscattered signal. There is good reason for this: the Rayleigh signal is quite constant over the globe, thus allowing measurements in aerosol-free regions. In other words, by utilizing the Rayleigh signal one can always measure complete wind profiles regardless of aerosol conditions.

The DEDG method (Korb et al., 1997b; Flesia and Korb, 1998) is an extension of the EDG approach and uses two identical etalons symmetrically located about the laser frequency. The incident photons are divided, with about half going into each etalon. Doppler shifts cause the
transmission to increase on one etalon while simultaneously decreasing on the second etalon. For the aerosol DEDG the laser line is positioned at the point of half the peak transmittance. The DEDG molecular method works much like its aerosol counterpart, except the laser line is positioned at the point where the sensitivity for the aerosol and molecular signals are equal (typically 3-5 etalon half-widths from the center, depending on exact parameters). This minimizes bias that could be caused by sensitivity to aerosol signal (Flesia and Korb, 1998). For DEDG systems, the output of each etalon is measured separately on single element detectors and Doppler shifts are determined from changes in the measured transmission of the two filters.

The MC receiver functions by projecting an image of the laser-illuminated source through the Fabry-Perot etalon and onto an imaging (i.e., multiple element) detector (Rees and McDermid, 1990; McGill et al., 1997a and 1997b). The Fabry-Perot etalon modulates the image with its transmittance function, forming an interference fringe on the detector at the angular location of peak transmittance. The incident photons are divided equally among the detector elements (channels) and the signal on each detector channel is measured simultaneously and independently. Thus, while the DEDG method measures the output of each etalon on a single detector the MC method divides the etalon output into several wavelength intervals to allow full resolution of the spectrum. The Doppler shift is inferred by calculating the central wavelength of the atmosphere-affected spectral shape compared to the center wavelength of the outgoing laser shape.

In terms of data analysis, the methods are quite different. The DEDG method uses three pieces of information (i.e., energy monitor and two filter measurements) to obtain estimates for the Doppler shift, aerosol signal and molecular signal (Korb et al., 1997b). The MC method uses a least-squares fitting technique (McGill et al., 1997a) to determine the Doppler shift, aerosol signal, and molecular signal.


Detailed derivations of the pertinent expressions have been published for the DEDG (Korb et al., 1997b; Flesia and Korb, 1998) and MC techniques (Rees and McDermid, 1990; McGill et al., 1997a), and a paper by McGill and Spinhirne (1997c) has compared and contrasted the equations in similar format. The work by McGill and Spinhirne (1997c) provides a complete comparison of the equations and describes the development leading to the error equations used in this presentation. For brevity, only the equations describing the wind error calculation are given here. The error in the horizontal wind component for a MC system can be written as

$$
\sigma_{U_H} = \frac{c^2}{4\lambda^2 \sin^2 \phi \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{\text{SNR}^2(j) \left( \frac{1}{N(j)} \frac{\partial N(j)}{\partial \lambda} \right)^2}{\text{SNR}^2} \right]}
$$

where \(\text{SNR}(j)\) is the signal-to-noise ratio for channel \(j\) and \(N(j)\) represents the detected photocounts on channel \(j\). When reduced to two channels the above equation becomes

$$
\sigma_{U_H} = \frac{c^2}{4\lambda^2 \sin^2 \phi \left[ \frac{\text{SNR}^2 \left( \frac{1}{N_1} \frac{\partial N_1}{\partial \lambda} \right)^2}{\text{SNR}^2} + \frac{\text{SNR}^2 \left( \frac{1}{N_2} \frac{\partial N_2}{\partial \lambda} \right)^2}{\text{SNR}^2} \right]}
$$

which is the error in the horizontal wind component for a DEDG system where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two etalons. Hence, the DEDG system is mathematically equivalent to a MC system having only two channels. We note that the second equation looks different in form than the error equation used by Flesia and Korb (1998), but can be shown to be mathematically identical.

4. Comparison of spaceborne systems.

Simulations for shot noise-limited performance of the DEDG and MC systems, performed under ideal conditions, for generalized receiver systems, and for similar system parameters showed similar results for the two methods (McGill and Spinhirne, 1997c). The work by McGill and Spinhirne also found that the MC method yields performance comparable to the DEDG systems even though the signal is divided among many channels. These are important results, because they show that determining the type of system to build depends not on the theoretical performance levels but on engineering and other considerations.

We will show new simulations for both DEDG and MC systems under non-idealized conditions (e.g., including noise sources) from satellite platforms using specific model atmospheres. Extending the model results to include spaceborne systems will provide a significant advancement over the previous work. Further, inclusion of realistic instrument effects (e.g., solar background) will provide a comparison...
of the impact of non-idealized conditions on the instrument performances. We will also show that for spaceborne systems the impact of the aerosol receiver is small except at very low altitudes, thus reinforcing that the molecular receiver is the strength of direct-detection systems.

Preliminary model runs were performed for satellite systems having a 400 km orbit, 72 J of integrated laser energy, a 1 meter diameter telescope, and 1 km vertical resolution. We find that both the MC and DEDG molecular systems produce wind errors of about 3.5-4 m/s (line of sight) in the upper troposphere. This result is consistent with the findings of McGill and Spinhirne (1997c). We will show results of simulations performed under equalized conditions and also for systems that are independently optimized.

System parameters are many, and choices for parameter values are often widely varied. Many considerations besides Doppler performance, such as engineering practicality and cost, enter into the parameter selections. These considerations include etalon diameter, changes in system sensitivity as a function of Doppler shift, measurement dynamic range, spacecraft motion compensation, scan pattern, and pre-filtering considerations. Parameters will be chosen that are realistic and realizable. We will discuss the primary system design considerations and parameters as they relate to the modeling.
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1. Introduction

Measurement of tropospheric wind speed profiles from a satellite has long been a high priority need. Wind speed profiling requires an active probe, i.e., a lidar, which poses formidable technological challenges. The lidar signals from such an enormous range will be extremely weak, so the lidar must provide high laser output power, large optical collection aperture, and extremely good weak signal performance.

I consider the feasibility of optical noncoherent, or "direct", Doppler signal detection. An advantage of direct detection is that molecular (Rayleigh) backscatter can be used, eliminating dependence on atmospheric aerosols, and guaranteeing measurements from any atmosphere.

Two methods of direct detection Doppler wind lidar (DWL) are being considered for spaceflight. In fringe imaging, a high resolution Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) produces a spectral distribution of the backscatter, and small displacements of that spectrum are observed with a high resolution imaging detector. In the edge technique, the Doppler frequency shift is converted to an amplitude shift by passing the signal through one or two narrow bandpass filters, and the frequency shift obtained by the precise measurement of amplitude changes. An edge technique direct detection DWL is being developed by NASA as a candidate for a Shuttle flight in 2001.

In this work I will show the following:
1. An optimized fringe imaging direct detection instrument can measure the Doppler shift of the Rayleigh backscatter to a shot noise limited accuracy within a factor 3 of the theoretical limit for a perfect, ideal receiver.
2. The optimized edge technique yields performance practically identical to that of the fringe imager in this signal shot noise limit.
3. For either system, a very large collection aperture, 2 to 4 meters, is necessary to achieve wind speed measurement accuracy meeting meteorological and climatological science requirements.
4. The fringe imaging technique offers a number of important practical advantages over the edge technique for the spaceflight Doppler wind lidar.

2. Direct detection models and design optimization

The major advantage of direct detection being the ability to measure wind speeds in low-aerosol air, I consider here only an instrument based on Rayleigh backscatter. The Doppler analyzer must measure very small shifts in a relatively wide backscatter spectrum, the Rayleigh spectral linewidth being the equivalent of 640 m/s, FWHM. The instrument must be able to measure shifts in this spectrum amounting to less than 0.1% of the spectral linewidth.

The quantum shot noise of the signal itself sets a fundamental limit to the measurement accuracy. If one had a perfect, lossless receiver, capable of measuring the frequency of each collected photon, the irreducible statistical uncertainty in the measurement of the centroid of the Gaussian spectral distribution would be $\Delta v_d/(2N_0)^{1/2}$, where $\Delta v_d$ is the 1/e half-width of the Rayleigh spectral distribution, and $N_0$ is the number of
photons measured. A real receiver will fall short of this accuracy due to photon losses by reflection from the etalon, and to broadening of the effective spectral width by the convolution of the Rayleigh spectrum with the etalon passband. I have developed models\(^1\) which permit quantitative evaluation of the difference in performance between the actual Doppler analyzer and the ideal.

Figure 1 illustrates the FPI passband and the Rayleigh signal for an optimized fringe imaging instrument. As one moves in angle across the image transmitted through the FPI, the etalon bandpass shifts in frequency, and each detector element measures a different convolution of signal and passband. The set of these measurements can be inverted to obtain the complete spectrum of the signal. Typically there will be 24 to 48 detector elements, equally spaced in frequency units across the free spectral range of the FPI.

Figure 2 shows the fringe imager Doppler uncertainty for varying etalon parameters. Each contour corresponds to a set ratio of the Gaussian spectral width to the etalon free spectral range, while the abscissa describes the ratio of the passband FWHM to the Gaussian signal width. Contours of constant etalon finesse are also shown, and the Doppler uncertainty curves are arbitrarily terminated at a minimum finesse of 5.

Evidently an optimized fringe imaging Doppler analyzer will achieve a shot noise limited uncertainty of 2 to 3 times that of the perfect receiver. The largest contributor to this imperfection is the reflectance loss of the etalon, and this leads to the favoring of low etalon finesse.

The double edge technique of Korb \textit{et al.}\(^2\) employs two FPIs, or a single FPI with a stepped dielectric coating, to produce passbands bracketing the spectrum of the backscatter signal at zero Doppler shift. Detectors measure the total signal transmitted through each of the two passbands. A small Doppler shift is detectable as an increase in the signal through one FPI, and a decrease in the signal through the other. This technique was first implemented by Chanin \textit{et al.}\(^3\) The special approach of Korb \textit{et al.} is to select the frequency spacing of the two filters such that the responsivity to the spectrally broad Rayleigh signal equals that to the relatively narrow aerosol signal, thus avoiding, to first order, changes in effective instrument calibration with varying aerosol-Rayleigh backscatter ratio.

I have developed a model similar to that for the fringe imager for the double-edge analyzer\(^4\). An evaluation of the

\[ \text{Figure 1. A sampling of the etalon transmittance curves, each corresponding to a different detector element, for the optimized fringe imaging instrument. The optimized etalon passband width is about 40\% of the Rayleigh spectral linewidth.} \]

\[ \text{Figure 2. Calculated Doppler measurement uncertainty, as a ratio to the Cramer-Rao limit for a perfect receiver. Each contour is for a specified ratio of Gaussian source width (1/e) to etalon free spectral range. Contours of constant finesse are shown, and the operating points selected by McGills optimization for aerosol (A) and Rayleigh (R) analyzers.} \]
intrinsic measurement precision versus FPI parameters is shown in Figure 3. Each curve corresponds to a ratio of source spectral width (1/e Gaussian half-width) to the FPI FWHM. The measurement uncertainty is again normalized to the lossless receiver. Optimal operating points suggested by Gardner, by Chanin, and by Rye are shown, illustrating good agreement in the designation of optimal parameters for the double edge filter. The Korb operating point, chosen to obtain equal aerosol and Rayleigh responsivities, is also near a minimum, but corresponds to about 4 times the lossless-receiver limit. The principal contributor to this difference in ultimate performance is again the reflectance loss of the etalon. In the case of the Korb design, the etalon transmittance is only about 12%.

3. Comparative evaluation

Evidently either direct detection technique can achieve 2 to 4 times the perfect-receiver limit. There is no significant difference between the ultimate, shot noise limited Doppler shift measurement performance of the edge and fringe imaging techniques. This result was previously obtained by Gardner\(^5\), and has been confirmed also by the detailed modeling of McGill\(^6\).

Evaluation of these models shows that the optimal etalon for the two techniques is about the same. At \(\lambda=355\) nm, for example, and taking the etalon finesse to be 8, the optimized fringe imager etalon has a gap of 21 mm, while the double edge etalon has a gap of 20 mm. The double edge Doppler analyzer can be considered a two-channel implementation of the fringe imager, with passband shapes as illustrated in Figure 1. In the edge analyzer the two passbands are obtained by passing collimated light through two filters. In the fringe imager, two or more passbands are obtained by observing the signal through a single etalon at multiple angles.

Hence one should expect no difference in the ultimate measurement capability of the double edge technique and a fringe imager with just two large area detectors. What is remarkable is that increasing the resolution of the fringe imager with some larger number of detector elements yields, apparently, no improvement in shot noise limited measurement accuracy.

4. Other considerations

Since there appears to be no significant difference in shot noise limited Doppler measurement precision between the edge and fringe imaging techniques, the selection of method can be based on other considerations.

The spaceflight DWL will need a very large optical collection aperture, 2 to 4 meters, to achieve high performance. Such apertures are practical, using deployable, lightweight techniques, since the optical performance required of the collector is very modest. This large aperture imposes a significant requirement on the optical etendue of the FPI. The solid angle of acquisition of the fringe imager corresponds to a full free spectral range, while the collimated light of the edge detector corresponds to only the central order of the interferometer. The etendue of the fringe imager etalon is thus 25 to 100 times that of the edge detector etalon of the same diameter. If the edge detector employs a single etalon with split aperture, rather than a pair of

![Figure 3 Ratio of the double edge filter measurement uncertainty to the ideal limit for a lossless receiver, for various ratios of source 1/e spectral width to filter FWHM, vs. laser-passband offset. Operating points selected by Chanin and Korb, and suggested by Gardner and Rye, are shown.](image-url)
matched etalons, then this ratio is 100 to 400. Hence the edge detector will require a very much larger etalon diameter, or an extremely small field of view, to match a large aperture collection optic.

The spacecraft ground speed is about 7 km/s, and the component along the lidar line of sight is about 5 km/s, very much larger than the wind speeds to be measured. Hence, referring to Figure 1, the zero wind speed backscatter signal will shift by more than four times the etalon free spectral range, as the line of sight shifts from forward to aft. This effect can be handled by tuning the FPI in step with the line of sight component of the spacecraft velocity, thus keeping the zero-Doppler backscatter signal centered on the etalon spectrum. This causes, however, the reference signal from the laser to move by the compensation amount.

In the case of the fringe imager, this is inconsequential, since the laser spectrum will always be observed somewhere in the etalon FSR (possibly with an order number offset). Thus the signal backscatter and the laser source can be observed at a single etalon gap setting. The Doppler shift measurement is differential, a measurement of the displacement across the etalon FSR.

The edge technique cannot track a signal drifting across the free spectral range, since the signal vanishes once it is outside the passband. Hence an edge technique system must retune the etalon during the photon round-trip transit time, positioning the etalon for the unshifted laser frequency at the time of the laser pulse, then retuning to the backscatter position, within a few milliseconds. Then the measurement is differential only within the ability of the etalon to tune, by as much as half a free spectral range, without significant error. With a free spectral range corresponding to over 2 km/s line of sight, the absolute tuning accuracy of the etalon must be better than one part in $10^4$ to introduce errors much less than one m/s. This is currently the limit of performance of tunable etalons in a benign laboratory environment.

5. Conclusion

The analytical models show that the fringe imaging and edge technique Doppler analyzers, optimized for best weak-signal performance, yield practically identical results.

The etalon of the fringe imager has much larger optical etendue than the etalon of the edge technique, and thus can readily match large aperture optical collectors. The edge technique may require extremely large etalon working apertures to match the large collectors needed for adequate spaceflight performance.

The spacecraft velocity Doppler shift causes the backscatter signal to move over several free spectral ranges of the analyzer etalon. The edge technique must retune its etalon during the photon round-trip transit time in order to measure both the outgoing laser pulse and the backscatter spectra. The fringe imager can observe both spectra from a single etalon setting, and thus can produce a true differential-Doppler measurement.
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In this presentation we will discuss advances in solid state lasers useful for Lidar applications. We include the related area of nonlinear optics, which is crucial in providing greater wavelength coverage than provided by the solid state lasers alone. Solid state lasers have found applications in all types of lidar systems: hard target, aerosol sensing, and DIAL, fluorescence and coherent systems. In this talk we will concentrate primarily on lasers and nonlinear optics for aerosol, DIAL and fluorescence systems.

The Q-switched Nd:YAG (and similar materials) laser provides an ideal source of high energy, nanosecond-duration pulses for aerosol-detection lidar systems. Used at either the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm or at harmonic wavelengths in the visible and UV, the laser can be the basis for ground- or space-based sensors. Unfortunately, where eye safety is a concern the Nd-doped lasers are difficult to use. Recently, the development of large, high-quality crystals of the nonlinear material KTP and its isomorphs, such as KTA, have allowed the construction of high-energy optical parametric oscillators that efficiently shift the wavelength of the Nd lasers into the more eyesafe wavelength region around 1500 nm. We will discuss developments of OPO-based aerosol lidar transmitters, with energies approaching 0.5 J/pulse and pulse rates up to 100 Hz, that provide the possibility of long-range aerosol lidar systems with greatly improved eye safety compared to the more conventional Nd-laser-based sensors.

DIAL systems rely on tunable laser sources, and the Ti:sapphire solid state laser has provided the basis for a number of DIAL systems, which utilize both the fundamental wavelength and harmonics in the blue and UV spectral regions. We will report on recent advances in the development of high-energy third-harmonic Ti:sapphire lasers for DIAL sensing of ozone, mercury and fluorescence sensing of biologically active aerosols. We will also discuss development of a tandem OPO source that provides tunable infrared in the 2-11-µm wavelength region for DIAL sensing of a wide variety of molecules.

To date, the majority of solid state lasers used for aerosol, DIAL and fluorescence sensors have operated at high energies and relatively low pulse rates. In this mode, flashlamp pumping of the solid state lasers is the most cost-effective, while the new technology of diode-pumping requires a high investment, justified only for space-based systems and certain military sensors. We will discuss advances in cw-diode-pumped solid state lasers that can provide the same average powers when repetitively Q-switched as flashlamp-pumped lasers, but trade lower pulse energy for a much higher pulse rate. Advances in nonlinear materials make it possible to efficiently convert the output of the diode-pumped lasers, as well as accomplished by the higher-energy lamp-pumped systems. The challenge to the lidar community is to determine under what conditions the diode-pumped lasers can replace the older lamp-pumped sources, for future, more reliable and cost-effective lidar sources.
Abstract

To enable a tropospheric vector wind velocity profiling from space with a pulsed Doppler lidar, a diode-pumped, room temperature Ho:Tm:YLF coherent pulsed transmitter has been developed at NASA Langley Research Center. This pulsed laser transmitter will be a part of coherent wind lidar shuttle mission SPARCLE. The acronym stands for SPace Readiness Coherent Lidar Experiment and is primarily a technology demonstration mission and is expected to fly in 2001 as NASA’s New Millennium Program (NMP) second Earth Orbiter (EO-2) mission. The laser transmitter for SPARCLE is a Ho:Tm:YLF power oscillator operating at eye-safe wavelength of 2.05 μm. The Q-switched output energy is 125 mJ at six Hz, and it has a near-transform limited beam with a pulse width of 170 ns. The high power and high beam quality of this laser makes it well suited as a coherent wind lidar transmitter on a space platform. When the output of this power oscillator is amplified by using four diode-pumped Ho:Tm:YLF amplifiers, an output energy of 600 mJ at 10 Hz is achieved [1]. This is the highest energy ever produced at 10 Hz, and is at least an order of magnitude greater than previously achieved for 2-μm diode-pumped laser at room temperature.

1. Introduction

An energetic, low divergence, narrow linewidth all solid-state laser system in the eye-safe region is required as a transmitter for the coherent wind lidar measurements from ground, air, and space-borne platform. 2-μm lasers have been investigated with growing interest because of their potential for use as coherent lidar transmitters; eye-safe properties and efficient diode pump operation are the key elements. Ho:Tm:YLF crystal is chosen as the laser gain medium for developing a diode-pumped 2-μm laser transmitter at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) as it emits radiation in the eye-safe region and can achieve efficient diode pumped operation using commercially available laser diodes. Several other laser crystals, such as Ho:Tm:YAG and Tm:YAG, can also operate in the 2-μm region, but Ho:Tm:YLF provides both high energy storage capability and efficient Q-switch operation since the upper laser level manifold, Ho 517, has a lifetime exceeding 14 ms at room temperature [2]. It also has low up-conversion losses when compared to Ho:Tm:YAG [3,4]. The complicated population dynamics of the Ho:Tm:YLF laser has been extensively investigated and a theoretical model has been developed to aid the design and optimization of laser performance [5]. This paper describes design and development of the SPARCLE laser transmitter, which is essentially an injection-seeded, diode-pumped Ho:Tm:YLF power oscillator operating at eye-safe wavelength of 2.05 μm.

2. System Description and Experimental Results

Schematic of injection-seeded diode-pumped Ho:Tm:YLF laser system is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a CW seed-oscillator and a power-oscillator. The power oscillator is a 3-meter long, figure-eight ring resonator. It is injection-seeded by a CW microchip seed oscillator.
2.1. Seed Laser

The seed laser source consists of a monolithic Ho:Tm:YLF microchip [6], which is end pumped by a fiber coupled diode laser at 794 nm. The two surfaces of the crystal are directly coated as laser mirrors to form the laser cavity. The shape of the crystal is plano-convex with a 1 m radius of curvature and 1 mm thickness. The crystal is doped with 8% Tm and 0.5% Ho. With a pump power of 700 mw, it generates 10 mw CW laser output at single longitudinal mode output at 2.052 μm. The single frequency output is achieved by focusing the pumping beam closer to the center of the crystal at the certain pumping level. By thermally controlling the laser crystal, the seed laser frequency can be tuned over 22.5 GHz so that it is as close to the peak of the gain curve as possible. The temperature of the crystal is maintained near 21 °C. This design makes it to be a compact, simple and stable seed source for injection seeding the power oscillator. The output of the seed laser is spatially mode matched with the oscillator for maximum seeding efficiency. Once the pump diodes create a maximum population inversion, the PZT is initiated to scan axially to search for the resonance peak of the seed laser. The PZT is driven at least one free spectral range to insure a resonance peak is included. An InGaAs detector is placed behind one of the power oscillator mirrors to detect the seed resonance signal leaking through that mirror. At the peak of the resonance signal, the Q-switch is triggered. Thus, the power oscillator frequency matches the frequency of the seed laser, which improves the spectral purity of the output. The seed source is allowed to enter the oscillator through the output coupler of the resonator for the injection seeding.

2.2. Power Oscillator

Schematic of the power oscillator is shown in Fig.1. The diode pumped, Q-switched power oscillator uses a ring resonator configuration [7]. The resonator consists of three plane mirrors and one curved mirror. M1 and M3 are high reflectivity flat mirrors; M1 is mounted on a piezoelectric (PZT) actuator. M2 is a curved mirror with a three-meter radius of curvature. These mirrors are angled about 3.5° off-axis. An output coupler with 82% reflectivity is used for an optimized output energy as well as to keep the fluence in side the cavity below the damage threshold. The total resonator length is 3.3 meters. The large resonator length is a simple way to obtain the long laser pulse width that is desirable to achieve a Fourier transform limited narrow linewidth to resolve the wind velocity accurately. This geometry gives a beam waist of 0.95 mm full width at 1/e^2 of maximum intensity at the laser crystal based on Gaussian beam simulation. As evident from the Figure 1, the ring resonator provides two outputs; either path may be chosen for injecting the seed source into the resonator through the output coupler and unidirectional operation may be induced. A fused silica
acousto-optic Q-switch with very low insertion loss is used to obtain Q-switched operation.

The Ho:Tm:YLF laser crystalline is doped with 6 % Tm and 0.4 % Ho. The total length of the rod is 48 mm. The Ho:Tm doped, mid section of the 20 mm long laser rod is diffusion bonded to two, undoped, 14 mm long YLF rods, one at each end, so as to maximize the pumped length of the laser rod while avoiding the ground state absorption in the unpumped section. Optic axes in the doped and undoped sections of the laser rod are aligned to within less than a degree. The laser rod has a diameter of 4 mm and it is encased by a 6 mm outer diameter fused silica glass tube for water cooling the rod. The diode arrays are placed as close to the glass tube as possible to focus the pump radiation to the center of the rod without losing the pump energy due to divergence of the diode radiation. Both the laser diode arrays and the laser rod are water cooled at a flow rate of about one liter per minute. The laser rod is side pumped by 10 GaAlAs diode arrays, arranged symmetrically around the laser rod circumference. Each laser diode array provides a peak power of 360 W near 792 nm from a 10 mm by 2 mm array. Two diode arrays, side by side, are arranged 72° apart around the laser rod circumference [8].

Laser output energies and pulse widths of single, Q-switched pulses at 14 °C are given as a function of pump energy in Fig. 2. For pump pulse duration of 1 millisecond (ms), the threshold for lasing is about 1.8 J and a slope efficiency of approximately 5.8 %. As the pump energy increases, the pulse width decreases; however, it is still larger than the 150 ns pulse width required for a coherent winds lidar transmitter. In view of space applications, attempts were made to operate the laser at higher laser rod temperature, allowing efficient radiative heat dissipation. Since the Ho:Tm:YLF laser is a quasi, four-level laser, raising the laser rod temperature results in an increased lower laser level population density. The output energy was found to decrease at the rate of 3.38 mJ/°C [9]. To compensate for this loss at higher rod temperatures, pump energy can be increased. Since the current of the pump diode is normally kept at its maximum, the pump duration is increased to obtain higher pump energy. The product of the pump duration and the pulse rate is kept under the maximum operating condition for the laser diode arrays. Experimental results demonstrated that a 10 % increase in pump pulse length results in 15 % increase in Q-switched laser output. Measured output energy with the rod temperature at 14 °C and a 1 ms pump pulse length were same as for a rod temperature of 19 °C with 1.1 ms pump pulse length, as indicated in Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows that the output energy increases to 125 mJ for a 1.2 ms pump pulse width. This leads to laser operation at the desired higher temperature with no apparent loss in output energy.

2.3. Folded Resonator

Since the instrument will be contained in two pressurized hitchhiker (HH) canisters, each about 50 cm in diameter and 72 cm long, mounted on the sill (wall) of the shuttle payload bay. In order to fit the various components in the 50 cm diameter space, it was necessary to fold the beam a number of times. The number of folds and mirror placement resulted from a detailed analysis of the folded resonator. It was optimized for energy, beam quality, polarization purity, and pulse length of the output beam. Figure 3 shows an existing folded resonator at NASA Langley Research Center. It is a 3.1 meter long 8-mirror ring resonator and its performance is comparable to the four-mirror ring resonator.

The performance of the folded cavity is shown in Fig. 4. When operated at 20 degree C, the normal mode energy and Q-switched energy reach 248 and 88 mJ, respectively, for a pump pulse length of 1ms. This corresponds to diode pump energy of 3.44J. When the pump energy increased to 4 J by extending the pump length to 1.2 ms, the Q-switched output increases to 106 mJ. The Q-switched pulse length is...
176 ns. This is comparable to performance of the four-mirror ring resonator. This configuration is a precursor to the SPARCLE pulsed laser transmitter and meets energy, pulse length and polarization requirements. Preliminary test shows that it also satisfies sensitivity specifications.

2.4. Amplifiers

Four diode pumped amplifiers were used to amplify the output of figure-eight ring-resonator power oscillator. The amplifier YLF laser rod has a slightly higher Ho doping concentration of 0.5%, and same Tm doping concentration as that of oscillator rod. The active doping section has length of 40 mm, based on the consideration of providing maximum gain along the axis of the laser rod, while avoiding the amplified spontaneous emission. The laser rods are also diffusion bonded to two undoped YLF rods at each side of the laser rod. The laser rods are pumped by 20 diode arrays, each providing peak power of 360 W. The diode arrays are placed symmetrically around the perimeter of the laser rod to provide a uniform transverse pump. The 4 mm diameter laser rod is encased by a fused-silica glass flow tube with 5-mm inner diameter and a 6-mm outer diameter, respectively, and is continuously cooled at 14 °C by flowing deionized water. Independently, all laser diode arrays are individually cooled through the continuous flow of water. Because of the higher heat load at 10 Hz compared to 1 Hz, it is important to optimize the water flow around the laser rod to extract the heat efficiently. The gain of the amplifier depends on the pump energy and the probe beam energy. At higher pump level YLF acts as a negative lens and the beam diameter gets slightly larger after each stage of amplification. Since the YLF is a birefringent material the divergence along the two axis of the laser rod is different, the output beam after three stages of amplification overfills the laser rod of the fourth amplifier. To compensate for this asymmetry, a half wave plate is inserted after the second amplifier to change the beam polarization from horizontal to vertical. The YLF crystal's c-axis of the last two amplifiers is rotated to vertical direction as well, so that the π polarization is maintained. This avoids overfilling of the laser rods in the last two stages and the output beam shape after the amplifier chain becomes circular rather than elliptical.

The system output energy as a function of amplifiers pump energy is given in Fig. 5. For a probe energy of 72 mJ and total pump energy of 27.9 J, the output reaches 600 mJ. This represents the gain of 8.5 for the amplifier chain. For diode pump energy ranging from 20 to 26 J, the amplifier output increases linearly and it seems to be topping off at the 28 J pump level.
3. Conclusions

Pre-flight breadboard of a diode-pumped 2-μm injection seeded pulsed laser transmitter has been developed at NASA/LARC. The Q-switched output energy is in excess of 100 mJ at six Hz, and it has a near-transform limited beam with a pulse width of 170 ns. The high power and high beam quality of this laser makes it well suited as a coherent wind lidar transmitter on a space platform. The output of the power oscillator is amplified using four diode-pumped amplifiers. Q-Switched output energy of 600 mJ at 10 Hz is produced at 2.05-μm.
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Diode pumped solid state lasers will play a prominent role in future remote sensing missions because of their intrinsic high efficiency and low mass. Applications including altimetry, cloud and aerosol measurement, wind velocity measurement by both coherent and incoherent methods, and species measurements, with appropriate frequency converters, all will benefit from a diode pumped primary laser. To date the "gold standard" diode pumped Nd laser has been the laser of choice for most of these concepts. This paper discusses an alternate 1µm laser, the Yb:YAG laser, (1, 2, 3) and its potential relevance for lidar applications. Conceptual design analysis and, to the extent possible at the time of the conference, preliminary experimental data on the performance of a bread board Yb:YAG oscillator will be presented. The paper centers on application of Yb:YAG for altimetry, but extension to other applications will be discussed.

The Yb energy levels are very simple, as shown in Figure 1, with a level structure so sparse that lamp pumping is inefficient. Intense diode pumping is a significant enabler for the Yb laser. The intrinsic quantum efficiency is high and the resulting heat load in the material is significantly lower than that for Nd:YAG lasers. (4) With InGaAs diode laser pumping, the Yb laser can have very high efficiency in long pulse or cw operation. Our effort examines the short pulse, q-switched mode to explore the potential to achieve noticeably higher efficiency than the diode pumped Nd laser, see Table I. A major distinction for Yb compared to Nd is the long storage time of the Yb(3+) ion, ~1msec. For a fixed number of diode bars and pump power, the Yb laser will suffer less fluorescence loss than a corresponding Nd laser pumped for the same pump duration. Alternately, for applications where the ultimate in efficiency is not the paramount driver, the Yb laser can use about one quarter the number of diode bars to achieve identical 1µm energy output, a potential economic advantage. With good short pulse extraction efficiency in the Yb laser, then we project the primary laser efficiency to grow from the ~9% typifying a Nd laser to ~13% for a Yb laser.

Yb lasers are members of the class of "ground state depletion" or quasi-3-level lasers. The lower laser level has non-zero population at room temperature. Inversion is obtained by pumping intensely or by cooling. The relative usage of these two effects is a systems trade-off. Cooling has other advantages as the Yb:YAG laser saturation fluence, hv / σ, or ΓSAT, decreases from ~ 10J/cm² to ~ 4J/cm² at ~200°K, see Figure 2. (5) A lower ΓSAT implies greater extraction efficiency within the optical damage limits of optics. We examine the power and mass trade-offs for a Yb:YAG laser chilled to ~200°K. Another key question is what practical power output (or pulse rate) can be obtained for fixed input power. A final issue is the overall size and mass of the transmitter source.

We have developed a top level conceptual design and supporting analysis to examine the specific trade-offs of mass, power, efficiency and size of a diode pumped Yb:YAG laser. The study examines the specific case of a "single purpose" 1µm laser with potential for use as an altimeter, using algorithms and approaches developed previously for Nd based DIAL transmitters. (6) The concept features a chilled Yb:YAG slab oscillator amplifier configuration with the parameters listed in Table II. The TEMoo oscillator uses a passive q-switch and a folded cavity for a compact design. The mini-slab amplifier is
mounted on a common cold tip as the mini-slab oscillator. Both oscillator and amplifier are configured with the unpumped regions being undoped and diffusion bonded to the high Yb doping density active regions. The 100mJ per pulse, 200Hz, 20W laser output system requires ~140W input drive power to the MOPA. As discussed below the total power draw including the chiller will be in the range of 155W to ~170W, depending on the actual operating temperature. Thus the efficiency, chilled, will be in the range 12% to 13%. If we can run external optical elements at a fluence of ~6J/cm², rather than the ~4J/cm² used in this study, the efficiency would increase to the ~13% to 14% range.

### TABLE I: COMPARISON OF EFFICIENCY FOR Nd AND Yb LASERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Nd:YAG</th>
<th>Yb:YAG</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pump diodes</td>
<td>~40%</td>
<td>~50%</td>
<td>Al free InGaAs arrays for Yb; longer life at higher multiple of threshold power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>~80%</td>
<td>~80%</td>
<td>Broader lines in Yb imply more options in pump geometry. Smaller laser slabs for Yb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum</td>
<td>~76%</td>
<td>~90%</td>
<td>Advantage for Yb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>~66%</td>
<td>~91%</td>
<td>Pump time fixed at 200μsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction</td>
<td>~80%</td>
<td>~67%</td>
<td>Medium and τ dependent; lowering temperature may increase Yb extraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical fill factor</td>
<td>~70%</td>
<td>~70%</td>
<td>Design dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical to optical</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>30%*</td>
<td>Q-switched, not cw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Straight thru” η</td>
<td>~9%</td>
<td>~15%</td>
<td>Storage and quantum efficiency!! Neglects parallel power draw for chillers, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note multimode, optical to optical conversion efficiency of >55% and ~35% for TEM00 has been demonstrated with cw Yb:YAG (7)

---

**Yb in YAG**

1. **F 5/2**
2. **941 nm InGaAs Diode Pumping**
3. **1 Micron Laser**
4. **F 7/2**

---

**Yb:YAG SATURATION FLUENCE**

- **Figure 1.** The Yb(3+) ion has a very simple level structure with only 1 excited state multiplet for visible or near IR excitation. The quantum efficiency for diode pumping is high and the heat left in the material is ~1/3 of that of the Nd:YAG laser.

- **Figure 2.** The Yb:YAG saturation fluence decreases with decreased temperature, making efficient short pulse extraction possible more likely with out damage to optical coatings as may be the case near room temperature. Adapted from reference 5.
The Yb medium will perform better if sufficiently chilled to increase the stimulated emission $\sigma$. This implies that some of the waste heat needs to be removed at the lower temperature, a power drain for the transmitter which we design to minimize. In principle, only the waste heat in the laser slab and not waste heat from the diode arrays or optics needs to be removed at low $T$. We are fabricating test slabs for our experiments to examine approaches that minimize the waste pump radiation and fluorescence which reach the cold tip. Under these assumptions we would extract $\sim 6$W heat at the lower temperature. Space qualified cryo-coolers tuned to run at the lower end of the temperature range of Figure 2 require a power draw of $\sim 2$ to $4 \left(\frac{W_{\text{INPUT}}}{W_{\text{COOLED}}}\right)$. (8) Thus the slab cooling chiller will require $\sim 12$W to 25W, depending on how cold we really need to run. As currently envisioned the chiller would add $\sim 2.5$kgm$^3$ to the total laser transmitter mass. Our concept currently uses a phase change heat exchanger / heat pipe (methanol at its triple point) (9) to store the rejected heat at low temperature. The waste heat can be stored for over 15 minutes, which may be an advantage for missions where the duty cycle of the Yb laser is less than unity, further decreasing the power drain for this element of the transmitter. For the rest of the system, the waste heat from diodes, optics, unabsorbed pump radiation and excited state fluorescence is rejected by conduction at ambient temperature.

A summary of the mass projection for the 100mJ 10W short pulse Yb system is given in Table II. The 100mJ per pulse laser head and controls can be packaged in a small volume, $\sim 250$cm$^3$. The $10^{11}$ shot life power supply and cryo-cooler take up the bulk of the $\sim 4200$cm$^3$ volume. Total mass is $\sim 5.3$kgm$^3$. If the transmitter would run at closer to ambient temperature, the transmitter mass would be $\sim 2.5$kgm$^3$ and $\sim 2000$cm$^3$ volume.

Our planned experiments, which are in preparation at the time of the abstract, will examine the efficiency issues for short pulse (~4ns for altimetry) q-switched operation. Small, diode array pumped mini-slabs of comparable doping densities and dimensions to those of the design concept will be used in a passively q-switched cavity. As available, these results will be presented at the meeting.

Table II presented on following page
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TABLE II
DESIGN CONCEPT PARAMETERS FOR 200Hz, 100mJ Yb:YAG LASER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSCILLATOR</th>
<th>AMPLIFIER</th>
<th>MASS ELEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Energy</td>
<td>10mJ</td>
<td>10 X gain over oscillator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Pump Arrays</td>
<td>4 each 60W bars</td>
<td>InGaAs at 940nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Time</td>
<td>220μsec</td>
<td>&lt; ¼ of lifetime, low loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Energy</td>
<td>~50mJ launched</td>
<td>Optimize coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb Density</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>Nominal, pending experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Slab Region</td>
<td>~500μm x 1mm x 5mm</td>
<td>Undoped end caps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity Length</td>
<td>20cm</td>
<td>Nominal, folded cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-switch</td>
<td>Cr(4+)</td>
<td>αL TBD in experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Pulse Duration</td>
<td>~4ns</td>
<td>Model result, to be shown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Energy</td>
<td>100mJ</td>
<td>10 X gain over oscillator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Pump Arrays</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>InGaAs at 940nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump time</td>
<td>220 μsec</td>
<td>Excellent storage efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Energy</td>
<td>300mJ launched</td>
<td>Optimize coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb Density</td>
<td>10% to 15 %</td>
<td>TBD with experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Slab Region</td>
<td>1.6mm x 1.6 mm x 15mm</td>
<td>Undoped end caps and spacers as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Pulse Duration</td>
<td>~2ns</td>
<td>Sharpening is gain dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>200W capacity for mass estimate</td>
<td>140W power draw; drives both oscillator and amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser head, optics, cool tip</td>
<td>210gms</td>
<td>Slabs, mounts, conductive path to chiller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical strongback / thermal base at ambient</td>
<td>1200gms</td>
<td>Smaller cooler would decrease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply and pulser</td>
<td>1490 gms</td>
<td>10^{11} shot life assumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiller and heat pipe</td>
<td>2400gms</td>
<td>Includes 400cc of methanol ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Laser Volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head and controls</td>
<td>~300cm³</td>
<td>Min-slabs and folded resonator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base plate mount</td>
<td>~300cm³</td>
<td>Coupled to ambient thermal mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiller</td>
<td>~2500cm³</td>
<td>Includes thermal ballast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>~1100cm³</td>
<td>With packaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

NASA is embarking on a new era of laser remote sensing instruments from space. This paper focuses specifically on the laser technology involved in one of the present NASA missions. The Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) scheduled to launch in 2001 is a laser altimeter and lidar for the Earth Observing System's (EOS) ICESat mission. The laser transmitter for this space-based remote sensing instrument is discussed in the context of the mission requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been great interest at NASA in laser remote sensing instruments for Earth orbit and planetary science missions. These instruments typically use diode-pumped solid state lasers for the laser transmitter. The mission specifications and constraints of space qualification, which are mission specific, place strict requirements on the design and operation of the laser. Although a laser can be built in the laboratory to meet performance specifications relatively routinely, the mission constraints demand unique options and compromises to be made in the materials used and the design in order to ensure the success of the mission. Presently, the best laser architecture for a light weight, rugged, high peak power and efficient transmitter is a diode laser pumped Nd:YAG laser. Diode lasers can often obviate the need for water cooling, reduce the size and weight of the laser, increase the electrical to optical efficiency, system reliability, and lifetime. The first diode-pumped solid state laser to operate in space was in the ill-fated Mars Observer spacecraft (Zuber 1992), (Afzal 1994). A second version, the Mars Orbiting Laser Altimeter (MOLA), is at Mars now on the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft collecting data on the topography of Mars. The laser design described in this paper represents a benchmark on the state of the technology.

GEOSCIENCE LASER ALTIMETER SYSTEM: LASER TRANSMITTER

A future laser remote sensing mission will be the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) scheduled to launch in 2001 (Abshire 1994). GLAS will be a satellite laser altimeter whose primary mission is the global monitoring of the Earth's ice sheet mass balance. GLAS will also use a lidar for global monitoring of cirrus cloud heights. The laser transmitter will have the following performance characteristics: pulse energy - 100 mJ @ 1 μm, 50 mJ @ 0.5 μm, repetition rate - 40 Hz, pulse-width 4 - 6 ns, beam divergence - 95 μrad, beam profile - nominally Gaussian, >5% electrical efficiency, with a > 3 billion shot lifetime. In addition the laser components must be tolerant of the orbital radiation environment. The GLAS laser will generally have an order of magnitude higher performance than MOLA and will represent the next generation of space-based remote sensing laser transmitters.

One of the more challenging aspects of the performance requirements is to simultaneously generate 4 ns, 150 mJ, near diffraction limited beam quality pulses efficiently with long-life using a rugged
architecture. This performance regime is not easily accessible to the Q-switched laser due to gain and cavity-length constraints and Q-switched, cavity-dumped lasers typically require complex high-voltage switching stages which hold little promise in lasting the mission duration. Performance of high peak power lasers capable of generating 4 ns pulses are also typically limited by laser induced damage of the optical components. We believe presently, that the development of a master-oscillator, power-amplifier (MOPA) design is the most promising technique for meeting the transmitter performance objectives. In addition to meeting the performance requirements the laser must be rugged, reliable and capable of long term operation in the space environment over temperature ranges expected by the spacecraft.

We have demonstrated a low energy, short pulse with high beam quality oscillator (Afzal 1995) in conjunction with double-pass amplifier stages which preliminarily meet the performance goals of the GLAS transmitter (Afzal 1997). The laser is designed as follows and a schematic is in figure 1.

![Figure 1 - Breadboard schematic of the GLAS laser transmitter.](image)

Two 60 W Q-cw diode-bar pumped, passively Q-switched, oscillator slab laser generates 2 mJ, 4.5 ns near diffraction limited ($M^2 < 1.1$) pulses at 40 Hz (the oscillator diodes are derated from 100W to improve lifetime). The pulses are expanded by a 2x telescope, then amplified by a double-pass preamplifier stage pumped by 8, 100 W bars. After passing through the preamplifier, the pulse is 20 mJ with an $M^2 \cdot 1.5$. This stage utilizes a polarization coupled double pass zig-zag slab with a porro prism for beam symmetrization. The beam next enters a power amplifier pumped by 44, 100 W bars after another 2x expansion. The 20 mJ pulses are amplified to 150 mJ after a double pass with an $M^2 \cdot 2$. The peak laser fluence in the final amplifier is $\cdot 4 \text{ J/cm}^2$. Table 1 shows the operational requirements and the lasers' maximum capability. Figure 2 shows the output energy and prime power draw as a function of diode drive current. We are now in the process of mechanical ruggedization and environmental testing of the laser in preparation for flight laser delivery in 2000.
We have begun the process of opto-mechanical, and thermal design of the laser mounts and structure as well as electrical power supply design and test. In addition to meeting optical performance requirements, the laser must be assembled from materials that radiation tolerant and vacuum compatible. All these criteria must be incorporated into the final flight design.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Weight (Kg)</th>
<th>Available Power (W)</th>
<th>Pulse Energy (mJ)</th>
<th>Pulse Width (ns)</th>
<th>Repetition Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Lifetime (shots)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>&lt; 6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>&gt; 3 Billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 2** - Pulse energy and prime power draw of the laser vs. diode drive current. Also plotted is the laser efficiency from spacecraft 28 V prime power.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Diode-pumped solid state lasers are not only becoming more common in space, but are beginning to be considered “operational.” The GLAS laser is a pertinent example of where the technology is and the direction it’s heading.
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COMPACT, RUGGEDIZED EYESAFE LASER TRANSMITTER

J. C. McCarthy, P. A. Ketteridge, R. Day, Ian Lee* and Evan Chicklis

Sanders, A Lockheed Martin Company
P. O. Box 868
Nashua, NH 03061-0868
Phone: (603) 885 4280
Fax: (603) 885 0207

Active systems for range mapping, obstacle avoidance and profiling require pulsed, eyesafe, and compact laser transmitters delivering multi-Watt outputs at Pulse Repetition Frequencies in the hundreds of Hz. We report the development of a conduction cooled, all solid-state, efficient, Diode-Pumped eyesafe laser transmitter producing up to 4.0 Watts of eyesafe output @ 1570 nm in a Non-Critically Phased Matched KTP Optical Parametric Oscillator. Pumped using a Nd:YAG, zig-zag slab oscillator-amplifier, OPO Pulse energies up to 40 mJ at 100 Hz have been obtained.

Description

The laser configuration is shown below in Figure 1. The oscillator and amplifier are both side diode-pumped with a total of 52 bars pumping each slab, configured in four 13 bar subarrays. The oscillator is polarization outcoupled with crossed porro prisms for the end high reflectors. Figure 2. shows this same oscillator in the hardware package where the resonator has been folded twice using corner cubes. Note that the laser hardware in Figure 2. was designed for low duty factor (0.5 %) and the results presented here summarize the ongoing work to reconfigure the thermal control and power systems for higher duty factor operation.

* Ian Lee is presently with Cutting Edge Optronics, St. Charles, MO
For most efficient operation the laser diodes have been selected to efficiently pump Nd:YAG (emitting @ 807 nm - 808 nm) for a 65 degree C diode junction temperature. This increases system efficiency as the diode temperature is always controlled above the operating ambient temperature eliminating the need for high cooling capacity - power is only consumed only in controlling the diode temperature. Note that for the conduction cooled package used the junction to heatsink temperature differential will increase at increased duty factors.

The OPO was singly resonant using a 7 x 7 x 18 mm NCPM KTP crystal. The flat-flat OPO cavity length was 2.5 cm with a 50 % output coupling at the signal wavelength.

Results

Pump laser capacity was limited to 260 Hz due to cooling system limitations. For 100 Hz operation the pump diodes were operated at 85 Amps in a 200 microsecond pump pulse providing 624 mJ of pump energy per slab. Both oscillator and amplifier Nd:YAG slabs were identically pumped at this level producing 200 mJ of Q-Switched 1064 nm in a 20 ns pulse (FWHM). Multimode beam quality was 18 mm-mrad.

Pump beam was coupled to the OPO using a simple 35 mm focal length lens. Pump spot size was 3.0 mm. OPO performance is shown in Figure 3. Data is presented for three values of output coupling reflectivity - 50%, 65 % and 80 %. As shown 4.0 Watts average power was obtained. OPO output pulselength was 12 ns.

Operation at 260 Hz was less efficient - the diode pump pulse duration was reduced to 110 microseconds producing 65 mJ producing 11 mJ OPO output. The lower OPO efficiency at this higher repetition rate was a function of the spot size being optimized for the higher peak power drive at the 100 Hz operating point.

Summary

In summary, we have demonstrated an efficient and compact all solid state laser transmitter suited for various eyesafe laser radar applications. Based on previously developed, fully qualified laser hardware this transmitter technology represents a reliable and efficient laser source for various LIDAR applications.

This work was supported by internal company funding and resulted in Sanders being selected to provide the laser transmitter for the U.S. Army Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate’s Cooperative Eyesafe laser Radar Program presently underway.
SOLID STATE LASER TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR ATMOSPHERIC SENSING APPLICATIONS

James C. Barnes
Remote Sensing Technology Branch
NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 474
Hampton, VA 23681
(757) 864-1637 and 864-7174

Abstract
NASA atmospheric scientists are currently planning active remote sensing missions that will enable global monitoring of atmospheric ozone, water vapor, aerosols and clouds as well as global wind velocity. The measurements of these elements and parameters are important because of the effects they have on climate change, atmospheric chemistry and dynamics, atmospheric transport and, in general, the health of the planet. NASA will make use of Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) and backscatter lidar techniques for active remote sensing of molecular constituents and atmospheric phenomena from advanced high-altitude aircraft and space platforms. This paper provides an overview of NASA Langley Research Center’s (LaRC’s) development of advanced solid state lasers, harmonic generators, and wave mixing techniques aimed at providing the broad range of wavelengths necessary to meet measurement goals of NASA’s Earth Science Enterprise.

1. Introduction
Researchers at NASA LaRC are developing new solid state laser materials, nonlinear optics, and laser design technologies to meet extremely stringent performance requirements for advanced DIAL and lidar instruments. These include high pulse energy, > 2.5% wall-plug efficiency, specific wavelengths, long and short pulsewidths, narrow linewidths, and 1-3 year operational reliability. The development efforts will provide significant improvements in system efficiency and, consequently, a reduction in the size and weight of laser-based remote sensors having the capability to measure ozone, water vapor, aerosols and clouds, and wind velocity with high vertical and horizontal resolution and high accuracy. The measurement of these atmospheric constituents and wind velocity are very important with respect to global climate change. For example the measurement of water vapor is recognized as a key strategic step towards meeting the Earth Science Enterprise objective of making “observations to monitor, describe, and understand seasonal-to-interannual climate variability, with the aim of improving skill in long-range weather forecasting and seasonal climate predictions.” Water vapor is not as well characterized at the higher altitudes, hence, the gap in our knowledge base is considerable (Ismail 1989). Aerosols, especially those arising from combustion of fossil fuels by industrial centers in North America, Europe, and Asia and biomass burning in Africa and South America, reduce the Earth’s surface temperature by reflecting a portion of the incident solar radiation back to space, countering some of the effects of increased greenhouse gas concentrations. Clouds also play a significant role in reflecting solar radiation, and are considered the major uncertainty in understanding global climate change. In addition, as a result of reports on its depletion in the stratosphere and its importance to absorption of harmful ultraviolet solar radiation, ozone has received increasingly more attention in recent years. Remote sensor instruments such as lidar systems that can measure these atmospheric constituents with high spatial resolution and accuracy will make important contributions to understanding the mechanism of global climate change (Browell 1994 and Grant 1989). Global climate change scientists, atmospheric dynamics researchers, and numerous agencies such as NASA, NOAA, DOD, and DOE greatly desire continuous, global measurements of tropospheric wind with good horizontal and vertical coverage and resolution, i.e. a horizontal vector accuracy of about 1 m/s (Kavaya 1996). Descriptions of the research and development of advanced solid state laser light sources for NASA DIAL and lidar measurements of ozone, water vapor, aerosols, clouds and wind velocity are discussed in detail below. It should be noted that clouds and aerosols measurements will be or are made using all of the laser technologies being...
described here.

2. 2-μm, Ho:Tm:YLF Laser System

A high energy per pulse, low beam divergence, narrow linewidth all solid-state laser system operating in the eye-safe region is required as a transmitter for coherent wind lidar measurements from ground, air, and space-borne platforms. For the past four years, there has been a considerable effort at LaRC in the development of diode-pumped, 2-μm, Ho:Tm:YLF laser technology. Ho:Tm:YLF lasers emit radiation in the eye-safe region and can achieve efficient diode pumped operation using commercially available laser diodes. An extensive LaRC theoretical model (Barnes et al. 1993; J. Barnes et al. 1993) was used to identify the laser materials and concentrations for optimum gain at 2-μm. The Ho:Tm:YLF crystal, operating at 2.05 μm, was selected as the laser gain medium based on the model. A flashlamp pumped oscillator and five diode pumped amplifiers were used to generate 700 mJ of 2-μm energy at 1 Hz (Williams-Byrd et al. 1997). Since then, an injection-seeded diode pumped oscillator has been developed and used in the laser system. The pulse repetition rate has been increased to 10 Hz. Amplifier gain at 10 Hz is measured to be comparable to that at 1 Hz. Performance of the system has been fully characterized. A graph of the injection-seeded Ho:Tm:YLF laser system output as a function of pump energy is shown in Fig. 1.

![FIGURE 1. Ho:Tm:YLF master-oscillator power-amplifier system output energy vs. pump energy.](image)

The laser system consists of a CW microchip master oscillator (Deyst et al. 1993), power oscillator and amplifiers. The laser diode array pumped Q-switched power oscillator utilizes a three meter long, figure-eight ring resonator configuration and is injection-seeded by a CW microchip master oscillator. This combination provides a single frequency, high beam quality, ~72 mJ, extraction beam for the amplifiers. The amplifier chain comprises four diode pumped amplifiers which produce a gain of about 9 in the single pass configuration used for this work. More details on the performance of this laser technology for a NASA Shuttle based coherent wind lidar system and future free-flyer based lidars are given elsewhere in this conference by Singh et al. and Kavaya.

3. Ti:Sapphire Laser Transmitter

In the mid-to-late 1980's, NASA researchers and several industry partners pioneered Ti:Al₂O₃ (titanium-doped sapphire) laser material development, laser pumping, and injection seeding techniques (Brockman et al. 1986; Barnes et al. 1988; Rines et al. 1989). The material quality was improved by an order of magnitude, allowing the researchers to demonstrate the superior performance of tunable (from 0.66 μm to 1.1 μm) Ti:Al₂O₃ lasers over conventional tunable dye lasers. With this, Ti:Al₂O₃ became a viable laser device with a multitude of potential uses including medical, industrial, communication, military, and scientific applications. We make a conservative estimate of 40 - 50 million dollars of commercial Ti:Al₂O₃ sales over the past 6 years based on published reports indicating ~25 million dollars of sales through 1992 (Kales 1992 and Kales 1993).

With the advantage of having performed the earlier work, NASA laser engineers designed and built a fully autonomous tunable laser system (TLS), based on Ti:Al₂O₃ laser technology, for NASA's Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE). Since 1994, the LASE Instrument has flown on over 26 successful water vapor measurement missions on NASA's high altitude ER-2 aircraft without a single failure of the Ti:Al₂O₃ laser (Browell 1995). The TLS was designed to operate in a double-pulse mode at 5Hz, with energy outputs up to 150mJ per pulse with tunable wavelengths of 813 to 819nm and with 99% of the output energy within a spectral interval of 1.06 pm. The Ti:Sapphire power oscillator uses a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser as the pump source and a single mode diode laser as an injection seeder for the Ti:Al₂O₃ laser (J. Barnes et al. 1993; N. Barnes et al. 1993; J. Barnes et al. 1993). The LASE instrument was recently reconfigured to fly on a NASA P-3 Aircraft and participated in the Southern Great Plains Hydrology Experiment (SGP97) in the summer of 1997. The SGP97 is a joint NASA, DoE, NOAA, NSF, USDA, NRC of Canada, and Oklahoma Mesonet interdisciplinary investigation designed to establish that retrieval algorithms for
surface soil moisture developed at high spatial resolutions for ground and airborne sensors can be extended to the coarser resolutions expected from satellites (Jackson et al. 1995). More details of recent technical improvements to the LASE laser transmitter will be presented at this conference by Edwards et al.

4. Nd:Garnet Development for Water Vapor DIAL

Compositional tuning of Nd:Garnet laser emission to match strong water vapor absorption features in the 940 nm wavelength region is also being pursued by NASA researchers for water vapor DIAL applications. Garnet laser materials are pumpable by well developed, less costly, AlGaAs laser diode array technology and promise to provide the efficiency, reliability, and affordability required for future space-based DIAL missions. The emission peak of the garnet is tuned by adjusting the fractional composition of Ga in Nd:YGAG, a garnet laser material. NASA researchers have demonstrated tuning of the fluorescence emission peak of the garnet, Nd:YGAG, laser transition from 935nm to 945nm. In this wavelength region, the water absorption lines are 20 times stronger than the lines currently used at ~815nm, hence, these wavelengths are attractive for measuring low water vapor concentrations in the stratosphere and upper troposphere. Current efforts have been accelerated to demonstrate a compositionally tuned garnet laser output that perfectly overlaps a strong water absorption feature while suppressing the high Neodymium laser gain found at around 1060nm. Other garnets materials and new resonator optics designs are being investigated to solve the technology tall-poles of specific wavelength and high gain suppression.

5. UV Transmitter for Ozone DIAL

Development of ultraviolet laser transmitter technology for space-based ozone DIAL has recently begun at NASA Langley Research Center. Atmospheric models predict the transmitter energy output must be about 500mJ at wavelengths around 305nm and 315nm and it must operate at a minimum 5 Hertz, double-pulsed rate. The current NASA design, for demonstration of the UV laser transmitter technology, will split the frequency doubled output of a Nd:YLF laser into three 524nm beam lines. One beam line will be used to pump an optical parametric oscillator (OPO). The OPO output is tunable between 740nm and 820nm and it will be amplified in a titanium-doped sapphire laser amplifier which will be pumped by a second 524nm beam. The output of the titanium-doped sapphire laser amplifier and the third 524nm beam will be simultaneously transmitted into a BBO sum frequency mixer to generate the tunable ultraviolet output. Initial demonstrations will be in the 100mJ energy range but with designs to show scalability to 500mJ or more. The technology tall poles for this development include eliminating optical damage to the ultraviolet optics and mixing crystal, providing the precise timing required for an efficient mixing process, and obtaining good beam quality in the OPO and amplifier output.

![FIGURE 2. Schematic of the UV laser system and the transmitter requirements for a spaceborne DIAL ozone measurement.](image)
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Introduction

Scanning holographic lidar receivers (Schwemmer, 1993) are currently in use in two operational lidar systems, PHASERS (Prototype Holographic Atmospheric Scanner for Environmental Remote Sensing) (Schwemmer and Wilkerson, 1994; Schwemmer et al., 1996) and now HARLIE (Holographic Airborne Rotating Lidar Instrument Experiment). These systems are based on volume phase holograms made in dichromated gelatin (DCG) sandwiched between 2 layers of high quality float glass. They have demonstrated the practical application of this technology to compact scanning lidar systems at 532 and 1064 nm wavelengths, the ability to withstand moderately high laser power and energy loading, sufficient optical quality for most direct detection systems, overall efficiencies rivaling conventional receivers, and the stability to last several years under typical lidar system environments. Their size and weight are approximately half of similar performing scanning systems using reflective optics. The cost of holographic systems will eventually be lower than the reflective optical systems depending on their degree of commercialization.

There are a number of applications that require or can greatly benefit from a scanning capability. Several of these are airborne systems, which either use focal plane scanning, as in the Laser Vegetation Imaging System (Blair and Coyle, 1996) or use primary aperture scanning, as in the Airborne Oceanographic Lidar (Krabill et al., 1995) or the Large Aperture Scanning Airborne Lidar (Palm et al., 1994). The latter class requires a large clear aperture opening or window in the aircraft. This type of system can greatly benefit from the use of scanning transmission holograms of the HARLIE type because the clear aperture required is only about 25% larger than the collecting aperture as opposed to 200-300% larger for scan angles of 45 degrees off nadir.

HARLIE

HARLIE is a technology demonstration to test the utility of using holographic scanning receivers in lidar systems at the 1064 nm Nd:YAG wavelength. Built as an atmospheric backscatter lidar system, it will also be used to test concepts for an airborne direct detection wind lidar that could one day be used for spaceborne applications. Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, it uses a 40 cm diameter by 1 cm thick Holographic Optical Element (HOE) as the receiver collecting and focusing aperture. It has a 45 degree diffraction angle and a 1 meter focus normal to its surface. It is continuously scanned up to 30 rpm, and can also

Figure 1. HARLIE transmission HOE geometry.

Figure 2. HOE scanner assembly.
operate in step and stare or static modes. Its 200 μrad blur circle matches the 200 μm fiber optic field stop which delivers the light to the aft optics package. The aft optics contains a collimating lens, a 500 pm interference filter, focusing lens, a Geiger mode Avalanche Photo Diode, and measures 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 15 cm. The transmitter is a continuous diode pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser delivering 1 mJ pulses at a 5 kHz rep rate. The beam is expanded to 15 mm diameter before being transmitted through the center of the HOE, which also acts as the collimating lens of the beam expander, transmitting a 100 μrad beam. The entire transmitter/receiver package can be placed within inches from an aircraft instrument window so that a 52 cm clear aperture window allows for an unobstructed view in all directions around the conical scan (Fig. 3).

Figure 4 is a photograph of the HARLIE transceiver assembly and electronics rack. Mounted on its transportation dolly, the lidar can operate on the ground in any of 8 elevation positions spaced 45° apart. In this figure the system is pointed up, so the HOE appears on top. It is mounted in a large ring ball bearing with a ring gear pressed into the inner race. It is belt driven by a DC servo motor with an overall gear ratio of 123:1. A 12 bit encoder on the motor shaft yields a 12.5 μrad resolution in the azimuth pointing position. The electronics rack contains the data system, the laser power supply and chiller, the scan motor controller and power supply, a GPS receiver, and an aircraft INS interface. The detector output is ping-ponged between a pair of 24 bit scalers to eliminate dead-time during the read-out cycle. A time history of backscatter profiles are displayed on the computer monitor in real-time as a false color image. Other salient technical specifications are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. HARLIE Preliminary Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transceiver Assembly</th>
<th>Weight: 118 kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall dimensions (in cm, minus mounting rails): 56 w x 69 l x 102 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter: diode pumped Nd:YAG, 1064nm wavelength, 1 mJ, 40 nsec pulse length, 5 kHz rep-rate, 100 μ rad divergence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver: 40 cm diameter, f/2.5 volume phase HOE, 45° diffraction angle, effective collection area 1064 cm², 200 μ rad FOV, 0.5 nm bandpass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector: Geiger mode or analog Silicon APD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics Rack</td>
<td>Weight: 125 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall dimensions (cm): 56 w x 64 l x 127 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements: 1000 W max. @110 Vac., 19 amps peak (2.2 kVA peak)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

Scanner
Scan Modes: Point and stare, 8 position step-stare, Continuous scan (30rpm)
Azimuth (scan) pointing resolution: 12.5 μ rad

Data System
Two ping-ponged 24 bit x 8192 bin scalers
Range resolution: 30 m
Integration time: 100 msec

Figure 5 is a sample of night time data taken with HARLIE in the scanning mode. The top part of the figure represents 1 minute of data operating at a 30 rpm scan rate, and transmitting about 1.2 watts average laser power. The bottom part is an expanded view of the first 3 scans. Increased backscatter is rendered as increased brightness on these raw signal images. The integration time is 100 msec, yielding 18 degree resolution in azimuth, or 20 profiles per scan.

Doppler Wind Lidar

Another important lidar application that requires scanning or pointing is the measurement of atmospheric winds, particularly from space. The current holographic systems are smaller and simpler, but still contain a fair amount of glass, which is heavy compared to lightweight opaque materials such as beryllium or composites like graphite epoxy. In addition, the emphasis for direct detection Doppler wind lidars is on ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths in order to measure clear air winds by taking advantage of the large Rayleigh backscatter cross-sections at shorter wavelengths. Current UV hologram developments are following two paths: pushing the wavelength limit of the DCG volume phase technology; and second, developing surface holograms using photoresist and reactive ion etching technology. These techniques will enable the use of ultra-light weight materials.

Shared Aperture Multi-view Holographic Telescope

Additional reductions in mass and complexity may come from new concepts employing the use of angle-multiplexed HOES to build a multiple field of view (FOV) receiver with no moving parts. The

Figure 5. Sixty seconds (thirty scans) of HARLIE backscatter data (top), and the first 3 scans expanded (bottom).
measurement of atmospheric winds requires at least 2 pointing angles in order to derive the wind vector. More than 2 angles can be used to generate broader spatial coverage and better statistical sampling of the atmospheric air volume. For example, in a six FOV wind lidar receiver, six HOES are written into the same film or stacked on a common substrate, with equal diffraction angles separated in azimuth by 60 degrees. This is sufficiently far apart so that the backscatter from any one direction meets the Bragg condition for diffraction for only one hologram, so that almost all of the collected backscatter is diffracted into only one direction and cross-talk is minimized. However, the transmitted laser beam cannot be directed through a common focus, for its energy would be divided among the various directions. Rather than transmitting a single laser beam through the receiver HOE, it can be directed through its own, smaller HOE that is rotated to each of the pointing angles in a sequential fashion. Alternatively, it may be more advantageous for a spaceborne system to use separately aligned static transmitting optics with six laser heads sharing a common power supply which is electrically switched between the various heads, fired in Gatling Gun fashion. This gives some redundancy to that part of the system with the shortest lifetime.

Rather than using a common field stop, separate stops for each of the FOVS can be arranged on a circle, with fiber optics carrying the backscatter signal to a single or separate miniature photon counting detectors. This configuration allows the collection of light from each FOV almost as efficiently as using a rotating HOE, and without the additional background from the other FOVS which a common focus would incur.

By removing the rotating optic requirement, the heaviest parts of the current holographic systems can be eliminated: the motor, the large ring bearing and gear or rotation stage, and the drive electronics. Also significant for spaceborne systems is the fact that these parts are more prone to failure then the benign optics replacing them.

Summary

The operational airborne lidar HARLIE has demonstrated that using a rotating HOE to perform the function of collimating, scanning, and collecting laser light in 1064 nm direct detection lidar systems is a practical and economical alternative to conventional reflective and refractive optical systems. Significant reductions in system size and weight are achieved without sacrificing performance. This technology will soon be available commercially, perhaps as an off-the-shelf option for manufactured lidars. Additional systems are currently under development and testing at Utah State University, Houston Advanced Research Center, and NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Future systems will push the available wavelengths to the UV and may enable the development of compact multi-view systems without moving parts.
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Abstract

The generation in the atmosphere of a white light continuum using fs-laser pulse in the terawatt regime was characterised in the wavelength range from 500 nm to 850 nm. Applications of this novel light source for atmospheric remote sensing, using lidar technique is investigated. The white light formation from high power femtosecond laser pulses shining vertically into the atmosphere was generated at 100 m above ground level. Because the propagation into the atmosphere of this spectral extended light source remains collimated, time resolved absorption spectroscopy combined with the lidar technique can be performed at higher altitude. Lidar signals in the visible wavelength range have been recorded up to the tropopause. Moreover, the ro-vibrational absorption bands in the visible and near-IR spectral range of water vapour have been observed. This study shows that from this artificial white light source arise interesting perspective for range resolved multitrace gases and aerosol analysis in the atmosphere.

1. Introduction

Over the past ten years, laser intensities have increased by more than four order of magnitudes to reach enormous peak intensities up to $10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ in the femtosecond time domain [Mourou 1997, 1998]. These high power fs-laser sources now fit on tabletop allowing running experiment using no more exorbitant laboratory facilities. The field strength at this intensity when interacting with the matter, leads to non linear processes which provide a wide variety of applications [Gibbon] such as creation of white light generation in gases. This phenomenon, using ultrashort pulses operating in the gigawatt regime, is a well-known phenomena [Corkum, Nishioka]. In recent experiments [Braun], it was observed that - with the application of the state-of-the-art terawatt femtosecond lasers- the focused laser pulses produce intense white light in air and generate stabilised light filaments, which propagate on distances of ten meters or more. This self-channelling effect is believed to occur through a balance of self-focusing and self-phase modulation, by non-linear refractive index [Strickland].

In this paper, we present studies on the application of this phenomenon for atmospheric remote sensing. In a first approach, the characterisation of the white light channel generation and its spectral extension was carried out. The light continuum was generated using a toptable terawatt femtosecond laser (2.2 terawatt peak power, 100 fs) launched into the atmosphere. The white light channel was generated in the sky at an altitude of above 100 m and the measured spectral extension was ranged between 500 nm and 850 nm and mainly restricted in the IR by the detector efficiency. (see fig. 2). The light emitted from the channel remains collimated along its propagation into the atmosphere. This property has allowed to perform lidar measurements in the integrated visible spectra. They were ranged up to the tropopause (12 km) showing typical atmospheric signature.

In a second study, high resolution spectral analyses of the white light propagation into the atmosphere were carried out. For this purpose, time resolved
spectroscopy measurements using a gated optical multichannel analyser (OMA) combined with the lidar technique were performed. The whole absorption spectra in the visible and near-IR region of the water vapour were recorded. These results show first, that the spectral energy density of the channel light is sufficient to detect the atmospheric constituents and in second hand that this spectral extended light has a continual spectral distribution and is stable enough to detect weak extinction.

2. Experimental

The setup of the experiment is described in the figure 1. On the emitter side, it consists of a tabletop terawatt femtosecond laser system, a pulse compressor and a beam steering optics. The laser system is based on Titanium-doped sapphire as the amplifying medium and employs the Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) technique. The laser operates at 790 nm with a maximum output pulse energy of 220 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The final pulse duration is adjustable by the distance between the compressor gratings and approaches 100 fs at optimum alignment. In this case, the spectral width of the pulse reaches 11 nm. A longer pulse duration with linear change of wavelength in time—a so-called positive or negative linear chirp—could be introduced by the compressor alignment to compensate the spread of ultrashort pulses by group velocity dispersion in optical media like lenses or air. The pulses of approximately 2.2 TW peak power unfocussed were guided out of the laboratory and send vertically in the sky. The pulses were either slightly focused with a positive lens (f=30 m), or were launched without the use of lens. On the receiver side, the backscattered light was collected with a 40 cm diameter f/3-telescope in a bistatic configuration and focused into a 1 mm transmitting fibre bundle. The spectral character of the received light was analysed with a gated optical multichannel analyser (OMA) coupled to a 0.5 m imaging spectrometer. In this setup, the range resolution could be adjusted from of 150 m up to 1 km. The maximum spectral resolution was 30 pm and the detected spectral range from UV to near IR was limited to 850 nm due to cut-off frequency of the Silicium based detector. Lidar measurements were recorded with a photomultiplier fitted out with interference filter instead of the OMA.

3. Results and discussion.

Figure 2: Spectra of the atmospheric white light channel.

The channel build up after 100 m propagation into the atmosphere and the white light continuum can be observed at higher altitude. Time averaged spectra of the generated white light measured at an altitude of about 1 km are shown on figure 2. The wings on both sides of the fundamental wavelength (790 nm) represent the white light emission. The two curves a and b in figure 2 were recorded for two different initial chirp settings. The white light generation process is very sensitive to this parameter and the generation is more efficient when the group velocity dispersion of all the transmitted medium between laser and the focus is pre-compensated.
Lidar signatures of the atmosphere are represented in figure 3. The backscattered signals from the white light continuum were spectrally integrated in the visible range, using a 550-700 nm bandpass filter. The high conversion efficiency of the white light generation of about 40% enables to record signals up to the tropopause with only 200 laser shots average. In figure 3a and 3b, a cirrus cloud signature at the tropopause (12km) and a midaltitude cloud at 5 km height are shown. These observations put into evidence that the white light channel is a light source of high brilliance having a laser-like beam characteristics.

To retrieve the range resolved atmosphere transmission, presented in figure 4, high resolution time resolved spectroscopy technique was applied to the white light continuum backscattered from the atmosphere. To access a good signal noise ratio, a 4 minutes time average was performed on the signal. In figure 4a and 4b, the well known water vapour absorption lines in the 725 nm band and 830 nm band are shown. The 1050m absorption length has allowed to observe the weak absorption transition of H$_2$O and an absorption detection limit of about 3% can be deduced. A zoom of the recorded spectra and the spectral fit with the Hitran spectroscopic database using a Voigt-line profile are displayed in figure 4c. The finite OMA spectral resolution of 30 pm has not allowed to fully resolve the 10 pm width H$_2$O absorption line. However, the comparison of the measurements with the Hitran database has lead to a very good agreement. All of the observed absorption lines could be attributed to H$_2$O absorption transition. Characteristic emission lines such as vibrational and rotational SRS (Stimulated Raman Scattering) that could occur when high power laser are focused in gases were not observed. Because in the fs-pulse time domain, the SRS emission is not efficient and self-phase
modulation is dominated [Kawano], we can deduce that the fundamental laser emission remains in the sub-picosecond time domain after self-channelling and during its propagation into the atmosphere.

4. Conclusion

Time resolved spectroscopy of white light continuum shining into the atmosphere were performed in the visible and near IR spectral range. From these observations, we gained a better understanding of the white light continuum generation and its propagation into the atmosphere. It constitutes a stable light source suitable for range resolved spectroscopic investigation into the atmosphere.

To retrieve the concentration of atmospheric compounds, the increasing of spectral resolution and the absorption detection limit should be investigated. Even though the grating based spectrometer is well adapted in the visible spectral range, the FTIR detection method coupled with the lidar technique [Douard] should be considered in the near IR and IR spectral region.

To increase the absorption detection limit, a direct observation of the light channel using the lidar technique coupled to long path absorption method could be more appropriate. In this case, a successive variation of the light channel altitude will give access to the range resolution. This could be performed with an adequate focusing of the fundamental laser beam and a precise compensation of the air group velocity dispersion of the beam propagation in the atmosphere [Wille].

Theses studies and further investigations in the UV and the IR spectral regions could lead to a novel method for range resolved simultaneous analyses of atmospheric compounds and aerosols.
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1 Introduction

The Rayleigh integration method, the lidar technique most widely used for atmospheric temperature determination, relies on the measurement of atmospheric density and the integration of the data, using the assumption that the atmosphere is in thermodynamic equilibrium. If and where elastic scattering is partly caused by particles, the Rayleigh integration method is not applicable.

Both these problems are avoided, if use is made of the different temperature dependencies of low- and high-quantum number transitions of the pure rotational Raman spectrum (RRS) (Cooney, 1972). The main challenge of this scheme is the avoidance of crosstalk in the rotational Raman channels of the lidar receiver from the intense elastic backscatter signal. Complex setups have been used and tested for this purpose such as double-grating spectrometers (Arshinov et al., 1983) and grating spectrometers with additional atomic vapor filters (Zeyn et al., 1996). The performance of these systems, however, suffered from low receiver transmittance.

Polychromators with interference filters showed greater promise in both performance and ease of handling. First attempts with these devices, however, still needed long integration times (>10 hours) and produced temperature errors of several K in the lower stratosphere (Vaughan et al. 1993; Nedeljkovic et al., 1993). With the advent of multi-cavity interference filters with steeper cut-off edges and higher out-of-band blocking the use of rotational Raman lines with more pronounced temperature dependence becomes possible. These filters can be utilized in a mode that allows better fine tuning and a more economic collection of the faint Raman backscatter light; the combination of range, temperature uncertainty and measurement time can be improved considerably. The tilted mount of the filters is essential for this improvement. The present contribution describes a system that provides temperature data up to 40 km height; at 20 km the 1σ-error from a 14-hour measurement is only ±0.8 K.

2 Principle of the Temperature Measurement

In an ensemble of molecules the rotational energy states are occupied according to the Boltzmann equation. Consequently, the temperature dependency of the intensity of each RRS line depends on the quantum number and hence on the frequency shift from the primary wavelength. Fig. 1 represents the RRS of N2 and O2 calculated under consideration of the atmospheric concentration. The intensity of the RRS of other atmospheric components is negligible. Although the lines in the Stokes branch, the part of the RRS with Δλ > 0, are more intense than the lines with the same quantum number in the Anti-Stokes branch, Δλ < 0, we decided to extract parts of the latter for our temperature measurements in order to avoid interference by aerosol fluorescence (Kitada et al., 1994).

We optimized the central wavelength and spectral width of the interference filters with respect to the highest temperature dependence of the instrument combined with sufficient optical density at the wavelength of the elastic backscatter signal. The ratio R of RRS channels 1 and 2 is calculated in order to get a normalized temperature-depending function R(T), T denoting the temperature. Our calculations show that a calibration function $R(T) = aT^2 + bT + c$ fits the data better than the single-RRS-line approach $R'(T) = \exp(\alpha T + \beta)$ as suggested previously (Arshinov et al., 1983). a, b, c, α, and β stand for the fit coefficients.

3 Setup

The GKSS Raman lidar is a transportable, container-based system. In the latest version two lasers beams, one emitted by a XeCl excimer laser at $\lambda_0 = 308$ nm with 170 mJ pulse energy at 200 Hz and the other by a Nd:YAG laser at $\lambda_0 = 355$ nm with 250 mJ pulse energy at 50 Hz, are transmitted. Measured quantities include the extinction and backscatter coefficients, the particle depolarization
Figure 1. Calculated intensity $I$ of atmospheric pure rotational Raman backscatter signal (RRS) at ground level in relation to the emitted laser intensity $I_0$ at $\lambda_0 = 532.25 \, \text{nm}$ from a backscattering column between 24 and 25 km height; measured spectral positions and transmittances of the rotational Raman channels of the sequential tilted interference filter lidar receiver.

Although 5 times more RRS signal is generated for $\lambda_0 = 355 \, \text{nm}$ than for $\lambda_0 = 532.25 \, \text{nm}$ at the same primary energy, only half the RRS return signal energy is expected at the shorter of the two wavelengths behind the interference filters available. Therefore we chose the longer of the two as the primary wavelength for the rotational Raman temperature measurements. Consequently the second harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser was added as the third primary wavelength of the lidar system. On the receiver side an optical preselection unit for the backscatter signal was installed near the primary focus of the receiving telescope and coupled to the polychromators by optical fibers; another polychromator was added for separating and detecting the backscatter signals generated from $\lambda_0 = 532.25 \, \text{nm}$ (Fig. 2).

The angle of incidence on the interference filters can be varied, so the center wavelength can be tuned. The spectral prealignment of the polychromator channels was verified with a spectrometer. The light of a Xe lamp was coupled into the polychromator by a fiber after passing a tunable grating monochromator, then the intensities of the signals transmitted by the interference filters were measured. The polychromator was finally aligned with the atmospheric backscatter signals to a setting in which no enhancement of the signals in the RRS channels was observed. The final spectral positions and transmission values of the RRS channels are shown in Fig. 1. The center wavelength (CWL) of the two filters in line for RRS channel 1 is $\lambda = 530.9 \, \text{nm}$ with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.7 nm; the
RRS channel 2 is filtered with a CWL of $\lambda = 529.35$ nm and a FWHM of 1.2 nm. The intensity of the elastic backscatter signal is weakened by one order of magnitude by reflection at IF1. Each of the filters IF2 and IF3 has an optical thickness (OD) at $\lambda_0$ of more than 3, IF4 of at least 6. So the total OD at $\lambda_0$ is $\geq 7$ for the both rotational Raman channels. According to the manufacturer of the interference filters thermal drift of the CWL is only 0.002 nm/K. Therefore no thermal stabilization of the polychromator needed to be implemented.

The advantages of this sequential tilted interference filter setup as a lidar receiver for rotational Raman temperature measurements are tunability of the center wavelengths, high suppression of the elastic backscatter signal, and high efficiency.

4 Measurements

First measurements were made in January and February 1998 during a campaign (funding by the European Community and German Ministry of Science) that aimed at studying the formation and properties of mountain lee wave-induced polar stratospheric clouds in Kiruna, Sweden (67.9°N, 21.1°E). Figs. 3 and 4 show RRS temperature profiles measured in the nights of January 28/29 and 30/31, 1998, in comparison with data from radiosondes launched on the same site. The profile for the second night was calculated by applying the calibration function from the first.

The temperature profiles from the lidar and radiosonde agree very well, i.e., within ±2 K (Fig. 3b). The slight deviations near the tropopause at about 8 km on 28/29 January are probably caused by a change in temperature during the lidar measurement. This interpretation is supported by ECMWF

Figure 3. (a) Lidar and radiosonde temperature profiles measured on January 28/29, 1998, and model data calculated by the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) for the same time and site. Error bars indicate ±1σ statistical error of the lidar data. The lidar data were smoothed with a gliding average of 960 m. (b) radiosonde-lidar temperature difference and ±1σ statistical error of the lidar data.

Figure 4. Same as shown in Fig. 3a for January 30/31, 1998, and averaged backscatter ratio during the lidar measurement, both measured at $\lambda_0 = 532.25$ nm.
data, interpolated for the measurement site. The difference near the maximum height of the radiosonde data is thought to be caused by an increasing distance between the regions of the radiosonde and lidar measurements. The lidar profiles of both nights show no good agreement with the highest ECMWF data point near 28 km, but this point has been known to be less trustworthy. The system is stable: the calibration function for the two periods remains the same within the uncertainty of the radiosonde and lidar data.

First evaluations indicate that rotational Raman temperature profiles derived from the data of this system are not affected by particle backscattering; differences between radiosonde- and lidar-measured temperature values are also very small in tropospheric clouds (Fig.4). The nearly perfect clear sky conditions on 28/29 January result in a smaller statistical temperature error than that obtained on 30/31 January, when tropospheric clouds considerably attenuated the signals.

The statistical error of a backscatter signal is known to be proportional to the square root of the number of photons detected. So one can estimate the time needed for a given accuracy and height resolution. These data are shown in Fig. 5. They are calculated with a gliding average of 960 m under clear sky conditions. The integration time necessary for a lidar measurement to remain below ±1 K statistical error is 140±30 minutes at a height of 10 km at this resolution.

5 Summary

The presented results show that the tilted-interference-filter receiver design for rotational Raman temperature measurements is highly efficient and stable. No signs of particle-backscatter influence on the derived temperature profiles are detected. Therefore the system is believed to be a suitable instrument for accurate temperature profiling in the troposphere and up to the middle stratosphere. It is thus a valuable addition to a multi-parameter lidar like the GKSS Raman lidar system.
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1. Introduction

Accurate water vapor profiles in regions at low humidity at upper-tropospheric heights are of fundamental importance for validation and interpretation of water vapor images obtained from satellites. In midaltitude the upper tropospheric water vapor distributions often display complex spiral-like structures on synoptic and subsynoptic scales caused by stratospheric intrusions that cannot be measured sufficiently by conventional remote sensing or in situ sensors [1]. In contrast, airborne water vapor DIAL applied in the near infrared spectral region promises to provide measurements of water vapor cross sections spanning the region of interest near the tropopause level. In order to achieve a high measurement sensitivity at tropopause height particularly in case of very dry air from lower stratosphere DIAL operation in the 940 nm wavelength spectral region is recommended. In this spectral region the strong 3v overtone vibrational band of water vapor is accessible where the strongest lines exceed those lines from the 4v overtone vibrational band near 830 and 720 nm by more than one order of magnitude. This leads to a high spatial and temporal resolution in the measurement.

Powerful radiation at 940 nm can be generated by means of optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) pumped by the harmonics of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser [2,3]. In the past, different OPO designs have been investigated in order to demonstrate their ability as potential radiation sources for remote sensing of atmospheric constituents [4,5]. Besides high pulse energy and high average power, the spectral performance of the OPO is of great importance particularly in case of water vapor sounding in the upper troposphere. Due to the small spectral width of the water vapor lines above 10 km height the OPO bandwidth should not exceed 200 MHz in order to avoid systematic errors caused by the finite bandwidth. In addition a high spectral purity of as much as 99% has to be guarantied by the radiation source. An appropriate means of reducing the bandwidth of an OPO is injection seeding. As recently demonstrated injection seeding of a BBO OPO with a tunable continuous wave (cw) ring dye laser yields a nearly transform limited bandwidth of 160 MHz [6].

However, in order to generate narrow-band tunable radiation in the 940 nm wavelength region for airborne use utilization of a small-sized, rugged diode-laser system for seeding of an OPO is more sophisticated. At the DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen a diode-laser-seeded OPO operating in the desired spectral region has been investigated. In this paper first results are presented and the performance of the current system is discussed.

2. Experimental set-up

The schematical experimental set-up is shown in figure 1. The second harmonic of an injection-seeded Q-switched Nd:YAG laser served as pump radiation for the OPO.

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up of the OPO system

As already demonstrated, the used pump source (Continuum NY61) fulfills the size and energy requirements for operation onboard of the DLR's meteorological research aircrafts [7]. The seeded
laser is flashlamp-pumped at a repetition rate of 10 Hz and provides 5.8 ns-long pulses with an energy of 130 mJ at a wavelength of 532 nm. Narrow-band OPO radiation is achieved by injection seeding with a tunable external cavity diode laser system (EOSI Inc. Model 2010). The ECL uses a Littman design that is tunable from 930-960 nm with continuous tuning ranges up to 60 GHz. The bandwidth was measured to be less than 10 MHz. Tunability, spectral behavior and seeding performance of the OPO can be controlled by means of a spectrum analyzer in conjunction with both a wavemeter and a multipass absorption cell for precise water vapor measurements.

We note, that for efficient injection seeding use of a Faraday isolator is recommended in order to prevent the diode laser from any optical feedback. In addition the OPO resonator has to be locked to the seed-frequency by servoloop control of the cavity length with the internal PZT mounted mirror. For generating of the error signal we applied a polarization locking schema first introduced by Hansch and Couillaud [8]. To avoid frequency drifts of the ECL during the measurements we additionally stabilized the seed-wavelength to the edge of a water vapor line using standard techniques.

3. Results

In the scope of this work two different OPO materials have been investigated. The second harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser was used to provide the pump radiation for the OPOs. The results are shown in figure 2.

With the BBO OPO a total efficiency of up to 30 % was achieved resulting in a signal energy exceeding 20 mJ at 930 nm. Highest output could be achieved with KTP as the nonlinear material. A total efficiency of as high as 53 % was measured resulting in a maximum signal energy of 39 mJ. In contrast to the BBO crystal the KTP is antireflection coated which is preferable due to its higher refractive index and higher resulting Fresnel losses.

The spectral bandwidth of the injection seeded KTP OPO was measured using a high finesse (200) confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) with a free spectral range of 2 GHz. The PZT of the FPI was slowly scanned and the signal has been recorded with a box-car averager. From the result shown in figure 3 a bandwidth of 190 MHz can be deduced. During this measurement the OPO pulse energy was 20 mJ while the seed power of the diode laser was 4.5 mW.

The spectral purity of the injection-seeded OPO has been investigated by long-pass absorption measurements using the multipass absorption cell. From On- and Off-line measurements shown in figure 3 a spectral purity of 99.6 % was calculated. We note that the power of the seed laser was only 4 mW in this case. For the On-line measurement the narrow-band OPO was tuned to the strong water vapor absorption line at 942.825 nm. The water vapor pressure inside the cell was about 4 mbar, while the total pressure amounted to 24 mbar. The spectral width of the selected line was ~1.2 GHz. At line center the multipass cell was optically dense at these conditions.

Fig. 2 OPO Signal as function of pump energy

Fig. 3 Transmission of the confocal FPI as function of frequency detuning
Fig. 4 Transmitted intensity as function of time for both on- and off-line pulses. Hundred shots have been averaged on each pulse. The structure on the falling edge of the pulses is noise from detector wiring to the sample scope.

4. Summary

The performance of a diode-laser-seeded optical parametric oscillator in the 940 nm spectral region has been investigated in detail for the first time. Using KTP as nonlinear material a maximum pulse energy of as high as 39 mJ was obtained with a pump energy of only 120 mJ. The bandwidth was measured to be 190 MHz. First measurements of the spectral purity using a multipass absorption cell yielded a value of 99.6% in case of a seed laser power of only 4 mW. More seed power would probably increase this value.

These results are very encouraging and demonstrate the potential of a diode-laser-seeded OPO for water vapor DIAL application in the near infrared spectral region. The spectral performance of the current system fulfills the requirements for airborne measurements in the upper troposphere. Further improvements are expected when a diode pumped Nd:YAG MOPA will replace the currently used flashlamp-pumped system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The design of the Depolarization and Backscatter Unattended Lidar (DABUL) was reported at the last ILRC (Grund and Sandberg 1996). The addition of automated scanning in elevation angle within a single azimuthal plane permits more comprehensive sampling of clouds and more quantitative interpretation of the data, especially near the surface. Some highlights are described of measurements made during field tests of DABUL. Examples are also given of preliminary results from the current year-long deployment aboard a research vessel drifting in the arctic ice pack as part of the SHEBA (Surface HEat Budget of the Arctic) project and NASA's arctic cloud and satellite validation research.

2. LIDAR DESCRIPTION

DABUL uses "micropulse" technology to measure profiles of backscatter and linear depolarization ratio. Low laser pulse energies (< 40 μJ) and large beam diameter (0.35-m-diameter telescope aperture) make the 0.523-μm-wavelength radiation from a doubled Nd:YLF laser fully eyesafe. High pulse rates (2000 Hz), long averaging intervals (1-60 s), a narrowband (0.3-μm-wavelength) interference filter, and narrow field of view are needed to achieve adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). DABUL has two parallel channels with different fields of view: wide (640 μrad) and narrow (100 μrad), with about 90% of the received light currently directed to the narrow channel. Data from the narrow channel are used for most applications. The wide channel is intended to increase the dynamic range for strong backscatter, e.g., from dense clouds, and to provide data in the far-field range-squared regime at much closer distances (beyond about 3 km) than the narrow channel. Currently, each channel has its own photomultiplier operating in photon-counting mode, however, we plan to switch to an avalanche photodiode for the narrow channel.

The combination of a polarization beam splitter and a Pockels cell act as transmit-receive switch and also to select whether the parallel or perpendicular component of backscattered radiation is detected. A Pockels cell, located between the beamsplitter and the telescope, controls the polarization of the outgoing pulse. To measure the parallel component of backscatter, the Pockels cell is energized during pulse transmission to rotate the polarization of the laser pulse by 90°, then quickly switched back, so the parallel return traverses the polarization beam splitter to the receiver section of the lidar. To measure the perpendicular component of backscatter, the Pockels cell is not energized during transmission or reception. Linear depolarization ratio is measured by alternating polarization from one pulse to the next and accumulating data from the two states separately.

A custom photon-counting board accumulates the counts into 30-m gates for a programmable number of pulses and into four channels, i.e., two polarizations for both detectors. System control and temporary data storage to hard disk are performed by a PC running under QNX.

The lidar is housed in an insulated, weather-tight enclosure. Resistive heaters and an air conditioner (A/C) control internal temperature and humidity. The A/C fan runs continuously to circulate air within DABUL, and a carbon filter in the A/C intake removes vapors that could gradually condense on the optics. The window atop the rectangular housing is slanted at 5° so water will run off when the system is pointed vertically, and warmth from inside keeps it free of
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snow and ice in winter or arctic under all but the most extreme conditions.

An ethernet or modem connection permits remote system control and occasional data download. Unfortunately, communications to the SHEBA research vessel at about 75°N latitude in the Beaufort Sea are too limited for us to accomplish this by direct link from our laboratory. Instead, on-site technicians or scientists use a local network connection to the DABUL internal computer to modify operating parameters, to archive data on DAT tape, and to forward 24-h quick-look images to a website on the mainland (access for these and other DABUL data are available through http://www2.etl.noaa.gov.

3. SCANNER

The DABUL scanner system is able to tilt the entire DABUL unit from zenith down to 15° below horizontal on either side. The base of DABUL is bolted to a cradle that is suspended from one side by a hollow cylindrical shaft. The shaft is turned by a geared DC motor connected to the shaft by a toothed belt drive. Power, communications, and air circulation to the air conditioner are through the shaft.

The DABUL air conditioner uses a compressor that must remain vertical. In the scanning configuration it is relocated to the scanner base assembly, where it cools air that circulates from DABUL in ducts through the scanner and back to DABUL. We found that, during the cold season in the arctic, this arrangement overcools the air even though the compressor isn't running. Heaters installed in the duct balance this loss and reduce temperature gradients within the DABUL cabinet. The scanner assembly is insulated and heated under control of its own thermostats to keep the drive mechanisms warm and to limit heat loss through the air conditioning ducts inside the scanner.

Pointing angle is measured by gravitational accelerometers mounted inside the DABUL unit. Two sensors, oriented at right angles to each other in the plane of the scan, are needed for good accuracy at all angles and to avoid ambiguity for coverage beyond 180° movement. A third angle sensor in the orthogonal direction measures the tilt of the scan plane. This method of angle sensing becomes unstable if the platform is continually experiencing strong accelerations, e.g. aboard a ship in ocean swell. However, this scheme retains high accuracy after occasional changes in platform orientation, e.g. if the SHEBA ship shifts or if DABUL is moved.

SHEBA was an excellent place to calibrate the angle sensors near horizontal. From the lidar position on the deck 8.3 m above the water, the range to ground strike on the nearly level ice pack gave an accurate measure of angles slightly below horizontal. The estimated uncertainty for horizontal pointing is ≤0.1°.

The vertical angle calibrations (in-plane and plane-tilt angles) have so far been made only with a carpenter's level with an estimated accuracy of 0.4°.

The scanner drive is controlled by the internal DABUL computer. The basic toolkit of instructions includes commands to hold, to move-and-hold, and to scan back-and-forth with elevation angles, scan rates (0.1 - 1.2 °/s), and pulse-averaging time separately programmable for each stage in the scan. The hold command actively keeps DABUL pointing at the same angle even under buffeting from strong wind gusts or shifts in platform orientation. The averaging time is usually reduced during scan to maintain angular resolution in the data, and increased during hold to constrain the volume of data. Scans can be activated by operator entry for special tests, or by a list of instructions based on computer clock time for automated scanning.

Scanning greatly enhances the quantity and quality of information from DABUL because:

a) The overlap function can be determined and monitored on-site by horizontal backscatter measurements in homogeneous conditions.

b) Extinction cross sections and extinction-to-backscatter ratios can be obtained in turbid conditions by horizontal stares and by measurements at multiple elevation angles.

c) Much more comprehensive information on cloud geometrical properties can be obtained. Even for the slow ~1 °/s scan rates DABUL needs for adequate SNR and angular resolution, the area of the plane sampled by the lidar in one scan exceeds by more than an order of magnitude the wind-advected area sampled in the same time by a vertically staring lidar.

d) Statistics on the non-plane-parallel features of clouds can be gathered.

e) The change in backscatter, depolarization, and extinction with elevation angle contains information on ice crystal orientation.

4. PERFORMANCE

The main field exercises by the non-scanning version of DABUL were conducted at Barrow, Alaska in March 1997 and then June-July 1997 in the Boulder, Colorado area. The scanning version began the current assignment on the deck of Des Groseilliers in the arctic in October 1997.

One problem encountered during shipping was damage to the laser when its temperature fell slightly below its storage temperature specification of -20 °C. This occurred both times DABUL was transported to the arctic because handlers failed to honor temperature
restrictions. Installation of the spare and factory laser repair were necessary. Otherwise, the system has endured shipping well, even an inadvertent "hard" drop to the ground from the bed of a pickup truck.

The lidar has performed well in extreme environmental conditions, ranging from arctic winter cold to midlatitude summer heat and humidity. The system operates through wind, rain, snow, and hail (as evidenced by dimples in the sheet metal on top).

The theoretical sensitivity for the current configuration (narrow channel) is an SNR of 3 for a 1-s average of molecular backscatter from 10 km height at night. However, actual measurements indicate the SNR is slightly greater than 1. Evaluation of the cause for the discrepancy must await return of the lidar from SHEBA.

Depolarization measurements have been of good quality, clearly discriminating between clouds that are predominantly ice or water. The accuracy in depolarization ratio, which depends on the purity and alignment of the transmitted linear polarization, is currently under evaluation.

An oscillation in DABUL sensitivity became apparent in early SHEBA data. Electrical noise from the solid-state relays for the DABUL heaters affected the circuits controlling the oven for the interference filter. The resulting temperature change caused the passband to shift enough so that its edge coincided with the laser wavelength. Modification of the oven control circuit removed most of the problem. We intend to eventually use a filter with small temperature sensitivity and eliminate the oven altogether.

Isolation of the detectors from the outgoing pulse requires improvement. Signal-induced noise (SIN), i.e. a latent, decaying signal from the detectors, is caused by the impulse of light from imperfect isolation. We added a second Pockels cell and polarization beamsplitter to the receiver to improve isolation. This makes the SIN manageable in the narrow FOV channel, but it remains a major problem in the wide channel. Most of the undesired light is scattered or reflected in the polarization-switching Pockels cell. We are investigating using a Pockels cell from a different manufacturer with the anticipation of significant improvement. The SIN must be subtracted from the atmospheric return for accurate lidar backscatter and depolarization measurements, especially on clear air.

5. MEASUREMENTS

We highlight here three examples of data that will be shown in more detail at the conference.

During the summertime measurements (Alvarez et al. 1998), DABUL provided clear evidence of the prevalence and examples of the large change in backscatter in the lidar "dark band" (Sassen and Chen 1995) at the melting layer.

The capability of DABUL to observe the characteristics of arctic haze through vertical staring and through scanning will also be reported at the conference.

A main objective of DABUL at SHEBA is to characterize the frequency of water versus ice in arctic clouds. It is generally believed that most clouds during winter are ice, and most during summer are water. Because of their proclivity to large particles and precipitation, ice clouds usually have much shorter lifetimes than water clouds. However, our measurements (at 5° zenith angle to minimize specular reflection from highly oriented crystals) show that water clouds are fairly common even during the colder months of November through January. During December, the lidar detected water clouds about 25% of the time any cloud was detected, and a significantly higher fraction was found in November and January. Fig. 1 shows that most of the predominately water clouds are close to the ground (and within the main temperature inversion), but a significant number are in mid-troposphere. Data from DABUL will help provide important new understanding of the processes controlling cloud formation and dissipation in the arctic and their role in radiative transfer.
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1. Introduction

Laser remote sensing of ozone from aircraft has proven to be a valuable technique for understanding the distribution and dynamics of ozone in the atmosphere.[1] Presently the differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique, using dual Nd:YAG lasers that are doubled to pump dye lasers which in turn are doubled into the UV for the “on” and “off” line lasers, is used on either the NASA DC-8 or P-3 aircraft.[2] Typically, the laser output for each line is 40-mJ and this is split into two beams, one looking up and the other downward, each beam having about 20-mJ. The residual Nd:YAG (1.06 micron) and dye laser energies are also transmitted to obtain information on the atmospheric aerosols.

While this system has operated well, there are several system characteristics that make the system less than ideal for aircraft operations. The system, which uses separate “on” and “off” line lasers, is quite large and massive requiring valuable aircraft volume and weight. The dye slowly degrades with time requiring replacement. The laser complexity requires a number of technical people to maintain the system performance. There is also the future interest in deploying an ozone DIAL system in an Unpiloted Atmospheric Vehicle (UAV) which would require a total payload mass of less than 150 kg and power requirement of less than 1500 W.

A laser technology has emerged that could potentially provide significant enhancements over the present ozone DIAL system. The flashlamp pumped Ti:sapphire laser system is an emerging technology [3] that could reduce the mass and volume over the present system and also provide a system with fewer conversion steps, reducing system complexity. This paper will discuss preliminary results from a flashlamp-pumped Ti:sapphire laser constructed as a radiation source for a UV DIAL system to measure ozone.

2. Ti:sapphire Laser Experimental Setup

A flashlamp-pumped Ti:sapphire laser system was constructed that would have the capability of laser output at two different ultraviolet wavelengths, separated in time, from one flashlamp pumped laser chamber. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. A 0.9-cm diameter by 15-cm long Ti:sapphire laser rod is placed in a close coupled Spectrolon pump chamber where four flashlamps could be used to excite the laser rod. Two lamps are pulsed in series with a fast hydrogen thyatron pulsing circuit which produces a 10 microsec FWHM flashlamp pulse. Another fast pulse circuit could be used to pump the other two series lamps at any time after the firing of the first series lamps.
The laser rod is water cooled and surrounded by a filter glass tube that absorbs harmful

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the ozone DIAL Ti:sapphire laser system.

flashlamp UV radiation and also converts some of this UV radiation to the visible absorption pump band of Ti:sapphire. The sigma orientation of the rod is in the horizontal direction, noted by the three small bars on the lasing axis. With the half-wave Pockel’s cell not energized, lasing is in the horizontal direction passing through the beamsplitter to the SF-10 prisms used for line narrowing. A quarter wave plate and Pockel’s cell form a Q-switch in front of the gaussian reflectivity output mirror. This leg of the oscillator was tuned to 867 nm (on-line).

When the half-wave Pockel’s cell is energized, the polarization is rotated 90-degrees allowing the beamsplitter to reflect the laser to the other oscillator cavity. A half-wave plate rotates the polarization to the horizontal orientation before going through the SF-10 prisms which were tuned to 897 nm (off-line). Again a quarter wave plate and Pockel’s cell form a Q-switch and a gaussian reflectivity mirror is used as the output coupler.

The output from the two oscillator cavities is doubled and tripled by use of LBO and BBO crystals respectively. The on-line ozone DIAL output would be 289 nm and the off-line would be 299 nm.

3. Experimental Results

The laser cavity was tuned to 867 nm and the flashlamp energy was 167 J. This resulted in the temporal profile shown in Figure 2. Here the Q-switched 867-nm output is shown in relation to the flashlamp pulse, the rod fluorescence and the gain at 867 nm. The gain at the peak was 700%. The Q-switched FWHM output at 867 nm was 65 ns and at 897 nm it was 80 ns.
Preliminary laser energy results are shown in Figure 3. For these results a flat 70% output coupler and 2-mRC max. reflectivity mirrors were used in the laser cavity. The conversion to the UV is low due to the broad fundamental bandwidth (867nm, 2nm and 897nm, 2nm). The 448-nm doubled output had a 1-nm bandwidth and 0.57-nm at 433-nm. Others have achieved 10% conversion efficiency in conversion from the fundamental to the third harmonic. Thus we expect to achieve above 10 mJ per pulse for the UV output. As expected the FWHM laser output changed from 64 ns at 867 nm to 31 ns at 433 nm to 28 ns at 289 nm.

![Graph](image)

Figure 2. Laser output (867 nm), gain at 867 nm, rod fluorescence and flashlamp pulse all for 167-J flashlamp input.
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Figure 3. Fundamental, doubled and tripled laser output as a function of flashlamp energy.
4. Conclusion

A dual-wavelength flashlamp-pumped Ti:sapphire laser has been constructed and preliminary experimental results suggest that a compact, light weight, and relatively simple laser system can be achieved to measure ozone in an aircraft environment. Using fundamental wavelengths of 867 and 897 nm, doubling and tripling to the UV have been achieved. With further improvements, approximately 10 mJ UV output could be expected without an amplifier stage.

The system is small and lightweight, even with the required thyraton pulse circuit, allowing it to be placed in a UAV aircraft where the payload weight limit is 150 kg.
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ABSTRACT†

A state-of-the-art kilowatt class pulsed CO₂ laser radar system was successfully installed at the Maui Space surveillance Site (MSSS). It encompasses a coherent transmitter in an oscillator (300 watt) amplifier (700 watt) configuration and a quad-based heterodyne receiver processor coupled to an existing 0.6m beam director operating in a shared-aperture mode. The system is being used in a waveform agile mode for precision trajectory determination and high resolution (~20 cm) range-Doppler image generation of both spaces-based and near-ground targets and a wavelength agile mode for long range coherent differential absorption LIDAR (DIAL) measurements of dispersed chemical vapors and aerosols. The hardware installation, integration and initial validation testing were completed in 1997 under the four-year field ladar Demonstration (FLD) † program. More sophisticated measurements and associated modeling are currently being conducted under the Field Ladar Transition Tactical Demonstration (FLTTD) †† program to demonstrate utility under a variety of realistic and stressing conditions.

OVERVIEW

The presentation will include a description of the sensor system and underlying design philosophy appropriate to both the long-range high-resolution Ladar and DIAL functions and will provide an up-to-date summary of the experimental data obtained to date. A key design objective of this sensor suite was to provide hardware suitable for airborne use; some of the hardware developed in the early phases of the FLD program is currently being flown on an R and D aircraft. A complete and miniaturized airborne sensor suite is presently being developed under another related program.

† FLD Contract #DASG60-90-C-0117 (Dr. Richard Wendt Govt. Prog. Mgr.)
††FLTTD Contract #DASG60-97-C-0030 (USASMDC)

The paper will include a description of some of the major subsystem/components and associated enabling technologies which allowed us to achieve the overall
performance objectives with relatively compact hardware. A description of the following subsystems will be included in the presentation.

- The waveform and wavelength agile high fidelity 30 Hz 300 watt oscillator configured for both Ladar and Lidar operation.

- A wavelength agile single-frequency local oscillator which is synchronized to the transmitter and provides for heterodyne (at 30 Hz) detection at any selected wavelength.

- A real-time heterodyne receiver processor which is designed for measurements of range, range-rate and range-Doppler images.

**HARDWARE**

In Figure 1 below, the two major subsystems are shown: the Transmitter on the left and Receiver-Processor on the right. Examples of the transmitted and match-filtered waveforms are also shown.

Figure 1. HI-CLASS Transceiver-Processor Handles Multiple Waveforms

Figure 2 shows a detailed functional block diagram of the Receiver and Processor. The hardware elements and signal flow illustrate the basic heterodyne and frequency matching processes.
RESULTS

This transceiver operates in the lidar (chemical species) and ladar (hard body targets) modes. The following three figures show recent results achieved.

Figure 3. HI-CLASS Wavelength Agile Operation leads to Absorption Spectrum Measurement

Figures four and five show imagery generated with the range-Doppler algorithm on calibration targets at ~20 km range. The images show both single pulse and
integrated averages. Comparisons with model derived images have been favorable.

Figure 4. Spinning Conical Target and Stationary Backstop Captured Simultaneously

Figure 5. Incoherently Summed Image (27 Frames) Agrees with Model Image

Additional results will be presented at the conference.
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Introduction

The Lidar Remote Optical Sensors (LROS) program is directed by the Active Remote Sensing Branch at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Phillips Research Site. Under the auspices of this program, a lidar system called the Laser Airborne Remote Sensing (LARS) system has been designed, constructed, and tested for the purpose of conducting long-range standoff detection of chemical plumes. Laser-based remote sensing systems are especially well suited to long-range chemical detection because of the directed nature of laser illumination. Small areas can be illuminated from great distances, creating a sensor that interrogates the target area while leaving the operator out of harms way. The LARS system uses the differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique to detect, identify, and quantify the composition of the chemical plume. By employing a wavelength-agile laser source as a transmitter, the instrument can quickly probe the target area with multiple wavelengths, thus providing the maximum amount of information about the presence of potentially dangerous chemicals.

System Description

The LARS system is a direct-detection DIAL instrument designed to address the requirement for long-range standoff detection of chemicals in a variety of real world scenarios. The system incorporates a high-energy CO₂ laser transmitter capable of wavelength-agile operation at pulse repetition frequencies (PRF) up to 30 Hz. A 40-cm telescope forms the primary collection optics of the receiver, and acquisition and boresight cameras provide the necessary visual feedback of for target location. Several onboard diagnostic instruments provide real-time monitoring and optimization of system performance during airborne operation. Figure 1 shows the layout of these components and subsystems on the flight bench as well as the optical paths of the transmit, receive, and diagnostic beams. LARS was designed to operate on the specially equipped AFRL Argus C-135E optical testbed aircraft and to use the existing acquisition, tracking and pointing (ATP) system to locate chemical plumes. Lidar system control, data acquisition, and real-time data processing functions are performed by the LARS Acquisition and Processing System (LAPS), a control and data handling system designed specifically for operation of the LARS instrument. LAPS interfaces with the Argus systems to obtain pointing angle data from the ATP consoles and to receive aircraft attitude information.

LARS is integrated onto Argus through the cargo door and the flight bench is isolated from the aircraft to minimize the impact of high-frequency aircraft vibrations on system performance. The CO₂ laser beam is transmitted coaxially with the receiver field-of-view (FOV) through a 43-cm square ZnSe window mounted in the cargo door. The inertially stabilized pointing gimbal has a field-of-regard of 10° azimuth x 18° elevation, and is capable of operating in either inertial pointing mode or contrast tracking mode. Operation of the LARS system is controlled from three LAPS consoles, and operation of the ATP system is controlled from two Argus consoles.
Subsystem Description and Characterization

Laser Transmitter
The LARS CO2 laser transmitter incorporates a galvanometer-controlled grating to provide shot-to-shot wavelength agile operation at PRFs up to 30 Hz. As a result of atmospheric transmission uncertainties, varying background albedos, and multiple unknown species in the chemical plume, the utility of a DIAL system is greatly enhanced by having wavelength agile capability. The LARS CO2 laser is also capable of operating with either the $^{12}$C$^{16}$O$_2$ (C12) or $^{13}$C$^{16}$O$_2$ (C13) isotopes as the lasing medium, thus providing additional chemical detection capability. Figure 2a shows the C12 and C13 wavelengths that can be accessed by the LARS transmitter and the energy available at each line. For detection of certain gases, using the C13 isotope can provide a significant advantage in range since the C13 lines are only slightly absorbed by atmospheric CO$_2$. Since one of the objectives of LARS is to achieve detection of chemicals at the longest possible range, the LARS transmitter will operate primarily on the C13 lines.

The LARS laser uses a folded unstable resonator design that produces a square annular output beam with a divergence of 1.06 mrad to the second null of the far-field pattern (90% of the total energy). This output is transmitted through a 3.5x Dall-Kirkham beam expander to provide a final far-field beam divergence of 300 μrad. The beam divergence and beam jitter were measured in the laboratory using a 3.8-m focusing lens and a Spiricon beam profiler system with a pyroelectric detector array. Results of these measurements

Figure 2. LARS CO$_2$ laser output energy vs. wavelength (a) and far-field spatial energy distribution (b).
are presented in Figure 2b, with the 350-μrad receiver FOV overlaid on the laser spatial profile for reference. In wavelength-agile mode, the average far-field laser jitter was measured to be < 20 μrad or approximately 6% of the receiver FOV.

Receiver

An optical raytrace of the main receiver beampath is presented in Figure 3, with an inset showing a magnified view of the detector optics. The 40-cm receiver telescope is an afocal Mersenne configuration with a 9x magnification, thus providing a 4.5-cm beam as input to the detector optics. Prior to the turn mirror for the detector and detector optics, a beamsplitter separates the visible light from the telescope and transmits it to the boresight camera. The acquisition camera receives its target image via visible light reflected from pickoff mirrors mounted on the telescope and 3.5x beam expander secondary mirrors (see Figure 1). The full-angle FOVs for the acquisition and boresight cameras are 2.7° and 3 mrad, respectively. The detector optics are designed to provide a 350 μrad full-angle FOV for the receiver with a 0.5 mm diameter detector. The initial ZnSe/ZnS achromatic doublet brings the incoming collimated light from the telescope to a focus where a mechanical chopper is located. Two ZnSe plano-convex singlets form a one-to-one relay pair with a filter wheel attenuator placed in the collimated space. A long-pass interference filter is the final optical element prior to a HgCdTe photodiode detector having a detectivity of $6.1 \times 10^{10}$ cmHz$^{1/2}$ W$^{-1}$. The long-pass filter cuts on at 8 μm and the detector response cuts off at < 12 μm. Both the filter and the detector are contained in a LN2-cooled dewar, and the optics, detector, and preamplifier are contained in an EMI enclosure.

Measurements of the imaging characteristics of the detector optics were conducted in the laboratory to verify the receiver performance. Two tests were performed to assess the image size at the location of the detector: a knife-edge test in collimated light and a detector scan with full-field illumination. The knife-edge test produced a measured spot diameter of 58 mm compared to a calculated value of 63.8 mm for the diffraction limited spot size. The difference between the measured and calculated values is attributed to a subjective interpretation of the exact knife edge positions corresponding to full illumination and complete extinction of the illumination pattern as viewed by a Spiricon IR camera. This test confirmed, however, that diffraction-limited on-axis performance was exhibited by the system for a collimated input beam. In the full-field illumination test a small pyroelectric detector with a 20 μm diameter aperture was placed on the 3-axis motorized detector mounting assembly. The optics were illuminated with a 2.7-mrad input beam, corresponding to the divergence of the laser return signal at the exit of the telescope, and a raster scan of 21 x 21 positions was executed in 40 μm steps by the LAPS system controlling 2 of the detector assembly actuators. The expected image diameter as determined by the raytrace analysis was 420 μm, and the measurement results indicated a diameter of 440 μm.
Diagnostic Instruments
The LARS system incorporates several onboard optical diagnostic instruments to optimize and monitor the system performance during airborne operation. This real-time monitoring capability maximizes data quality during field measurements. In addition, these diagnostics provide calibration of critical system operational parameters prior to conducting the DIAL measurements. There are 4 diagnostic components located on the LARS flight bench: 1) an output pulse monitor (OPM); 2) a near-field infrared (NFIR) camera; 3) a far-field infrared (FFIR) camera; and 4) a spectrometer. The OPM, which consists of an integrating sphere, an IR detector and a fast preamplifier measures the temporal distribution of the energy in the outgoing laser pulse to provide transmit energy normalization, return signal matched filtering, and laser performance monitoring. The NFIR and FFIR cameras are identical Spiricon pyroelectric array detectors. By measuring the laser beam spatial energy distribution at the scraper (output) mirror, the NFIR camera provides a key diagnostic for initial laser alignment, real-time alignment monitoring and grating position calibration. The FFIR camera furnishes a high-sensitivity measure of the grating angular position, as well as the laser far-field beam jitter and beam divergence (see Figure 2b). Grating position calibration and selection of different line sequences is provided by the spectrometer.

LARS Acquisition and Processing System
The LAPS is a VME-based system consisting of two DEC Alpha 160 MHz CPUs. Its primary functions include: system command and control, signal data logging, real-time signal processing, high speed data acquisition, display of sensor consoles, “quick-look” data analysis, and post-mission data reduction. The command and control function monitors the health of the laser, optics, and receiver systems. Real-time signal processing supports statistical computations and parameter estimations, as well as multiple return pulse averaging. Acquisition of the transmitted laser pulse waveform and the return signal is achieved with a custom designed VME digitizer board capable of 60 Msamples/sec with 12 bits of resolution. The sensor consoles contain the science and control functions. Quick-look software is provided to monitor the quality of the lidar data in-flight and the post-mission data reduction software provides extensive lidar data analysis capability after the flight.

Acquisition, Tracking, and Pointing
The LARS CO₂ DIAL system uses the existing Argus ATP system with only minor software modifications. The ATP system is used to point the lidar at predetermined targets on the ground, acquire them with a tracker subsystem, and keep the target within the lidar FOV. As a result, targets must be visible objects: either bright lights for night time tracking or high-contrast resolvable targets for daytime scene tracking. The ATP system provides sufficient field-of-regard to point the beam and track the target beacon or target scene at all mission altitudes, and compensate for changes in aircraft attitude caused by wind gusts and pilot corrections. The ATP system consists of an Az-El gimbal with a flat elliptical gimbal mirror, the acquisition and boresight cameras, and gimbal control electronics. Both the boresight and acquisition cameras use Pulnix high-resolution CCD arrays with Nikon front-end optics. After acquiring a light or other tracking aid on the ground, offsets from this tracking aid are introduced in the software based on plume location information provided to the system from external sources. Gimbal pointing angles are provided to LAPS by the ATP computers and recorded for post-processing purposes.

Conclusion
The LARS CO₂ DIAL system represents a milestone in the development of sensors for long-range standoff detection of chemical plumes. Thorough testing of the system has been conducted in the laboratory and in both ground-based and airborne field tests. Results of the ground-based testing are presented in a companion paper. Currently, conceptual analyses and laboratory experiments are being performed to assess the feasibility of modifying LARS for heterodyne operation to provide even longer standoff ranges.
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Abstract

This is a review paper based on tropical cyclone research that was mostly carried out at Florida State University. In this review we address a number of modeling issues such as: explicit specification of the constant flux layer, cloud-radiative interaction and low cloud, cumulus parameterization, physical initialization, the ensemble of hurricane track forecasts and cloud forecasts. Among these the areas that have demonstrated the most sensitivity on tropical cyclone tracks, landfall and intensity are resolution, cumulus convection, sea surface temperatures, soil moisture and orography around the oceanic basin. The FSU global and regional spectral models have been used at high resolution to study the track, intensities, landfall and recurvature dynamics of a number of tropical cyclones (hurricanes and typhoons) over different oceanic basins. The models used are comprehensive in their treatment of dynamics and physics. An innovative aspect of this model is the physical initialization that provides a rain rate initialization via the use of a series of reverse physical initializations within an assimilation mode (Krishnamurti et al., 1991). All of these component studies on hurricane forecast sensitivity entail a reanalysis of the vertical distribution of the humidity. The use of lidar-based moisture measurements will provide us the means to improve our moisture analysis directly. Moisture variables enter our physical initialization in the surface layer via reverse similarity theory, in the cloud layer via the reverse cumulus parameterization, and in the upper troposphere in the process of matching the model based outgoing long wave radiation towards the satellite based estimates. The use of lidar-based moisture measurements is expected to help our analysis in most of these model sensitivity areas as reflected in the physical initialization. We shall address the applications of lidar-based moisture measurements for the hurricane forecast sensitivity issues.

Other recent improvements in the modeling stream includes ensemble forecasts of storm tracks for the same start dates where EOF-based (Empirical Orthogonal Function) initial perturbations define various members of the ensemble. This study also explores various procedures for the definition of an ensemble mean. There are several areas of model sensitivity that appear to have a strong impact on tropical cyclone behavior. Among these, model resolution is far one of the most important issues. It appears that a good forecast of the storm life cycle needs a resolution of 30 km in the horizontal and at least 15 vertical layers. Such a resolution is generally hard to meet with global models; hence, there is need for one way nested regional models (such as a regional spectral model). Our group has developed such a system for the prediction of storm tracks, landfall and intensity forecasts. Robust fluxes of latent heat from the ocean to the atmosphere on meso-scales (roughly few hundred kilometers) need to be adequately represented by tropical cyclone forecast models. This required model development of the physical initialization that includes a reverse cumulus parameterization algorithm and a reverse surface similarity theory. We have also noted that adequate vertical resolution is needed to define the constant flux layer, which appears to be an important ingredient for the maintenance of the robust coupling of the ocean and the atmosphere. We have also noted the need for adequate vertical resolution over the upper tropospheric outflow layer for capturing the recurvature dynamics. It is important to capture the details of initial sea surface temperature anomalies for the forecast of tropical cyclones. We also cover the issue of initial data uncertainties from the
ensemble forecasts, which is a most promising advance in the field. Here we shall provide a brief summary of some major aspects from these studies, on explicit specification of the constant flux layer, cloud-radiative interaction and low clouds, cumulus parameterization, physical initialization, Bangladesh cyclones, Chennai storm of 1979, ensemble forecasts and recurrature dynamics. In all of these studies the importance of moisture measurements is noted.
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Abstract

The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Lidar Remote Optical Sensors (LROS) program is developing the Laser Airborne Remote Sensing (LARS) system for chemical detection using the differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique. The system is based upon a high-power CO₂ laser which can use either the standard ¹²C¹⁶O₂ (C12) or the ¹³C¹⁶O₂ (C13) carbon dioxide isotopes as the lasing medium, and has output energies in excess of 4 J on the stronger laser transitions. There are approximately 55 lines available for C12 operation, and approximately 50 usable lines for C13. The laser, transmitter optics, receiver telescope and optics, and monitoring equipment are mounted on a flight-qualified optical breadboard designed for installation into the AFRL Argus C-135E optical testbed aircraft. This paper will present chemical detection results for SF₆ and NH₃ from the pre-flight ground testing of the system.

1. System Description and Experimental Layout

A detailed description of the LARS system is included in the companion to this paper [Higdon et. al, 1998], so only a brief description of the major features of the system will be presented here. The LARS system uses a high-power CO₂ laser developed by Textron Systems Corporation, a 16" (40 cm) diameter optical telescope, and a direct detection receiver. The laser is frequency-agile (able to transmit a different wavelength for each pulse), with a maximum pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 30 Hz. Ground testing of the LARS system was performed at the LROS lidar test range at Kirtland AFB, beginning in March 1997. The ground tests presented in this paper are detection of sulfur hexafluoride (SF₆) and ammonia (NH₃) using the C13 isotope, which were performed on 22 August 1997 with the LARS system integrated onto the aircraft.

The differential absorption measurements were conducted using a 4' x 4' x 4' gas cell placed in the transmit receive beam path slightly downrange of the final steering mirror. The beam is transmitted through thin polyethylene sheets on two sides of the cell. The SF₆ was inserted into the cell by evacuating a 50 cc sample bottle, then filling it to over ambient pressure with SF₆. The NH₃ was inserted into the cell as liquid NH₄OH, which was poured through a funnel into a Petry dish placed on a ceramic heater inside the cell. The DIAL tests used an 8' x 8' polystyrene (blueboard) sheet placed at a range of 2 km which had been specially prepared to provide a reasonably Lambertian diffuse target. The general experimental method was to take a data set with no gas cell in the propagation path, and then a data set with the cell in the path, but with no test gas in the cell. The next data sets were taken during the SF₆ insertion, and then with the SF₆ well mixed in the cell. These tests were followed by data sets during the insertion of the NH₃, and then with the NH₃ well mixed.

2. Description of the Chemometrics Algorithm

The general DIAL problem can be posed in terms of using a sequence of N laser wavelengths to detect the concentrations for M chemicals. For this general case, the commonly presented 2-line DIAL approach with one absorbing wavelength and one non-absorbing wavelength may not be usable, since the absorption of one chemical may interfere with either the on- or off-absorption wavelength of another chemical. A more robust method for determining the simultaneous concentrations of multiple chemicals will be presented in this section. The DIAL equation for M target gases can be written in the following form
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The most accurate and least complicated method to isolate the absorption caused by the $M$ target gases is to perform the same measurement in the absence of the target gases as will be performed with the gases present. The initial step in the analysis procedure is to normalize the receive energy by the transmit energy. Any laser lines which exhibit high standard deviations are removed from the laser sequence, and values for the remaining lines falling outside of the 2-$\sigma$ curves are removed through interpolation. The data are then background normalized by a no-gas spectrum, leaving the spectral transmission from the target gases alone. For a sequence of $N$ laser lines and $M$ absorbing gases, the set of equations used in the chemometric analysis can be written as

$$T(\lambda_1) = \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_1, g_1)CL(g_1)) \times \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_1, g_2)CL(g_2)) \times \cdots \times \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_1, g_M)CL(g_M))$$

$$T(\lambda_2) = \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_2, g_1)CL(g_1)) \times \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_2, g_2)CL(g_2)) \times \cdots \times \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_2, g_M)CL(g_M))$$

$$\vdots$$

$$T(\lambda_N) = \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_N, g_1)CL(g_1)) \times \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_N, g_2)CL(g_2)) \times \cdots \times \exp(-2\kappa(\lambda_N, g_M)CL(g_M))$$

A matrix equation which is linear in the unknowns $CL(g_i)$ is formed by taking the logarithm of each equation

$$\begin{bmatrix} -\ln(T(\lambda_1)) \\ -\ln(T(\lambda_2)) \\ \vdots \\ -\ln(T(\lambda_N)) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \kappa(\lambda_1, g_1) & \kappa(\lambda_1, g_2) & \cdots & \kappa(\lambda_1, g_M) \\ \kappa(\lambda_2, g_1) & \kappa(\lambda_2, g_2) & \cdots & \kappa(\lambda_2, g_M) \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \kappa(\lambda_N, g_1) & \kappa(\lambda_N, g_2) & \cdots & \kappa(\lambda_N, g_M) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} CL(g_1) \\ CL(g_2) \\ \vdots \\ CL(g_M) \end{bmatrix} = K \cdot \tilde{c}$$

Applying singular-value decomposition (SVD) matrix analysis to the above equation provides a simultaneous solution $\tilde{c}$ for the $CL(g_i)$ by minimizing $\chi^2$ in a least-squares sense

$$\chi^2 = K \cdot \tilde{c} - \tilde{a} = U \cdot W \cdot V' \cdot \tilde{c} - \tilde{a} \Rightarrow \tilde{c} = V \cdot W^{-1} \cdot U' \cdot \tilde{a}$$

Some of the advantages of the above chemometric analysis are that all chemical concentrations are solved for simultaneously, and that all of the spectral information available is used in the analysis. These characteristics provide definite improvements over the conventional 2-line DIAL analysis for handling chemicals with overlapping spectral features.
3. DIAL Results for SF$_6$ and NH$_3$ Using $^{13}$C$^{16}$O$_2$

The absorption spectra for SF$_6$ and NH$_3$ as applicable to the C13 DIAL measurements are shown in Figure 3.1. The absorption coefficients at the ~ 50 lines accessible by the laser using the C13 isotope are marked with X's, and the actual lines used in the sequence for the DIAL tests are marked with open circles or diamonds. The absorption cross-sections for SF$_6$ at laser lines accessible using the C13 isotope are approximately a factor of 20 lower than for the C12 isotope, and the major absorption features for both SF$_6$ and NH$_3$ overlap in the C13 10R band (~ 920-940 cm$^{-1}$). As will be seen in the results of this section, this overlap can be a more difficult case to handle than the non-overlapping case, and can affect the chemometrics results.

![Figure 3.1. SF$_6$ and NH$_3$ absorption spectra for C13 DIAL tests.](image)

The absorption characteristics for the C13 DIAL experiment are shown in Figure 3.2. The SF$_6$ was inserted into the gas cell soon after sequence 50, as seen by the absorption features occurring in the 10R band. The NH$_3$ was inserted into the cell after sequence 250. The overlap of the SF$_6$ and NH$_3$ absorption features in the 10R band is obvious in the Figure. Figure 3.3 shows the concentration-length (CL) products measured for SF$_6$ and NH$_3$. The expected CLs for the test were ~ 80 ppm-m for SF$_6$ (30 psi over ambient pressure in a 50 cc sample cylinder), and ~ 710 ppm-m for NH$_3$ (3 cc of NH$_2$OH). The measured and expected SF$_6$ CL products agree very well, but the measured NH$_3$ CL is significantly lower than expected. This occurs because of the near-total absorption by NH$_3$, especially on the 10R lines. Since the conversion from absorption to CL becomes highly non-linear when the transmission approaches zero, the calculated absorption is limited in the algorithm to a maximum of 95%. For many of the NH$_3$ absorbing lines, 95% absorption corresponds to a CL of ~ 500 ppm-m, which is close to the measured CL. An artifact of the nearly saturated absorption and the spectral overlap of the SF$_6$ and NH$_3$ is that the measured SF$_6$ CL increases slightly when the NH$_3$ is inserted to try to match the distortion in spectral shape caused by the absorption truncation. To handle the high absorption case, a more sophisticated chemometrics algorithm than the one used here would determine if near-total absorption has occurred for a laser line, and this line would be

![Figure 3.2. SF$_6$ and NH$_3$ absorption for C13 DIAL tests.](image)
eliminated from the chemometric analysis. Figure 3.4 shows the cross-wavelength temporal correlation chemical signatures [MacKerrow et al., 1998] for SF₆ and NH₃ for the C13 DIAL measurements. The SF₆ signature is strongest at the high 10R lines, where the absorption coefficient is largest. The high level of absorption by NH₃ is indicated by the total correlation on many of the 10R lines where the NH₃ absorption coefficient is largest.

Figure 3.3. Measured concentration-length (CL) products for SF₆ and NH₃ C13 DIAL tests.

Figure 3.4. Cross-wavelength temporal correlation chemical signatures from C13 DIAL tests for SF₆ (left) and NH₃ (right).
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Abstract

The Mobile Lidar Trailer (MLT) has been deployed to Cape Canaveral to measure launch vehicle exhaust plumes in an effort to quantify the effects of launch activities on the stratospheric environment. MLT was used to characterize rocket plumes in the stratosphere up to 45 km in support of the Air Force Space and Missile Center’s Rocket Impact on Stratospheric Ozone program (RISO). Solid rocket motors used by Titan IV and other large launch vehicles release large quantities of gaseous hydrochloric acid and solid particulates. Their presence in the plume caused concerns about a possible depletion of the ozone layer via a heterogeneous reaction cycle. The Mie returns at 308, 355, 532 and 1064 nanometers are analyzed to characterize the effective particle sizes of the plume particles. Preliminary assessment of the environmental effects is provided and compared with other recent measurement results. Key dimensions, dynamics and dispersion parameters of the plumes are also measured to evaluate the effects on the environment. The MLT system is based on a steerable receiver (12 inch diameter), a Xenon Fluoride excimer laser and a Nd:YAG laser. All three harmonics of the Nd:YAG are used but the transmitting optics can only handle 3 wavelengths at a given time.

Introduction

Today’s heavy payloads are launched into space by rockets often powered by solid propellant burning motors. These motors emit large quantities of particles and chlorine directly into the stratosphere¹. Environmental concerns have been raised over the chemical reactions initiated by and involving these species in the ozone layer. The inaccessible altitude of the ozone layer combined with the finite size and dynamic nature of the plume present a formidable challenge to direct observation. High altitude aircraft barely reach the bottom of the ozone layer. We have developed and deployed a scanning lidar to track and measure chemical species, particulates and the transport properties of the rocket exhaust plume. Detailed description of the ozone measurements and this experimental facility was provided elsewhere (accompanied paper) and will not be presented. We report, what is to our best knowledge, the first lidar measurements of a solid rocket motor exhaust plume in the stratosphere. The measurements include a series of launches described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission/vehicle</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Launch Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-21</td>
<td>11/06/95</td>
<td>0015EST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS-76</td>
<td>3/22/96</td>
<td>0315EST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-16</td>
<td>4/24/96</td>
<td>1936EDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS-78</td>
<td>6/20/96</td>
<td>1049EDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS-79</td>
<td>9/16/96</td>
<td>0455EDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-24</td>
<td>2/23/97</td>
<td>1520EDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas</td>
<td>4/15/97</td>
<td>0149EDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta II</td>
<td>7/22/97</td>
<td>0143EST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas</td>
<td>12/8/97</td>
<td>18:52EST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of measurement campaigns, launch dates and times.

First Measurement Session

¹ Correspondence author: telephone: (781) 377 4944; facsimile: (781) 377 9950 and electronic mail: dao@plh.af.mil
² Wentworth Institute of Technology, Boston, MA
³ PhotoMetrics, Inc., Woburn, MA
⁴ Visidyne, Burlington, MA
⁵ The Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, CA.
In the first campaign, MLT measured the exhaust plume of the TITAN IV K-21 vehicle which was launched November 6 (UT), 1995. From 01:27 UT to 05:13 UT, background measurements were conducted to quantify prelaunch atmospheric conditions. The rocket was launched at T = 05:15 UT, from a launch pad located 6.5 km north and 2 km west of the MLT. At 05:30, the MLT resumed operation and data from the first tracked plume was acquired at 05:30. In total, 123 data files were recorded between 05:30 and 08:10. The sky remained fairly free of clouds, with the exception of a cirrus layer, until approximately 05:00 when thicker strato-cumulus clouds rolled in from the North-North-West. These intermittent strato-cumulus clouds were at times too thick for lidar observation. Their occasional presence in the field of view caused temporary interruptions of the data collection. Cirrus clouds were observed on November 5 and 6 and were present in all profiles in the altitude range from 13 to 15 km. In Figure 1, examples of the return in the 532 nm channel are shown for 5:30, 5:35, 6:35 and 8:05 UT. On the trace, the enhanced return at about 14 km is due the mentioned cirrus layer. As expected, it is located 2 km below the tropopause which was determined in the rawinsonde profile taken at T-6 hr. Except for the cirrus at 14 km, the lidar signal decay is typical for a Rayleigh lidar. The signal drop at low altitudes is characteristic of the mechanical shutter opening.

Figure 1. Lidar profiles measured in the 532 nm channel.

For safety reasons, the lidar was turned off just before launch and 15 minutes after. Upon resumption of lidar measurements at 5:30, multiple layers of plume were initially detected for the first time and tracked near 21 km as shown in the bottom trace of Figure 1. A thin layer was tracked at 19 km from 5:35 to 6:15 (second trace in Fig.1). Plume signal was again detected at 06:35 in the 22-25 km altitude range, as shown in the third trace of Figure 1. In contrast to previous observations, this type of return persisted for a wide range of look angles suggesting an extended layer of particulates. The trace shows two extended layers of particulates at 22 and 24 km. The fourth trace of Figure 2 shows a faint plume return at 8:05 and 24 km, in the same altitude range as the extended patch. The vertical full-width-at-half-maximum of the plumes is always less than 250 m. Because the layer is much wider than the beam footprint, that dimension corresponds to the thickness of a layer which extends several kilometers. Comprehensive compilation of measurements of plume thickness is reported later. Lidar measurements of the plume were terminated shortly thereafter, almost 3 hours after launch, after the plume has disappeared.

Figure 2. Mie ratio profiles measured in the 308, 355 and 532 nm channels.

Wavelength Dependence Analysis

Backscattering (BS) ratios have been calculated from the data and shown in order to make the thin particle layers more discernible and to provide a useful parameter in the study of wavelength dependence. The ratios are calculated as the ratio of the particle signal to the Rayleigh signal. The Rayleigh signal in the plume is estimated from the signal measured just below and above the Mie layers. Samples of the BS ratio vertical profiles are included in Figure 2 for 05:30, 05:35, 06:35 and 08:05 UT, and correspond to the same profiles shown in Figure 1. The ratio of backscattering ratios measured at the three wavelengths is a valuable diagnostic of the particles. In this discussion, we use the conventional expression of Mie (to Rayleigh) ratio which is defined with the denominator equal to the Rayleigh signal and the numerator equal to the Mie signal. Since the Rayleigh signal of clear air has an inverse fourth power dependence on wavelength and the Mie
component is expected to have weaker dependence, one expects the backscattering ratio at 532 nm to be higher than the ratio of shorter wavelengths (355 and 308 nm). For most plume layers, the 532 nm Mie ratio was indeed the highest (most pronounced peaks) as shown in Figure 2. For those plumes, the ratio of Mie ratios (RMR) for 532 and 355 nm, i.e.,

\[ RMR = \frac{\beta_{MIE,532}}{\beta_{MIE,355}} \frac{\beta_{AIR,355}}{\beta_{AIR,352}} \]

remains high. To illustrate the point, we computed the Mie backscattering coefficients of monodisperse distributions of alumina particles. Spherical alumina particles were known to be ejected from solid rocket motors such as the ones used by the TITAN IV or Space Shuttle in the stratosphere. That knowledge justified the application of Mie calculations. In the calculations, we used log-normal distributions with the spread equal to 0.2 times the mean radius. The RMR is plotted as a function of the log-normal “mean” radius in Figure 3. The dashed line is for the 532-308 nm RMR and the solid for the 532-355 nm ratio. As indicated in the plot, we expect the RMR to become large when the mean radius is larger than 0.3 micrometers. On the other hand, for plumes displaying a ratio of BS ratios close to 1, backscattering from the particles has to vary with wavelength to an inverse fourth power. In that size regime - sizes much smaller than the laser wavelength - the RMR is close to 1.

For comparison, the measured ratios of Mie ratios for STS-79 are plotted in Figure 4 as a function of time. The ratios are observed to increase with time suggesting that the signal which was dominated by small Rayleigh-like particles at early times showed a weaker wavelength dependence at later times. The dominance of small particles in the scattering signal at earlier times contradicts model’s prediction of large micron-sized alumina particles. The dominance of small particulates at early times could suggest the plausible existence of small droplets of aqueous HCl which evaporated during the session. We are working to understand this data in conjunction with the aircraft in-situ particulate measurements obtained at 18 km altitude. This trend of weakening wavelength dependence is generally observed in most SMR plumes between 19 and 35 km. In contrast, the trend of weakening wavelength dependence was not observed for the backscattering signal from cirrus clouds measured on numerous occasions. For the clouds, the RMR was always high.

Figure 3. Calculated ratio of Mie ratios as a function of mean radius.

Figure 4. Measured ratio of Mie ratios for a plume layer near 20 km plotted against time (EDT). STS-79
was launched 4:55.

**Plume Thickness**

The most striking result of the measurements was the vertical extent of the plume layers. It was observed consistently in all 9 campaigns and in more than 900 lidar profiles, that the layers of plume detected at times later than T+10 min never exceed 250 m in vertical thickness in the altitude range up to 40 km. One can speculate that wind and wind shear conditions might have a seasonal effect on this phenomenon. Winter winds are eastward and calm while summer winds are westward and typically stronger. So far, all measurements showed very thin layers regardless of the direction of the prevailing stratospheric wind. It is safe to conclude that in the 9 campaigns, from November 95 to December 97, the detected plumes existed as thin layers with thickness rarely exceeding 250 meters 15 minutes or later after launch. More than one and up to 6 layers could be found in a profile but the total width of the plume at a given location is negligible in comparison to the effective ozone layer thickness. This observation of thin layers could have a serious impact on the assessment of the ozone impact and the methodology with which rocket plumes are being modeled in the stratosphere. The associated total column of plume is small compared to the total thickness of the ozone layer so that even though RISO in-situ measurements show that ozone is largely removed from the plume during approximately the first hour after launch, the total column effect on the ozone layer will be very small. Finally, the various models describing the stratospheric response to SRM exhaust have assumed plume thickness of at least 1 km; our measurements show that these model predictions need to be reconsidered in light of the much smaller layer thickness that stratospheric exhaust plumes actually form. Work is being done to evaluate the long term impact of the SRM launches to the stratosphere.
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1 Introduction

The hydroxyl radical dominates the daytime chemistry in the troposphere. It is responsible for the reactive removal of most trace gases such as volatile organic compounds (VOC) and is an active participant in the NO and NO\textsubscript{2} cycle. A new method to investigate the atmospheric chemistry in the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) is presented. It is based on the pump and probe principle. Flash photolysis of the background ozone in the presence of water vapour in the atmosphere induces high initial OH concentrations. Following this perturbation, the OH concentration is monitored by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy at different delay times. The first experiments were performed with synthetic air containing O\textsubscript{3} and water vapour injected into a fluorescence cell at atmospheric pressure. A first laser pulse at 266 nm photodissociates O\textsubscript{3} in the Hartley band to form the excited oxygen atom O(\textsuperscript{3}D) which reacts with water vapour to form OH. A frequency doubled dye laser collinear with the pump beam is tuned to selectively excite OH in the A\textsuperscript{2}Σ\textsuperscript{+}→X\textsuperscript{2}Π electronic transition band around 282 nm. The OH fluorescence detected at 309 nm is measured with time delays between 1 and 100 ms after the ozone flash photolysis, and OH lifetime is measured with different consumer concentrations added to the reaction vessel to calibrate the method [1]. The experimental rate constants for the OH reaction with CH\textsubscript{4} and NO\textsubscript{2} are in good agreement with literature values. Using a model simulation of the pump and probe experiment, a direct estimate of the total hydrocarbon reactivity defined here as $\sum k_{voc}[\text{VOC}]$ is obtained, where $k_{voc}$ correspond to the VOC rate constant with OH and [VOC] the concentration. The criteria $\sum k_{NOx}[\text{NOx}] / \sum k_{voc}[\text{VOC}] > 0.2$ is shown to be indicative of ozone production limited by the presence of hydrocarbons rather than being NO\textsubscript{2} limited [2].

2 Experimental setup

Laser System The probe beam is generated by a frequency doubled pulsed dye laser (Lambda Physik LPD 3002) pumped by a XeCl Excimer laser (Lambda Physik LPX 210i). With Coumarin 153 dye solution, the wavelength can be tuned from 261 to 300 nm, and so allows to reach the needed OH LIF wavelength (near to 282 nm, 1 mJ). The fourth harmonic (266 nm, 80 mJ) of a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite III) is used for the pump beam which photodissociates the O\textsubscript{3}. These two beams are made collinear by the use of a Pellin-Broca prism and propagated through the reaction cell at right angle to the observation and air flow axes. To prevent an artificial depletion of the OH radicals out of the probe volume due to the transport and diffusion, the pump beam diameter is chosen larger than the probe beam (10 mm and 2 mm respectively). A pulse box generator allows to trigger the two lasers subsequently and, therefore to change the delay between the pump and the probe pulse.

Fluorescence Cell The cell is a square shape tube in aluminium that is black anodised to reduce stray light. Controlled air is expanded through the chamber after mixing of gases (dry air, nitrogen, ozone and other gases) and kept at atmospheric pressure by an opened exhaust. A small air volume is taken, near to the LIF measuring site to measure the effective ozone concentration with a UV absorption spectrometer.

LIF Detection and Data Acquisition The laser-induced fluorescence is collected perpendicularly to the plane given by the gas flow and the two laser beams. Two lenses collect and focus the light into the monochromator slit. The wavelength selection is done by a double monochromator with two aberration-
corrected concave holographic gratings and 0.2 nm minimal bandpass with 0.05 nm slits (Jobin Yvon DH 10). The fluorescence light, which is focused with a f/3.5 numerical aperture at the entrance of the DH 10, is detected by a standard 1P28 side-on PMT.

The analogue signal from the PMT is 25x amplified (Stanford Research preamplifier, SR 445) and for each specific delay between the Pump and the Probe beam, the analogue LIF signal (ranging up to 2 volts) is averaged over typically 200 shots with a LeCroy 9400 AD oscilloscope. Each data point is then interpreted as an [OH] concentration by taking into account the overall LIF detection system efficiency.

3 Calibration study

After the optimisation of the spectroscopic features of flash photolysis and laser-induced fluorescence on OH [3], the first Pump-and-Probe measurements were done to check out the OH reaction with two among of the most efficient OH consumers, the nitric oxide (NO₂) and the methane (CH₄). Four different CH₄ or NO₂ concentrations were added to the synthetic O₃/H₂O flow in order to measure the OH relaxation and its lifetime for these two gases and extract the rate constant given by the slope of the curves in Fig. 1 (a) and (b).

Figure 1. Inverse of the OH lifetime versus the methane and nitric dioxide concentration. The slope of the fitted points gives the rate constant for the reaction of OH with CH₄ or NO₂.

The experimental retrieve of the rate constants show a close agreement with literature values [4]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_4: & \quad k_{\text{CH}_4+\text{O}_3\text{tot}}=(9.2 \pm 1.3) \times 10^{-15} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \\
& \quad k_{\text{CH}_4+\text{O}_3\text{tot}}=(7.9 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-15} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \\
\text{NO}_2: & \quad k_{\text{NO}_2+\text{O}_3\text{tot}}=1.13 \times 10^{-15} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \\
& \quad k_{\text{NO}_2+\text{O}_3\text{tot}}=(1.1 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-15} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

4 In situ experiment

With the results obtained during the calibration test of the experiment, the sensitivity of the method was shown to be high enough to perform real in situ measurements, and to apply this OH spectroscopy at local scale but also as a 3D range resolved Lidar technique. Removing the reactor vessel, we repeated the measurement of the [OH] decay in open air condition with the 2 lasers emitting directly in the air of the lab, and having opened the side and roof windows to force natural ozone at the experiment site. The result is presented in Fig. 3 and with a realistic lifetime and an excellent S/N ratio proving that this OH
relaxation can be directly applied in real atmospheric conditions. The first range resolved Pump-and-Probe OH measurements will be presented during the conference.

![Figure 3: Pump-and-Probe OH in natural air condition.](image)

5 Indicator for the ozone formation limitation

Besides the challenging task to perform Lidar OH measures, it was first necessary to have a deeper understanding on the new information that could be gained when applying the Pump-and-Probe technique. A model simulation has recently proven that, in a time scale shorter than 20 ms after the pump beam, the inverse of the OH lifetime can be simplified down to:

\[
1/\tau_{oh} = k_{CO}[CO]_0 + k_{O3}[O_3]_0 + \Sigma k_{VOC} [VOC]_0 + \Sigma k_{\text{NOx}} [\text{NOx}]_0 + 2k_{\text{rad}}[\text{OH}]_0
\]

Where the OH lifetime \( \tau_{oh} \) and its initial concentration \([\text{OH}]_0\) are directly obtained from the pump and probe experiment, the measurement of \([\text{CO}]_0\), \([\text{O}_3]_0\), and \([\text{NOx}]_0\), are achieved experimentally with standard trace gas detectors and the only unknown is \( \Sigma k_{\text{VOC}}[\text{VOC}]_0 \). The latter is defined as the "total hydrocarbon reactivity", a value that is for the first time directly measured. Using it, we can now define a new criterion for ozone formation control based on the ratio \( \Sigma k_{\text{NOx}}[\text{NOx}]_0 / \Sigma k_{\text{VOC}}[\text{VOC}]_0 \). A boxmodel runs on a one day simulation at 40° north, clear sky and temperature of 298 K with the RACM chemical mechanism have shown that the criteria \( \Sigma k_{\text{NOx}}[\text{NOx}]_0 / \Sigma k_{\text{VOC}}[\text{VOC}]_0 > 0.2 \) is a "boundary condition" for a pure VOC limited regime for the ozone formation [2], or in other word that the change in the ozone concentration depends mainly on the hydrocarbons, and not on the NOx. This criterion appears to be more robust than others already proposed elsewhere [5,6].
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1 Introduction

Recent international events illustrate the need for standoff detection of chemical agents. One of the methods the US Army has been pursuing involves the use of laser radars. Specifically, the CO2 differential absorption lidar (DIAL) has been shown to be useful in the detection of nerve and blister agents. The detection method utilizes the fact that most agents show strong absorption features within the 9 – 11 micrometer portion of the electromagnetic spectrum as is shown in Figure 1. Typically, a CO2 laser is used to maximize the range at which detection can occur, a convenient hard target, which may be a natural topographic feature or a man-made structure, is utilized as a reflector. Thus, a two-way path through the cloud is provided and a measurement of the selective wavelength absorption can result in the detection and identification of the agent. This procedure is the so-called column content method and can be used to measure the product of the concentration (g/m^3) and the path length (m) through the cloud. It can be shown that relatively small laser systems can be utilized to detect agents with minimum concentrations of interest at ranges up to 5 km. For example, Figure 2 shows that those performance levels can be obtained with a laser system currently in use (Cohn et al., 1994).

Figure 1. The absorption spectra of three nerve agents.

Figure 2. Typical nerve agent detection capability of the current lidar in the column content mode.
However, there is a potential drawback to this method. Although the lateral extent of the cloud can be determined by an azimuthal scan, the range and radial extent of the cloud is largely unknown. Since the cloud can drift toward the observer, the range information can be vital. In addition, there are certainly scenarios where a convenient topographic target is not present. For example, there could be a discharge of a chemical munition by an artillery shell or rocket that is timed to release agents above the ground. In that case the lidar could be pointed up in a direction above the local horizon. For these reasons, it is desirable to have a system also capable of utilizing natural aerosols for reflectors and to make what is commonly called range-resolved measurements. As in the case of the topographic reflector, the laser power detected by the lidar is proportional to the effective reflectivity (or volume backscatter coefficient $\beta$ as it is commonly called) of the ambient scatterers which is several powers of ten less than that from a solid target. Hence, the received signal for the range-resolved measurement will be much less than that for the column content case.

For the current lidar, calculations show that that the useful range decreases to about one km for single-shot detection, a distance that is too small for several tactical applications. Therefore, an improved version must be designed. However, accurate modeling is difficult at this time. Since the range of the lidar depends on the strength of the received signal, it is important to know the magnitude of the volume backscatter coefficient. Unfortunately, a search of the available literature yields a wide range of this coefficient ranging from $10^{-9}$ to $10^7$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$ (for example, Neiman et al., 1993, Rothermel et al., 1985, Steinvall et al., 1983, Schwiesow, et al., 1981). This is perhaps not too surprising since many of the experiments involved vertical probing of the atmosphere and it is well known that atmospheric particle densities greatly vary with altitude. Thus we designed an experiment to measure backscatter coefficients at sea level along a nearly horizontal path. These results can be used to predict the practicality of constructing a lidar capable of range resolved performance at several km. An investigation of the spectral albedo for atmospheric aerosols was also undertaken since this would have an effect on the accuracy with which vapor concentrations could be measured.

2 Experimental Details

The wavelength agile lidar used in these measurements has the characteristics summarized in Table 1. Measurements were taken at many wavelengths for several days over a two week period during 6-19 Aug, 1997 over a large open, mostly grassy field located at Edgewood, Maryland. The lidar was located in a van and the beam was directed out through an opening in the back of this vehicle. For much of the data reported here, the beam was nearly horizontal, being positioned just above the local horizon. Some data were also recorded for elevation angles of approximately 30°, 45°, and 90°. For calibration purposes a 3 foot square canvas target with known reflectance characteristics was also positioned downrange.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter / System Component</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser</td>
<td>Pulsed CO$_2$ TEA, agile tuning to &gt;55 wavelengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength range</td>
<td>9.2 – 10.7 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output energy</td>
<td>&gt;100 mJ on all wavelengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition frequency</td>
<td>200 Hz, 40% duty cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength tuning rate</td>
<td>200 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulswidth</td>
<td>1.5 $\mu$s (120 ns FWHM spike + nitrogen tail)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam divergence</td>
<td>3.2 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transceiver configuration</td>
<td>Co-axial, monostatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive telescope</td>
<td>Cassegrain, 14” aperture, 3” central obscuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope field of view</td>
<td>4.0 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver detector detectivity $D^*$</td>
<td>5.6 E+10 cm$^2$/Hz W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Lidar Sensor Specifications
3 Results
The volume backscatter coefficient $\beta$ was calculated by means of curve fitting the experimental data, deconvolved for pulse shape, to the lidar equation. (Details will be provided during the presentation.) Typical values were within the $1 \times 5 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$ range.

4 Summary
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the feasibility of constructing a practical lidar that can be used in the range resolved mode. We have measured the relevant parameters under reasonably typical conditions. The backscatter coefficient appears to be approximated by values of $1 \times 5 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$. If this is the case, then one can show that a large, but feasible lidar could be constructed to provide standoff detection in the range-resolved mode at distances of up to 5 km as is shown in Figure 4. This performance can be attained with a lidar of energy 1.0 J per pulse and a receiver telescope with an aperture of 24 inches.

5 References


1. Introduction

Scattering and attenuation of natural and artificial light in the marine boundary layer (MBL) is of concern for both civilian and military operations. Atmospheric attenuation adversely affects laser target ranging, optical data communications, remote sensing and visibility (e.g., Ward, 1981). The main factors in this atmospheric attenuation are aerosol, Rayleigh scattering, water vapor and temperature inhomogeneities. Often, aerosols are the most uncertain factor in modeling electro-optical attenuation in the visible and near infra-red (NIR) spectral region.

Aerosol optical attenuation is particularly important in coastal regions near cities where anthropogenic emissions can result in large and variable aerosol concentrations. The aerosol size distribution in the coastal marine boundary layer is typically bimodal (on a mass basis) with an accumulation mode (often sulfate) near 0.25 μm diameter and a coarse mode at or above 2.0 μm diameter (often sea salt). Both the sulfate and sea salt are hygroscopic in nature, which changes their diameters and optical properties due to the uptake of water at various relative humidity (Tang, et al., 1977; Tang and Mukelwitz, 1977; Tang, 1980; Porter and Clarke, 1997).

Efforts to model aerosol electro-optical properties must take into account the aerosol size distribution, composition, local meteorological dispersion and advection. In light of complex atmospheric circulations and their influence on aerosol fields, remote sensing measurements from which models can be developed are essential. Radiometrically calibrated Light Detection and Ranging (lidar) systems (e.g., Measures, 1984; Flesia et al., 1989; Spinhirne et al., 1991; von der Gathen, 1995) can provide information on the spatial and temporal variability of the aerosol fields in the coastal lower MBL, and are, therefore, a logical first step in developing and testing aerosol models. In carrying out lidar measurements, knowledge of the aerosol phase function is required and can be obtained from polar nephelometry or calculated from aerosol size distribution measurements. In this work, we would like to present results of our multi-wavelength scanning lidar measurements of the aerosol fields generated by breaking waves at the Makai Research Pier on the Island of Oahu. Comparisons of lidar measurements with in situ aerosol physicochemical measurements near the lidar container are also presented.

2. Experimental Details

We are using a 3-D scanning multi-wavelength lidar with a 12" scanner to measure aerosol three dimensional optical properties.

Figure 1 shows the components of our LIDAR system, which is housed inside a shipping container (6x2.5x2.5 meter). The lidar transmitter is a high
power Nd:YAG laser system (20 Hz, 32W Continuum Powerlite Model 9020) capable of radiating collinear laser beams of 8 nanosecond pulses at 1064 nm (≤ 1.6 J), 532 nm, 355 nm and 266 nm. In order to account for fluctuations in laser pulse intensity, an integrating sphere is used to couple a small fraction of the laser light to fast photo-diode/filter combinations. The diode signals are digitized at 500 MHz in order to calculate the integrated pulse energies at each wavelength.

A retractable DFM scanner with two moveable mirrors is used to transmit the laser beam to various points in the atmosphere. The beam is directed at the center of the scanner mirrors, coaxial to the telescope axis using an electronically controlled turning mirror. The beam is shielded with tubes all the way out to the second scanner mirror to prevent it from being scattered back onto the detector. This was necessary as the harsh marine environment quickly coats the scanner mirrors with sea salt producing unwanted diffuse scattering which saturates the detector, causing loss of near field signal. The scanner allows for rapid scanning (~2 degrees/sec) over 360 degrees of azimuth and -90 to +90 degrees of zenith.

The light, which is backscattered by the aerosol, is reflected into a Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope by the DFM scanner. The telescope signal is separated into 1064 and 532 nm components using a beamsplitter and two narrow band width (BW) 1 nm filters. The 532 nm backscattered radiation is detected by a gated Thorn/EMI 9863 photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT counts are either integrated in 5 nanosecond (ns) wide bins using a SRS430 multichannel scalar (MCS) or digitized with a Gage 6012 12 bit ADC at 16.6 ns intervals. The 1064 nm radiation is collected using an EG&G C30954 Silicon Avalanche Photo Diode (APD). After low-pass filtering, the APD signal is digitized using a second 60MHz GAGE 6012 12-bit ADC, mounted in a PC which acquires and stores the data on 1GB removable cartridges. The controlling software package is written in 16-bit C running under Windows 95 (Lienert et al., 1997).

3. Results

Figure 2 shows typical lidar returns measured using accumulation of 10 shots/trace simultaneously with 532-nm and 1064-nm excitations, respectively, with the laser pointed horizontally. A time series of lidar

backscatter profiles recorded at 532-nm are plotted in Fig. 3. These measurements were made by pointing the laser beam up wind. The aerosol plumes can be seen to travel towards the lidar with time.

Approximately 1 km offshore from the Makai pier, there are two small islands, Manana and Kaohikaipu. Waves break on either side of these islands and the salt spray is carried towards the shore. Depending on the wind direction, these salt plumes can be carried towards the lidar site. Figure 4 shows an example where the plumes were detected simultaneously by both the lidar and the aerosol nephelometer. The lidar data are taken for a fixed distance from the pier (400 m) so there is some offset between the two data sets but the aerosol light scattering variations are clearly seen by both
Figure 4. Comparison of nephelometer and lidar scattering coefficients at 532 nm.

Due to variations in wind direction we do not expect that the salt pulse will always remain in the beam. A preliminary lidar calibration was obtained using the data in Figure 4 by adjusting the lidar system calibration constant so that the background scattering measured by the nephelometer of about 2.5x10^{-5} approximately agreed with that measured by the lidar. In deriving the lidar scattering coefficient, we assumed a phase function value of 0.6 at a 180 deg. scattering angle based on the aerosol models of Porter and Clarke (1997). We are continuing work on an absolute calibration method.

Figures 5 and 6 show the horizontal distributions of lidar backscatter at 532 and 1064 nm 5m above sea level in the area between the two islands and the northeast coast of Oahu, taken on 3/18/98. Each plot consists of 300 sequential lidar backscatter profiles, obtained using 10 shots/trace and a horizontal scan speed of 0.5 deg./sec. The plumes of salt spray coming off the edges of the two islands show up as light areas in these plots. Although we do not have good control on the absolute calibrations at the two wavelengths, the lateral changes in backscatter appear to be of similar magnitude at both wavelengths.

Figure 7. 2-D Lidar scattering coefficient at 532 nm in a vertical plane at 35 deg E.

Figures 7 and 8 show similar scans in vertical...
profiles in the upwind direction (35 deg E). Clouds are clearly visible at an altitude of 800m, as well as plumes of salt spray rising to an altitude of 150m. Again, there seems to be little difference in the lateral variations of backscatter observed at the two wavelengths.

5. Summary

We have successfully measured the 2-D distribution of marine aerosol fields generated by breaking waves as a function of time. By combining simultaneous nephelometer and lidar measurements of these fields we have obtained an approximate lidar calibration. We are now making routine measurements at 532 and 1064 nm and are in the process of extending these wavelengths to 1540 and 355 nm.
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1 Introduction

Forensic investigations, material processing, emergency response, and environmental monitoring/remediation often require rapid, in situ, real-time detection and identification of bulk amounts of substances on surfaces. Optical spectroscopic methods are well-suited for this task as evidenced by the availability of portable instruments based on fluorescence [LIFI, 1997], infrared absorption [Druy, 1998], and Raman scattering [Skinner et al., 1996; Sutherland et al., 1994; Angel et al., 1991; Lieberrman et al., 1995].

The Mini Raman Laser-Radar System (MRLS), which currently exists as a proof-of-principle device, addresses the problem of detection and identification by utilizing both Raman spectroscopy and the principles of lidar. The fundamental difference between the MRLS and other portable Raman detectors is the capability of stand-off, non-contact detection; that is, the substances are analyzed in situ at distances of one meter to tens of meters without being touched. Other instruments require that the sample be either first collected or that the sensor be brought into close proximity to the substance prior to identification, as in the case with fiber optic-based sensors. For those that respond to unknown chemical spills, this limitation necessitates following "worst-case" safety protocols until conclusive identification is accomplished. The ability to do stand-off, non-contact detection is desirable especially if the substance is suspected to be toxic.

While the sensitivity of Raman detection does not rival that of fluorescence or infrared absorption, Raman detection has the advantage of high selectivity in a variety of "real world" environments. In contrast, fluorescence profiles for molecules in the liquid or solid phases tend to be broad (several nm or more in the UV) due to vibrational relaxation. Hence, the fluorescence signatures are not highly distinctive, and identification based on fluorescence alone can be difficult. For detection based on infrared absorption, a strong IR absorber (such as water) on a surface can obscure significant portions of an IR spectrum. Even the composition, texture, and shape of a surface can affect the quality of a measurement since the technique relies on light reflected from the surface. On the other hand, since Raman spectroscopy relies on scattering, signal generation does not depend on the composition or shape of the surface itself. Furthermore, the presence of water does not obscure a Raman spectrum as it does for IR absorption.

With the recent advances in small, powerful lasers and array detectors, coupled with the short ranges envisioned for the MRLS, the relative weakness of Raman scattering no longer poses a serious limitation on the detection sensitivity. Although still in the "proof-of-principle" phase, preliminary estimates based upon actual data suggest that a fully optimized system will achieve signal-to-noise ratios on the order of 40:1 for a 1 μm thick film of a pure substance at a distance of 2 m following one minute of signal integration.

The MRLS borrows the basic design of lidar systems, having a laser transmitter and a receiver telescope. Yet it breaks from the conventional paradigm of lidar in that it is designed specifically for detection of substances on hard bodies (hence, the name Laser-Radar) at ranges of thirty meters or less. Typically, lidar has been used to detect airborne substances at ranges on the order of kilometers. To our knowledge, the MRLS is the first example of lidar technology used for short-range, stand-off detection on surfaces.

2 Experimental Details

The MRLS is a remote sensor similar in design to larger lidar systems. The transmitter is based upon a pulsed 266 nm Nd:YAG laser (20 Hz, 7 mJ/pulse) while the 5-inch diameter Cassegrain receiver is designed to be coaxial with the transmitted laser beam. To reject light from the elastic channel, a single-stage 74-mm grating spectrometer with a 2400 groove/mm grating blazed for 250 nm is used as a pre-disperser. The entrance slit size is 100 μm. A two mm exit slit serves as a mechanical edge filter. A second, single-stage 0.25 m spectrometer with a 2380 groove/mm grating blazed for 250 nm
serves as the analyzer for the Raman light. An 18 mm-wide CCD detector (Oriel InstaSpec V) with intensifier captures a 1400 cm\(^{-1}\) wide portion of the Raman spectrum. The width of the spectral window is due to the 2 mm width of the mechanical edge filter after the predisperser. Data acquisition and analysis are controlled by a laptop computer (Macintosh 3400 and LabVIEW). A library of Raman spectra are available for use in substance.

The entire optical system is mounted rigidly to a single tilt platform. This ensures that the alignment of all of the components is preserved as the pointing direction changes. The entire system is defined by a height of less than 48-inches and a footprint of 36-inches by 18-inches. It is small enough to roll through the halls and doorways of most buildings and fit into the back of a standard mini-van for easy transport to a site.

3 Results and Discussion

The MRLS has been tested in the lab and in the field. Figures 1 and 2 show the Raman spectra between 750 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2000 cm\(^{-1}\) of substances placed into UV quartz cells. The cell pathlength was ten mm, and the stand-off distance was two meters. For the 802 cm\(^{-1}\) mode of cyclohexane, the signal-to-noise ratio is 300:1. Estimates for an optimized system suggest that the signal to noise ratio should be larger, indicating that the sensitivity of the current MRLS could be increased by an order of magnitude by increasing the throughput efficiency of the receiver system.

Figure 1. Raman spectrum of cyclohexane (ten mm pathlength) after one minute of integration. Numbers indicate the Raman shifts in cm\(^{-1}\).

Figure 2 shows the spectrum of a 1:1 volume mixture of water and isopropyl alcohol. The Raman modes are that of isopropyl alone. This demonstrates the potential of using this type of system for contamination assessment in water. As can be clearly seen in the present case, water does not obscure the spectral fingerprint of the isopropyl alcohol.

Figure 2. Raman spectrum of a 1:1 mixture of isopropyl to water (ten mm path length) after one minute of integration. Numbers indicate the Raman shifts in cm\(^{-1}\).

The first field test of the MRLS was conducted in November, 1997, in lower Manhattan as a part of New York City's Interagency Chemical Exercise. The surrogate chemical for the exercise was acetone, which was poured onto a black felt cloth and placed five meters from the MRLS during a driving rainstorm. Figure 3 shows the C-H stretching mode of acetone, as well as the modes of atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen. As with the spectrum of isopropyl in Figure 2, water did not obscure the Raman modes. The modes of N\(_2\) and O\(_2\) are an additional benefit of stand-off Raman detection as they potentially provide a real-time calibration of the system. In addition, the use of the 266 nm wavelength allows for exploitation of the signal enhancement characteristics associated with solar-blind lidar systems.

Figure 3. Raman mode of acetone from a soaked felt cloth at a distance of five meters after eight minutes of integration. Numbers in parentheses indicate Raman shifts in cm\(^{-1}\).
4 Summary

The Mini Raman Laser-Radar System (MRLS) combines spectral fingerprinting of UV Raman spectroscopy with the principles of lidar to open a new venue of short-range (one meter to tens of meters), non-contact detection and identification of unknown bulk substances on surfaces. The current version is a proof-of-principle device that has already proven its utility as a field instrument under adverse conditions. Increasing the optical throughput efficiency and decreasing the size and weight of the device are the two main goals for the development of a prototype system.
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1. Introduction and System Application

NASA and FAA initiated a program in 1994 to develop methods of setting spacings for landing aircraft by incorporating information on the real-time behavior of aircraft wake vortices. The current wake separation standards were developed in the 1970's when there was relatively light airport traffic and a logical break point by which to categorize aircraft. Today's continuum of aircraft sizes and increased airport packing densities have created a need for re-evaluation of wake separation standards. The goals of this effort are to ensure that separation standards are adequate for safety and to reduce aircraft spacing for higher airport capacity. Of particular interest are the different requirements for landing under visual flight conditions and instrument flight conditions. Over the years, greater spacings have been established for instrument flight than are allowed for visual flight conditions. Preliminary studies indicate that the airline industry would save considerable money and incur fewer passenger delays if a dynamic spacing system could reduce separations at major hubs during inclement weather to the levels routinely achieved under visual flight conditions.

The sensor described herein may become part of this dynamic spacing system known as the “Aircraft VO.._.___ex Spacing System” (AVOSS) that will interface with a future air traffic control system. AVOSS will use vortex behavioral models and short-term weather prediction models in order to predict vortex behavior sufficiently into the future to allow dynamic separation standards to be generated. The wake vortex sensor will periodically provide data to validate AVOSS predictions. Feasibility of measuring wake vortices using a lidar was first demonstrated using a continuous wave (CW) system from NASA Marshall Space Flight Sensor and tested at the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center's wake vortex test site at JFK International Airport. Other applications of CW lidar for wake vortex measurement have been made more recently, including a system developed by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory. This lidar has been used for detailed measurements of wake vortex velocities in support of wake vortex model validation. The first measurements of wake vortices using a pulsed lidar were made by Coherent Technologies, Inc. (CTI) using a 2 micron solid-state, flashlamp-pumped system operating at 5 Hz. This system was first deployed at Denver's Stapleton Airport. Pulsed lidar has been selected as the baseline technology for an operational sensor due to its longer range capability.

2. Requirements Summary

Coverage by the sensor is required in the area over the runway around the middle marker. Multiple runways may also have to be scanned depending on airport layout. The wide range of airspace coverage requires the laser pulse repetition frequency to be high, 100 Hz or more. Since the sensor application is intended for inclement weather, good signal-to-noise ratio is required in rain, snow, and fog. Detailed modeling studies have been made of lidar performance in such weather. Pulse energies on the order of 10 mJ are needed. Eyesafety is of great concern; wavelengths greater than 1.4 microns offer a high level of maximum permissible exposure. The laser systems under development will be unconditionally eyesafe.

3. System Description

NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) has outfitted a mobile air-ride trailer to travel to various airports for lidar testing. The 16 m long trailer, shown in Figure 1, includes space for the lidar transceiver, data
acquisition and display, post processing equipment, and adequate space for system demonstrations for visitors. A retractable scanner, capable of complete hemispherical coverage, protrudes through the roof with a waterproof seal preventing precipitation from entering the trailer.

Lidar transceiver development has progressed through two stages. The first stage was based on a Ho:Tm:YLF laser system on loan from the United States Air Force. This laser, funded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and built by Lockheed-Sanders, has an output pulse 180ns long with a pulse energy of 4 mJ at a 20 Hz repetition rate. The receiver portion of this lidar was an in-house effort. This preliminary system was built primarily as a laboratory instrument for testing the data acquisition, signal processing, scanner, and displays.

The second stage of development was a Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) contract with Coherent Technologies, Incorporated (CTI), based on technology developed at NASA Langley Research Center, which resulted in a field-hardened lidar transceiver for vortex measurements. Specifications for this source were a wavelength of 2 microns and an output pulse energy of 10 mJ at 100 Hz. All vortex measurements made to date with the NASA LaRC lidar trailer have utilized this CTI transceiver.

Two different real-time signal processing and display programs are currently available for field testing. The first is a NASA LaRC developed processor based on multiple commercial-off-the-shelf personal computers (PC's). This design was implemented with maximum bandwidth and flexibility in mind so that it can be run with a wide range of transceivers and processing techniques. The system is based on a Signatec™ 500 Ms/s 8 bit digitizer and Mizar™ digital signal processor (DSP) boards for real-time processing. Data is passed between scanner, digitizer, DSP’s, and displays over a SCRAMNET™ network. Algorithms have been developed for FFT and autoregressive frequency estimation, range binning, zero-Doppler calculation, and averaging. The second is a system delivered by CTI under a Phase II SBIR contract. This processor, called the Real-Time Advanced Signal Processor (RASP), is based on a ruggedized PC architecture and offers data acquisition, analysis, display, recording and playback.

4. Test Results

Several test deployments have already been made. The first was a shakedown test of the integrated subsystems at Langley Air Force Base in November 1996. The second was to Norfolk International Airport in February 1997 for the first set of data gathering. The third was conducted in April 1997 at JFK International Airport to obtain correlative data along with the MIT CW lidar and the Volpe Center wind line which uses a line of anemometers on 10m (nominal) poles to detect vortices close to the ground. The fourth deployment of the lidar trailer was to DFW International Airport in September 1997 (shown in figure 1). During this deployment real-time vortex tracks for over 1000 landing aircraft were provided for initial evaluation and further development of AVOSS software.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of vortex vertical position for one set of vortices measured at JFK International Airport using the NASA LaRC lidar trailer with the CTI pulsed lidar transceiver, and the MIT Lincoln Laboratory CW lidar. Figure 3 shows a comparison of vortex lateral position collected at JFK International Airport using the NASA LaRC lidar trailer with the CTI pulsed lidar transceiver, and the Volpe Center wind line for the same set of vortices. Vortex tracks from the NASA LaRC lidar trailer were generated using the NASA in-house developed signal processor. These results from JFK, and subsequent data collected at DFW, have validated the capability of pulsed coherent lidar systems to accurately track aircraft wake vortices.
Figure 2

Vortex Vertical Position Vs. Time for JFK2 Case 0952
B747F Fly through at 09:52:39 UTC

Figure 3

Vortex Lateral Position Vs. Time for JFK2 Case 0952
B747F Fly through at 09:52:39 UTC
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1. INTRODUCTION

In September of 1994, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) conducted an experiment, known as the Lidar in In-Space technology Experiment (LITE), onboard the space shuttle, not only to test the feasibility of future operational spaceborne lidars but also to measure clouds, tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols and surface properties (see McCormick et al. 1993; Winker et al., 1996). Correlative measurements with the Large Aperture Scanning Airborne Lidar (LASAL) onboard the NASA P-3B aircraft were obtained over the tropical Atlantic during a few of the space shuttle overflights (Palm et al. 1997). These lidar measurements, available over the period of 10-19 September 1994, provided a wealth of data on the vertical structure of clouds and aerosol, including Saharan dust. Such extensive measurements of Saharan aerosol, particularly the vertical backscatter profiles across the dust plume over North Africa and tropical Atlantic, were unprecedented and provided a more detailed view of the vertical aerosol structure than is hitherto available with any other technique (Winker et al., 1996). Therefore, the LITE data not only provides an unique opportunity to examine the vertical and horizontal structure of the dust plume characteristics but also allows us to validate Saharan dust plume conceptual models such as those proposed by Carlson and Prospero (1972) and Karyampudi and Carlson (1988), which were primarily constructed from combined analyses of surface, upper-air, aircraft and satellite observations, including insightful knowledge of the West African meteorology.

Although this model, in general, has been verified by numerical modeling studies conducted by Karyampudi and Carlson (1988) and Westphal et al. (1988), it is yet to be validated against independent observations. Therefore, it is not clear how well this conceptual model is applicable to typical Saharan dust outbreaks that occur during summertime. Furthermore, one of the fundamental questions that is not well answered either by observational or modeling studies (e.g., Westphal et al., 1988) is the location of maximum dust concentration within the Saharan dust layer. For example, satellite studies (e.g., Carlson, 1979) suggest the occurrence of highest optical depths within the middle of the dust plume, whereas aircraft measurements indicate that the highest dust concentration are found near the southern edge of the dust plume. The actual distribution of dust within the dust layer has important implications for estimating the aerosol radiative forcing on local circulations (e.g., Karyampudi and Carlson, 1988) and even perhaps on climate forcing (e.g., Tegen et al. 1996). Therefore, the purpose of this study is not only to validate the Saharan dust plume conceptual model of Karyampudi and Carlson (1988) but also to determine the distribution of highest optical depths within the dust plume.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE SAHARAN DUST PLUME CONCEPTUAL MODEL

It is well known that large quantities of Saharan dust are transported across the tropical North Atlantic throughout the year but more abundantly in the summer months as a result of large scale Saharan dust outbreaks (2000-3000 km) which occur predominantly within the ridge region of passing easterly wave disturbances with a periodicity of 5-7 days (Prospero and Carlson, 1972; Karyampudi and Carlson, 1988). These dust outbreaks are mostly confined to a deep mixed layer, commonly referred to as the Saharan air layer (SAL), that often extends to 5-6 km in height over West Africa due to intense solar heating in summer months. The dust-laden SAL is then advected westward over the tropical Atlantic...
by the mid-level easterly flow. Because of low-level aerosol erosion by the clean trade winds, the major transport of dust occurs in an elevated well-mixed layer (SAL) confined between 2 and 6 km. This dust layer, with uniform potential temperature and mixing ratios, can be identified in routine aerological soundings from the coast of West Africa to the Caribbean (Carlson and Prospero, 1972). Some of the major characteristics of Saharan dust outbreak, identified by Karyampudi and Carlson (1988), are the following: 1) the dust plume is confined within two consecutive easterly wave troughs in the horizontal, and between the SAL top and base inversions in the vertical; 2) the rapid westward rise of the SAL base and gradual sinking of the SAL top; 3) the frontal characteristics (i.e., gradients in temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and dust concentration) along the leading and southern edge of the SAL; 4) the middle level jet near the southern edge of the SAL (i.e., near the SAL front), generally confined between the upstream trough and the downstream ridge axes; 5) the anticyclonic rotation of the SAL within the ridge region; and 6) maximum dust concentration in the ridge region of the SAL but to the north of the middle-level jet.

3. PROCESSING OF LIDAR DATA

The LITE color plots of 532-nm calibrated backscatter profiles were visually examined to locate the Saharan aerosol layers over West Africa and the tropical Atlantic regions. (For a description of the LITE instrumentation including the type of measurements that were made can be found in Winker et al. 1996). Saharan aerosol regions were identified from inspection of backscattering profiles, which exhibit strong backscatter signatures in aerosol regions. In particular, backscattering imagery for multiple LITE orbit segments progressing from Africa well across the Atlantic (see Fig. 1) revealed an elevated aerosol layer clearly separated from the underlying marine boundary layer (MBL), consistent with the SAL model of Fig. 2. LITE profiles (532 nm channel) for identified regions of Saharan dust were averaged over 50-100 shots (i.e., 37-74 km horizontal averaging) not only to reduce noise in the single-shot data but also to obtain representative values since little horizontal variation was typically observed for shorter distances. To further reduce noise, the lidar profiles were also vertically averaged over 10 to 20 range bins (150-300 m resolution), which still permitted fairly sharp delineation of layer boundaries. In the averaging process, lidar profile segments in saturated regions (i.e., regions where the lidar signals were saturated either due to clouds or high humidity) were excluded. Color lidar backscattering images were inspected to delineate the Saharan dust layer from the MBL below in order to obtain optical depths for only the Saharan dust layer. A climatological northern hemisphere summertime midlatitude atmosphere was used to initialize the molecular scattering profile. The LITE 532 nm channel backscatter profiles were calibrated/normalized to observed minimum scattering regions in the height range 6 to 15 km above earth, which were assumed to be “aerosol free” within ~ 3% (total backscatter to molecular backscatter ratio of 1.03 or less), consistent with interpretations of lidar and satellite observations around the time of the LITE mission (Kent and Hansen, 1998).

Aerosol extinction profiles and optical depths (spatially integrated extinction) for the Saharan dust layer were retrieved from the LITE 532 nm channel data using a retrieval formulation after Fernald et al. (1972) and Fernald (1984). Additional details about the signal averaging and retrieval methodology applied to the LITE data are given by Reagan and Liu (1997). The procedure permits retrieval of the aerosol extinction profile of the layer with the specification of the layer extinction-to-backscattering ratio, $S_\varepsilon$, or knowledge of the transmittance through the layer (which allows $S_\varepsilon$ to be determined). $S_\varepsilon$ may be estimated from optical and physical properties representative of Saharan dust such as those reported by Patterson et al. (1977), d'Almeida (1987), and Tegen and Lacis (1996). The particle refractive index, $n$, is estimated to be $n = 1.56 - 0.007i$ and, using a simple Junge power law size distribution approximation, the particle size distribution is approximated by a Junge coefficient, $v$, of $v = 2.5$ (consistent with two-wavelength Angstrom coefficient estimates from 355 nm and 532 nm LITE data reported by Grant et al., 1997). These parameterizations yield $S_\varepsilon$ values in the range of ~20 to ~30 (varies depending on exact values assumed for $n$, $v$ and the particle size range limits), assuming scattering is by homogeneous spheres (Mie scattering; e.g., Bohren and Huffman, 1983). For example, Reagan et al. (1980) determined $S_\varepsilon = 28$ for $v = 2.5$ and $n = 1.54 - 0.01i$.

A lower bound on $S_\varepsilon$ was inferred from dust layer transmittances estimated from observed LITE lidar signal levels just above and below the Saharan dust layer in regions where the layer was bounded by very clean air. Using the transmittance
as a constraint on the lidar extinction retrieval equation, the \( S_v \) value required to yield the specified transmittance could be determined. Applying this procedure to lidar profiles at a number of locations along the LITE orbit segments over the Atlantic yielded \( S_v \) estimates ranging from \(-20\) to \(-24\), averaging \(-22\). Due to multiple scattering effects, which were predicted to be potentially quite significant for a spaceborne lidar such as LITE (Spinhime, 1982), the \( S_v \) values inferred from the estimated layer transmittances are less than the true \( S_v \) values (being reduced by an enhanced forward-scatter factor, \( \eta \), where \( \eta < 1 \)). The multiple-scattering reduction effect depends upon the particle scattering phase function which is unknown, but model phase function estimates indicate corrections in the range of \(-0.6 < \eta < -0.9\). This in turn suggests that the true value of \( S_v \) is likely bounded between \(-25\) to \(-35\), which is the range assumed to estimate the Saharan dust layer optical depths. Based on independent calculations, using single scattering Mie program with a mean diameter of 1.25 microns and an Angstrom coefficient of 0.51, an extinction-to-backscattering was estimated to be 28, which suggests that the lower bound of \( S_v=25 \) is more appropriate than the upper bound of \( 35 \).

The processed backscattering profiles at locations shown in Fig. 1 (available at 15 m vertical resolution) were vertically averaged at 100 m resolution, and then objectively analyzed to a 3-D Cartesian grid using a 0.5 x 0.5 degree horizontal resolution within a domain that extends from 4.5°S to 40°N in the north-south direction, 29.5°E to 60°W in the east-west direction and 0 to 6 km in the vertical. A circular weighting with a 4° radius is used to objectively analyze the data with the constraint that there should be at least one data point in each of the 4 quadrants to get an even distribution. A similar procedure was used to map the optical depths as well. The objectively analyzed 3-D grid of backscattering ratios were then mapped into a “Vis5D” visualization software to depict the Saharan aerosol distribution in three dimensions over the W. Africa/E. Atlantic regions.

**Figure 1.** Saharan dust backscatter profile locations (indicated by plus symbols) from various space shuttle orbits over W. Africa and E. Atlantic. The numbers next to each line segment denote the space shuttle orbit numbers.

4. LIDAR OBSERVATIONS OF THE SAHARAN DUST LAYER

Lidar backscattering profiles, taken aboard NASA P-3B aircraft with Large Aperture Scanning Airborne Lidar (LASAL) instrument between 2030 UTC/18 and 0431 UTC/19 September 1994 (hereafter UTC/date convention will be used) over E. Atlantic, reveal a well-defined Saharan dust layer (within 1.5 to 5.5 km) extending from roughly 10°N, 16°W (just to the north of a cloud cluster) to 28°N, 29°W (not shown). The 700 mb streamline analysis from ECMWF gridded data (2.5x2.5° resolution) at 0000 UTC/19 shows that this dust layer is embedded within the ridge region of an African wave (not shown) as shown previously by Karyampudi and Carlson (1988). Highest dust concentrations as inferred from strong backscattering signal occur to the southern edge of the dust plume near 12°N around 700 mb where a middle-level easterly jet (MLEJ > 10 ms-1) is located within the ridge region of the wave. This jet is primarily confined within the downstream trough and the upstream ridge axis as depicted in the conceptual model of the dust plume. Such high concentrations of Saharan dust near the southern edge of the SAL are noted from many of the backscattering profiles, particularly over the E. Atlantic.

Indeed, a 3-D view of the objectively-analyzed backscattering ratios from all the orbits shown in Fig. 1 depicts high dust concentrations near the southern edge of the plume (not shown). Interestingly, the higher dust concentration appear to extend downward and connect with the marine mixed layer, which is identifiable by high
concentrations of sea salt and residual aerosol from previous dust outbreaks. In addition, the 3-D depiction of the Saharan dust layer plume, in general, shows the following characteristics of the SAL: 1) dome-shaped top and downward bulging of the dust layer bottom; 2) the dust-free trade wind inversion layer, sandwiched between the dust layer above and the marine mixed layer below; 3) the westward rise of the dust layer base above the gradually deepening marine mixed layer in conformity with the conceptual model; 4) the lifting of the dust from surface above West Africa arid regions and its subsequent mixing to the top of the mixed layer; 5) the gradual settling of the Saharan aerosol from top levels to lower levels as the plume progresses westward; and 6) the lowering of the dust layer top as the dust plume is depleted of heavy dust particles during its westward migration, and hence the shrinking of the dust layer depth.

5. SAHARAN DUST OPTICAL DEPTH ANALYSIS

Figure 2 and 3, respectively, show the objectively-analyzed total column and Saharan dust layer optical depths (ODs) for $S_\lambda=25$ obtained from the method described in Section 3. A maximum total column OD of 0.75 (Fig. 2) is located over West Africa (~25°N, 5°W), where large ODs generally reflect conditions of dust being raised from the surface. An aerosol backscattering coefficient profile taken ~30°N, 4°W from Orbit 35 shows increasing values of aerosol backscatter from the top of the dust layer (~6 km) to the bottom of the dust layer (Fig. 4). The maximum value near the surface reflects the lidar beam saturation within the heavy dust region close to the surface. Note that the aerosol backscattering, which is indicative of extinction, although extending through a deep layer, is not well mixed, perhaps due to the lack of vertical mixing within the nocturnal PBL present at the time of lidar measurements (~0000 UTC).

Interestingly, the large ODs (Fig. 2) occur in one of the source regions of Saharan dust outbreaks - west of Ahaggar Massif over southern Algeria. A secondary maximum of OD > 0.54 off the coast of West Africa appears to include extinction from clouds at the top of the marine mixed layer since such a maximum...
does not appear in the dust OD analysis (see Fig. 3). Another maximum is located farther west over E. Atlantic - 15°N, 45°W. Large ODs generally are confined to the southern edge of the dust plume, where the Saharan aerosol extend downwards to the surface, possibly as result of vertical mixing by turbulence associated with strong vertical shears underneath the middle level jet.

On the other hand, the dust layer OD analysis (Fig. 3) show a similar pattern as the total OD analysis with maxima located in the same regions as total ODs except the 0.21 maximum - 16°N, 30°W. Note that this maximum does not correspond well with the total OD maximum (of 0.54 mentioned earlier) near 16°N, 20°W. The aerosol backscattering coeff. profile near 17°N, 30°W shows a nearly well mixed dust layer that extends downward from ~ 5.5 km to the top of the marine mixed layer -1.2 km (Fig. 4). By comparing this profile with the one taken over W. Africa, one notes that the well-mixed aerosol layer over E. Atlantic contrasts sharply with the maximum extinction near the surface arising from dust source regions over W. Africa.

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Lidar backscattering profiles available from the LITE data set have been used to estimate the optical depths of the Saharan dust layer over West Africa and E. Atlantic regions, in the context of validating the 3-D conceptual model of the Saharan dust plume proposed by Karyampudi and Carlson (1988). The aerosol extinction profiles and optical depths were retrieved from LITE using Fernald et al. (1972) method. An extinction-to-backscattering ratio, S,, of 25 was selected for optical depth calculations. The spatial analysis of total column and Saharan dust layer optical depths show higher optical depths over W. Africa that decrease westward over E. Atlantic. The higher optical depths over W. Africa, in general, are associated with heavy dust being raised from the surface in dust source regions. Rapid depletion of these heavy dust particles, perhaps due to sedimentation, appear to decrease the dust loading within the dust layer as the plume leaves the west African continent. Higher optical depths are generally confined to the southern edge of the dust layer, where middle level jet appear to transport the heavy dust concentrations that tend to mix downward from vertical mixing associated with the strong vertical shears underneath the middle jet.

Thus, LITE measurements although, in general, validate the Saharan dust plume conceptual model, show maximum values of optical depths near the southern edge of the dust plume over the E. Atlantic region instead of near the center of the dust plume as described in the conceptual model.
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The edge technique utilizes the edge of a high spectral resolution filter for high accuracy wind measurement using direct detection lidar. The signal is split between an edge filter channel and a broadband energy monitor channel. The edge measurement is made as a differential frequency measurement between the outgoing laser signal and the atmospheric backscattered return for each pulse. As a result, the measurement is insensitive to laser and edge filter frequency jitter and drift at a level less than a few parts in 10^10.

The double edge technique is a new and powerful variation of the edge technique which forms the basis for the Zephyr program which is currently under development for satellite wind measurement. It has the same basic advantages as the edge technique but with new capabilities. The double edge technique uses two edges with opposite slopes symmetrically located about the laser frequency. In this case, we replace the broadband energy monitor channel which was formerly used for signal normalization by a second narrowband edge channel. The laser is located at approximately the half width of each filter. A Doppler shift will produce a positive change in signal for one edge filter, with respect to its initial position. For the other edge, the corresponding signal change is opposite in sign and approximately equal in magnitude for filters with the same properties. Thus, the signal change is doubled for a given Doppler shift which yields almost a factor of 2 improvement in the measurement accuracy compared to the single edge technique.

As stated, the double edge technique replaces the broadband energy monitor measurement of the edge technique with a second high resolution edge filter measurement with a width less than one-tenth the width of the thermally broadened Rayleigh width. This reduces the effects of Rayleigh background on the measurement by approximately an order of magnitude. The signal to noise is significantly increased by the reduction in background, particularly in cases of low aerosol backscatter where the Rayleigh background is the primary source of shot noise. The double edge technique also allows the Rayleigh and aerosol portions of the signal to be determined. The effects of the Rayleigh background may then be subtracted from the measurement which allows the measurement to be made over the troposphere and into the lower stratosphere.

We consider a laser to be located near the midpoint of the region between the peaks of two overlapping edge functions, see Figure 1. We measure the outgoing laser and atmospheric backscattered signals relative to the peak of each edge function which we consider to be located at zero frequency. That is, the laser is located at frequency v relative to the peak of edge number one and at frequency -v relative to the peak of edge number two. The laser beam is sent out to the atmosphere and a portion is backscattered by aerosols and molecules to the co-located receiver. The wind introduces a Doppler shift \( \Delta v = 2v_0/c \) in the backscattering process where \( v_0 \) is the component of the wind velocity along the line of sight of the laser beam and \( c \) is the speed of light.

For the case of an edge function which is narrow with respect to the Rayleigh spectrum, the signal on edge one is given as
\[ I_i = c_1[I_A \tau_1(v_1 + \Delta v) + I_R(v_1 + \Delta v)f_iR_T] \]

where \( I_A \) is the aerosol signal, \( I_R \) is the value of the Rayleigh spectral response, \( I_R(0) \) is normalized to unity, \( R_T \) is the integrated value of the Rayleigh spectrum, and \( f_i \) is the fraction of the Rayleigh spectrum measured on edge one when the Rayleigh spectrum and the peak of the edge filter are aligned, i.e., the convolution of the edge function and the Rayleigh for an atmospheric layer at temperature \( T \). A similar expression holds for edge 2.

The two edge signals and the energy monitor signal can be used to solve for the aerosol component of the signal as

\[ I_A = \frac{I_1 + I_2 - c* I_{EM}}{\tau_1(v_1) + \tau_2(-v_2) - c* + (\Delta \tau_1 + \Delta \tau_2)} \]

and for the Rayleigh component of the signal as

\[ R_T = \frac{I_{EM}}{c_3} - I_A \]

where \( c_1, c_2, \) and \( c_3 \) are constants associated with the two edge signals and the energy monitor signal. \( c* \) is two times the mean value of \( f_i \) and \( \Delta \tau_i \) is the change in the edge function transmission between the atmospheric measurement and the outgoing reference measurement.

The edge signals may then be corrected for the effects of Rayleigh scattering from Eqs. (2) and (3) and the ratio of the corrected signals is

\[ \frac{I_{1c}}{I_{2c}} = \frac{c_1}{c_2} \frac{\tau_1(v_1 + \Delta v)}{\tau_2(-v_2 + \Delta v)} \]

We can solve Eq. (4) for the Doppler shift \( \Delta v \). For example, for the case of etalons used as the edge filters, Eq. (4) is in the form of a quadratic equation in \( \Delta v^2 \) which can be solved for \( \Delta v \) from the basic quadratic formula. For the general case of large Doppler shifts, Eqs. 2-4 can be solved using an iterative procedure. For Doppler shifts from 0 to \( \pm 0.95 \) etalon half-widths, HWHM, the maximum error after 2 iterations is less than 0.05%.

Figure 2 shows a simulation of the double edge sensitivity as a function of the Doppler shift measured in units of normalized etalon half-widths (HWHM). The zero location corresponds to zero Doppler shift and the locations \( \pm 1 \) correspond to measurements at the center of each etalon. For an etalon at 1.06 \( \mu \)m with a 5 cm gap and an effective finesse of 30 including angular broadening, the sensitivity varies from 3%/m/s at the edge of the dynamic range, versus zero for a single edge system, to 7.6%/m/s at the center of the dynamic range, versus 3.8%/m/s for a single edge system.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the wind error on detected aerosol photon counts. Results are shown as a function of the Doppler shift for a Rayleigh to aerosol ratio of N=5. As shown, the errors vary from 0.4 m/s for 5000 photons to 1.2 m/s for 500 photons, to 3.7 m/s for 50 photons for the case of small Doppler shifts.

We will discuss the methodology of the technique in detail, present a broad range of simulation results, and provide preprints of a journal article currently in press.
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Figure 1 - Double edge schematic diagram. In the figure, REF is the laser reference frequency and ATM is the atmospheric measurement frequency.
Figure 2 – Sensitivity of the double edge filter as a function of the Doppler shift in units of etalon half-width (HWHM).

Figure 3 - The wind error is shown for 50, 500 and 5000 detected aerosol photons in each edge channel at the zero Doppler shift location for a ratio of the Rayleigh to aerosol scattering N of 5. Results are shown as a function of the Doppler shift in units of etalon half-width (HWHM).
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Abstract

The double-edge lidar technique for measuring the wind using molecular backscatter is described. Two high spectral resolution edge filters are located in the wings of the Rayleigh-Brillouin profile. This doubles the signal change per unit Doppler shift, the sensitivity, and gives nearly a factor of two improvement in measurement accuracy. The use of a crossover region is described where the sensitivity of a molecular and aerosol-based measurement are equal. This desensitizes the molecular measurement to the effects of aerosol scattering over a frequency range of ± 100 m/s. We give methods for correcting for short-term frequency jitter and drift using a laser reference frequency measurement and methods for long-term frequency correction using a servo control system. The effects of Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering on the measurement are shown to be significant and are included in the analysis. Simulations for a conical scanning satellite-based lidar at 355 nm show an accuracy of 2-3 m/s for altitudes of 2 to 15 km for a 1 km vertical resolution, a satellite altitude of 400 km and a 200 km x 200 km spatial resolution. Results ground based wind measurements are presented.

1. Description of the technique

Direct detection lidar techniques for measuring the atmospheric wind field use either aerosol or molecular backscatter. The aerosol backscattered spectrum is narrow with respect to the laser width and as a result has the same spectral width as the outgoing laser. Aerosol-based wind measurements thus offer the possibility of high spectral resolution, high sensitivity measurements in those areas where the aerosol backscatter is high. However, large regions of the Southern hemisphere as well as mid-oceanic regions have low aerosol concentrations in the free troposphere. As a result, current aerosol systems cannot be used for complete global coverage over the troposphere. On the other hand, the molecular backscattered spectrum is broad which
limits the sensitivity of the measurements. However, the molecular scattering provides a dependable and reasonably uniform source of scattering on a global basis. This is particularly important for making satellite-based wind measurements.

We describe a double edge lidar technique for measuring the wind using the molecular signal backscattered from the atmosphere. The method is similar to the single edge molecular method for determining the wind which was described in 1992. In both cases, we measure the wind as the average drift velocity of the molecular motion. The molecular signal is spectrally broadened by Doppler shifts due to the random thermal motion of molecules and by Brillouin scattering. In the single edge method, we measure the Doppler shift of this Rayleigh-Brillouin (R-B) spectrum by locating it on a moderately sharp spectral edge of a high spectral resolution optical filter. Relatively large changes in measured signal are observed for small frequency shifts due to the steep slope of the edge. A small portion of the outgoing beam is sampled to determine the frequency of the outgoing laser signal by measuring its location on the edge of the filter. The Doppler shift, and thus the wind, is determined from a differential measurement of the frequency of the outgoing laser pulse and the frequency of the laser return backscattered from the atmosphere. The differential frequency technique used to measure the Doppler shift renders the measurement insensitive to laser and filter frequency jitter and drift. A detailed description of the theory for the single edge method is given in Ref. [1]. We recently described a double edge lidar technique for measuring the wind using the signal backscattered from aerosols in the atmosphere. This technique doubles the sensitivity of an aerosol wind measurement relative to a single-edge aerosol wind measurement.

In a similar manner, we can use a double-edge technique for a molecular system to double the wind measurement sensitivity. A double-edge lidar technique for measuring the wind using molecular backscatter uses two high spectral resolution edge filters which are located in the wings of the Rayleigh-Brillouin profile. It is shown that this doubles the signal change for a given Doppler shift, the sensitivity of the measurement, which leads to almost a factor of two improvement in the measurement accuracy. We also describe a method for making the sensitivity of a wind measurement independent of whether the signal is backscattered from molecules or aerosols. We do this by locating the wind measurement in a region where the sensitivity of a molecular-based and an aerosol-based wind measurement are equal. If the edge filters are located at this point, then the aerosol signal acts in the same manner as the molecular signal. This has the effect of desensitizing the molecular measurement to the effects of aerosol backscatter. The use of double-edge filters allows the system to be balanced not only at the crossover location but over a range of frequencies with a width of the order of ± 100 m/s.

The system we describe uses dual etalons as are also used in Chanin’s system. However, unlike the Chanin system, our system is desensitized to the effects of aerosol scattering. It uses a reference frequency measurement to control and correct for short-term and long-term frequency errors which is critical for a high accuracy wind measurement and has higher sensitivity.
2. Results

We give methods for optimizing the performance of the measurement and show that edge filters with a spectral width, FWHH, of 1.56 GHz at 355 nm produce measurement sensitivities of 0.72%/m/s at the crossover location. We describe a method for correcting for short-term frequency jitter in the etalon or laser using a laser reference frequency measurement. We also describe a method of removing long-term frequency drifts using the reference measurement to lock the etalons to the laser frequency with a servo control system. We show the effects of Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering on the measurement are significant and we include these effects in our analysis.

The results of simulations for a ground-based lidar system at 355 nm show an accuracy of 0.3 m/s at 5 km altitude and 1.0 m/s at 10 km altitude for a 200 m vertical resolution, a 40 cm diameter telescope, a laser energy of 100 mJ per pulse, and a 100 shot average. The results of simulations for a conically scanned satellite system at 400 km altitude are also given. It is shown that an accuracy of 2-3 m/s can be obtained over the altitude range of 2 to 15 km for a 1 km vertical resolution, a 200 km x 200 km spatial resolution, a 0.9 m diameter telescope and a laser energy of 1 J per pulse.

We describe the double-edge molecular technique for Doppler Lidar Wind measurement and the method of analysis. This includes methods for correcting for frequency errors, measurement optimization, methods of desensitizing the measurement to aerosol effects, the effects of Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering, simulation results and ground based wind measurements.

3. References


1. Introduction

Doppler lidar systems for wind velocity measurements can be classified into two categories, coherent detection and incoherent detection. Under each category there are novel approaches to measuring the return signal frequency. Regardless of the measurement process, the ultimate goal for both types is to measure a frequency shift between the transmitted laser pulse and the return signal. This frequency shift is proportional to some component of the wind velocity, depending on the system configuration. Range resolution is normally obtained by using a pulsed laser system. This places a fundamental limit on the range-velocity resolution product (Jelalian, 1992; Clifford et al., 1994). In addition, existing Doppler lidar systems employ monostatic configurations which require scanning a volume to obtain wind velocity and direction (Hawley et al., 1993; Clifford et al., 1994).

The purpose of this research is to investigate the feasibility of utilizing a multistatic configuration for measuring 3-dimensional vector winds. In the multistatic configuration, horizontal and vertical resolution are determined by the telescope field-of-view, laser divergence, and baseline separation distance between the laser and the telescope. This enables the use of a continuous-wave (CW) or long pulse laser transmitter (narrow spectral width) and eliminates the dependence between range and velocity resolution.

The results of this research have shown that a multistatic Doppler lidar system will provide accurate estimates of 3-dimensional wind velocity vectors within the atmospheric boundary layer with high spatial resolution. Detailed signal-to-noise calculations indicate that small transmit and receive apertures actually improve system performance. Therefore, a compact transmitter and receiver design can be used. The spatial resolution achievable with this system will be better than existing remote wind sensing instruments, yielding fine scale measurements of velocity fields.

Section 2 gives an overview of the geometry considerations for retrieving the 3-dimensional vector winds using a multistatic system. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) expressions are outlined in Section 3. Section 4 gives some concluding remarks as well as future research objectives.

2. Geometry Considerations

The additional complexity of a multistatic system arises from the geometry. The primary coordinate system used to locate the receiver, transmitter and target is a fixed reference system centered at the transmitter. The z-axis of this coordinate system is in the vertical direction and the x-axis is in the east-west direction. The fixed coordinate system is also used to define pointing directions of the transmit and receive optics. A north referenced coordinate system (Jackson, 1986; Willis, 1991) is used for all signal-to-noise ratio calculations. This coordinate system is centered at the transmitter with its x-z plane in the scattering, or bistatic, plane. There will be a separate north referenced coordinate system associated with each transmitter/receiver pair. Transmitter and receiver referenced coordinate systems are also used, each with its z-axis pointed at the target. The last coordinate system is one centered at the target. This coordinate system is simply the transmitter referenced coordinate system translated to the target and is used for performing target plane integrals. The relationships between coordinate systems are easily found by simple rotation and translation. Figure 1 shows the typical geometry for a single receiver/transmitter pair.

Using the above defined geometry, the relationships between the measured Doppler shifts at each receiver are related to the 3-dimensional velocity vector. An electromagnetic wave with radian frequency, \( \omega_0 \), and wavelength, \( \lambda_0 \), propagating in a direction defined by the vector \( \mathbf{k}_L \) is scattered by a moving particle with non-relativistic velocity \( \mathbf{v}_w \) into a direction \( \mathbf{k}_0 \) given by

\[
\Delta \omega_d = \left( \mathbf{k}_0 - \mathbf{k}_L \right) \cdot \mathbf{v}_w.
\]
In order to obtain all three components of the vector velocity, at least three measurements are required. Optimally, one would measure the velocity in three orthogonal directions. However, this is not possible with a purely ground based system. In a multistatic configuration with \( N \) detectors and a transmitter located at the origin of the fixed coordinate system, each detector will realize a different Doppler shifted frequency. Using a matrix notation, the Doppler shifted frequency can be written as

\[
\Delta f_\text{D} = \frac{1}{\lambda} \mathbf{A} \mathbf{v}_w,
\]

where \( \Delta f_\text{D} \) is a vector of the measured Doppler shifts at each of the \( N \) receivers, \( \mathbf{v}_w \) is the velocity vector, and \( \mathbf{A} \) is a \( N \times 3 \) matrix given by

\[
\mathbf{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{b_1^i}{R_T^i} & \frac{b_1^j}{R_T^j} & \frac{b_1^k}{R_T^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\frac{b_N^i}{R_T^i} & \frac{b_N^j}{R_T^j} & \frac{b_N^k}{R_T^k}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{R_T^i + R_T^j}{R_T^i R_T^j} \\
\vdots \\
\frac{R_T^i + R_T^k}{R_T^i R_T^k}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
p_x \\
p_y \\
p_z
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( b_{i,j}^{x,y,z} \) is the \( x, y, \) or \( z \) baseline separation for the \( i^{th} \) detector, \( R_T \) is the range from the transmitter to the scatterer \( (p_x, p_y, p_z) \), and \( R_T^i \) is the range from the \( i^{th} \) receiver to the scatterer. This relationship can be inverted to yield

\[
\mathbf{v}_w = \lambda (\mathbf{A}^T \mathbf{A})^{-1} \mathbf{A}^T \Delta f_\text{D}.
\]

If the error in estimating the Doppler shifted frequency at each detector is additive white Gaussian noise described by a covariance matrix, \( \Gamma_T \), then the error covariance matrix of the velocity estimates is given by (Twomey, 1977)

\[
\Gamma_v = \lambda^2 (\mathbf{A}^T \mathbf{A})^{-1} \mathbf{A}^T \mathbf{A}(\mathbf{A}^T \mathbf{A})^{-1}.
\]

3. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

The transmitter lens is located in the plane defined by \( z_t = 0 \) and the position vector \( \mathbf{u} \). The receiver lens is located in the plane defined \( z_r = 0 \) and by position vector \( \mathbf{v} \). The position vector \( \mathbf{p} \) defines the transverse plane \( (z_t = R_r) \) at the target location. The detector is located at transverse coordinate \( w \) and distance \( L \) from then receiver plane (a positive \( L \) implies a negative \( z_r \)). The receiver and transmitter lenses are described by dimensionless response functions \( W_R(v) \) and \( W_T(u) \), respectively.

The normalized laser field at the exit of the transmitter is given by

\[
e_T(u,0,t) = e_L(u,0,t)W_T(u)
\]

and the normalized back propagated local oscillator (BPLO) field at the exit of receiver is given by

\[
e_{\text{BPLO}}(v,0) = e_{LO}(v,0)W_R(v).
\]

In the target plane, \( z_t = R_T \), (see Figure 1) the normalized transmitter field is given by

\[
e_T(p,R_T) = \int e_T(u,0)G(p;u,R_T)d^2u,
\]

where \( G(p;u,R_T) \) is the Green's function for wave propagation in a random medium with no extinction. The target plane BPLO beam is found in a similar manner.

For a distributed aerosol target where the particles are randomly positioned within the scattering volume, the phase of the scattered radiation for a single particle is random with respect to that from another particle. Therefore, the signal incident on the receiver is formed by the superposition of the radiation scattered from each individual particle (Menzies et al., 1989). The SNR for a distributed aerosol is then, the sum of the SNR for each individual aerosol particle.
\[ \text{SNR}(t) = \frac{\eta_0}{h \nu B_w} \int \left\{ L(t - R(z_p)/c) \right\} \times \beta(z_p, \theta_s) C(z_p, t) dz_p, \]

where \( P_L \) is the laser power, \( \beta \) is the total volume scattering coefficient,

\[ C(z_p, t) = \lambda^2 \int \left\{ J_T(p, R_T(z_p), t - R_T(z_p)/c) \right\} \times J_{BPLO}(p, R_R(z_p)) d^2p \]

is the target plane representation of the coherent responsivity, and

\[ J_T(p, R_T, t) = |e_T(p, R_T, t)|^2 \]
\[ J_{BPLO}(p, R_R) = |e_T(p, R_R)|^2 \]

are the random irradiance profiles of the normalized transmitter and BPLO fields at the target (Freihlich et al., 1991).

For a collimated Gaussian lidar system with independent propagation paths,

\[ \langle J_T(p, R_T) \rangle = \frac{\sigma_{TE}^2}{\pi \sigma_{BT}^2(z_p)} \exp \left( -\frac{x_p^2 + y_p^2}{\sigma_{BT}^2(z_p)} \right), \]

where \( \sigma_{TE} \) is the 1/e intensity radius of the transmitted field, \( \sigma_L \) is the 1/e intensity radius of the laser beam and

\[ \sigma_{BT}^2(z_p) = \sigma_{TE}^2 + \frac{z_p^2}{k^2 \sigma_{TE}^2} + \frac{2z_p^2}{k^2 \sigma_{LO}^2(z_p)} \]

where \( \rho_s \) is the transverse field coherence length of a point source located at \( z_p \). The irradiance profile for the BPLO beam is very similar with the BT subscript replaced by BR, the TE subscript replaced by RE, and the coordinates \((x_p, y_p, z_p)\) are replaced by \((x, y, z, z_r)\). The resulting SNR is given by

\[ \text{SNR}(R_T, t) = \frac{U_L \eta_0 \beta(z_p, \theta_s) \lambda^2 T_T T_R \tau_p c}{\sqrt{\pi h \nu B_w \sigma_{eff}^2(R_T)}} \times \exp \left( -\frac{(t - R_T/c)^2}{\tau_p^2} \left( 1 - (1 - \varepsilon(R_T)) \right) \right) \]

where

\[ \sigma_{eff}^2(R_T) = \left( \sigma_{BR}^2 + \sigma_{BT}^2 \right) \]
\[ \varepsilon(R_T) = \frac{\sigma_{BR}^2 + \sigma_{BT}^2 \cos^2 \theta_s}{\tau_p^2 \beta^2 \sin^2 \theta_s + \sigma_{BR}^2 \cos^2 \theta_s} \]

\( \tau_p \) is the pulse width, \( U_L \) is the laser energy, \( c \) is the speed of light, \( T_T \) and \( T_R \) are truncation factors of the transmit and LO powers, \( \theta_s \) is the scattering angle, and the dependence of \( \sigma_{BR} \) and \( \sigma_{BR} \) on \( R_T \) has been omitted. For a CW laser transmitter the SNR is given by

\[ \text{SNR}(R_T) = \frac{(P_L \eta_0 \beta(R_T, \theta_s) \lambda^2 T_T T_R)}{h \nu B_w \sin \theta_s \left[ \pi \left( \sigma_{BR}^2 + \sigma_{BT}^2 \right) \right]^2} \]

Figure 2 shows example plots of the SNR for a pulsed and a CW lidar system. As can be seen from the plots, the SNR for ranges less than about 1 km, there is an optimum aperture size. This effect is due to the increased coherent responsivity and heterodyne efficiency, as shown in Figure 3. The heterodyne efficiency is a measure of the loss in coherent power when the received field and LO field are not perfectly matched (Cohen, 1975; Wang, 1984).
The results indicate that a CW lidar system will probably not be feasible with a multistatic configuration. The SNR appears to be too low for accurate frequency estimation. The pulsed lidar system SNR, on the other hand, is much more promising. However, in order to maintain the spectral purity of the transmit pulse, the pulse length, $\tau_p$, should be as long as possible. As can be seen from Figures 2 and 3, for ranges less than approximately 1 km, the SNR is fairly constant and can be optimized with respect to the transmit aperture. For the system parameters outlined, the optimum case falls somewhere between 5 and 10 mm. This aperture size is very appealing for design purposes, enabling the design of a compact system. Another advantage of the small apertures and multistatic configuration is the very small scattering volume within about 1 km. The scattering volume in this regime, for a 6 mm aperture, range from 1–50 cm$^3$.

The results shown in this paper have not included the effects of refractive turbulence. Preliminary indications are that the refractive effects will be very small except at ranges greater than about 5 km, which is most likely beyond the feasible operating range of this system (due to geometry limitations). There is more work to be conducted on the effects of refractive turbulence. Other future research objective include frequency estimation performance analysis, by both simulation and calculation of a Cramer-Rao bound, beam wander effects on pointing accuracy, as well as engineering design issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Ongoing NOAA interdisciplinary investigations rely on data from various satellite instruments, other sources, and a variety of models to construct an integrated view of atmospheric climate. Topics of interest include the role of circulation, clouds, radiation, water vapor, and precipitation in climate change and prediction, and the role of ocean-atmosphere interactions in the energy and water cycles. Without quality data anchoring improved models, it will be difficult to achieve a comprehensive understanding of these global processes. NOAA has identified the measurement of atmospheric wind velocities as one of the key unmet data sets for its next generation of sensing platforms.

The merits of coherent lidars for the measurement of atmospheric winds from space platforms have been widely recognized; however, it is only recently that several key technologies have advanced to a point where a compact, high fidelity system could be created. Advances have been made in the areas of the diode-pumped, eye-safe, solid state lasers and room temperature, wide bandwidth, semiconductor detectors operating in the near-infrared region. These new lasers can be integrated into efficient and compact optical systems creating new possibilities for the development of low-cost, reliable, and compact coherent lidar systems for wind measurements. Over the past five years, the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) has been working toward further advancing the solid state coherent lidar technology for the measurement of atmospheric winds from space. This work has been conducted in support of a NASA technology development initiative led by the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and supported by the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) and Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). As part of this effort, UAH had established the design characteristics and defined the expected performance for three different proposed space-based instruments: a technology demonstrator, an operational prototype, and a 7-year lifetime operational instrument.

SPARCLE is an ambitious project that is intended to evaluate the suitability of coherent lidar for wind measurements, demonstrate the maturity of the technology for space application, and provide a useable data set for model development and validation. The SPARCLE instrument will be developed, deployed, and operated by a team led by NASA/MSFC, which will provide project management, instrument command and data management unit, support systems (power, thermal, etc.), integration and space qualification. NASA/LaRC, JPL, and Coherent Technologies, Inc. (CTI) are collectively responsible for providing the laser subsystem. UAH will provide the instrument optical subsystem, opto-mechanical design, mission simulation, integration support, and calibration. NASA Goddard Space Flight Center will provide Hitchhiker (HH) Canisters, and shuttle interfaces. This paper describes the SPARCLE instrument’s major physical and environmental design constraints, optical and mechanical designs, and its operational characteristics.

LIDAR SYSTEM

The SPARCLE instrument shown, schematically in figure (1), is a compact and relatively low power solid state coherent lidar designed to fit within the volume, mass, and power constraints of two pressurized space shuttle Hitchhiker canisters. The laser subsystem consists of three diode-pumped Ho,Tm:YLF lasers: a pulsed transmitter laser, a continuous wave (CW) master oscillator (MO) laser, and a CW local oscillator (LO) laser. The transmitter laser uses a part of the master oscillator laser output to generate stable, single frequency pulses which are then expanded by an off-axis, afocal telescope and refracted by 30 degrees off nadir by a silicon wedge. The wedge is rotated by a precision motor/encoder assembly in a step/stare fashion, to provide a conical pattern in the atmosphere.
A small portion of the master oscillator laser output beam is used for frequency locking of the local oscillator laser. The output of the LO laser is directed to the optical detector to be mixed with the signal beam. In order to compensate for the large Doppler shift due to the spacecraft velocity and the earth's rotational velocity, the frequency of either the LO or MO laser is varied as a function of the azimuth angle of the conical scan and the current orbit position. The returned photons from the atmosphere are collected by the telescope and fiber coupled with the local oscillator beam. The output of the fiber optic coupler is focused onto a high-quantum efficiency, wideband InGaAs detector. The general system parameters are listed in table 1.

Table 1. SPARCLE System Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Laser Energy Per Pulse</td>
<td>100 mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Repetition Rate</td>
<td>6 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Pulse Width</td>
<td>~200 nsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture Diameter</td>
<td>23.3 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Scanner Speed</td>
<td>45°/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan Full Angle</td>
<td>60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>2.06 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Bandwidth</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans./Rec. Boresight Alignment Budget</td>
<td>7.2 μrad over pulse round trip time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Range Resolution</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Subsystem Efficiency</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Subsystem Efficiency</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

As currently configured, the instrument will be housed in two pressurized Hitchhiker canisters. The laser and optical subsystems will be placed in one canister (optics canister), and all the support electronics, data and command system, and inertial navigation system will be packaged in the second canister (electronics canister). The canisters will be connected by several cables for data transmission between canisters and for providing the necessary conditioned electrical power to the optics canister system.

The integrated instrument optical design is shown in figure 2. The instrument opto-mechanical design allows for maintaining the required optical alignment while meeting the Hitchhiker physical constraints. The opto-mechanical design of the instrument is driven by the precision and accuracy required from the wind velocity measurements. Accurate transmitter laser beam pointing is also required to ensure that the tunable LO laser frequency adequately extracts the gross spacecraft and earth rotation velocities. Therefore, to meet the scientific requirements, a pointing error budget was defined and used to derive the optical system structural and thermal designs. The combination of tight alignment tolerances and the restricted volume, mass, and power constraints of the Hitchhiker canisters forces an integrated design approach. The design goals and currently configured design parameters for the optics canister are listed in table 2.

Table 2. Optics Canister Design Constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Design Goal</th>
<th>Current Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>19.75&quot; D X 28.25&quot; H</td>
<td>19.75&quot; D X 28.25&quot; H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>160 lbs.</td>
<td>240 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>180 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature Grad</td>
<td>20°C</td>
<td>4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Cooling Fluid Temp. Range</td>
<td>2°C</td>
<td>4°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

The current concept for the system configuration meets most of the stringent limitations imposed on volume, mass, and power without sacrificing instrument performance. However, actual system performance will be driven by the accumulated system level errors, especially those introduced during the integration of the various components and subsystems. To minimize the impact of these integration induced errors, additional modeling work is required. High fidelity system modeling will also be of benefit to completing the system optical and mechanical designs, and useful for evaluation of the system performance. More work is required to complete the instrument pointing knowledge sensor specifications and design its SW algorithms.
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1 - Introduction

The LMD ground based Heterodyne Coherent Laser Radar (HCLR) will be integrated in a transportable 20 feet container with a 3D scanning system. We present the laser transmitter performances and the HCLR performances. We report on some results obtained with the LMD HCLR : wind fields in the planetary boundary layer, turbulence in the lower atmosphere and results obtained with a detector array. The integration of the ground based HCLR in a transportable container allows to document the 3-D wind fields and take part in various meteorological campaigns.

2 - The Ground Based Heterodyne Coherent Laser Radar (HCLR)

2.1 - Laser Transmitter

The laser transmitter is a critical component of a HCLR, we discuss the transmitter laser key parameters. The transmitter laser [1] is a compact single mode TE-CO₂ laser developed by SAGEM. The operating wavelength is 10.59 µm. The output energy can reached 420 mJ for a 27 J input energy. The pulse length is 2.5 µs. With a 4 Hz pulse repetition frequency, for 95% cumulated probability, the shot to shot frequency jitter is less than 2 MHz, the full width half maximum of the power spectrum is less than 800 kHz and the chirp is less than 2 MHz.

2.2 - Heterodyne Detection

The local oscillator (LO) uses in heterodyne detection is a continuous wave guide laser with a gaussian beam. The optical output power is 1.4 W. The transmitter-local oscillator frequency offset is 30 MHz. A frequency feedback loop device controls the TE-CO₂ cavity length for stable frequency emission.

2.3 - Lidar Performances

To assess the lidar performances, we evaluate the heterodyne efficiency [1] and the range of the lidar. The heterodyne efficiency can be defined using currents at detection level [2] :

\[
gamma = \frac{\langle i_{het}^2 \rangle}{2i_c\langle i_{rd} \rangle} \quad (1)
\]

Where \( \langle i_{het}^2 \rangle \) is the heterodyne power in heterodyne detection, \( \langle i_{rd} \rangle \) the average current in direct detection and \( i_c \) the dc current from LO. We use hard target returns both in direct detection and in heterodyne detection. The measured heterodyne efficiency is \( \gamma = 17 \% \).

To evaluate the range of the lidar, we measured the square range corrected backscattered power. For a horizontal line-of-sight (Fig. 1a) the range of the lidar reaches 20 km for 200 shots average. In vertical LOS, we are able to detect cirrus clouds at 11 km and Saharian dust layers up to 7.5 km with cirrus clouds above (Fig. 1b and 1c).

Figure 1: Backscattered power profile showing the HCLR range
(a) in horizontal, 200 shots averaged
(b) in vertical, 100 shots averaged, cirrus at 11 km
(c) in vertical, 100 shots averaged, Saharian dust layers up to 7.5 km, with cirrus clouds above

Figure 2: Scatterplot for wind velocities measured by lidar, sonic anemometer (dots), cup anemometer (stars), sodar (cross) and rawinsondes (circles)
3 -Measurements

3.1 - Comparison of wind LOS component by lidar with wind velocity measurements by other instruments
The ECLAP (French acronym for Boundary Layer Study in Paris Area) experiment has been performed during winter 1994-1995. During this experiment, the wind field in the PBL was investigated by lidar, sonic and cup anemometers and radiosoundings in the PBL. The rms difference between winds measured by lidar and other sensors is 0.33 ms⁻¹ (Fig. 2).

3.2 - Modulation of surface fluxes by rolls [3]
The occurrence of rolls in the lower atmosphere has been studied during ECLAP. The measurements by Doppler Lidar, sonic anemometers and sodars give an overview of the characteristics of the rolls and show that thermal stratification and wind shear are important factors in the generation of rolls.

3.3 - Turbulence [4]
Turbulence in the lower atmosphere gives rise to refractive index fluctuations characterized by a structure parameters $C_n^2$. This parameter has an impact on the overall lidar performances: it decreases the transverse coherence length of the lidar signal and accordingly the heterodyne efficiency. Comparison of $C_n^2$ measurements using the lidar in direct detection and measurements using a 0.9 μm scintillometer loan by NOAA/ETL shows a good agreement.

3.4 - Use of a detector array [5]
A detector array has been implemented to improve the lidar performances. We showed experimentally that the standard deviation of the backscattered power and the standard deviation of the wind LOS component can be decreased by a factor equal to the square root of the number of independent detectors. Moreover, we have showed an increase of the signal carrier signal to noise ratio after a coherent summation.

4 - Integration in a container

The LMD Transportable Wind Lidar (LVT : Lidar Vent Transportable in French) will be operational in December 1998. We will implement the ground based HCLR in a 20 feet/6 m container. The experimental room is 3.4 m long, with a 0.8x0.8 m² window on the roof in order to transmit the laser beam in the atmosphere.

The scanning system is composed of two flat mirrors in an elevation-over-azimuth mounting. The clear aperture is 200 mm diameter and the maximum speed for both axis is 18°/s. A computer controls the motor and an encoder pulse provides with an absolute positioning value. The scanning system is placed inside the container and a motorized translation allows to put it out before the lidar is running. The scheme of the lidar on board the container is showed on Fig. 3.

5 - Future studies

The scientific objectives of the LMD LVT are:
- wind profiles in the free atmosphere
- PBL dynamics (organized convection, microscale turbulence)
- low-level-Jet
- perturbations of flow by orography (valley wind)

The LMD LVT will participate to several field campaigns dedicated to meteorological applications.

1) MAP: The Mesoscale Alpine Programme is an international campaign in the area of the Alps in 1999. The objective of the LMD LVT in MAP is to document precisely Föhn events in Rhine valley and PBL dynamics.

2) ESQUIF: The project is dedicated to the study of the PBL dynamics in urban area to improve the forecast of pollution events.

3) Furthermore, the LMD LVT will be installed at the Remote Sensing Site at Ecole Polytechnique for processes and earth’s radiative budget studies
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Spectral asymmetry of TEA-CO₂ laser pulses - application in coherent lidars with low frequency stability.
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1. INTRODUCTION. Coherent Doppler lidars are recognized as advance tools for remote wind velocity measurements, but they are estimated as more costly and less maintenance-free than non-coherent lidars. This is why the creation of novel and low cost Doppler lidar techniques is an essential task toward their wide applications in the environmental monitoring systems.

The extraction of the velocity wind vector from lidar data is performed by optical mixing of backscattered and reference waves, followed by the so-called complex (quadrature) demodulation of mixed signals, using the beating frequency \( f_B = f_{LT} - f_{LO} \) (\( f_{LT} \) and \( f_{LO} \) are the laser transmitter’s (LT) and local oscillator’s (LO) optical frequencies respectively.) The sign of the Doppler shift is determined assuming a definite sign of \( f_B \). This requires the mutual location of the frequencies \( f_{LO} \) and \( f_{LT} \) to be known before the Doppler shift estimation, because of the loss of the information about the sign of \( f_B \) after the optical mixing. This problem is usually solved by the frequency stabilization (FS) of the two CW lasers (LO and the seeding laser (SL)).

Methods for detection \( \text{sgn}(f_B) \) independently on the FS block can improve some coherent techniques allowing lidar operation at lower laser frequency stability, when higher output powers can be emitted at the same hardware parameters. The recently developed wide-band Doppler lidar detection method is effective just with low frequency stabilized lasers (~10⁻⁷ and lower). It uses the so-called real Doppler demodulation technique and very simple FS scheme tracking the absolute value of \( f_B \). Thus, the sign of \( f_B \) is unknown and may randomly change from shot to shot. It is shown in this work that the weak asymmetry in the TEA CO₂ laser pulse spectra, due to the chirp effect can be used for independent determination of the mutual disposition of \( f_{LT} \) and \( f_{LO} \). Reliable performance of the method is demonstrated both numerically and experimentally.

2. FREQUENCY BEHAVIOR OF TEA-CO₂ LASER PULSES. The frequency evolution during the emitted TEA-CO₂ pulses was studied by many authors. The instantaneous frequency \( f_{LT}(t) \) may be written in the form

\[
f_{LT}(t) = (f_{LT})_0 + \Delta f(t),
\]

Here \( (f_{LT})_0 \) is the initial LT frequency. \( \Delta f(t) \) is the chirp history and is usually approximated by square low:

\[
\Delta f(t) = bt^2,
\]

where the positive constant \( b \) characterizes the chirp rate. As a result of the chirp, the pulse spectrum broadens and the main spectral peak shifts toward higher frequencies. In addition, a number of secondary peaks appear on the high-frequency side of the main peak defining the asymmetry of the emitted pulse spectrum (see fig. 1).

The intrapulse frequency variations are explained by the perturbations of the refractive index, due to the gas mixture pressure modulation during the discharge. The gas density evolution in the discharge tube has the same time behavior at every single shot and does not depend on the value of the generated optical frequency. As a result, the frequency chirp sign is a constant from shot to shot (\( b > 0 \)). It defines the stable spectral asymmetry of optical pulses, which can be used as a basis for determination of the mutual disposition of \( f_{LT} \) and \( f_{LO} \).

3. SPECTRAL ASYMMETRY IN THE DEMODULATED LASER PULSES. The instantaneous pulse beating frequency \( f_B(t) \) after the optical mixing in the reference channel is given by

\[
f_B(t) = |f_{LT}(t) - f_{LO}| = |f^0_B + \Delta f(t)| = |f^0_B| + \text{sgn}(f^0_B) \Delta f(t),
\]

where \( f^0_B = (f_{LT})_0 - f_{LO} \) is the initial beating frequency. The typical condition \( 0 < \Delta f(t) < |f^0_B| \) is assumed.

The next (electronic) mixing of the signal with frequency \( f_B(t) \) is performed using a reference frequency \( f_{ref} \). In the complex (quadrature) demodulation scheme \( f_{ref} = |f^0_B| \) in both reference channels. In the real demodulation scheme, when only one electronic mixing is carried out, \( F_0 = |f_{ref} - |f^0_B| \), where \( F_0 \) is the initial intermediate
frequency after the demodulation $f_{\text{ref}}$ may be chosen either greater or lower than $|f_B^0|$, but both frequencies must exceed at least 2-3 times the maximum expected Doppler shift $f_{\text{om}}$ in order to provide qualitative mixing. Assuming also $F_0 > \Delta f(t), f_{\text{om}}$ and accepting $f_{\text{ref}} < |f_0|$ for simplicity one will obtain for the instantaneous frequency of the demodulated laser pulse on the reference channel output:

$$F_0(t) = |f_B(t) - f_{\text{ref}}| = F_0 + \text{sgn}(f_B^0) \Delta f(t)$$

(4)

As seen, the instantaneous frequency of the demodulated and digitized laser pulse has similar time behavior as the optical frequency of the emitted pulse (1) with one exemption - the sign of the chirp contribution in (4) depends on the sign of the beating frequency (or on the inequalities $f_{fL} > f_{LO}$ and $f_{fL} < f_{LO}$ respectively). When $f_{fL} > f_{LO}$, then the asymmetric pulse spectrum will save its shape into the demodulated signal or its secondary peaks will keep their orientation with respect to the central peak as in the emitted optical pulse. If $f_{fL} < f_{LO}$, then the spectrum of the demodulated laser pulse will have an inverted shape, i.e., the secondary peaks will appear on the low-frequency side of the central peak. For simplicity, we denote these two spectrum types as 'positively' and 'negatively' oriented respectively. Both cases are shown in Fig.1. The solid lines represent the results from a numerically simulated laser pulse with chirp rate $b = +0.018 \text{ MHz/\mu s}$ and total pulse chirp of 0.6 MHz. The experimental power spectra for our hybrid CO$_2$ TEA laser (Edinburgh instnun., Double Rogovski discharge scheme, gas mixture CO$_2$:N$_2$:He of 1:1:3.4) are plotted with dashed lines. As is seen, the highest secondary spectral maximum (mainly contributing to the asymmetry) does not exceed 15% of the central peak.

4. DETECTION OF THE SPECTRAL ASYMMETRY. To use the pulse spectral asymmetry for determination of $\text{sgn}(f_0^0)$ in (4), a stable quantitative criterion is required to detect the orientation of demodulated pulse spectra in the presence of noise. Providing two ("positive" and "negative") reference asymmetric spectra (for instance, by averaging over a number of laser shots), the processing algorithm can be based on the determination of the similarity of detected spectra to the reference spectra using cross-correlation coefficients as criteria.

Let us denote by $P_k, k = 1,...,N$ the demodulated laser pulse spectrum, calculated from the digitized data in the reference channel, and the 'positive' and 'negative' reference spectra by $P_k^+$ and $P_k^-$, $k = 1,...,N$ respectively. The cross-correlation coefficients $r^+$ and $r^-$ are given by

$$r^+ = \max_j \left[ \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{N} (P_k^+ P_{k-j})}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=0}^{N} P_k^2} \sqrt{\sum_{k=0}^{N} (P_k^0)^2}} \right].$$

(5)

One can naturally expect now that when the assessed spectrum is 'positive' then $r^+ > r^-$ and vice versa. In other words the 'sign' of the spectrum asymmetry will be the same as the sign of the difference $\Delta r = r^+ - r^-$, or $\text{sgn}(\Delta r) = \text{sgn}(\Delta r)$. In the special case of $P_k = P_k^+$ we will have $r^+ = 1$ and $r^- < 1$ and $\Delta r = \Delta r_0 > 0$. Contrarily, when $P_k = P_k^-$ then $\Delta r = -\Delta r_0$. For the simulated spectra shown with solid lines on fig.1 the parameter $\Delta r_0 \approx 0.02$.

The secondary spectral peaks give the prevailing contribution to the difference $\Delta r$. In the presence of noise, the random noise spectral peaks may dumb at lower signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) those informative peaks. For the spectra in Fig.1 the ratio of the central spectral peak power to the power of the remaining part of the spectrum is 92.8 (10.6 dB). Therefore, correct $\Delta r$ estimation can be expected only at SNR's higher than this value.

The noise influence was analyzed by simulations. Histograms of $\Delta r$ estimates for different SNR's was built over sets of 2000 simulated shots with 'positive' spectra. Fig.2 shows the distributions of $\Delta r/\Delta r_0$ estimates for two values of SNR. Fig.3 displays the standard deviation of the estimates vs. SNR, as well as the percentage of estimates giving the correct sign of $\Delta r$. As expected, this percentage is very close to 100 at SNR > 10 dB, but rapidly decreases below that value. These results show that the proposed method provides reliable spectral asymmetry estimation, as they use data from the reference channel, where SNR is higher as a rule. For example, SNR of 20 dB is sufficient for good method performance when the secondary peaks' power equals to 1% of the total pulse power.
The algorithm in Section 4 was applied to the data obtained by the NOAA ground-based Doppler CO2 lidar. The chirp rate was close to that in our numerical experiments. The SNR was much higher than 10 dB with a good reproducibility of laser pulse parameters. The LT frequency was stabilized to hold a stable value and sign \( f_{LT} > f_{LO} \) of \( f_{LO} \), i.e. all spectra are expected to be ‘positive’. Fig.4 shows the distribution of \( \Delta f/\Delta r_0 \) estimates obtained from 512 shots. It is localized near \( \Delta r/\Delta r_0 = 1 \) with a small standard deviation and without false ‘negative’ points.

Fig. 3. Standard deviation of \( \Delta r/\Delta r_0 \) estimates as a function of SNR (squares) and the percentage of the correct \( \Delta r \) sign estimates (triangles).

Fig. 4. Histogram of \( \Delta r/\Delta r_0 \) estimates built over 512 NOAA shots data (dots). Best Gaussian fit is given with solid line.

5. DOPPLER LIDAR PERFORMANCE AT LOW STABLE LASER TRANSMITTERS. The typical complex Doppler demodulation technique requires strict \((10^{-9} \text{ and better})\) control of the \( f_{LT} \) - schematically shown in Fig.5a, where the \( f_{LT} \) fluctuates within a very narrow range \( \Delta f_{LT} < f_{DM} \). Using the real Doppler demodulation method\(^6\), the same accuracy can be realized at the opposite inequality. However, the performance is limited within one single band (say, \( f_{LO} < f_{LT} \) as in Fig.5b) due to the requirement for known disposition of the two frequencies. This condition is provided by the stabilization hardware. Stabilizing over the absolute value of \( f_{LO} \), one can realize doubling of LT instability tolerable range including the image bandwidth \( f_{LO} > f_{LT} \), as in Fig.5c, but then \( \text{sgn}(f_{LO}) \) must be measured by some independent technique. We analyzed this case in our Doppler lidar system, based on the real demodulation technique\(^5,6\). The fluctuations of \( f_0 \) from shot to shot are within the range of 12 - 14 MHz \( (\Delta f_0 = f_{DM}) \), which corresponds to stability of the order of \( 10^{-7} \), for which we had shown\(^7\) excellent lidar performance for fixed hard target achieving velocity estimation error close to the Crammer-Rao bound.

For determination of \( \text{sgn}(f_0) \) the reference channel data (SNR = 20 dB) were processed by the algorithm described in Section 4 with reference spectra shown in Fig.1 \( (\Delta r_0 = 0.0248) \). The histogram of 380 estimates of \( \Delta r/\Delta r_0 \) is shown in Fig.6. As seen, it is a superposition of two peak distributions around 1 and -1 respectively. They correspond to the two possible dispositions of \( f_{LT} \) in respect to \( f_{LO} \). Standard deviations exceed slightly the obtained by simulations for SNR = 20 dB, which we explain with the nonperfect reproducibility of our LT pulse parameters.

Further, we can even consider a system with no frequency stabilization at all. The operational time of such system (i.e., the time when \( f_{LT} \) varies within the dashed range in Fig.5c) is strongly determined by the ratio \( R = \Delta f_0/\Delta f_L \) \( (\Delta f_L \text{ is the frequency space between the adjacent SL modes}) \), which can be optimized by the proper choice of the gain width, mode spacing, detector/amplifier bandwidths, etc.

6. CONCLUSIONS. It was shown in this work that using the weak spectral asymmetry of TEA-CO2 laser pulses one can realize an independent channel for determination the mutual disposition of LT and LO optical frequencies in Doppler lidars without additional hardware. The method can be used for substantial reduction of the required lidar transmitter frequency stability (more than 100 times). This was demonstrated numerically and experimentally using low frequency stabilized laser transmitter and real demodulation as well as by NOAA Doppler lidar data. Very good method performance is achieved at noise levels lower than the informative secondary peaks in
the pulse spectrum or at SNR ≥ 20 dB, which is easily provided by the signals derived in the lidar reference channel. Lidar performance without stabilization of the transmitter is considered. The method offers quite simpler electronics than the well-known Doppler lidar hardware and can be a good basis for creation of low cost coherent lidars, velocimeter/rangefinders, etc.

The authors are grateful to Dr. R. Hardesty and Dr. R. Richter of NOAA for providing the NOAA ground based Doppler lidar data. This research was supported in part by Bulgarian National Science Fund grant Ph-447.
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1. Introduction

Doppler Wind Lidars (DWL) are now recognised as powerful tools for remotely measuring winds in the atmosphere. Several instruments are existing worldwide and have been used to document air flows such as thermal circulations, orographically driven winds, organized convection (Drobinski et al. 1998), etc... The interest in wind turbulence sensing with DWL is comparatively new. This application calls for a derivation of the wind spectra for, according to Kolmogorov theory, it presents a shape that can be characterized, at least partially, by a single coefficient, the dissipation rate \( \varepsilon \). The derivation of a wind spectrum from DWL measurements suffers however two major difficulties. First, DWL measurements are spatial averages of the true wind velocity due to the laser pulse and the processing window. Second, even at high signal to noise ratio, the retrieved velocities bear errors due to the speckle fluctuations. Their contribution to the spectra may be so large that the atmospheric signature might be hidden. The present paper shows that both the spatial averaging and the speckle contribution to the wind spectra can be modelled starting from the transmitted laser pulse and signal processing, so that their impact can be predicted and corrected in order to infer for instance \( \varepsilon \).

2. Spatial averaging

The averaging of the true radial velocity along the line-of-sight has been studied by Frehlich (1997). For a Gaussian laser pulse with no significant chirp (like the pulse delivered by a solid-state \( 2 \mu m \) laser), and stationary conditions (i.e. homogeneous optical properties of the atmosphere, constant heterodyne efficiency and negligible range square dependence of the signal power), the DWL "measured" velocity \( v_m(r) \) is the convolution of the true velocity \( v_t(r) \) by a weighting function \( h(r) \):

\[
v_m(r) = \int h(x)v_t(r-x)dx
\]

(1)

The weighting function is related to the laser pulse power profile \( G(r) \) (normalized so that \( \int G(r)dr = 1 \)), and the length of the processing range gate \( \Delta p \) through

\[
h(x) = \frac{1}{\Delta p} \int G(r-x)dx
\]

(2)

However, for a \( CO_2 \) laser as used at Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD), the transmitter pulse has not a Gaussian shape and it contains a significant frequency chirp. So, the question to be adressed is: does the model as proposed by Frehlich (1997) still hold? To provide an answer, a set of 1000 signals have been generated using the "feuilleté" instrument simulator (Salamitou et al. 1995). They all include (i) the same atmospheric profile (a random sequence of non correlated velocities of standard deviation equal to \( 1 \) m s\(^{-1}\)), (ii) contain no instrument noise, (iii) use the same pulse as input (cf. figure 1). They are processed with Pulse-Pair frequency estimator and accumulated on 1000 signals. The resulting velocity profile \( v_t(r) \) is compared to \( v_m(r) \) computed from (1) and (2). The comparison is shown in figure 2. We can see there is a good agreement (the differences are all compatible with the statistical uncertainty) so it can be concluded that the model proposed by Frehlich applies to non Gaussian and frequency chirped pulses. Another consequence is that the range resolution of the DWL does not depend on the frequency chirp (at least for stationary conditions and a Pulse-Pair frequency estimator).

Figure 1: Power (left) and frequency (right) shapes of the laser pulse used as inputs for the simulation of lidar signals. It represents a \( CO_2 \)
laser pulse made of gain-switched-spike followed by a tail. Its duration is $T = 3 \mu s$ and the frequency sweeps over $\Delta f = 1 \text{ MHz}$.

\[\Phi_s(k) = \frac{\alpha}{\Delta p} \left[ \frac{\sin(\pi k \Delta p)}{\pi k} \right]^2\]  

that is, proportional to the squared of the range gate Fourier Transform ($\alpha$ is a constant to be determined). This is shown in figure 3 and 4. Figure 3 is for $\Delta p = 96 \text{ m}$ and figure 4 for $\Delta p = 450 \text{ m}$. On each figure, the dashed line is (4) and the heavy solid one is the error spectrum estimated from the simulation and processing with Pulse-Pair (single shot processing) of 1000 signals, all of them using the same "true" velocity profile $v_t(r)$ as input. On those figures, both the modelled and estimated spectra have been normalized to unity for comparison. They appear to be in good agreement so it can be concluded that (4) is a satisfactory model for the spectrum shape.

Regarding the unknown constant $\alpha$, it is equal to the variance of "speckle" errors which can be in turn modelled as a function of the laser pulse characteristics (see Frehlich and Yadlowski (1994) or Zrnic (1979)).

\[\Phi_s(k) = \frac{\alpha}{\Delta p} \left[ \frac{\sin(\pi k \Delta p)}{\pi k} \right]^2\]  

Figure 2: Retrieved (solid line) and "measured" (dashed line) velocity profiles $v_r(t)$ and $v_m(t)$. The retrieved profile has been obtained from the accumulated Pulse-Pair processing of 1000 simulated signals displaying independent speckle fluctuations. The "measured" velocity profile is computed from equations (1) and (2).

### 3. Errors of measurement

Speckle fluctuations of the lidar signal amplitude and phase induce random frequency fluctuations. Their magnitude depends on the spectrum width (Zrnic 1979) which, for a CO$_2$ system, is mainly related to the laser pulse and the length of the processing range gate $\Delta p$. For a typical CO$_2$ lidar delivering pulses similar to figure 1 and $\Delta p = 96 \text{ m}$, it is of the order of $3 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, which is higher than most expected levels of turbulence. Therefore, a procedure for removing the speckle contribution from the retrieved spectra is required.

First, it can be shown from numerical simulations that the uncertainties generated by speckle fluctuations are decorrelated from the measured velocity profile $v_m(t)$, so for the spectra:

\[\Phi_s(k) = \Phi_m(k) + \Phi_e(k)\]  

where $\Phi_s(k)$, $\Phi_m(k)$ and $\Phi_e(k)$ are the spectra of the retrieved $v_r(t)$, measured $v_m(t)$ and error velocity profiles, and $k$ is the wavenumber (in km$^{-1}$). Correcting for the errors thus require to know $\Phi_s(k)$ in advance. We have tested several possible models for it. The best seems to be:

\[\Phi_s(k) = \frac{\alpha}{\Delta p} \left[ \frac{\sin(\pi k \Delta p)}{\pi k} \right]^2\]  

Figure 3: Comparison of the estimated (heavy solid line) and modeled (dashed line) spectra of the velocity errors induced by speckle fluctuations in the case of a processing range gate of length $\Delta p = 96 \text{ m}$. Both spectra have been normalized (unit area under curve) for comparison.
Figure 4: Same as figure 3, but the length of the processing gate is $\Delta p = 450$ m.

4. Application to dissipation rate retrieval

The models above account for the spatial averaging and the error spectrum open the way to the derivation of velocity spectra from Doppler lidar measurements. It consists in removing the error contribution first and then "deconvolving" from the spatial averaging i.e.:

$$\Phi_m(k) = \Phi_v(k)\Phi_h(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\Phi_v(k)$ and $\Phi_h(k)$ are the spectra of the true $v(r)$ and the weighting function $h(r)$.

If we consider that the turbulence is fully developed and the energy is injected at outer scale $1/k_o$, then the Kolmogorov-Obukhov spectrum is:

$$E(k) = \begin{cases} C\epsilon^{5/3}k^{-5/3} & \text{for } k \geq k_o \\ 0 & \text{for } k \leq k_o \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $C \sim 1.5$ is the Kolmogorov constant. In the inertial subrange, the one-dimensional spectrum of turbulence is then (Banakh et al. 1997):

$$\Phi_v(k) = \frac{9}{55} \left(1 + \frac{1}{3} \sin^2 \alpha_{lw}\right)C\epsilon^{5/3}k^{-5/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\alpha_{lw}$ is the angle between the lidar line-of-sight and the direction of the mean wind speed. $\Phi_v(k)$ is derived from $v(r)$ measured during field campaign ECLAP (Menut et al. 1996) by the LMD DWL using Pulse-Pair frequency estimator. $\Phi_m(k)$ and then $\Phi_v(k)$ are computed using (3) and (4). The measurements were compared to those collected by a sonic anemometer after correcting for height dependence (Kristensen et al. 1989). Figure 5 shows the scatter plot of the dissipation rate $\epsilon$ retrieved by the DWL and the sonic anemometer. We notice the absence of bias but DWL and sonic anemometer measurements display fluctuations. This may be due to (i) the different locations for the DWL and the sonic anemometer, the comparison between space measurements by the DWL and time measurements by the sonic anemometer, (ii) the scaling law for correction for height. Nevertheless, it is a satisfactory preliminary result.

Figure 5: Scatter plot of dissipation rate ($m^2 s^{-3}$) measured by the LMD DWL and sonic anemometer.

5. Future works

In order to assess the accuracy of wind spectrum retrieval, additional tests and studies will be necessary. In particular, the impact of detection noise and non stationary conditions have to be assessed.
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1. Introduction

An international field experiment, MAP (Mesoscale Alpine Programme) is scheduled to take place in fall 1999. It is dedicated to the study of orographic perturbations of the mean flow over the Alpine barrier (Binder and Rossa 1996). The airborne wind infrared Doppler lidar developed in franco-german cooperation (WIND) (Flamant et al. 1992) is planned to fly during the field experiment to document several key processes among which the generation of turbulence by breaking waves over the Alps. WIND can document the 2D and 3D wind flow at the mesoscale in the troposphere by scanning the line-of-sight (LOS) at nadir in a vertical plane alternatively in the fore and aft directions, or conically respectively. The purpose of this paper is to look at the impact of representativeness errors due to spatial sampling on the retrieval of the mesoscale flow characteristics. The study uses an end to end instrument simulator (Salamitou et al. 1995) coupled with analytical 3D wind fields on orography (Roux and Georgis 1997)

2. Data Processing Techniques

As any other Doppler remote sensor, a Doppler lidar basically measures radial velocities. The retrieval of 2D or 3D wind fields in the probed atmospheric volumes calls for specific data processing techniques named analysis. For 3D retrieval, the variational analysis used in this paper is extensively presented in Dabas et al. 1997 (hereon call DPF97) which may reliably describe a full 3D wind map at horizontal scales larger than 5 km. A better resolution can be achieved with the fore-aft scanning technique. Considering WIND, the horizontal resolution is expected to be less than 600 m with a measurement accuracy better than 10 cm s⁻¹ for an accumulation of 10 consecutive lidar signals. Such measurements are essential to document the atmospheric dynamic features but the flight routes have to be carefully planned so that the airborne lidar makes a vertical cross section of the wind field in a proper direction.

3. Construction of analytical atmospheric models

The three components of the wind field for mountain waves are the outputs of an analytical model developed by Roux and Georgis (1997). It consists in solving the equation of mass conservation with anelasticity approximation, and a condition of no divergence. The vertical wind speed (W) is derived from the divergence of the horizontal wind speed:

\[
W(x, y, z) = -\exp\left(\frac{z}{H_0}\right) \exp\left(-\frac{x}{H_0}\right) \left(\frac{\partial U}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial V}{\partial y}\right) + \frac{H_0}{\ln \rho_0 - \ln \rho} W_{or}
\]

with:

\[
W_{or}(x, y) = \frac{U(x, y, h) \partial h / \partial x + V(x, y, h) \partial h / \partial y}{H_0}
\]

U and V are the horizontal components of the wind field above the mountain barrier of height h(x,y). x, y, z are the cartesian coordinates, \( \rho \) and \( \rho_0 \) the air densities at altitude z and at sea-level. U and V are computed considering a given slope wind and constant wind shear. This model accounts for the physical properties of the atmospheric flow. It can integrate analytical or real topography. Figure 1 shows the analytical topography with a roughness length \( z_0 = 1.5 \text{ km} \).
4. Representativeness errors

A major objectif for WIND in MAP is to document the dynamics above and downstream of the mountain. The main topics are the wake effect and turbulent production near the mountain top, the breaking and trapping of gravity waves, the vertical transport of momentum and the perturbation of the flow over the mountain up to the tropopause. When air is forced to flow over the mountain, individual air parcels are displaced from their equilibrium levels and will thus undergo buoyancy oscillations as they move downstream, in the lee of the mountain. Figure 2 displays in \((x,z)\) and \((y,z)\) vertical planes the upward and downward motions of air generated by the mountain barrier. We notice the analysis can not reproduce the very fine rotative motions in \((x,z)\) vertical plane. However, in \((y,z)\) plane, we also see rotative motions but at a larger scale so that the retrieved wind field matches much better with the initial one.

To lower the cutoff wavelength, the fore-aft scanning configuration is appropriate unless it does not provide a 3D wind field map: it is then appropriate to study the production of turbulence by roughness or to map small wakes on the leeside of the mountain. For this analysis, it is assumed that the atmosphere is frozen during the observation time (few tens of seconds). In case of fore-aft scanning configuration, the rms errors for horizontal component in \((x,z)\) plane and vertical component are now only \(~15\%\) of the rms errors in case of conical scan and DPF97 analysis (see Fig. 4).

Figure 1 : Simulated orography.

4. Representativeness errors

Figure 3 illustrates representativeness errors by the profiles of rms errors for the three components. Until 1 km, the wind field is zero due to roughness near the surface, and the analysis leads to no representativeness errors. Then, representativeness errors increase with height as the oscillations become larger until \(~3-4\) km when a maximum is reached. Then, the perturbations are less intense and the errors on the vertical component decrease.

Figure 2 : Initial (thin arrows) and retrieved (thick arrows) orographic wind field in \((x,z)\) plane (top panel) and \((y,z)\) plane (bottom panel).

We have the illustration of these remarques in Fig. 3 where we see the rms errors are lower for the transverse component.
5. Contribution of instrumental errors

The instrumental errors depend mainly on the performances of frequency estimators (Frehlich et Yadlowsky 1994). They depend on SNR, spatial resolution and spectral characteristics of the return signal. The accumulation of several lidar shots improves the performance of frequency estimators (Rye and Hardesty 1993), even at low SNR, but it is detrimental to representativeness errors since it assumes stationary atmospheric conditions. For conical scan, the standard deviation increases with the number of accumulated shots because each shot does not probe an atmospheric volume with constant radial velocity, so it enlarges the spectral width of the return signal. In the same time, velocity estimate fluctuations due to instrument are decreased by accumulation. It explains why rms errors, including instrumental contribution, are approximately the same for 3 or 5 accumulated shots in Fig. 4. We see in Fig. 3 that the main contribution to the analysis errors in the case of a conical scan is the representativeness contribution, while in case of fore-aft scanning configuration, figure 4 shows the instrumental errors are the main source of uncertainty for the retrieval of wind velocity.

6. Future Works

This preliminary study gives the pros and cons of two observation methodologies that will be considered in the MAP campaign. It makes use of analytical wind fields which are simplified representations for actual atmospheric flows. Further inquiries would involve wind field outputs from mesoscale models (e.g. Méso-NH, Mercure, MM5, ...). This new approach is under progress at CNRS.
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1 Introduction

The effects of wind-stress on the optical properties of the ocean surface have been studied for several decades. In particular, the classic study by Cox and Munk (1954) linking sea-surface wind field to wave slope statistics provides a phenomenology by which the sea-surface wind velocity can be estimated from direct measurement of the wave-modulated surface reflectance. A limited number of studies along these lines have been conducted using airborne (Bufton et al., 1983; Hoge et al., 1984) or spaceborne (Menzies and Tratt, 1996) lidar systems. In these instances, truthing was provided by in situ ship reports or satellite microwave remote sensing instruments (e.g., ERS scatterometer, SSM/I).

During the second deployment of the MACAWS (Rothermel et al., 1998a,b) Doppler wind lidar in the summer of 1996 measurements of sea-surface reflectance as a function of azimuth- and nadir-viewing angles were acquired off the California coast. MACAWS data products include directly measured winds, as well as calibrated backscatter/reflectance profiles, thus enabling comparison of the winds inferred from sea-surface reflectance measurements with those deriving from the Doppler-processed direct line-of-sight (LOS) estimates. Additional validation data was extracted from the ERS and SSM/I satellite microwave sensor archives maintained by the JPL Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PO-DAAC).

2 Instrument description

MACAWS is a scanning coherent detection Doppler lidar based on CO₂ laser technology. Its salient operational characteristics are given in Table 1. Further details concerning instrumental parameters and performance can be found in Rothermel et al. (1998a,b).

MACAWS is a side-viewing instrument with the capability of being scanned in any direction within a ~64° full cone angle by means of a dual rotary germanium wedge scanner (Amirault and DiMarzio, 1985).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>10.6 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse energy</td>
<td>0.8 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse duration</td>
<td>3 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition frequency</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam divergence</td>
<td>~0.3 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line-of-sight range resolution</td>
<td>300 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line-of-sight velocity resolution</td>
<td>~1 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. MACAWS primary instrumental operating characteristics.

3 Experiment description

The experiment was conducted from the NASA DC-8 research aircraft on June 10, 1996 during the interval 17:00 - 17:30 UTC off the California coast at 124.°0W longitude, 38.°5N latitude. A flight altitude of 20000ft (6 km) was selected in order to provide for high signal-to-noise ratio for the ocean surface return whilst precluding the likelihood of saturating the detection system. At this altitude the lidar footprint area at the ocean surface is ~3/sinθ m², θ being the nadir viewing angle.

Because the maximum beam depression angle available with the present scanner is only 30°, access to nadir viewing angles less than 60° necessitated controlled banking of the aircraft. With the scanner staring abeam of the aircraft and set for maximum depression, the DC-8 was thus flown in a series of nested circular tracks with progressively steeper bank angles in order to access a
series of nadir angle viewing geometries down to $\theta = 20^\circ$. Each circular flight track segment in this manner essentially represents a VAD (velocity-azimuth display) acquisition configuration. The lidar was operated at 20-Hz pulse repetition frequency and data were logged in the form of 3-pulse averages.

4 Theory of ocean surface optical scattering

Due to the absorptive properties of water at the MACAWS operating wavelength, any contribution to the total reflectance due to subsurface scatter can be neglected, so that the retroreflectance, $R$, of the wind-stressed sea surface may be expressed by:

$$
R = \frac{p(1-F)\sec^4\theta}{2\pi\langle s^2 \rangle} \exp \left[ \frac{\tan^2\theta}{\langle s^2 \rangle} \right] + \frac{FR_F \cos\theta}{\pi},
$$

where $p$ is the Fresnel reflectance of seawater for normal incidence (computed assuming the Pacific Ocean refractive index data of Querry et al. [1977]) and $\langle s^2 \rangle$ is the wind-driven capillary wave mean-square slope estimated according to Cox and Munk (1954). $R_F$ is the reflectance of sea foam (proportional coverage $F$). Comparatively little information is available in relation to the value of $R_F$ in the thermal infrared spectral region. Salisbury et al. (1993) conducted a series of measurements which concluded that the 8-14 $\mu$m foam reflectance was similar in magnitude to that of the seawater itself (i.e., $R_F = p$); an assumption which we will follow here.

Assuming the wind-dependent foam coverage parameterization deduced by Koepke (1984), the modeled dependence of the ocean backscatter on wind speed ($U_{10}$ - the wind speed at 10-m altitude above the water surface) and nadir viewing angle, as computed using the above expression, is depicted in Figure 1. From this display we observe that scattering at low angles derives primarily from the specular component reflected from capillary wave facets, while at the larger nadir angles the Lambertian-distributed contribution from foam dominates.

5 Field measurements

As described in Section 3 above, a series of circular tracks were flown above an unobscured (clear sky) ocean target at different lidar incidence angles. The resultant time series data were inverted to obtain range-resolved profiles of absolute backscatter and the sea-

![Figure 1. Modeled 10.6-$\mu$m sea-surface reflectance as a function of nadir angle and wind speed. The abrupt change in gradient marks the distinction between foam- and capillary wave-dominated reflectivity regimes.](image)

surface returns were integrated with respect to range in order to extract the azimuthal dependence of the surface reflectance. One such azimuthal scan is represented in Figure 2. Acquired at a nadir viewing angle of 50°, this dataset has been processed by an 8x smoothing function to eliminate speckle-induced outliers arising from the combination of glint returns from the ocean surface with the three-fold pulse averaging of the raw data.

The near-surface horizontal wind estimated from the LOS Doppler retrievals is variable 5-8 m/s with the crosswind vector at $-150^\circ$ approximate azimuth. Inspection of Fig. 1 indicates that we may expect foam reflectance to dominate in this data example, and indeed the retrieved surface reflectance appears to corroborate this assertion. Furthermore, the azimuthally-resolved data presented in Fig. 2 evince an asymmetric polar signature, implying that the differential nature of $\langle s^2 \rangle$ in the upwind/downwind and crosswind axes expounded by Cox and Munk (1954) is transferred to the foam coverage also.

6 Conclusion

Measurements of the azimuthal and incident angular dependence of sea-surface backscatter have been conducted with an airborne Doppler lidar operating at a wavelength of 10.6 $\mu$m in the mid-infrared. Line-of-sight
Figure 2. Azimuthal dependence of the sea-surface reflectance at a nadir viewing angle of 50°. The azimuth angle expresses the lidar view heading relative to due North.

wind velocity estimates also provided by the lidar data stream permit comparison of the directly measured wind field against those inferred from analysis of the surface reflectance data. This dataset will provide further insight into the mid-infrared optical effects of the air-sea interaction, thereby contributing to a fuller understanding of radiation transfer between the ocean and atmosphere.
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The results of study of Doppler lidar operating in the atmosphere show that existing cw Doppler lidar systems can be applied effectively not only to measure mean velocity and direction of wind but also to measure small scale dynamic turbulence parameters, in particular, the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. In this paper we suggest the method of measurement of other turbulence parameters, such as the variance of longitudinal component of wind velocity vector, the outer scale of turbulence and the momentum flux. We show the examples of height profile of these parameters retrieved from cw Doppler lidar data.

The radial wind velocity \( V(z', \theta) \) is related with the wind velocity vector \( \mathbf{V} \) at the point \( r = z'S \) and time \( t = \theta/\omega_0 \) (\( \omega_0 \) is the speed of scanning) by relation

\[
V(z', \theta) = SV(z'S, \theta/\omega_0) , \tag{1}
\]

In Eq. (1) \( S = \{\sin \phi, \cos \phi \cos \theta, \cos \phi \sin \theta\} \), \( \phi \) is the elevation angle, \( \theta \) is the azimuth angle of the conical scanning and \( z' \) is the coordinate of observation point along laser beam axis. Let \( \langle V \rangle = \{0, 0, U\} \), where \( U = \langle u \rangle \) is the mean wind velocity, and assume that the turbulent field of wind velocity is homogeneous. Then from Eq.(1) for radial velocity variance \( \sigma_r^2(\theta) = \langle V_r^2(\theta) \rangle - \langle V(\theta) \rangle^2 \) \( \langle V(\theta) \rangle = U \cos \phi \cos \theta \) we obtain

\[
\sigma_r^2(\theta) = \sin^2 \phi \langle w^2 \rangle + \cos^2 \phi \left[ \cos^2 \theta \langle v^2 \rangle + \sin^2 \theta \langle \bar{u}^2 \rangle \right] + \sin \phi \left[ \cos \phi \langle wu \rangle + \sin \phi \langle \bar{w} \bar{u} \rangle \right] + \cos^2 \phi \sin^2 \theta \langle \bar{v} \bar{u} \rangle , \tag{2}
\]

where \( \bar{u} = u - \langle u \rangle \) . In the case of isotropic turbulence the variance \( \sigma_r^2 \) does not depend on the angle \( \theta \) and \( \sigma_r^2(\theta) = \langle w^2 \rangle = \langle \bar{u}^2 \rangle , \langle vw \rangle = \langle \bar{w} \bar{u} \rangle = \langle \bar{v} \bar{u} \rangle = 0 \). In the atmospheric boundary layer (especially in the surface layer) the turbulence in not isotropic. For the variance of the longitudinal component \( \sigma_u^2 = \langle \bar{u}^2 \rangle \) from Eq. (2) one can obtain the formula

\[
\sigma_u^2 = \frac{\sigma_r^2 \left( \pi/2 \right) + \sigma_r^2 \left( 3\pi/2 \right)}{2(\mu \sin^2 \phi + \cos^2 \phi)} , \tag{3}
\]

where \( \mu = \langle w^2 \rangle / \langle \bar{u}^2 \rangle \) depends on altitude and thermal stability. For example, at neutral stratification in the surface layer \( \mu = 0.16 \) and we can neglect the term \( \mu \sin^2 \phi \) in Eq.(3). For the momentum flux \( \langle wu \rangle \) from Eq. (2) we have

\[
\langle wu \rangle = \left[ \sigma_r^2 \left( \pi/2 \right) - \sigma_r^2 \left( 3\pi/2 \right) \right] / (2 \sin 2\phi) \tag{4}
\]

Thus, in order to determine the parameters \( \sigma_u^2 \) and \( \langle wu \rangle \) using Eqs.(3) and (4) we need ensemble of velocities \( V(z', \theta) \) measured at the points \( \theta = \pi/2 \) and \( \theta = 3\pi/2 \). From Doppler lidar data we obtain averaged over sensing volume estimates of radial wind velocities \( V_r(\theta) \). It allows us to calculate the variance \( \sigma_r^2(\theta) = \langle V_r^2(\theta) \rangle \), where \( \bar{V_r} = V_r - \langle V_r \rangle , \langle V_r \rangle = \langle V \rangle \). In order to get \( \sigma_u^2(\theta) \) it is necessary to measure the mean value of squared Doppler power spectrum width \( \sigma_S^2(\theta) \) (in velocity domain) and apply the formula
The Doppler lidar methods of measurement of the turbulent energy dissipation rate $\varepsilon$ are described in Ref. 2-4. Parameters $\sigma_s$ and $\varepsilon$ are related by the equation

$$L_s = \frac{C u}{\sigma_s^2 / \varepsilon},$$

where $L_s$ is the outer scale of turbulence (longitudinal correlation scale of wind velocity), and the numerical coefficient $C$ equals 0.67 for von Karman model of the wind velocity spectrum. Eq. (6) allows to calculate the outer scale of turbulence using measured parameters $\sigma_s$ and $\varepsilon$.

The experiment was carried out on August 1996 in Oberpfaffenhofen with the Doppler lidar of the DLR Institute of Optoelectronics. The measurements were performed with conically scanning lidar at different height levels under various dynamical conditions (weak, moderate and strong winds).

Figs. 1-4 show the height profiles of $U$, $\sigma_u$, $\varepsilon$, and $L_s$. The circles, rhombuses and squares correspond to the parameters retrieved from Doppler lidar data measured at weak, moderate and strong wind respectively. The crosses are the data measured at meteorological mast at strong wind. It is seen good agreement between the data measured with different devices (squares and crosses).

The momentum fluxes obtained from Doppler lidar data in the case of strong wind are negative values at all measurement heights. Fig. 5 shows the height profile of the momentum flux $\langle wu \rangle$. 

\[ \sigma_f^2 (\theta) = \sigma_f^2 (\theta) + \sigma_f^2 (\theta). \]
The method described here allows us to study the turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer with a scanning cw Doppler lidar.
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In Ref. 1-4 the methods of the turbulence measurement with a scanning cw Doppler lidar have been developed and the results of experimental test of these methods are presented. In order to study efficiency of developed methods in more detail we created the computer code intended for the simulation of scanning cw Doppler lidar run. In this paper we describe the algorithm of the simulation.

Let \( \varphi \) be the laser beam axis elevation angle to the horizon, \( \theta \) be the current azimuth angle of scanning with the angular speed \( \omega_\theta \), and \( \tau \) be the measurement (integration) time of a single Doppler spectrum. Taking into account Doppler formula
\[
\Delta f = \left( \frac{2}{k} \right) \Delta V,
\]
where \( \Delta f \) and \( \Delta V \) are frequency and velocity resolution respectively, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, we can present the Doppler power spectrum \( W(k\Delta V, m\Delta \theta) \) as
\[
W(k\Delta V, m\Delta \theta) = W'(k\Delta V, m\Delta \theta) + W_0(k\Delta V, m\Delta \theta),
\]
where \( \Delta \theta = \omega_\theta \tau \) is the azimuth resolution.

\[
W'(k\Delta V, m\Delta \theta) = \frac{\Delta r}{\Delta V} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} Q_{\Delta n}(k\Delta V) \sin^2 \left( \pi \left( k - \frac{|V(\Delta n, m\Delta \theta)|}{\Delta V} \right) \right).
\]

is useful component of the Doppler spectrum, \( \Delta r \) is resolution along axis \( z' \), \( Q_{\Delta n}(k\Delta V) = \left( \left( \frac{\pi k a_0^2}{(1 - z'/R)^2 + z'^2(k a_0^2)} \right) \right) \) is the function describing the spatial resolution along laser beam axis \( z' \), \( a_0 \) is the initial radius of laser beam at the plane \( z' = 0 \), \( R \) is the range, \( k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda \), \( \sin(\pi x) = \sin(x)/x \), \( k = 0, 1, ..., M_0 - 1 \). \( M_0 \) is the number of the spectral channels, \( m = 1, 2, ..., M_r \). \( M_r \) is the number of the measured spectra, \( W_0(k\Delta V, m\Delta \theta) \) is the noise spectrum with the uncorrelated components at different \( k \).

For homodine lidar system in Eq.(2) we have to take absolute value of the radial wind velocity component \( V(\Delta n, m\Delta \theta) \).

Thus, to get Doppler spectra at different azimuth angles \( \theta = m\Delta \theta \) it is necessary to simulate random realizations of radial wind velocity \( V(z', \theta) \) and noise spectrum \( W_0 \). The radial wind velocity and components of wind velocity vector \( V(r, t) = \{V_x, V_y, V_z\} \) at fixed point \( r = \{z, x, y\} \) and time \( t \) are related by the equation
\[
V(z', \theta) = sV(z', \theta, \omega_\theta),
\]
where \( s = \{\sin \varphi, \cos \varphi \cos \theta, \cos \varphi \sin \theta\} \). Simulation of three-dimensional random field for three component of wind velocity takes a lot of memory and calculations time on a computer. Therefore we used the following simplified algorithm of the radial wind velocity simulation:
\[
V(\Delta n, m\Delta \theta) = V_0(m\Delta \theta) + \Delta V(\Delta n),
\]
where \( V_0(\theta) = \int_0^\infty Q(\Delta n) V(z', \theta) \) is averaged over sensing volume radial wind velocity\(^a\).

\[
\Delta V(\Delta n) = \frac{\Delta r}{\Delta n} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} Q(\Delta n) V(\Delta n),
\]

731
\( \tilde{V}_r \) is radial wind velocity fluctuations. Taking into account that fluctuations of lidar velocity estimate \( V_o \) depend on turbulent eddies with scales \( l > \Delta z \), where \( \Delta z = (\lambda^2/2a^2) \) is longitudinal size of sensing volume, and \( \Delta V \) depends on small-scale turbulence \( l < \Delta z \), we simulate \( V_o \) and \( \tilde{V}_r \) as independent realizations (\( V_o \) is simulated in the domain of angles \( \theta \), \( \tilde{V}_r \) is simulated in spectral domain). For simulation \( V(\Delta \nu; m\Delta \theta) \) one need to use some model of correlation function (or spectrum) of wind velocity. We assume that turbulent field of wind velocity is stationar, homogeneous and isotropic and varies in time in accordance with regularities of Taylor's hypothesis. We use the wind velocity correlation function model which depends on two turbulent parameters (variance \( \sigma_v^2 \) and correlation scale \( L_v \) of wind velocity) and satisfies Kolmogorov law in the inertial subrange of turbulence. In Eq. (5) we put \( R_n = \Delta \nu N_n \), where \( N_n = [2R \cos \phi (m - 1) \Delta \theta / \Delta \nu] \).

Results of simulation of cw Doppler lidar run using Eqs.(1)-(5) at \( R = 200 \text{ m}, \phi = 30^\circ, \sigma_v = 1.5 \text{ m/s}, L_v = 200 \text{ m}, \langle V \rangle = (0,0, V), V = 7 \text{ m/s} \) are shown in Fig.1a. As in real experiment for simulated Doppler spectra we took into account the system zero-spectral peak and that output signal of the spectrum analyzer is nothing but square root of power spectrum. For comparison in Fig.1b we show the results of measurement with Doppler lidar in Garmisch-Partenkirchen 12.10.93 at \( R = 120 \text{ m} \) and \( \phi = 30^\circ \).

From obtained data we can estimate the radial wind velocity versus azimuth angle of scan and then using least square procedure get three wind velocity components \( \{ \hat{V}_x, \hat{V}_y, \hat{V}_z \} \). Fig. 2 shows the results of processing of data presented in Fig.1. Fig.2a corresponds to simulation results, Fig.2b corresponds to real experiment.

Created LabVIEW computer code for simulation of scanning cw Doppler lidar data allows us to study the representativity of measurements of wind velocity and turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer in dependence on thermal stability, roughness of surface, geometry of scanning and so on. It is power tool for scientific planning real Doppler lidar experiments.
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1 Introduction

The characterization of atmospheric winds on a global basis is a key parameter required for accurate weather prediction. The use of a space based lidar system for remote measurement of wind speed would provide detailed and highly accurate data for future weather prediction models. This paper reports the demonstration of efficient third harmonic conversion of a 1 µm laser to provide an ultraviolet (UV) source suitable for a wind lidar system based on atmospheric molecular scattering. Although infrared based lidars using aerosol scattering have been demonstrated to provide accurate wind measurement, a UV based system using molecular or Rayleigh scattering will provide accurate global wind measurements, even in those areas of the atmosphere where the aerosol density is too low to yield good infrared backscatter signals.

The overall objective of this work is to demonstrate the maturity of the laser technology and its suitability for a near term flight aboard the space shuttle. The laser source is based on diode-pumped solid-state laser technology which has been extensively demonstrated at TRW in a variety of programs and internal development efforts. The pump laser used for the third harmonic demonstration is a breadboard system, designated the Laser for Risk Reduction Experiments (LARRE), which has been operating regularly for over 5 years. The laser technology has been further refined in an engineering model designated as the Compact Advanced Pulsed Solid-State Laser (CAPSSL), in which the laser head was packaged into an 8 x 8 x 18 inch volume with a weight of approximately 61 pounds. The CAPSSL system is a ruggedized configuration suitable for typical military applications. The LARRE and CAPSSL systems are based on Nd:YAG with an output wavelength of 1064 nm. The current work proves the viability of converting the Nd:YAG fundamental to the third harmonic wavelength at 355 nm for use in a direct detection wind lidar based on atmospheric Rayleigh scattering.

2 Experimental Setup

The laser configuration proposed for the near term wind lidar demonstration is based on the TRW LARRE and CAPSSL systems and consists of a phase conjugated, Master Oscillator/Power amplifier (MOPA), shown schematically in Figure 1. This configuration is suitable for a wind lidar because of its ability to scale to high pulse energies and high average powers, its narrow linewidth, and near diffraction limited beam quality. The Master Oscillator (M.O.) provides a single longitudinal and transverse mode output with narrow linewidth and excellent beam quality, pointing stability and pulse-to-pulse energy stability. The zigzag slab amplifier maintains the high beam quality of the M.O. through gain and aberration averaging. The use of phase conjugation effectively compensates for phase distortion picked up in the optical path as well as any beam wander or jitter. The combination of these features provides scaling to high energies and high average power with the excellent beam quality required for wind lidar and many other applications. TRW has scaled this configuration to pulse energies of 10 J and average powers of 690 W with beam qualities of < 1.5 times diffraction limited. The pump laser characteristics are summarized in Figure 2. The combination of high energy per pulse, excellent beam quality, narrow linewidth, and a nearly flat near field spatial profile provide for efficient conversion to the 355 nm third harmonic wavelength in the UV. The overall 1064 nm efficiency of 7% (excluding the power to operate the liquid cooling system) is suitable for a near term flight demonstration.
Figure 1. The phase conjugated MOPA configuration provides scaling to high energies per pulse and high average power with near diffraction limited beam quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser Parameter</th>
<th>Output Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1064 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy per pulse</td>
<td>800 mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition frequency</td>
<td>25-100 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulsewidth</td>
<td>15 nsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linewidth</td>
<td>75 MHz (upper limit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Quality</td>
<td>1.2 times diffraction limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near field spatial profile</td>
<td>Nearly a top hat configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (without cooling system)</td>
<td>Approximately 7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The pump laser output parameters are suitable for high efficiency second and third harmonic wavelength conversion.

A significant amount of work has been performed in recent years on the scaling of harmonic generators to higher powers\(^4\,^5\). Second harmonic powers in excess of 100 W have been reported by a number of authors\(^4\,^5\) but less work has been done at the 355 nm third harmonic wavelength. A number of commercial systems exist in the 10 W regime\(^5\) but little has been demonstrated with packaged systems suitable for flight experiments. The optical schematic for our third harmonic generation work, shown in Figure 3, provides a configuration which can be integrated into the CAPSSL engineering model, or similar systems, with a minimal increase of size and weight. BBO (beta-barium borate) was chosen for both the second and third harmonic generator because of its combination of high nonlinear coefficient, temperature acceptance bandwidth, damage threshold, ability to be AR (anti-reflection) coated, availability in reasonable sizes, and low cost. Although BBO has a relatively narrow acceptance angle, it is sufficient to accommodate the high beam quality and low beam divergence of the LARRE and CAPSSL pump lasers. A Type I doubling and tripling configuration provides the simplest design with linearly polarized output at each wavelength.
Figure 3. The third harmonic wavelength is generated in a simple two crystal configuration which can be integrated into the CAPSSL type configuration with minimal impact on size and weight.

3 Results

Typical experimental results are shown in Figure 4 for a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 25 Hz. Using a single BBO crystal with 7 mm length, 52% doubling was achieved with over 400 mJ of 532 nm second harmonic generated. Using two BBO crystals in a walkoff compensated configuration, a doubling efficiency of 80% was achieved. However, very high doubling efficiency is not necessarily optimum for maximum third harmonic output, as sufficient residual 1064 nm is required to mix with the 532 nm in the tripler. Mixing of the 1064 nm fundamental with the 532 nm second harmonic in a single 7 mm long BBO tripler produced 47% conversion to 355 nm, i.e., 278 mJ of 355 nm output was generated from 600 mJ of 1064 nm fundamental (Figure 5). The small amount of residual 532 nm indicates that the mixing process in the third harmonic crystal is relatively efficient. Similar results were obtained at higher pump pulse energies with 800 mJ of fundamental yielding 350 mJ of third harmonic, equivalent to 8.75 W of average power. An input pump pulsewidth of 12 nsec (FWHM) at 1064 nm produced a 355 nm output pulsewidth of about 8 nsec. The beam quality of the 355 nm UV output was measured at 1.2 times diffraction limited.

Figure 4. A net conversion efficiency of 47% was achieved from the 1064 nm fundamental to the 355 nm third harmonic. These results are for 25 Hz PRF.

Additional experiments were performed with LBO (lithium triborate). A 15 mm long single crystal of LBO in a Type I doubling configuration had a second harmonic conversion efficiency of 58%, also at 25 Hz. However, the
BBO was determined to be more suitable for field or flight applications because of its high temperature bandwidth. We measured a temperature bandwidth (FWHM) of 18°C for BBO, compared to 4°C for LBO. Third harmonic results with a 15 mm long LBO crystal in a Type II tripling configuration gave a tripling efficiency identical to the 7 mm single crystal BBO tripler.

For both second and third harmonic generation, thermal dephasing is generally the most important factor limiting the average power output. As noted above, we observed a broad temperature bandwidth for third harmonic generation in BBO. The third harmonic output was observed to be stable over a 4 hour period, indicating that no long term thermal effects are occurring. Further, we performed additional tripling experiments at 50 Hz and observed no degradation in output. Both the second and third harmonic generators functioned identically at 50 Hz PRF, with 350 mJ of 355 nm output produced from a 1064 nm input of 800 mJ. The net tripling efficiency remained at 45% with an average output power of 18 W at 355 nm. No thermal dephasing or thermal limitation to the 355 nm output was observed. The near and far field beam profiles were similar to those observed at 25 Hz and the UV beam quality remained at 1.2 times diffraction limited for the 50 Hz experiments.

4 Summary

We have demonstrated high efficiency third harmonic conversion of a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser. The pump laser is packaged in a compact unit suitable for a near term flight demonstration of a wind lidar system and the harmonic generation configuration can be packaged with minimal impact on the laser system size and weight. Second harmonic conversion efficiencies up to 80% were demonstrated and third harmonic efficiencies of 45% were obtained. A maximum pulse energy of 350 mJ at the 355 nm third harmonic was obtained from an input pump energy of 800 mJ at 1064 nm. The UV output had a pulsewidth of 8 nsec FWHM and a beam quality of 1.2 times diffraction limited. A maximum UV average power of 18 W was obtained with 350 mJ of 355 nm output obtained at a PRF of 50 Hz.
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1. Introduction

The determination of air pollutants horizontal drift under conditions of complex orography, like wide mountain valleys with urban areas needs measurements of wind speed profiles in low troposphere. One possibility to obtain meteorological information under such conditions is provided by lidar technique because of its capabilities of varying the spatial and temporal scales for averaging of measured quantities. For ecological studies under mentioned conditions it is important to attach separately measured wind profiles to specific locations in valley such as: the middle of the valley, the foots of the surrounding hills, the entry and exit defiles of the valley.

Localized vertical profiles can be obtained by a lidar sounding scERPertically. The lidars using time series of echo signals can continuously follow any changes of wind speed and direction and respectively the air pollution spreading.

The main problems of lidar wind measurements are the low speed of 0.5 to 2 m/s of the wind and its changeability [1]. Those factors request precise and adequate averaging scalos of lidar signals in time and height [2].

2 Methods And Apparatus

The method for wind speed profile measurement is based on correlation analysis of time series of aerosol lidar returns.

The lidar returns are obtained simultaneously from three sounding paths, pointing in three different directions close to the vertical.

On fig.1. the geometrical parameters of the measurement are shown. The sounding paths \( \Psi \) are noted by \( \zeta, \varepsilon, \zeta \), where \( i \) indicate the height \( H_i = \delta h \) of the horizontal plane where the measurement of velocity drift of aerosol inhomogeneities is performed and \( \delta h \) is the space resolution of lidar profiles.

The lidar has parameters described below. Laser source - impulse solid state Nd:YAG, with second harmonic generation (\( \lambda = 532 \text{nm} \)) and impulse energy - 30 mJ. Repetition rate of sounding impulses - 12.5 Hz.

The space resolution is determined by the 20 MHz, 10 bits ADC which gives 7.5 m along the sounding path. The measurement seance takes 15 min interval and the period of its repetition is 20 min.

![Fig.1. Scheme of lidar sounding geometry (see the text).](image)

The system of receivers is consisting of three telescopes which have adjustable elevation angels from 75° to 90°. The photomultipliers are supplied with interference filters and are capable of detecting signals from about 2000 m height, outstanding from the Sun in clear sky days up to 30 deg. The lidar can perform diurnal measurements in various meteorological conditions.

In addition to lidar soundings parallel in situ measurements of wind and temperature profiles are conducted by pilot and tethered balloons. The balloons are launched closely to the lidar.

3. Data Processing

Lidar series of echo signals before the correlation analysis can be represented as follows:

\[ P_j^\Psi = KG_i E_\Psi(\delta h)^2 T_j^\Psi, \]

where \( \hat{E} \) is a lidar constant, \( G \) is a lidar geometrical function, \( E_\Psi \) is the energy of j-th sequential laser shot, \( \beta_\Psi \) is the aerosol volume backscatter coefficient at height \( \delta h \) in the moment of the j-th shot, in direction \( \Psi \), \( T_j^\Psi \) is the optical transparency of the trace in direction \( \Psi \), \( P_j^\Psi \) - the received power associated to the height, sequential laser shot number and direction of sounding.

The time series \( [P_j^\Psi] \) for corresponding \( \Psi \) and \( i \) contain the fluctuations of \( \hat{A}_\Psi \) and \( \beta \). On fig.2 a procedure for estimation of relative fluctuations of \( \hat{A}_\Psi \) is shown.

The algorithm consists of approximation of slope of the lidar signal starting part by straight line where the \( G \) can be described as:
for $i = 0$ to 23

$G_i = 0 - 0.82$ for $i = 0$ to 23

$0.82 - 1$ for $i = 24$ to 50

The aerosol fluctuations take part in the first 23 data points as a product with $G_i$, and because of this the estimation errors of $E_o$ are determined using a numerical simulation. The figure presents three examples demonstrating the errors caused by different types of atmosphere aerosol structure.

On the figure a lidar return from unturbid optically homogeneous atmosphere as well as the approximation line of the signal slope ($Y=aX+b$, $a$ is proportional to $E_o$) are indicated with dashed line. The return obtained with the same $E_o$ but in turbid atmosphere with vortices dimensions of 1/3 of the distance $i = 0$ to 23 and 10% contrast $\sigma = \sigma / m$ ($\sigma$ - variance, $m$ - average signal) is shown by dotted line.

The difference between the approximations of $E_o$ is 4.7% and is less than the aerosol inhomogeneities fluctuations.

The lidar return from turbid atmosphere but with one aerosol eddy registered on the first 23 experimental points is shown by solid line. The error of the $E_o$ estimation is 6.5%. One can infer that the described method for $E_o$ normalization is useable in wide range of atmospheric conditions.

Data processing continues with estimating of the statistical characteristics. At first a correlation matrix is building. The elements are

$\hat{B} = B(H_v, H_v, \tau=0)$,

where $\hat{B}$ is the normalized cross-correlation function between time series from heights $l$ and $\delta$ ($\delta = q + n$, $n = 1, 2, \ldots, m$, $q$ and $m$ - matrix dimensions) and $\tau$ is the time lag.

The elements of the matrix, which denote significant correlation, pin-point to the space location of the aerosol eddies registered simultaneously in several ($n$) sequential next-door of $k$ levels. These parameters determine the time series which can be averaged. The averaging reduces the dispersion of noncorrelated fluctuations $\sqrt{n}$ times.

The averaged data are used for further calculating of set of cross-correlation functions $B(\Psi, \tau)$. As described in [4], the maxima of $B$ determine the flight time of aerosol inhomogeneities between sounding paths directions $\Psi$.

4. Experimental Results

The experimental data are obtained in May 1993. Wind speed profiles from a number of experimental seances from the night of the May 25 and the morning of the May 26 are shown.

The synoptical conditions can be described as stable (wide anticyclonic area is located in Bolkans Range) with clear sky and low speed of wind. The lidar and meteorological measurements are conducted past the town of Sofia, 7 km north from the foot of Vitosha mountain (2298 m ASL), up to 3 km south from industry zone. Westerly from lidar the city of Sofia is located and eastwardly a open country there is.

On fig. 3, lidar and pilot balloon wind profiles are shown. The lidar data are averaged from 15 minutes seria beginning at 21:10 LST. The series of 3 pilot balloon
soundings started at 21:00 LST. The rising speed of the balloons is 100 m/min and the tracing time of each balloon takes 10 min, followed by launching of the next one. The horizontal bars denote the standard deviation of the balloon data.

On fig. 4, the data from experiment with the same setup are shown. The start is at 10:00 LST.

5. Discussion And Conclusions

The night profiles are taken during typical calm period after the sunset with neutral temperature stratification (see fig. 3. temperature profile from tethered balloon rising up at 20:30 SLT - dotted curve). Layers with captured aerosol pollutants or of higher optical density are not observed. The dominate direction of air motion is from south-west. These air flows are indicated by the temperature difference between the cooled country and the temperature island in the town. The origin of the aerosol and the low optical thickness (horizontal visibility S_w = 18 km, measured before sunset) of the atmosphere are connected with aerosol nonanthropogenity. The mechanical turbulence energy in the lowest 500 m produces a contrast of 10% of aerosol inhomogeneities. The inaccuracy of the lidar measurement is approximately of 25% in speed and 12% in direction.

The morning lidar profiles are yielded under developing convective boundary layer conditions. According to the temperature profile at 10:00 LST the height of the lowest temperature inversion is 450 m.

Aerosol layers with distinguished contrast k = 8% and M_w > 0.4 are observed at heights of 180-240 m (q=25, p=1-30) and 400-470 (q=52, p=1-10) m. The spatial averaging is carried out for 30 and 10 spatially next-door time series at the mentioned heights.

The difference between the lidar and in situ data is about 40% in wind speed and 20% in direction. The mechanical and convective turbulence leads to well mixing of the aerosol and the horizontal variances of concentration can be observed in vicinity of entrainment zone and antropogenetic plumes of pollutions.

The results demonstrated here show the capabilities of time correlation lidar technique to carry out wind profile measurements under specific conditions. The optical homogeneous atmosphere, low wind speed and weak aerosol signal fluctuations in presence of strong optical background. The lidar wind profiles are a particular profiles for low troposphere, but are connected with typical flows in CBL and residual.
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Fig. 3. The lidar and in situ measurements of wind speed, direction and potential temperature profiles from May 25, 21:10 SLT. With solid lines the pilot balloon soundings of wind speed and direction are shown, and error bars demonstrate the data variance of 3 balloon profiles. The lidar data are noted by the solid crosses. The tethered balloon temperature profile is noted by dotted line.

Fig. 4. The wind velocity and potential temperature profiles from the morning of May 26, 10:00 SLT. are presented. The lidar data are noted by dashed line, in situ measurements: pilot balloon profiles - solid line; tethered balloon temperature profile - dotted line.
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A volume imaging lidar system, developed in our institute, and its application in
correlation-analyzing measurements of wind profiles in the boundary layer are described.
Table 1 shows specifications of the lidar system. As shown in Table 1, the lidar has a Nd-
YAG laser operated at 1060nm wavelength, 20cm telescope, a high-speed and high-accuracy
scanning system. Its typical measurement range of aerosol backscattering in the boundary
layer is 100-3000m.

Table 1 Specifications of the Lidar System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmitter</th>
<th>1060nm (Nd-YAG)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1060nm (Nd-YAG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Energy</td>
<td>120mJ per pulse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse duration</td>
<td>10ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam divergence</td>
<td>0.8 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate</td>
<td>10 Hz (max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy monitor</td>
<td>2% accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>20cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telescope</td>
<td>20cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of view</td>
<td>1-3 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector</td>
<td>YAG444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data logging</th>
<th>8 bit/20MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/D</td>
<td>8 bit/20MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logarithmic amplifier</td>
<td>80dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preprocessing 686 Computer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scanning</th>
<th>15°/S (Max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth scanning rate</td>
<td>15°/S (Max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.02°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lidar signals backscattered from the planetary boundary layer are dominated by
scattering from aerosol particles. Based on the studies presented by Eloranta et al[1] and Sroga
et al[2], a model to use three-azimuth scanning method for measuring wind velocity is
developed. In the present model the aerosol extinction coefficient profile is instead of the
lidar return signals in correlation analyzing, and in the practical uses the extinction coefficient profile is retrieved by a constraint inversion algorithm\textsuperscript{[3]}, presented by Qiu. Lidar is equipped on roof of the office building in our institute. Lidar measurements of wind and aerosol in the boundary layer are carried out from February 24 to May 31, 1998. Lidar-detected velocity will be compared with aerovane-detected velocity on a tower with a height of 344m. The tower is about 650m far away from lidar position. Measurement results will be presented.
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Now a great attention is paid to research of the optics-physical factors causing phase anomalies in structure of wave front on atmospheric paths. Such anomalies are more often connected with occurrence of helical dislocations of phase (HD) on the wave front.

To investigate the structure changes of a laser beam propagating through the atmosphere an experimental set-up was used. It consisted of transmitting-receiving devices and two near-the-ground location paths (a slant path and a horizontal one). Transmitter was settled at a height of 25 m above the ground, the reflecting mirror of the slant path - at a height of 165 m. The angle of inclination of the slant path with respect to the horizon was about 29°. The length of the slant path was 320 m and that of the horizontal path - 290 m (in one direction). To avoid the effects of amplification of fluctuations the transmitting and receiving mirrors were spaced by the distance of not less than 50 cm. All the necessary measures to maintain the proper accuracy of measurements were undertaken. As a source of radiation He-Ne laser with wavelength of 0.63 mkm was used. It radiated a polarised TEM00 wave. Through the forming telescope the beam was directed into the atmosphere or into the model of turbulent media. The returned beam was directed into receiving telescope. With its diameter being decreased the beam passed into the interferometer of transverse or radial shift, or on the photo-electronic amplifier or directly into the device for incerting the images into the PC (DII system). Simultaneously with the registration of beam structure operative control of meteoparameters of the path was carried out in several points. An opportunity was provided to use a model of turbulent media. This model represents a closed volume in which the turbulence of different intensity was created with the help of convective flows from the heating elements. The convective flows were broken down by the cross jet of cold air. The intensity of heating and velocity of cold jet gives the necessary degree of turbulence. To achieve as strong degree of influence of turbulence on radiation characteristics as the real path provides the beam was forced to pass through this closed volume several times. For this purpose two flat mirrors were used.

Laser beam propagating through the atmospheric path gets distortions, the intensity of which strongly depends on weather conditions. Measurements have shown that in all the cases when the correlation radius of intensity appeared to be smaller than the beam radius, HD of phase were observed. Further reduction of the correlation radius leads to the increasing of HD number from units up to several tens. As a whole the statistics of HD distribution was close to that given by the notions of the speckle theory. The experiment permitted to estimate the degree of astigmatism as well. Sometimes it significantly differs from unite. The most great values the degree of HD non-uniformity manifest themselves on the slant path. Rather often their number reaches the order of 10.

To get more accurate estimation of the conditions leading to HD forming the experiments were carried out using the model of turbulent media. With the help of technique described in structure characteristic of the fluctuations of refractive index $C_n^2$ and the intensity of turbulence on the path $\beta^2 = 1, 23 k^{7/6} L^{11/6} C_n^2$ were defined. (Here $k$ is the wave number, $L$ is the path length.) These are the main parameters characterising the turbulent state of randomly inhomogeneous media.

These experiments show that HD begin to occur on the wave front of a beam when a degree of media turbulence $\beta$ becomes close to 1. When a beam with developed speckle structure propagates through turbulent media the number of HD increases insignificantly under weak and moderate degrees of turbulence and grows considerably under the conditions of strong turbulence $\beta = 1$.

The estimation of the critical value of degree of turbulence was confirmed in experiments on atmospheric paths. It also corroborated by the analysis of this parameter using meteorological data. The dislocational structure of laser
field is characterized by a high level of intensity fluctuations (variance of intensity fluctuations reaches unit) and small correlation radius of fluctuations.

The established conditions of HD occurrence coincide with the conditions of forming of optical caustics in randomly inhomogeneous media. And it is not causal coincidence. Imposed against each other different fragments of field with intensive counter-phase fluctuations of light (that is characteristic for caustic areas) create physical preconditions for HD forming.

Investigations of HD showed that their occurrence is not a distinguishing feature of the stable conditions of moderate and strong fluctuations: they are characteristic also for rather poorly studied phenomena of structural intermittence of light beams. It is described by quasi periodic jerk-like alternation of two qualitatively distinguishing types of the beam intensity distribution: dislocationless and stochastic. The duration of different states vary from 1-2 second up to several tens of seconds. In the dislocationless state the visible cross-section of a beam slightly differs from the original, the wave front distortions being weak. Stochastic state is characterised by the speckle-like distribution of the intensity in the beam cross-section (it consists of several segments), the distortions of wave front are strong and there are a lot of phase anomalies on it. The intermittence of the beam states more often manifests itself during autumn and spring, mostly when the sharp falls of temperature are observed and the dynamic of the troposphere is unstable. Thus the qualitative changes of beam structure connected with the birth of HD can be explained by the breakdown of large-scale vortices of convective air flow and by forming of small-scale ones; it creates the inhomogeneities of the refractive index sufficient for further birth of HD under subsequent diffraction of a beam.

The experiments carried out allowed to connect the density of HD with the turbulent state of the path. It gives the possibility to estimate some of the dynamic parameters of the path by the analysis of the beam structure. For example, the structure characteristic of fluctuations of refractive index one can define using the relationship:

$$C_n^2 = \frac{N_r B^2 \delta_r}{k^2 L},$$

where N is the density of HD, r_B is the beam radius, L is the path length.

This method of estimation of $C_n^2$ is very simple to be carried out. Its accuracy is defined by the accuracy of the estimation of beam average radius and of number of HD in the interference pattern. Other advantage of the method suggested is that its application does not depends on the path length. One can use this method even under the conditions of strong fluctuations when the applications of other methods are limited.

The results of investigation of laser beams with dislocational structure of the wave front can be used for the optimisation of the parameters of laser communication systems, adaptive optical systems and different metrological devices.
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The IAO Makrel-2 lidar operated onboard the scientific-research vessel Academician Mstislav Keldysh in 1995. This lidar is specially designed for airborne operation [1] and therefore has some design features. Shipborne lidars used earlier in [1, 2] operated through a special hatch in the ship bottom. This eliminated the effect of the sea surface roughness. In our experiment, the vessel drifted at one point (the place of the Titanic wreck) for three weeks. This gave us unique opportunity to measure purely temporal variations of the parameters of water at one place. In addition, during a three-month voyage we performed a set of spatiotemporal and methodical experiments.

The lidar was placed in a cabin at the fifth deck. A laser beam was directed into the water with the help of an external mirror. The beam entered the water at a distance of 4 m from the ship board near the ship center. The distance from the lidar to the point at which the laser beam entered the water was 18 m. The mirror was oriented to minimize distortions of the polarization states of lidar return signals. Its dimensions were larger than the optical lidar aperture. The lidar generated radiation pulses at a wavelength of 532 nm 12 ns long (that is, the spatial resolution in water was 1.3 m). The pulse energy was 30 mJ and the maximum pulse repetition frequency was 25 Hz, although in most cases the lidar operated at a frequency of 1 Hz. The beam divergence angle was 4 mrad. A lidar telescope was 0.14 m in diameter. Its focal distance was 0.75 m. The lidar field-of-view (FOV) was 0.13 mrad.

In case of shipborne sensing through the rough sea surface, the fluctuations of the lidar return signal power were larger than in case of airborne sensing. In our experiments, the relative standard deviations of the echo-signal amplitude were in the range 30–35%. As a rule, they remained unchanged as the sensing depth increased. In some runs, they decreased down to 25%.

The water extinction index was calculated by the method of logarithmic derivative. In this oceanic region we did not observe any returns from underwater inhomogeneities. Therefore, the reliable estimate of the extinction index could be derived for examined depths from the rate of lidar signal decay on logarithmic scale.

In the region of the Titanic wreck, the warm Gulf Stream, which flows to the North, meets the cold Labradorian Stream, which flows to the South (one of the phenomena of the Bermudan triangle). Sometimes this led to fast change of the water type (and naturally, of the water temperature) even near the water surface. This caused the change of the water turbidity, because the oxygen content increased as the water temperature decreased, and the accelerated growth of phytoplankton and microorganisms (that is, hydrosols). Figure 1 shows the correlation between the water temperature and the water extinction coefficient $\varepsilon$ over a period of 22 days. The regression has the form $\varepsilon=0.368-0.0095T$ with the correlation coefficient $R=-0.83$. Figure 1b illustrates the strongest manifestation of this effect on September 24, when the water temperature decreased by 5°C for 8 hours (we note that the water temperature measured by submersible gauge at a depth of 50 m was as low as −1°C). The standard deviation for each run of $\varepsilon$ shown in Fig. 1b varied in the range 11–14%. In this case for $T=10–16°C$ the regression has the form $\varepsilon=0.434–0.014T$ with the correlation coefficient $R=-0.934$. The obtained dependence $\varepsilon(T)$ demonstrates that the changes in the water turbidity at the experimental site were caused by mixing of waters of two types (namely, of Labradorian and Gulf Streams) having different temperatures and turbidity values. Under different conditions when the temperature variations are caused, for example, by heating of water the dependence $\varepsilon(T)$ may differ or may even disappear at all, because there are alternative reasons for water turbidity variations. Nevertheless, our measurements demonstrate the feasibility of reliable identification of the water transparency connected in this case with bioproductivity of water.
As already mentioned above, the lidar was placed at the center of the vessel. Unpleasant peculiarities of such lidar position were foam and splashes on the sea surface that fell within the lidar FOV when the vessel velocity exceeded 2 m/s. In this case the signal reflected from the water surface essentially increased, because the foam had high albedo and wide scattering phase function, and could even mask the hydrosol signal component. The rate of signal decay in the trailing edge of the pulse subsequently increases and the value of $\varepsilon$ estimated by the formula of the logarithmic derivative will be overestimated.

Figure 2 shows the results obtained on September 21, 1995 when the vessel drifted ($v=0$) and sailed (with $v=4.2$ m/s) toward the given point after it was drifted with the Gulf Stream. Figure 2a shows the histogram of distribution of the lidar return signal energy $E$ recorded with the use of a 5-fold attenuating filter. The energy $E$ put on the abscissa was calculated by integration of the entire lidar return signal between the limits specified by the noise level under constant sensing conditions. The number of pulses with the given energy $n(E)$ from a set of 200 laser shots, which specifies the empirical probability density that the energy of the lidar return signal is equal to $E$, is put on the ordinate. It is clearly seen that originally Gaussian distribution $n(E)$ spreads to the right due to a great number of lidar return signals with enhanced energy due to signal reflection from foam and surf waves.

Figure 2b shows the histogram of the recurrence frequency of calculated values of $\varepsilon$. It can be also seen that originally symmetric distribution $n(\varepsilon)$ is deformed toward larger $\varepsilon$. Because the high-energy signals were reflected from foam-covered sections of the sea surface, only low-energy signals that penetrate the water through foam-free sections of the sea surface carry information about the true values of the extinction index. This provides a basis for a simple and efficient procedure of elimination of the distorting effect of foam.

If for a large series of laser shots we exclude from consideration the lidar return signals with energies exceeding for the given distribution $n(E)$ its average value $<E>$ (from Fig. 2a, $<E>=375$ rel. units), the value of $\varepsilon$ calculated from the remaining signals will be less distorted by surface reflections. The distribution of the extinction index in this case is shown in Fig. 2c. It is described well by the normal law. The difference between the average values $<\varepsilon>=0.253\pm0.039$ m$^{-1}$ for moving ship and $<\varepsilon>=0.246\pm0.020$ m$^{-1}$ for drifting ship is smaller than the distribution width ($<\varepsilon>=0.287\pm0.066$ m$^{-1}$ if we consider all signals of this run). This can be considered as a procedure for selection of signals unaffected by the sea surface foam.
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INTRODUCTION

Signal-induced noise is generated when a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is subjected to an intense light pulse. The PMT signal does not return to the dark current level after the signal is removed, but decays slowly (i.e., signal-induced noise). This is of practical significance for DIAL (Differential Absorption lidar) measurements where signal-induced noise decays are superimposed on the, on-line (absorption) and off-line signals. Errors in the ozone density calculation result for stratosphere measurements. Other researchers have implemented mechanical choppers that block the intense pulse which may be from near field return scattering or scattering from a cloud. This configuration cannot be implemented for the DIAL system employed for aircraft measurements since the on-line and off-line pulses are 300 μs apart. A scheme has been developed in this study to electronically attenuate the signal induced noise. A ring electrode, external to the PMT photocathode, is utilized to perturb the electron trajectories between the photocathode and the first dynode. This effect has been used for position sensitive PMTs and suggested for gating PMTs.

EXPERIMENTAL

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The photomultiplier tube (PMT, EMI, 9214Q) was operated with a negative high voltage (-1200V) at the photocathode. The anode signal was loaded with 50 Ω. The light emitting diodes (LED, @ 470 nm) were contained in a sealed housing which was attached directly to the PMT. The electrode was a metal ring with an od of 2 inches, an id of 0.810 inches and a thickness of 0.133 inches. A ring geometry was selected because of the greater light throughput achieved compared to mesh screen configurations. The ring electrode surface was in contact with the external face of the PMT. Data were collected using a digital oscilloscope and traces were averaged (15 traces) before storage on disk.

The timing diagram for the system is displayed in Figure 2. The pulse on LED1 was 100μs wide and provided a x10 saturation light pulse on the photocathode. The PMT was gated with a pulse 300 μs wide and a delay of 100 μs relative to LED1. This resulted in signal-induced noise appearing with the PMT gate on signal and continuing for greater than 200 μs. The second LED2 represents the LIDAR signal of interest and is controlled by an exponential pulse. This pulse is recorded for varying delay times, electrode
voltages, and electrode voltage pulse widths. Ideally, changing the ring electrode characteristics should have no effect on the amplitude or shape of the LED2 signal.

![Timing Diagram for the schematic of Figure 1.](image)

**3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The effect of the ring electrode potential on signal induced noise is shown in Figure 3. A significant reduction was observed at low voltages (e.g., 23 volts). Further increases in the electrode potential primarily decrease signal-induced noise which appears in the first 10 μs. One mechanism that could decrease the signal-induced noise is due to defocusing of electron trajectories produced from the intense LED1 light pulse on the photocathode. If photocathode electrons are charging some insulator
components, which then emit electrons with long decay times, changing the electron trajectories could reduce this effect.

Plots of the LED2 signal for various electrode potential pulse widths are shown in Figure 4. At low voltages (e.g., 25 volts) the observed decay is faster with increasing potential pulse width on the electrode. Conversely, the decay is faster with decreasing potential pulse width on the electrode at higher electrode voltages (e.g., 214 volts). It is evident that the voltage pulse on the electrode influences the signal decay. It should also be noted that the signal amplitude is reduced at the greater ring electrode potential pulse widths for the 214 electrode voltage. Thus, the signal-induced noise may be decreased by two mechanisms: changing the trajectories of the saturating pulse as previously mentioned, and the presence of the voltage pulse alone as was observed for the signal magnitudes in Figure 4B. The influence of the ring electrode on the decay rate of the signal and the signal magnitude are significant factors for the development of this device for LIDAR applications.

Figure 4. Oscilloscope traces for PMT signals at different ring electrode potential pulse widths and at A) 25 volts and B) 214 volts ring electrode potentials. The baseline trace is the signal output without a LED1 saturating pulse or a LED2 signal pulse showing the substantial reduction in signal-induced noise.

The practicality of implementing this scheme for reducing signal-induced noise in LIDAR signals was considered by measuring the S/N (signal-to-noise ratio) and time constant for LED2 exponential signals. Figure 5 is a plot of S/N and time constant vs. ring electrode voltage. A maximum S/N of 100 was obtained at 50 volts demonstrating the enhancement effect of the ring electrode. The time constant is altered, but the effect on DIAL calculations has not been determined.

4 Conclusions

The ring electrode external to the PMT photocathode reduces signal-induced noise, but also affects the decay rate of the simulated LIDAR LED2 signal. It should be noted that the time constants are shorter than those observed for real LIDAR signals. Future studies will concern amending this scheme for the analysis of real LIDAR signals. The decay rate effect will be further investigated. The S/N was significantly enhanced by using the ring electrode. This method is simple to incorporate and could markedly improve the performance of LIDAR receivers that are exposed to intense light signals during the PMT gate off period.
Figure 5. Plot of S/N and LED2 time constant vs. ring electrode potential
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the performance of a coherent laser radar (CLR) system can be seriously degraded by the presence of atmospheric turbulence along the propagation path. For example, the effective aperture size of a single element monolithic coherent detector is limited by the atmospheric coherence diameter. The detection and processing of laser communication signals are also drastically affected by turbulence-induced fading of the received signal. The performance of any CLR system can be measured on the basis of carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) and fractional fade time analysis including mean duration of fades. Previous theoretical analyses and experimental data have shown that the use of a coherent receiver array system can overcome such deleterious atmospheric effects by appropriately combining the intermediate frequency (IF) signals from a number of independent receivers. In this paper we present a summary of recent experimental data obtained at the BMDO Innovative Science and Technology Experimentation Facility (ISTEF) outdoor range that illustrates CNR improvement and probability of fade statistics as a function of the number of apertures associated with an equal-gain (EG) multi-aperture CLR system.

2. Multi-Aperture Array Receiver

The eight aperture coherent detection system used to acquire the data was built and tested at the Center for Research and Education in Optics and Lasers (CREOL) at the University of Central Florida. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter is a 60mW diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.06μm. A portion of the transmitted signal is split off by a polarizing beam splitter to serve as the local oscillator (LO) while the other portion is shifted up by 27.12 MHz by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The LO is fiber-coupled to a 1×8 optic fiber divider for the receiver. A collection of eight 1-cm-diameter apertures are positioned in a circular ring configuration which encircles the transmitted beam. Each aperture is fiber-coupled to a 2×2 optic fiber combiner which mixes the received signal with the LO to form the IF signal at 27.12 MHz. The signals from the eight apertures, which are typically uncorrelated and out of phase because of atmospheric turbulence effects, are co-phased to a reference signal (that we can choose) by an electro-optic phase-locked loop (EOPLL) to obtain phase coherence between each of the received signals. Phase adjustment of each received signal is accomplished by using a piezoelectric cylinder wrapped with fiber to shift the phase of the received signal. Finally, the co-phased IF signals are summed with equal gain.

3. Experimental Details

The field tests were conducted on February 13, 1998 at BMDO’s ISTEP. The target was an aluminium plate (50cm × 50cm) covered with 3M reflectance tape (3M# 7610) which is considered as a large rough target, located at 1 km downrange.

Figure 1 Block diagram of equal gain array receiver.
A scintillometer instrument was used to simultaneously measure values of the atmospheric index of refraction structure constant $C_n^2$ and inner scale $l_0$ of atmospheric turbulence.

Instrumentation for measuring the amplitude variation in time due to atmospheric turbulence is shown in Fig. 2. The input signal in this figure is the IF signal from the array system given by

$$I_{IF} = A_s A_{LO} \cos(\omega_s - \omega_{IF})t + \phi$$

(1)

where $A_{LO}$ is the constant amplitude of the LO and $\phi$ is the random phase induced by turbulence. At the output of the lowpass (LP) filter the signal is described by

$$I_{LP} = \frac{1}{2} BCA_s A_{LO} \cos(\phi_{AGC})$$

(2)

where $B$ and $C$ are constants and $\phi_{AGC}$ is the constant phase delay from the AGC circuit. Thus, the LP filter output (2) is directly proportional to the signal amplitude $A_c$.

Figure 2 Block diagram of the sampling circuit.

The signal was sampled at a rate of 10 kHz over a one minute period by a data acquisition board and saved in a computer for future analysis. It has been proved that the frequency of the laser intensity fluctuations due to atmospheric turbulence is less than 3 kHz which implies that a 10 kHz sampling frequency is fast enough to get the signal variations. The total number of sampled points is 600,000.

By turning on the EOPPL of the $M$ active apertures of the array system, the IF signal amplitude of the coherent summation from $M$ apertures (C.S.M.) was sampled as $(A_1, A_2, ..., A_{600000})_{C.S.M.}$ By turning off the EOPPLL of the $M$ active apertures of the array system, the IF signal amplitude of the incoherent summation from $M$ apertures (I.S.M.) was sampled as $(A_1, A_2, ..., A_{600000})_{I.S.M.}$

4. Results

Improvement in the responsivity of the multi-aperture system can be determined by the Mean Coherent Array Gain Factor (MCAGF). This quantity is defined by the ratio

$$MCAGF = \frac{\text{Mean Power of C.S.M.}}{\text{Mean Power of I.S.M.}} = 1 + (M - 1) \frac{\overline{A^2}_c}{\overline{A^2}_s}$$

(3)

where $M$ denotes the number of active apertures of the array system and $A_c$ is the random amplitude of the received signal. The numerator is obtained with all channels co-phased whereas the denominator is the same number of channels without co-phasing, the latter of which behaves much like a single large aperture system with the same collected signal. Thus, this factor is the responsivity advantage of a coherent array compared with a monolithic receiver with the same collecting aperture area. Measured values of the mean noise power was the same for the coherent and the incoherent summations of $M$ element receivers. The MCAGF is therefore equal to the ratio of the mean CNR of the coherent summation of $M$ elements compared with the mean CNR of a single large aperture with the same collected signal.

From the sampled data of the field tests, the mean CAGF of the system with $M$ apertures over 1 minute can be calculated by

$$MCAGF = \frac{\left(\sum_{k=1}^{600,000} A_k^2\right)_{C.S.M.}}{\left(\sum_{k=1}^{600,000} A_k^2\right)_{I.S.M.}}$$

(4)

Figure 3 Mean CAGF as a function of number of apertures of the system.
In Fig. 3 we display the MCAGF of Eq. (4) as a function of number of apertures \( M \) of the system obtained on February 13, 1998. Measured values of \( C_n^2 \) varied from \( 1.64 \times 10^{-13} \) to \( 2.41 \times 10^{-13} \) m\(^{-2/3}\), the inner scale was \(-4\) mm, and the temperature was \(-24^\circ\text{C}\).

Clearly, the signal improvement of the coherent array increases linearly with the number of apertures compared with an incoherent array receiver system (equal to a single large aperture system with the same collected signal).

The probability of fade or fractional fade time describes the percentage of time the intensity of the received signal is below some given threshold value designated by \( I_T \). If intensity fluctuations are governed by the probability density function (PDF) \( p(I) \), then the probability of fade is simply the cumulative probability defined by

\[
P(I \leq I_T) = \int_0^{I_T} p(I) dI.
\]

It is customary to express the fade intensity level \( I_T \) below the mean intensity in decibels (dB), which is described by the fade threshold

\[
F_T = -10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{<I>}{I_T} \right),
\]

where the brackets \(< >\) denote a long-time average (assumed equal to an ensemble average).

From the sampled amplitude, the probability of a signal fade and the average duration of fade for the signal power can also be calculated as a function of the number of co-phased channels and of the threshold levels. For the coherent summation of \( M \) channels, the power is normalized by the long-time average power (over one minute) of the incoherent summation of the same number of channels. Because there is no co-phasing when we are doing the incoherent summation, the CNR is not changed compared with that from one channel. This normalization allows us to take into account the improvement in the mean CNR and in the second normalized moment of the analyzed signal, which are the two main interests in using a multi-aperture array system with a coherent summation.

The probability of fade and mean fade time calculated from the measured data are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, as a function of the number of channels coherently summed and of the fade threshold level. From Fig. 4, for example, we see that the probability of fade for \( F_T = -5 \) dB is decreased by a factor of \( 1.5 \times 10^5 \) using the coherent summation of eight apertures as compared with using only one channel. Similarly, in Fig. 5 we see that, for the same threshold value \( F_T = -5 \) dB, the mean duration of fade is decreased by a factor of 3 using the coherent summation of eight apertures compared with one channel.

5. Summary

In this paper we have presented recent experimental data concerning the performance of a CLR receiver array system as measured by its mean CAGF and probability of fade statistics. Based on the
experimental data, it can be concluded that atmospheric turbulence effects can be significantly mitigated by the use of such coherent receiver systems as compared with more conventional single aperture systems.
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Introduction

Water vapor is one of the most important trace gases in the atmosphere. Knowledge of its vertical distribution and redistribution by transport processes is crucial for studies of most physical and many chemical atmospheric processes. Important information about these transport processes can be obtained by simultaneous measurements of water vapor and the vertical wind component with high spatial and temporal resolution. Measurements of water vapor flux profiles have been performed using the eddy correlation technique [Senff et al., 1994] with DIAL measurements of water vapor concentration and RASS measurements of the vertical wind. A much better flux measurement would be achieved if the two measurements could be performed by the same instrument. Such an instrument is feasible, using heterodyne detection in conjunction with a suitable laser source, e.g. an injection seeded diode pumped Nd:YAG laser at 1123 nm as suggested by [Lehmann and Bösenberg, 1996]. In addition to measuring both water vapor and wind simultaneously a coherent DIAL offers the advantage of extremely narrowband detection which avoids errors due to incomplete correction of Doppler-broadened Rayleigh-backscatter. It should also be mentioned that heterodyne detection is very efficient in particular in the infrared spectral region where direct photon counting is impossible.

However, there are some problems with this technique. The speckle noise in coherent signals causes a poor signal to noise ratio in single shot returns. Since the eddy correlation technique requires high accuracy and high resolution, the necessary precision of the return signal estimates, on the order of better than 1%, can only be achieved by averaging over many shots in a short time. This requires the use of high repetition rate lasers, e.g. diode pumped systems running at several hundred Hertz. No convincing solution for the associated data acquisition and processing problem has been reported so far. In the following we will present such a solution, based exclusively on standard components at fairly low cost.

Requirements and methods

A reasonable set of required performance parameters is: 10 s temporal resolution, 100 m vertical resolution, 0.25% precision of the signal power estimate for use in the DIAL retrieval, and 0.1 m/s precision of the vertical velocity estimate. Due to the speckle noise inherent in heterodyne signals the precision goal for the signal power requires laser operation at about 1 kHz repetition rate. So the problem is the very precise retrieval of return signal power and Doppler-shifted peak frequency at very high repetition rate.

In a coherent lidar the detector output is produced by the superposition of a local oscillator field with the returned signal field resulting in an AC-signal the frequency of which is the difference between the local oscillator and the Doppler shifted transmitted frequencies. Its amplitude is proportional to the square root of the return signal power.

In heterodyne lidar the signals from two consecutive pulses are incoherent, since neither the laser nor the atmospheric target preserve phase. So normal (coherent) averaging of the received signal cannot be applied.

The most commonly used methods for incoherent averaging are the accumulation of the autocorrelation function (ACF) in the time domain and the accumulation of power spectra in the frequency domain.
In existing coherent lidars the accumulation of the ACF is used almost exclusively. But, since the calculation of the full ACF requires a large amount of complex operations, in practice this method is modified by calculating the ACF over the first few lags only (e.g. ‘pulse pair processing’ with one single lag only, or ‘poly pulse pair’ using a small number of lag contributions).

The second method of incoherent averaging used is the calculation and accumulation of power spectra. Again this method requires a very large amount of operations. Unfortunately and contrasting the situation for the ACF no simple approximation for these calculations exists. Due to this disadvantage, this method is rarely used with coherent lidars and its use has been limited to ‘low’ repetition rates of up to 100 Hz.

A problem common to both methods is the need to correct for the shot-to-shot frequency jitter that cannot be avoided for some types of pulsed laser transmitter.

To correct for this jitter in the time domain as required by the ACF, it is necessary to add a digital mixing stage into the data flow which is very time consuming for the signal processor.

In the frequency domain, using FFTs of the directly digitized signals, the problem of frequency jitter can be solved by a simple shift of the power spectrum before accumulation. At least as important as the shot-to-shot frequency jitter correction is the identification and handling of noise from different sources. This is where the processing in the spectral domain offers a great advantage, since sources of noise can often be identified by their specific spectral signature.

For these reasons we prefer spectral processing over the ACF-solution, but the selected hardware solution is sufficiently flexible to allow implementation of different schemes.

Realization

For reasons of reliability and accuracy we avoid analog processing to the largest possible extent. Hence the signal is digitized directly after amplification and anti-alias filtering. This requires a sample rate of at least two times the desired bandwidth, in our case 200 MHz. This digitizing is done by a standard high speed transient recorder. The recorder fits into a slot of the ISA-bus of a PC. While the transient recorder is set up once by the PC using the ISA-bus, the data transfer from the recorder to the realtime-processor is accomplished by using an auxiliary bus that can be operated at a speed of up to 200 MByte/sec. All interface electronics required for this have been realized in a single field programmable gate array.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1: Layout of the complete data acquisition system

In the first step the realtime-processor reads the datastream of one shot from the transient recorder and calculates the ‘fo–spectrum’ from it. This is a power spectrum taken from a data segment that is not influenced by the atmosphere. With this spectrum the actual center frequency of this shot and from this the required frequency shift for all power spectra is estimated. In the next step the datastream is split into range bins of the length of approximately the laser pulse length. These bins are taken from the datastream with an overlap of 50%. From these bins, the power spectra are calculated, the center frequency is corrected, and the corrected spectra are accumulated in time. Every 1 to 10 seconds the ac-
cumulated power spectra are transferred to the host.

The calculation and accumulation of power spectra in one range bin is completely independent from data from other bins. So these calculations can be distributed to as many processors as range bins need to be handled. With the system described here, the number of processors has been set to eight. But as long as the time available to distribute the data to the processors is longer than the time required to calculate the power spectra, the number of processors could be increased.

The above shows, that the problem of calculation of the power spectra in realtime is primarily a problem of distributing a large amount of data to many processors. The processing speed of the processors should be high, but is of secondary importance. So there is the need for a processor giving a strong multiprocessor support. To guarantee a continuous high speed data flow, the use of digital signal processors (DSP) is necessary. The high dynamic range of the processed data makes the use of floating point arithmetic mandatory [Oppenheim and Schaefer, 1989].

With the digital signal processor ADSP-21062 (SHARC™) produced by Analog Devices Inc. there is a DSP matching all requirements mentioned above. It offers a 32-bit floating point computational core giving a performance of up to 120 MFlop/sec. Its large on-chip memory of 64 KWords can be accessed from the core processor and from its integrated I/O processor simultaneously without wait states. In our system the interprocessor communication is done using the link ports of this processor. These six link ports support a throughput of up to 40 MBytes/sec. each. The maximum external I/O bandwidth of this processor is 240 MByte/sec. All this makes this processor an ideal core for the realtime-processor described here.

Performance

Presently a minimal configuration still consistent with figure 1 has been set up. To ease the debugging during the development of programs, the 8 DSPs assigned to the spectral processing have been removed and their job is done by the DSP located next to the PC. So the time-critical part of 'distributing' the raw data is still done and the actual performance can be extrapolated to the fully featured machine. Along with this reduction there is no longer enough memory to hold all data local to this processor when operating on the full range of 10 km. Therefore this range temporarily has been reduced to 6 km. With these restrictions the data acquisition system already achieves a repetition rate of up to 200 Hz when averaging the power spectra over at least 0.5 seconds. This repetition rate has been determined experimentally by 'measuring' sinus – waves from a function generator. When storing single shot raw data to disk, the repetition rate decreases to approximately 120 Hz. This is due to the large amount of data written to disk in this case. This repetition rate can only be increased by reducing the range, but the present performance has been found satisfactory for most test purposes. The repetition rate decreases further to approximately 78 Hz when writing single shot power spectra to disk since the amount of data increases by a factor of two.

Extrapolation of these numbers to the fully featured processor using ten SHARC™ – processors gives an attainable laser repetition rate of 1 KHz at a range of 10 km when averaging the power spectra over at least 1 second. Here the range of 10 km is divided into 208 range bins with a length of 96 m each and an overlap of 50%. Changing the length of the range bins from 96 m to 48 m does not influence the overall speed of the system, since the increase of administrative cost is compensated by a decrease of the number of operations needed for the FFTs (e.g. two FFTs of 64 points each get calculated slightly faster than one FFT of 128 points). So the numbers given above remain valid even when dividing the range of 10 km into 416 range bins with a length of 48 m each and an overlap of 50%.

Conclusion

We have presented a data acquisition and processing system that is able to calculate and accumulate power spectra from the return signal of a coherent laser system running at very high repetition rates. Within the near future, this system will be enhanced to run at the requested repetition rate of up to 1 KHz at a range of view of at least 10 km.

To keep the hardware cost as low as possible this system has been built with industrial components only. No custom made hardware was required to build this system.

The algorithms realized in this data acquisition
system are based on spectral processing of the returned signal. This is the first time a general purpose online processor is fast enough to calculate power spectra at very high repetition rates in realtime with a high spatial resolution.

The flexibility and high processing speed of this system will allow to examine a variety of schemes for incoherent averaging of heterodyne signals.
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1 Introduction

Latent heat flux is very important for the energy budget of the lower troposphere and tracing movement of water vapor density is most wanted for weather prediction and climate research. Active remote sensing systems using the DIAL technique provide water vapor measurements with sufficient accuracy and resolution. Using heterodyne signal detection the Doppler frequency shift of the received signal can be resolved and wind speeds in the line of sight are obtainable. A transceiver system is introduced that offers the potential for simultaneous measurement of the water vapor content and wind speed with high temporal and spatial resolution in the same atmospheric volume and thus all necessary data to determine latent heat flux (eddy correlation technique).

For use in a variety of field measurements, there is a need for compact, light weight, easily transportable systems with little power consumption. Diode pumped all solid state systems can provide the required efficiency and compactness. As described in [1] the Nd:YAG crystal proved to be a promising candidate for water vapor measurements using the 1123 nm transition.

2 The Water Vapor Absorption Lines

Different meteorological conditions with large differences in atmospheric water vapor contents (tropic to arctic environments) require various absorption linestrengths to measure water vapor with comparable performance. In the laser transitions of Nd:YAG at 1112 nm and 1123 nm five absorption lines are found that offer a suitable atmospheric optical thickness for almost every climatic condition. The linestrengths are $S= 2.8 \times 10^{-24}$ cm, $6.6 \times 10^{-24}$ cm, $33.0 \times 10^{-24}$ cm at 1112 nm and $S= 9.8 \times 10^{-24}$ cm, $885 \times 10^{-24}$ cm at 1123 nm. The absorption at the peak of the line depends on the atmospheric temperature. Misestimation of the temperature $\Delta T$ leads to systematic errors of the water vapor measurements. These are small for the lines at 1123 nm (0-3% for $\Delta T \approx 10^\circ C$) and moderate to large for the lines at 1112 nm (6-15% for $\Delta T \approx 10^\circ C$). If high precision is required the measurements have to be corrected using accurate temperature values.

3 The Laser System

A laser system providing the ability for heterodyne detection and measure trace gases with the DIAL method has to meet certain requirements. It has to emit single frequency laser pulses (heterodyne detection) and has to be tunable and stabilized to certain wavelengths (DIAL). A master-oscillator power-oscillator design offers a practicable way to provide the necessary output. A single frequency master-oscillator with high enough output power to provide for the local oscillator mixing power and for seeding the slave resonator was developed. It consists of a laser crystal framed by two quarterwave plates and a polarizer to maintain a quasi ring cavity. This avoids spatial hole burning and single frequency lasing is achieved. The resonator also holds a quartz etalon of 150 $\mu$m thickness. This allows to suppress other laser transitions at 1112 nm and 1116 nm and a coarse tuning to the wavelength of interest (on- or off-line). The optical roundtrip length of the resonator is presently ca. 5 cm and offers a fine tuning range of ca. 6 GHz using the piezo mounted end mirror. The piezo is also used
to stabilize the laser to an external reference cavity. The laser is pumped by a 12 W fiber coupled diode laser at ca. 808 nm and offers 200 mW tunable single frequency power.

The slave laser also utilizes a twisted mode design using two quarterwave plates and a brewster cut Pockels cell which serves as q-switch and polarizer. Seeding is accomplished through the brewster surface. S-polarisation of the seeded power is turned into p-polarisation using depolarisation in the crystal and in the q-switch during pulse build up. Transmitted though the slave resonator and being partly extracted from the cavity by the second brewster surface the seed laser light experience an etalon effect which is used to stabilize the slave laser to the seed frequency. This is accomplished by adjusting the end mirror which, like in the master laser, is mounted onto a ring piezo. Beating the slave output with the local oscillator (fig.1a) a Gauss function fitted to the power spectrum reveals a bandwidth of 1.46 MHz (fig.1b). Since the transform-limited bandwidth of a ca. 300 ns pulse is 1.47 MHz, actually no chirp can be observed. Recording 15000 shots (250 Hz, 60 sec.) and reading the beat frequency with a resolution of 0.78 MHz to control the stability of the system, a ±5.5 MHz standard deviation from the center frequency of 40 MHz offset to the local oscillator, has been detected (fig.3). This employs little passive and very basic active stabilisation techniques only. The remaining shot-to-shot frequency jitter will be corrected by the data acquisition system. So the system is already able to produce steady heterodyne return signals and first hard target measurements of 670 m distance (environmental circumstances) were recorded.

Fig.1: a.) Beat of the slave laser with the local oscillator. The amplitude was cut off at ±1 V due to amplifier confinement. b.) Power spectrum (dotted) and fitted Gauss function (solid): the bandwidth amounts to 1.46 MHz.

Fig.2: Frequency stability of the slave laser against the local oscillator: the solid lines mark the standard deviation of ±5.5 MHz from the center frequency of 39.9 MHz.

For these first measurements a preliminary two mirror off axis telescope with a free aperture of
ca. 6 cm was used. The pulse length (FWHM) was about 300 ns at a resonator length of ca. 12 cm. The laser is pumped by a 200 W peak diode bar at 808 nm and presently produces 200 μJ at 250 Hz repetition rate.

4 Summary and outlook

An all solid state master-oscillator power-oscillator laser system capable of producing heterodyne signals has been developed. This system holds the potential of measuring water vapor and wind simultaneously by introducing a second seed laser generating the second wavelength necessary for DIAL measurements. With a new pumping geometry we expect to raise the output power of the slave to 500 μJ and the repetition rate to 600 Hz. Applying a second pump diode bar, should raise the output power to >1 mJ at a rate of 1 kHz. Improvements in passive (e.g. housing, temperature control) and active (computer controlled) stabilization of the laser system should decrease the frequency jitter. By upgrading the receiver optics we expect to improve the wave front image and thus the detectable signals by at least an order of magnitude.
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Abstract: Multiple field-of-view (MFOV) lidars have proven capable of providing cloud particle size information and reliable extinction solutions. The performance of MFOV lidars depends on the capability of doing efficient measurements at different FOVs. In this paper, various means of achieving MFOV control are presented with emphasis on the strengths and weaknesses of each technique.

Introduction

Theoretical and experimental works on laser beam multiple scattering in clouds\textsuperscript{1-9} have demonstrated that multiple-field-of-view (MFOV) lidar can be used to determine the average particle size of clouds. Typically, the range of FOV required is from 0.1 to 10 mrad. The MFOV lidar measure the angular dependence of the scattered laser beam energy that is reflected back to the lidar by a given cloud layer. Ideally, it is required that the laser beam divergence be smaller than the minimum lidar FOV (6F\textsubscript{min}) and that the laser beam size be smaller than the product z6F\textsubscript{min}, were z is the distance to the cloud. Note that what is being done, is a ring segmentation of the image. Cloud distances being usually large the image and the focal planes superimpose each other.

The MFOV lidar systems could be divided into two classes: simultaneous data acquisition at all FOVs or sequential measurements. The advantages of simultaneous recording are: high acquisition speed (the limit being the laser repetition rate) and insensitivity to cloud temporal variation. The disadvantage is that each FOV requires a dedicated A/D acquisition card. The advantage and disadvantage of a sequential MFOV lidar measurement are opposite of the simultaneous measurements, i.e: sensitivity to cloud time evolution between FOV changes and a single A/D acquisition required.

MFOV systems

Simultaneous measurements have been achieved with the concentric detectors array illustrated at Fig. 1. The array consisted of 4 concentric photodiodes of nominal outer diameters of 0.75, 2.5, 5 and 7.6 mm. Currently, there are no concentric APD detectors commercially available. In another approach, the ring-shaped holographic optical element shown in Fig. 2 was placed in the image plane of the receiver objective. The ring were designed to deflect the incident radiation at the first order diffractional order but different azimuthal angles. An eyepiece focused the deflected radiation to separate detectors. The holographic volume element developed by NOI\textsuperscript{10} has achieved an efficiency better than 95% with negligible cross talk between the different FOVs. Both segmented PIN diode and the holographic optical element were custom made and had a fixed and limited number of FOVs.

Sequential measurements require stable cloud conditions during the full cycle of FOV measurements. Analysis of cloud temporal fluctuation needs to be performed to ensure that the lidar signal variation measured between different FOVs are caused by FOV difference and not by a variation in the cloud. The "cloud stability" period is specific to the cloud event. However it was observed that a measurement period smaller than 0.5 s is typically sufficient for stratus cloud\textsuperscript{11}. Therefore a laser with a minimum repetition rate of 10-20 Hz is required. Sequential measurements were carried out with three devices: a diaphragm, a rotating wheel with preset apertures and a concentric ring liquid crystal element. Fig. 3 shows the set up of the sequential MFOV lidar used. Polarization measurements were performed when possible. The primary mirror is 200 mm in diameter and has a focal length of 760 mm. The image produced by the collecting lens L\textsubscript{1} is collimated with lens L\textsubscript{2} followed by a separation into its two linearly polarized components and then re-image with lenses L\textsubscript{3}.
Sequential measurements were easily done with a diaphragm. The aperture size was changed manually or mechanically and its value recorded with the use of an encoder (a potentiometer was actually used and calibration done with gage pins). Holes smaller than 0.6 mm were achieved. Continuous FOV sweeps between 0.9 and 12 mrad were achieved in less than 0.4 s.

The rotating wheel with masks is illustrated in Fig. 4. It consists of an aluminized glass plate with 32 etched irises. For each iris there is a synchronization hole that triggers the laser. The wheel turns at a stabilized speed of 3.125 turn/s and an electronic delay is set between the synchronization hole and the laser trigger. For this configuration, the laser is slaved to the FOV controller. FOVs ranging from 0.1 to 12 mrad were changed at a repetition rate of 100 Hz. Faster repetition rate and smaller FOVs could be achieved with the same design. Any FOV sequence and pattern can be designed; ring masks instead of irises were tested with success.
Fig. 4 Aluminized glass plate with 32 etched irises. The order of the irises was set to cover maximum FOV difference within 1/4 of a turn

A liquid crystal concentric ring mask SLM-R was purchased from Jenoptik Laser Optik\textsuperscript{12}. This nematic liquid crystal is sandwiched between two high transmission, high contrast cross polarizers. It consist of 31 rings separated by 5 \textmu m gaps. A maximum transmission of 42% was obtained in the "clear" mode while an attenuation better than $10^5$ was obtained in the "opaque" modes, respectively. The response times are $0.003 \text{s}$ and $0.02 - 0.025\text{s}$ for the on and off mode. This limits the operating frequency to 50 Hz. The SLM-R is controlled via a computer interface and individual ring can be controlled. This make this device very flexible. However, because it uses polarizers, it can only detect a single polarization for a given position. It is required to turn the device by 90° to detect the other polarization. The outer ring diameter of the SLM-R and of the etched irises shown at Fig.4 are listed in table I for comparison purposes.

Table I, Comparison of the outer ring diameter of the SLM-R and of the etched iris

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ring #</th>
<th>SLM (\textmu m)</th>
<th>Etched iris (\textmu m)</th>
<th>Ring #</th>
<th>SLM (\textmu m)</th>
<th>Etched iris (\textmu m)</th>
<th>Ring #</th>
<th>SLM (\textmu m)</th>
<th>Etched iris (\textmu m)</th>
<th>Ring #</th>
<th>SLM (\textmu m)</th>
<th>Etched iris (\textmu m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3730</td>
<td>3174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4110</td>
<td>3707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4510</td>
<td>4331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>1458</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4910</td>
<td>5059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>128.6</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2410</td>
<td>1704</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5310</td>
<td>5911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2710</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5710</td>
<td>6905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3930</td>
<td>2326</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6110</td>
<td>8064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>2716</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Simultaneous FOV measurements are required for fast changing events or for mobile platform that can not guaranty laser probing at the exact same location from shot to shot. Otherwise a sequential measurement appear preferable because of its low cost and flexibility (measurements at a large number of FOVs can be achieved).

For sequential FOV control, a diaphragm is very easy to implement, but suffers from a fairly large smallest aperture. However combined with large focal lengths, small FOVs could be obtained. The time span necessary to cover all the aperture sizes (from the largest to the smallest aperture ) is typically 0.2 s. The custom rotating wheel mask has been tested at a frequency of 100 Hz and could operate at a frequency of 1000 Hz without major modifications to the system. The liquid crystal device is commercially available and offers programmable FOV selection limited to 50 Hz and to a single polarization. However, using a pellicule beam splitter it is possible to split the incoming lidar return onto two separate SLM-R and it is possible to configure the ring pattern selection in such a way that additional rings are turned on without turning off the other rings and thus reach a rate of 300 Hz.
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Abstract

Lidar and, in particular, differential absorption and scattering (DAS) lidar have today reached a high degree of maturity. In order to create the long-missing legal basis for official application of the lidar technique, the German Commission on Air Pollution Prevention of VDI and DIN established a working group whose task was to define the basis for standardization and quality assurance of the lidar technique and prepare a set of recommendations for the use and operation of lidar systems. This group now completed, as a first result, a guideline for the use of DAS lidar for gas concentration measurements. Peculiarities associated with such a task are presented, and the contents of the draft of the resulting Guideline VDI 4210 Part 1 are discussed.

1 Introduction

Although the method of the differential absorption and scattering lidar has been well-known since the seventh decade of this century and although the DAS lidar technique has meanwhile reached a high degree of maturity, it has not yet found broad and official application. The most important reasons for the restricted use are the following:

i. The investment costs for a lidar system are still relatively high.

ii. The available signal processing and computing power used to be insufficient for effective online data treatment.

iii. Lasers required huge maintenance effort, and even highly specialized personnel reached only a poor relation between preparation and operation time.

iv. The legal basis for the official acceptance, calibration and quality control of lidar measurements was missing.

During the past years, meaningful improvements could be obtained with respect to points ii. and iii. For point iv., pioneering work is presented in this paper. The German Commission on Air Pollution Prevention of VDI and DIN convened a working group that elaborated the German Guideline VDI 4210 Part 1. This guideline, together the acceptance of specific lidar systems, will give the legal basis for official and routine applications of the DAS lidar technique.

2 Purpose of a guideline

An important requirement to be met by a set of recommendations was conciseness. Neither should they replace nor resemble a textbook or some kind of reference manual. Instead, it was intended to serve a number of purposes that had to be defined prior to drafting the text. Among these were to
- help prospective users decide, for a given problem, whether to use lidar or some conventional technique,
- help lidar users understand operational characteristics,
- help lidar users choose a suitable instrument,
- provide and unify definitions for performance data of different instruments,
- help lidar users avoid mistakes in lidar operation and data reduction,
- provide the foundations for lidar data quality assurance,
- help render results traceable to fundamental constants,
- enable industry and authorities to replace slow, expensive, error-prone or otherwise inappropriate techniques with better-suited alternatives, and
- help lidar designers define performance aims.

3 Peculiarities of DAS lidar standardization

In DAS lidar standardization, a number of peculiarities must be considered. Differently from instruments for in-situ measurements of which usually whole series had been in operation by the time a guideline was established, few lidars have so far been built more than once. Next, the different existing systems show great variability in operation mode and system parameters. Then, current definitions of performance characteristics and other technical terms as used for in-situ systems are not applicable or need modification for lidar. Furthermore, most of the performance data cannot be defined in an absolute way but depend on each other and on ambient conditions as well. Finally, the calibration procedure must obviously differ from the calibration of in-situ measurement devices. A few of these problems are dealt with in more detail below.

3.1 Differential absorption lidar variability

DAS lidars vary widely according to the purpose for which they are intended. The most important of the parameters in which DAS lidars differ are
- wavelength: wavelengths commonly used are in the UV between 225 and 400 nm, in the visible between 400 and 700 nm, in the near-to-middle IR between 0.7 and 4 μm and in the middle IR between 9 and 11 μm - source and detection technologies vary accordingly;
- source tunability: freely tunable, line-tunable as well as fixed-frequency lasers are used;
- sequence of signal and reference-pulse transmission: pulses at the two wavelengths are transmitted simultaneously, quasi-simultaneously (within 50 to 1000 μs), or with longer delay - simultaneous and quasi-simultaneous transmission usually necessitates two lasers, whereas for delayed transmission one laser is sufficient;
- detection: DAS lidars in general use direct detection, but homodyne and heterodyne detection schemes are also beginning to be utilized;
- geometry: axes of the transmitter and detector system can be parallel (or nearly parallel), or coincide;
- scanning capability: most systems can scan the lidar beam in azimuth or elevation, usually both, but fixed-beam systems are also being used;
- mobility: stationary, transportable, and mobile systems that operate out of vans, trucks, boats, and airplanes have been in actual use.

It is obvious that the adjustment, alignment, calibration, and verification procedures differ for the different variants of DAS lidar systems.

3.2 Definition of performance characteristics

Performance data such as time resolution, depth averaging interval, onset distance, range, detection and quantification limit as well as accuracy and precision of a measurement all depend upon one another in a way that is not easily described by an analytic function.

3.2.1 Time resolution

Time resolution is defined as the shortest interval in which consecutive depth profiles can be measured. Clearly, time resolution of a DAS lidar is a meaningful figure only when the other parameters of the purpose of a measurement are given.

3.2.2 Depth resolution

Depth resolution is the depth interval in which the apparent concentration rises from 25 to 75 % of the step height if the actual concentration follows a step function. It is a constant of the apparatus and does not depend on other parameters of the measurement.

3.2.3 Depth averaging interval

Differently from depth resolution, the depth averaging interval has direct influence on the other performance data. Usually an entire multiple of the depth resolution, it is the depth that corresponds to
the number of bins over which individual points in
the lidar profile are averaged.

3.2.4 Onset distance
In agreement with practical usage, the onset distance
is defined as that distance at which the lidar return
signals are maximum. Valid data are as a rule hard
to extract from points closer than this distance.

3.2.5 Range
Range is defined as the distance at which the signal-
to-noise ratio of the derivative of the difference of
logarithms of the time-averaged return signals drops
below 10, with respect to the same quantity taken at
the optimum distance. This definition raised
considerable controversy not only because valid
measurements may be possible for a signal-to-noise
ratio range below 10, but also because it causes
systems with longer onset distance and poorer limit
of detection to exhibit longer ranges than systems
optimized for shorter distance. It was therefore
decided that range specifications have to be
accompanied by a specification of the detection
limit.

3.2.6 Detection limit
The limit of detection is defined as the smallest
value of a given quantity that can be distinguished
from zero with a confidence level of 95 %. The
detection limit $C_{DL}$ is thus the concentration that
allows to determine the presence of a substance with
95 % probability, even though the concentration
cannot be quantified by the measurement. The
detection limit is obtained from a "zero
concentration measurement" in which the standard
deviation $\sigma_{stat}$ is determined. With the Student
factor $t_{stat}$, $C_{DL}$ is defined as $C_{DL} = t_{stat}\sigma_{stat}$. The
quantity $C_{DL}$ depends on the background fluctuation
and thus on the same parameters as the range. In
order to allow a comparison of detection limits,
values for the distance, averaging interval, and
measurement duration must therefore be given.

3.2.7 Quantification limit
The limit of quantification is defined as the smallest
value of a given quantity that can be distinguished
from the limit of detection with a confidence level
of 95 %. So the quantification limit $C_{DL}$ is equal to
twice the limit of detection.

3.2.8 Agreed range and agreed limit of detection
In order to avoid that different parameter constel-
lations are used as the basis for the determination of
range and detection limit data of different systems,
an agreed range and an agreed limit of detection
have been defined. The agreed range $x_A$ is the range
obtained at a meteorological visibility better than
30 km and, if the measurement is made in the UV, at
an ozone concentration below or equal to 30 $\mu g/m^3$.
The agreed limit of detection $C_{DL}$ is the limit of
detection obtained by averaging over the depth
interval between 0.5 $x_{DL}$ and 1.5 $x_{DL}$, where
$x_{DL}$ is the distance at which the agreed limit of
detection is determined. The standard value for
$x_{DL}$ is 1000 m, however, $x_{DL}$ is limited to 50 %
of the agreed range. Measurement time for the
above parameters is 15 minutes.

3.3 Calibration
In the DAS lidar technique, the reciprocal difference
of the absorption cross sections of the gas of interest
at the on-resonance and off-resonance wavelengths,
$[\sigma(\lambda_1) - \sigma(\lambda_0)]^{-1}$, is treated as the calibration factor.
This factor must be determined with respect to the
effective bandwidth of the laser in use. The effective
bandwidth results from the short-term bandwidth of
the laser with respect to jitter and drift of the
wavelength. Effects of pressure, concentration and
temperature to the effective absorption spectra must
be considered as well. The calibration can be done
in two different ways:
- by a simultaneous measurement with a certified
measurement system, or
- by a measurement of a certified reference gas.
The calibration is performed by the manufacturer
before delivery and is repeated after substantial
system modifications. Users are expected to carry
out well-defined function tests in order to assure
proper and calibrated operation of the instrument.

4. Draft of Guideline VDI 4210 Part 1
The preliminary title of the guideline is "Remote
sensing - Atmospheric measurements with lidar -
Measuring gaseous pollutants with DAS lidar" and
the VDI reference is "VDI 4210 Part 1". It is divided
into eight sections that cover the following subjects:
1. Lidar fundamentals,
2. Operational characteristics,
3. DAS lidar types and components,
4. Selection of site and meteorological conditions,
5. Measurement procedure,
6. Calibration,
7. Data evaluation, and
8. Operational characteristics.
For the sake of conciseness of the guideline, a separate list of all symbols and abbreviations used in the text, a number of illustrating applications and more in-depth treatment of some potentially perturbing effects are added as an appendix. Among these are Rayleigh and particle scattering corrections, the determination and treatment of cross sensitivities, the effect of aerosols as well as fluctuations in temperature, pressure and other atmospheric properties, and implications of cross-section uncertainties, wavelength fluctuations and a number of geometric, electronic and mathematical artifacts.

5 Timetable and future activities

By the time of preparation of this manuscript, the draft of the Guideline VDI 4210 Part 1 had been published, announced in the Bundesanzeiger (Federal Gazette) for public scrutiny and distributed to potentially interested parties. These and the can propose additions and other alterations before 01 May 1998. The DAS Lidar Working Group will then decide about modifications of the Guideline. We expect the Guideline to become effective before the end of 1998.

In the field of remote sensing, recommendations for Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometry are also in preparation and will be completed soon. The next subjects in lidar are visibility lidar and Doppler wind lidar; work has begun recently and makes good progress. Other topics within VDI 4210 will be the standardization of measurements by Rayleigh lidar, aerosol lidar, fluorescence lidar, and Raman lidar.

As lidar in general and differential-absorption lidar in particular continue to develop, so will the Guideline. Lidar development proceeds at a quick pace in many countries, and lidar recommendations and guidelines will come into existence elsewhere. The authors would be pleased if Guideline VDI 4210 Part 1 could serve as a basis for these activities including the ones actually planned at the Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN).
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Introduction

In 1997, the Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) airborne lidar system was re-designed to allow simultaneous upward/downward operation. The lidar system was ground tested during the Montreal Experiment on Regional Mixing and Ozone (MERMOZ) during August 1997 and flown aboard the National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) Convair 580 aircraft during the Canadian Freezing Drizzle Experiment III (CFDEIII) during December 1997.

The Convair 580 aircraft is fully instrumented for cloud physical and air chemistry observations; instruments include particle probes, moudi impactors, cloud water samplers and full meteorological instrumentation including temperature, dew point, relative humidity, pressure and wind gust probes giving precise wind speed and direction.

Instrument Design

Many factors contributed to the requirement to re-design the airborne lidar system. The previous system was used successfully during three previous field studies: Pacific 93\textsuperscript{1-3}, Lidar In-Space Technology Experiment (LITE)\textsuperscript{4,5} and Radiation, Aerosol and Cloud Experiment (RACE)\textsuperscript{6-8}. The old system was downward only and pointed 8 degrees off nadir due to location of available fuselage openings. The new design offers simultaneous upward/downward lidar (see Figure 1) with depolarization capability. A typical flight includes high level (>11,400ft) flight tracks for lidar and low level tracks (<11,400ft) for cloud physics and chemical observations. During the high level runs, the new system can run simultaneously in the upward and downward orientation. Due to eye safety constraints (see eye safety section), downward lidar operations are not permitted during low level tracks (<11,400ft). In upward only mode, the lidar can be run simultaneously with other in-situ instrumentation.

Figure 1. Side view of CV580 aircraft showing location of upward and downward lidars.

To double the lidar instrumentation on the aircraft while keeping the weight to the same as the old system required each component to be selected based on the best combination of performance and physical size/weight (see figure 2). The Camac 8 bit data acquisition system (DAS) was replaced with a Gage 80 MHz 12 bit computer card. The system has two cards (one for each system) and each card has two channels and can run either single channel 80 MHz or dual channel 40 MHz modes. The dual channel mode offers the capability to record either dual wavelength or depolarization data. The dual rod 10 Hz laser was replaced with two single rod 20 Hz lasers. The upward laser contains a dry pockels cell for vertical mounting to reduce floor footprint. Each laser has a self contained closed loop cooling system and power consumption of less than half that of the old system. Each laser is fitted with a beam diverger unit to expand the beam to meet eye safety requirements (see eye safety section). The single Industrial Source computer system and interlock control box were replaced by two IBM Thinkpad laptop computers attached to docking stations. One laptop controls the lasers and pilot interlock system while the other serves as the data acquisition computer collecting, storing and displaying the data from both lidars. The DAS software was upgraded from Quick BASIC to C code running under Windows 95 giving multiple screen views and...
enhanced data collection and display options. A summary of changes is shown in Table 1.

Airborne Lidar System

Old Lidar Configuration
- Downward (8.1° off nadir)
- CAMAC/DOS based data acquisition system
- large dual rod laser (600 mJ @ 10 Hz)
- dual wavelength capability (real time data display for only one λ)
- industrial source PC
- vertical resolution (6 km -12 m, 3 km -6 m)
- total weight - 1100 lbs

New Lidar Configuration
- Simultaneous downward/upward
- GAGE PC cards/Windows 95 data acquisition system
- 2 lasers (up-400 mJ, down - 460 mJ both @ 20 Hz), 2 telecscopes etc...
- depolarization channel
- flexible display windows
- two laptops w backplane
- vertical resolution (7.7 km - 3.75 m etc...)
- total weight - 1000 lbs

Table 1: Instrument comparison between old system and re-designed simultaneous upward/downward lidar system.

Eye-Safety

As responsible operators of lidar systems, eye-safety is of great concern. The downward pointing lidar is eye-safe to any observer on the ground looking directly into the beam of the laser either with the unaided eye or with a 50 mm optic such as binoculars. In addition it is necessary to provide an offset to protect both underflying and overflying aircraft (for the upward orientation).

For CFDE III the output energies of each lidar configuration were 360 mJ @ 20 Hz repetition rate (upward lidar) and 420 mJ @ 20 Hz repetition rate (downward lidar). Beam divergers are mounting in each laser head to increase the divergence of each laser beam. The final divergence of the upward lidar has been set to 5.4 mrad and 6.6 mrad for the downward lidar. According to ANSI Z136.1 these energies (at 1064nm - the output wavelength of the lasers) translate into a vertical offset of 1830 feet above the aircraft and 1620 feet below the aircraft to meet the Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) level for Intrabeam viewing for the unaided eye. In addition the aircraft must fly at altitudes above 11400 feet above ground level to be "eye-safe" for observers looking directly into the beam through a 50 mm optically aided device (this is the worst case scenario for a dark adapted pupil of 7 mm).

To maintain a safe environment within the aircraft a curtain barrier has been placed around the beam directing optics of both lidar systems and a beam tube has been used to direct the downward laser beam towards the output window. Eye-safety danger signs have also been placed at each lidar station within the aircraft. During each field study a Laser Safety Officer (LSO) and deputy LSO are selected and they ensure all laser safety regulations and procedures are followed.

Preliminary Results

The MermozII field study took place in August 1997. The lidar system was set up in a mobile laboratory in a farmers corn field near the town of St. Polycarpe Quebec. The lidar was located with other instruments including 915 MHz wind profiler, soil moisture probes, Hg analyzer, sky viewing video system and basic meteorological package including wind speed/direction, temperature, pressure and relative humidity. The field study included scheduled over flights by a...
NRCC Twin Otter aircraft which was instrumented with particle probes, microwave radiometers and basic meteorogical package. The aircraft flight tracks included either flux runs within the boundary layer or radiometer runs over a network of soil moisture probes. The lidar was operated from 9am to 6pm local time (weather permitting) in a zenith orientation using a 200 shot average at 20Hz repetition rate. The growth of the boundary layer was observed as well as cumulus cloud formation due to daytime heating. Greyscale represents the ratio to clean air (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Lidar greyscale plots of (a) early morning boundary layer growth. (b) late day boundary growth and cumulus cloud formation. Times are in GMT (local time + 4 hours)

The residual boundary layer from the previous day was observed at approximately 2km and remained present though out the day (see figure 3a). Cumulus cloud formation at approximately 22:30 and de-coupling of the boundary layer from 21:51 to approximately 22:15 can be seen (see figure 3b). These structures were also observed by the wind profiler. Figure 3 shows a test flight during CFDEIII. The upward lidar observed cirrus clouds at approximately 8km. The downward lidar observed aerosol layers above a solid status cloud deck at approximately 1km altitude.

Figure 4. Lidar Greyscale plot of cloud and aerosol layers over lake Ontario on December 11, 1997. Horizontal resolution is ~100m. The greyscale is reduced to 30 for the downward lidar to show aerosol layers above the status cloud deck.

Summary

The simultaneous lidar system was used successfully during MERMOZII and CFDEIII. The computer software continues to be improved and the system will be used during the First ISSCP Radiation Experiment III (FIREIII) based at Inuvik, NWT in April-May, 1998.
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1. Introduction

We are developing a portable, eye-safe, ground-based ozone lidar instrument specialized for ozone differential absorption lidar (DIAL) measurements in the troposphere. This prototype instrument is intended to operate at remote field sites and to serve as the basic unit for future monitoring projects requiring multi-instrument networks, such as that proposed for the Global Tropospheric Ozone Project (GTOP). GTOP is currently being formulated by a scientific panel of the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Project to meet its goal to better understand the processes that control the global distribution of tropospheric ozone [1]. In order for the lidar to be widely deployed in networks, it must be fairly easy to use and maintain as well as being cost-competitive with a ground station launching ozone sondes several times a day.

To achieve these goals, emphasis is placed upon the incorporation of (1) all-solid state transmitters which can reliably produce 20-40 mJ pulses, (2) a highly efficient, narrow-bandpass receiver, (3) dual analog and photon-counting detector channels, and (4) flexible, user-friendly control software.

2. Transmitter

Two candidate lasers are currently being evaluated as possible transmitters. Both are based upon mature Nd:YAG laser technology coupled with nonlinear frequency conversion chains to produce the wavelengths needed for differential absorption lidar measurements.

The first approach is based upon Raman shifting in solid-state crystals. It has the advantage of being very efficient and of producing well-defined wavelengths. However, the specific wavelengths produced are dictated by the Raman crystals utilized, so for compact systems this technique restricts the choice of wavelengths to two or three. The use of three wavelengths facilitates some optimization for the particular ozone distribution to be measured. Raman shifting a doubled Nd:YAG laser in an external cavity using barium nitrate and subsequent frequency doubling or mixing to the uv can produce 281.7 and 299.4 nm wavelengths. With a lithium iodate crystal, 289.8 and 303.3 nm pulses can be produced.

Figure 1 illustrates a 2-wavelength uv laser transmitter based upon Raman shifting in barium nitrate. The doubled output from a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is split into two beams. One beam is mode-matched to a Raman oscillator and pumps it to produce a Raman-shifted output pulse at 599 nm. Residual energies at 563 nm (from the first Stokes shift) and at 532 nm are separated out with a dichroic mirror. The polarization of the 599 nm pulse is then rotated 90° by a Pockels cell and passes through a polarizing beam splitter. Its polarization is then rotated back and its wavelength is frequency doubled to 299 nm, producing the off-line pulse. To produce the on-line pulse, a timing circuit triggers the Pockels cell so that every other Raman pulse is not rotated in polarization. This unrotated pulse is reflected by the polarizing beam splitter. It is frequency-mixed with a portion of the 532 nm pump energy to generate the 282 nm pulse.

Our preliminary work with barium nitrate has demonstrated Raman conversion efficiencies exceeding 45% in the visible with a multimode pump [2]. Both off-line and on-line uv pulses have been produced in our laboratory, but with under 1 mJ pulse energies [3]. The low conversion efficiencies in the uv are due to a combination of high beam divergence from the Raman oscillator and low Raman oscillator energies. In the conference paper, we will present our current results with our redesigned oscillator and oscillator-amplifier configuration.

The alternative transmitter under laboratory evaluation is a Nd:YAG-pumped Type II optical parametric oscillator (OPO) frequency-doubled to the uv [4]. This laser has recently been reported to produce ~10 mJ pulses in the 300-nm region when pumped by 135 mJ of tripled output from an injection-seeded Nd:YAG. It has the advantage of tunability throughout the uv and can therefore be precisely wavelength optimized for a given ozone distribution. However, this also requires computer monitoring and control of the laser wavelength. It also increases the complexity of the wavelength masks in the focal plane of the receiver grating. In addition,
the injection-seeded pump laser increases the cost and complexity of the transmitter. Results for this laser will be presented in the conference paper.

3. Receiver
The lidar receiver utilizes a 12" square parabolic primary mirror and a grating-based spectrometer as a wavelength filter (Figure 2). Daylight preflltering is performed by reflective dielectric coatings on the fold mirrors before the grating. For stock commercial triplet lenses and gratings, the bandpass in the focal plane of the grating is computed to be 2.4 nm for a single wavelength channel. By opening a shutter in the focal plane of the grating to allow through only the transmitted wavelength, the bandwidth can be maintained at 2.4 nm for a multi-wavelength system. With commercially available dielectric coatings, the throughput efficiency from the atmosphere to the detector plane is calculated to be ~60% for the far field (photon-counting mode) channel. The near-field (analog-mode) channel (not shown) will utilize the negative first order reflection from the grating and not reduce the efficiency of the far-field channel. A number of techniques are under investigation to address the problem of detector saturation and signal-induced bias due to the strong near field return.

Figure 1. A candidate uv transmitter based upon a barium nitrate Raman oscillator.

Figure 2. The lidar receiver optical layout.
Lightweight, graphite epoxy breadboards form the four walls of the telescope. The receiver and transmitter optics can be directly attached to two of these breadboards, making the entire system extremely compact.

The data acquisition system consists of a field-hardened personal computer with a 12-bit A/D and 300 MHz counter cards. Beam steering, system timing, and the monitoring of output pulse energies will also be computer controlled. The control and data analysis software is being written in LabVIEW.

4. Calculated Ozone DIAL performance

We have calculated the expected DIAL performance for our receiver and transmitter characteristics. As an example, we choose an ozone profile measured at the tropical ozone sonde station in Brazzaville, Congo, on day 294 in 1992 [5]. Using these data we simulate lidar return signals [6] accounting for Rayleigh scattering and extinction due to Rayleigh scattering and ozone absorption [7] for our chosen on- and off-line wavelength pairs: 281.7/299.4 nm and 289.8/303.3 nm for the Nd:YAG Raman transmitters and 286/299.4 nm for the Nd:YAG OPO-based system. The signal to noise (S/N) ratios for the DIAL return signal are calculated incorporating the contributions of several error sources: signal noise, sky background radiation for a sun zenith angle of 30°, dark current/counts of the photomultiplier tube (PMT), analog-to-digital resolution (10 usable bits for the analog mode), and the dead time error arising in the photon counting mode at high count rates. Figure 3 depicts the given ozone sonde profile and the calculated total S/N ratios of the far field (photon counting (PC)) channel and for two near field (analog) channels with different sets of operational parameters (A#1, A#2). Key parameters used for the calculations are listed in Table 1.

The S/N ratios shown in Figure 3 stay above ~10 for the shorter transmitter wavelength pairs over the entire tropospheric ozone profile, while S/N ratios drop below 10 for the 282/299 nm pair above an altitude of ~13 km. The latter pair shows a significantly higher sensitivity for the lower tropospheric ozone but becomes more insensitive for the upper free tropospheric ozone compared to the longer wavelength pairs.

The S/N ratio of the PC channel is primarily limited by signal noise, except above ~20 km and below ~8 km, where it is limited by dark count shot noise and dead time uncertainty, respectively. Below ~6.5 km the maximum anode current of the PMT is exceeded.

The analog channel A#2 shows sufficient overlap with the PC channel at reasonable S/N ratios but the measurements do not extend below ~1.8 km because the maximum allowed cathode current of the PMT is exceeded for reasonable PMT gain and ADC range settings. To allow lidar measurements down to 100 m, another analog channel (A#1) whose optical throughput is reduced by a factor of 5 relative to A#2 is needed. Two possible methods to cover the entire altitude range below 7 km with analog channels are: (1) operate two PMTs with a 20/80 beam splitter, or (2) record the lidar return alternatively with 20% transmission and full

![Figure 3. Simulated S/N ratios for the DIAL return computed for the plotted ozone sonde profile.](image-url)
Table 1. Key parameters for the simulation of DIAL performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmitter</th>
<th>Transmitted energy, on/off-line</th>
<th>30/10 mJ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divergence, full angle</td>
<td>0.8 mrad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Effective telescope area / diameter</th>
<th>0.091 m² / 13.4°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total throughput</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC channel (grating, order 1)</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analog channel (grating, order -1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A#1</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A#2</td>
<td>1.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field of view, full angle</td>
<td>1 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bandpass for each wavelength</td>
<td>2.4 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Photomultiplier Tubes | Hamamatsu H5600-6 series [8], Quantum efficiency | ~18% |
|                      | Collection efficiency                   | ~65%  |
|                      | Rise time                               | 0.65ns |
|                      | Dark anode current/count rate           | 0.5 nA/80 cnts/s |

| Range and time resolution | Photon counting channel | 1000 m |
|                          | Analog channel (A#1/A#2) | 300/500 m |
|                          | # of pulses averaged, on- or off-line | 9000* |

*this corresponds to a 30/10 min integration for a 10/30 Hz single-wavelength transmitter system.

sensitivity. The S/N ratios of the analog channels are limited by signal noise for S/N greater than -5 and by dark current or ADC resolution for S/N lower than ~5.

For the system parameters in Table I, shot noise due to sky background radiation is not expected to limit the lidar performance. In our calculations, a minimum constant background level on the PMT’s is assumed for wavelengths shorter than 295 nm, corresponding to the apparent sky background for measurements taken at 295 nm with a 2.4 nm optical bandwidth. The value of this minimum level is 10⁻⁶ W/m²/sr/nm, as measured with a typical telescope setup by Maeda et al. [9].

5. Summary

We are developing transmitter, receiver, and data acquisition technologies for a compact, ground-based ozone lidar system. An efficient, narrow-band receiver reduces the energies required for the laser transmitter to meet the measurement S/N objectives. Candidate laser transmitters are currently under evaluation. The current status of the system will be presented in the conference paper.
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1. Introduction
During recent years the remote means have been ever wider used for monitoring and investigation of the processes in the atmospheric planetary boundary layer over regions with various underlying surfaces (Melfi et al. 1989; Kolev et al., 1988; Stull and Eloranta, 1984).

In the present paper the results of lidar investigation of the orography influence on the destruction way and rate of summer temperature inversions in mountain valleys of Razlog and Velingrad towns are discussed.

2. Apparatus

The investigations were carried out using a mobile aerosol lidar (ML) and a stationary one (SL). Both systems are designed to perform vertical and horizontal scanning of the atmosphere in order the aerosol structure and its dynamics to be studied; they operate round the clock during all seasons.

The lidars consist mainly of: a transmitter - a standard Q-switched Nd-YAG laser operating at wavelength 532 nm with a repetition rate of 12.5 Hz and a pulse energy of about 30 mJ (ML) and 25 mJ (SL); receiving antenna - a Cassegrainian telescope with clear aperture of 600 mm (ML) and 150 mm (SL), and equivalent focal length of 3000 mm (ML) and 2250 mm (SL); photodetector - a FEU 84 photomultiplier tube; data acquisition and processing set - an HP 5180 10 bits 20 MHz analog-to-digital converter and a PC.

The meteorological parameters are measured using pilot balloons and a tethered balloon equipped with wind speed, humidity and temperature sensors.

3. Experimental results

A. Lidar observation of the aerosol structure in the region of Razlog town

The spatial distribution of the aerosol concentration is presented as two-dimensional images of the relative concentration and is characterized by the distance from the lidar (R), height above the ground (H) and azimuth (Az) angle with respect to the North.

The registered by the lidar aerosol accumulation (existence of a retaining layer) is used as a criterion of stable stratification existence at the corresponding height (Sasano, 1982; Kolev, 1988).

The main source of pollution in the Razlog town valley is the cellulose and paper plant (Kaul et al., 1983) situated approximately to south (Az 160°) at about 1000 m from the lidar. The inclination of the valley’s lateral slopes is about 15°-20° and the width of the bottom is about 20-30 km.

In Fig. 1a, presenting lidar images obtained from the data taken at 08:00 (2 hours after the sunrise), one can see well outlined aerosol layers. The formation of these layers is caused by the elevated inversion existence at heights from 80 to 260 meters (Fig. 2a). After about an hour (at 09:00) the aerosol layer is still observable in the lidar scans (Fig. 1b) but it is considerably thinner compared to the one at 08:00.

In the temperature vertical profile (Fig. 2a) taken at 09:00 one can see that the inversion core is also changed. In the lidar images obtained at 10:00 (Fig. 1c) a complete destruction of the layered structure and a considerable decrease of the pollution in the valley atmosphere is obvious. The lidar data are being confirmed by the evolution of the temperature profile (Fig. 2a). The temperature inversion in the atmosphere destroys in about 4 hours after the sunrise.

B. Lidar observation of the aerosol structure in the region of the Velingrad town

Main source of the aerosol pollution of the atmosphere of the Velingrad town is the wood processing plant. It is situated to north-east (Az 55°) at about 1500 m from the lidar. The inclination of the valley’s lateral slopes and the width of the bottom are 10°-15° and 10-15 km respectively.

In the vertical lidar scans (Fig. 1d, e, f) and in the temperature vertical profiles (Fig. 2b), taken on 20 June from 07:00 to 09:30, one can clearly see the temperature inversion destruction by the increasing mixing layer. At the same time a slow descending of inversion top can be observed as well.
Fig. 1. Vertical cross section of aerosol lidar returns corrected with range. The signal strength is normalized relatively to background backscattering intensity. Ten degrees of gray scale are used. The dark zones correspond to the highest concentration of aerosol pollution. The lidar is located at the lower corner of the figures.

4. Comparison of the experimental data with a model

Investigating the atmospheric processes in mountain valleys Whiteman (1982) has found that there are three basic schemes of the temperature inversion destruction.

The analysis of the experimental data about the temperature inversions destruction in the mountain valleys of the Razlog and Velingrad towns suggests that it is related to the third schema of the Whiteman thermodynamic model of the stable stratification destruction which describes a convective layer increase accompanied by the inversion top descend.

In Fig. 3 the theoretical curves obtained according to the equations describing the third scheme of a temperature inversion destruction (Whiteman and McKee, 1982) are compared with the lidar data and the meteorological ones. The theoretical curves are constructed introducing the initial and boundary meteorological conditions of the Razlog and Velingrad towns respectively into the related equations. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 represent the lidar obtained aerosol layers top and base heights; the corresponding meteorological data are denoted by the triangles and circles respectively in Fig. 2.

In the equations describing the way and rate of the temperature inversion destruction (Whiteman and McKee, 1982) a parameter \( k \), which values are within the 0-1 interval, is introduced. It determines the way of the inversion destruction and implicitly depends on the geometry and on the underlying surface of the specific valley. Employing the lidar and meteorological data obtained the values of the coefficient \( k \) in the thermodynamic model can be
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determined. The best agreement between the theoretically and experimentally obtained curves is achieved for values of \( k = 0.2 \) and 0.45 in the cases of the Razlog town valley and Velingrad town one respectively (Fig. 3 a, b). One can see a difference of about 100 m between the heights which the developing mixing layer and the descending inversion top merge at. Accordingly, in the case of the Razlog town mountain valley the inversion destruction proceeds preferably by the inversion top descending rather than by the mixing layer development. The mentioned difference between the height of the inversion complete destruction leads to a difference between the values of \( k \) more than twice.

The duration of the process of the inversion destruction can also be determined from the curves in Fig. 3. In the region of Razlog town the complete destruction of the inversion is observed 4 hours after the sunrise whereas in that of the Velingrad town 3.5 hours. This difference is caused by the greater temperature gradient (0.013 K/m), steeper slopes and wider bottom of the Razlog town valley compared to those of the Velingrad town valley (0.008 K/m).

Fig. 2. Potential temperature-structure evolution. Tethered-balloon data: (a) - Razlog Valley, (b) - Velingrad Valley

Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental and model data: (a) - Razlog valley (k=0.2), (b) - Velingrad valley (k=0.45)
5. Summary

On the basis of lidar and meteorological data the duration of the process of temperature inversion destruction in the mountain valleys of the Razlog and Velingrad towns is determined. Employing the experimental data, the values of the independent parameter in the thermodynamic model are derived. The heights of the temperature inversion complete destruction are determined. It is shown that the underlying surface geometry considerably influences the way and rate of the stable stratification destruction after the sunrise.
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1. Introduction

The Ti:sapphire gain medium covers a very broad spectrum in the near-infrared (0.7 - 1.0 μm) and as such offers possibilities for laser remote sensing applications. Using injection seeding techniques, spectrally narrow operation of a pulsed Ti:sapphire laser can be obtained. Of particular interest at the DLR is setting up of a compact all solid-state laser system for airborne water vapour concentration measurements in the troposphere and lower stratosphere using the DIAL technique. For measuring at these altitudes, strong water vapour absorption lines at 935 nm and 942 nm are suitable [1]. Atmospheric conditions at these altitudes were simulated in a multi pass absorption cell, and it was estimated that the frequency bandwidth of the sounding laser light should be below 200 MHz.

We constructed a pulsed Ti:sapphire ring laser, similar to a set-up described in [2], where the author operated the system at the gain peak. A successful seeding off the gain peak at 850 nm was demonstrated in [3], using a specially designed birefringent filter with opposed plates to reduce the sensitivity of the centre wavelength of the filter from the incident laser beam angle. We present here an injection-seeded Ti:sapphire ring laser configuration, however, with no internal wavelength selective element. The reflectivities of the resonator mirrors were chosen so that at our particular pump parameters the unseeded laser started to lase at 935 nm and reached 925 nm at maximum available pump energy. With a few milliwatts of seed power effective injection seeding in the region from 922 nm to 942 nm was demonstrated.

2. Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up of the Ti:sapphire ring laser is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The ring configuration eliminates spatial hole burning since oscillation within the cavity becomes unidirectional upon injection seeding. The three mirror ring laser is constructed as a 45°-45°-90° triangle with an optical path length of 20 cm, yielding a mode spacing of 1.5 GHz. To improve the passive stability, the resonator frame was machined from a cylindrical aluminium block. The mirror holders are adjustable from the outside of the frame using precise micrometer screws.

The Brewster-angle-cut Ti:sapphire crystal is 20 mm long and has a cross section of 8 mm × 8 mm. The crystal has an absorption coefficient of 1.8 cm⁻¹ at 532 nm, resulting in a 97% single pass absorption. Pumping is performed through the dichroic mirror acting as a short wave pass filter (SWP), using a flash lamp pumped, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser. The pump laser was operated at 165 mJ with 10 Hz repetition rate. The pump beam has a multi transverse profile and the pulse duration of 7 ns. The pump beam of 8 mm diameter was focused down to 2.6 mm spot resulting in a maximum energy density of 6 J/cm² which is well below the typically known surface damage threshold of the crystal. The focusing into the crystal determines the cavity IR
beam size, which has to be adjusted in the way that damage thresholds of the resonator mirrors are not reached. The reflectivity of the output coupler (OC) has a value of 80% at 940 nm and decreases towards shorter wavelengths. Similarly, the reflection of the SWP from its nearly 99% starts to decrease very steeply below 925 nm. The high reflective bending mirror (HR) remains its high reflectivity in that region and so does not contribute in forcing unseeded laser operation above 925 nm. A small curvature of the HR mirror \( r = -20 \text{ m} \) was chosen since an all-flat mirror configuration is very sensitive for misalignment in the perpendicular plane to the ring. On the other hand this curvature is sufficient to prevent oscillation of higher transversal modes. The HR is mounted on the piezoelectric translator (PZT) so that the particular longitudinal mode of the ring cavity can be matched to the frequency of the seed beam.

Two different lasers served as seed sources in our experiment. One was a home made CW operating single mode Ti:sapphire ring laser pumped with an argon-ion laser as described in [4]. Its tuning range covers well the wavelength region of interest. The laser delivers a nearly Gaussian transverse beam profile, and has a frequency bandwidth of < 14 MHz.

For the future positioning of our measuring system in an airplane, the second seed source was constructed as a compact all solid-state laser. Therefore, an external cavity diode laser with Littrow configuration was built. Due to the difficulty of the commercial availability of laser diodes operating around 935 nm, a laser diode operating at 925 nm was used for preliminary experiments. This laser delivers a single longitudinal mode beam with the power of 10 mW. A frequency bandwidth of < 19 MHz and a frequency drift of 650 MHz over 40 minutes was achieved.

Both seed lasers were isolated from the Ti:sapphire slave ring laser by two Faraday isolators, each having reverse attenuation of more than 30 dB to prevent destabilization or even damage of the seed laser. The diode laser's elliptically shaped seed beam was injected into the ring through the OC without any additional correcting optics.

A necessary active stabilization of the slave ring cavity length was accomplished using standard stabilization techniques, based on detection of a portion of the seed beam that is transmitted through the SWP as shown in Fig. 1. The better the frequency of the seed beam matches with one particular longitudinal ring cavity mode, the higher is the transmitted signal, measured with the photodiode (PD). A part of the green pump beam which reflects by impinging on the SWP is blocked with the red filter (RF). The stabilization of the ring cavity length was performed either with a commercially available lock-in stabilizer or with a personal computer using an AD/DA converter. For the lock-in technique, the HR mirror mounted on the PZT was dithered at 500 Hz. A second stabilization approach uses a personal computer controlled stabilization loop. A software procedure starts to ramp the voltage on the PZT using the analogue output channel followed with a high voltage amplifier. A received signal from the PD is processed simultaneously. While scanning through at least one free spectral range of the ring cavity, the optimal position of the HR is determined. The correction of a dc bias is then performed by slow modulation of the PZT (10 Hz) which helps the program to follow a drift of the maximum. One cycle of modulation consists of a few discrete positions. At each one a signal from a photodiode is averaged over several thousand samples that reduces an influence of a noise caused by mechanical vibrations.

Both methods insure successful stabilization as long as the seed laser operates in a single mode without mode hopping. However, the computer controlled loop has one advantage. A possible loss of the maximum due to any occurring mode hop of the seed laser is recognized by the program which then starts the stabilization procedure from the beginning.

3. Results and discussions

For the envisioned airborne DIAL application the seeded pulsed Ti:sapphire ring slave laser should have energies on the order of 20 mJ and a bandwidth of less than 200 MHz at the desired wavelengths. The injection seeded Ti:sapphire laser at the wavelength of 942 nm, where the reflectivity of the OC equals 80%, has a slope efficiency of nearly 20%. With a pump energy of 165 mJ, which is twice above the slave laser threshold, an output energy of 18 mJ was extracted. The output beam profile observed with a CCD camera was nearly Gaussian at lower pump energies, and suffered only small distortions at the highest pump energy. For a more accurate estimation of the beam quality a standard \( M^2 \) measuring procedure will be carried out. The slave laser beam quality depends also on the profile of the pump beam. Improvements are expected when a diode pumped Nd:YAG MOPA system will replace the currently used flashlamp-pumped system.
Furthermore, this new pump laser will offer higher pulse energies, and therefore, the slave output energy will also be increased.

The spectral bandwidth was measured using a confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) with a free spectral range of 2 GHz, and a finesse of over 200. The interferometer was very slowly scanned and the signal measured with a box car averager. The displayed result is depicted in Fig. 2. For this measurement the applied seed source was the single mode CW Ti:sapphire ring laser. The seed power was 6 mW.

![Fig. 2. The spectral bandwidth of the injection seeded pulsed Ti:sapphire ring laser at 942.63 nm with the output pulse energy of 18 mJ.](image)

The upper curve shows the transmitted signal as a function of a scanned mirror position. The lower curve displays the voltage ramp applied to the FPI's piezo. The distance between adjacent peaks corresponds to the free spectral range of the interferometer. The spectral bandwidth was determined to be 110 MHz at an output energy of 18 mJ. The pulse duration was 10 ns. The measured spectral width corresponds nearly twice the Fourier limited value assuming an ideal Gaussian pulse profile with the same duration.

Similar results were obtained with the external cavity diode laser as a seed source, however, at wavelengths around 925 nm and a slightly different pump configuration where the pump beam was focused more strongly onto the crystal. At a pump energy of 125 mJ, output pulses of a typical energy of 14.5 mJ and the spectral bandwidth of 100 MHz were achieved.

The long term frequency stability of the slave laser depends on the performance and the stability of the seed laser. Further investigations will be carried out with a suitable external cavity diode laser which will then be locked to the water vapour absorption line of interest, using a multi pass absorption cell as the reference.

4. Summary

A pulsed Ti:sapphire ring laser with no additional intra-cavity wavelength selective element was successfully injection seeded in the far wing of the gain profile. Single longitudinal mode operation in the region from 922 nm to 942 nm was obtained using a few milliwatts of seed power. An output energy of 18 mJ at 942 nm wavelength was achieved, and the measured spectral width was 110 MHz. This bandwidth value is well below 200 MHz, which is needed for the stratospheric sounding of water vapour. For future airborne measurements a diode pumped solid-state laser system will be used.
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Abstract

We have developed a Q-CW diode-pumped, passively Q-switched laser able to run pulsed rep rates up to 1.5 kHz with sub 6 nsec pulses. Cr4+:Yag was chosen as the Q-switch material to enable very short and structurally stable cavities. Conductive cooling for the rod and diodes was employed to reduce weight and system complexity. This design is for rugged applications such as aircraft or space-based systems. Passive Q-switching features include simplified electronics, good chemical and radiation durability and less system weight. Periodic single longitudinal mode (SLM) performance was also observed.

Key words
Rod, Nd:Yag, Cr4+:Yag, diode bars

Introduction

The intent of this laser design was to minimize the basic 1064 nm Nd:Yag oscillator to facilitate short pulses, at high repetition frequencies. The design had to be rugged for the difficult working environments intended. Future space systems will need ultra-high reliability and Q-switch electronics have a relatively low reliability number associated with their long term performance.

Passive Q-Switching in Cr4+:Yag has previously showed short pulses at lower repetition frequencies. Our work centered on increasing the pulse repetition frequency while maintaining sub-6 nsec pulses. Recent work has enhanced the understanding of the complicated inter-coupled rate equations which apply to passive q-switching. This allows for better optimization of variables such as cavity length, output reflectivity and gain.

Oscillator Design

The laser was the standard hemispherical, long radius high reflector on the rod itself. The cavity length was 4.5 cm. The rod was 1.5 mm in diameter, and 25 mm long. The rod was pumped by 8 q-cw laser diode bars connected electrically in series. The diode bars were derated to insure lifetime specifications. The compliance voltage for the diode array was 15 Volts. When run at 1.5 kHz the diode pump was 80 µsec (16% duty cycle). A Findley/Clay type test was performed to measure the round trip loss to <2%.

Figure 1 below shows the optical layout for the laser. This cavity is a one piece body with integral mounts directly machined out from the base metal. The mirrors are pre-aligned and hard fixed with low out-gassing epoxy. The passive q-switch may be rotated to optimize output performance or mounted in the cavity at Brewsters angle to yield polarized output. This Brewsters angle mounting incurs more loss due to depolarization of the rod.
Figure 1 shows the basic cavity layout

Output reflectivity was kept low to insure short pulses at the expense of optimal laser performance with respect to pulse energy. Figure 2 below is a graph of pulsewidth vs pulse repetition rate. In general, we tended to pump a little harder at the lower rep rates. This helped shorten the pulses by running at increased gain which also helped provide more energy per pulse at the lower rep rates.

![Graph of pulsewidth vs pulse repetition rate](image)

**Thermal Design**

The rod was conductivity cooled to a temperature controlled heatsink at 20°C. Heat was removed from the rod via bond lines of thermally conductive epoxy. No liquid came in contact with any optical surface which placed less demands on coolant liquid composition and cleanliness. The only functions necessary from the liquid chosen is to remain at a given set point and not freeze. Waste heat from the diode array was removed in a similar fashion as in the rod case. This design allows for forced air cooling as well for up to ~20 diode bars. The temperature of the passive material was monitored.
over all the operating conditions. Due to residual ground state absorption, the material tends to self heat which can cause unwanted performance degradation.

**Results**

The laser energy per pulse can be seen in figure 3. The maximum average power was measured at 1200 Hz. The peak power at 500 Hz was -640 kW. Depolarization in the rod was measured to be -8% for a single pass at 1200 Hz. It should be stated that the results are for unpolarized output. Putting the passive q-switch material at Brewsters angle yielded polarized output at about half the unpolarized output's energy.

Beam quality was measured by the following technique. It employed measuring a series of beam diameters as the beam propagated through a 510 mm focal length lens and, re-expanded as it passed through the focus. These diameters where then fit to a propagation equation of the form:

\[
y = \left[ (\text{diameter})^2 + (\text{full angle divergence})^2 \times (Z\text{-axis waist location})^2 \right]^{1/2}
\]

Multiplying the waist size by the divergence yields the mm-mRad product, divided by 1.355 will yield the \(M^2\) number. This procedure outlines the one stated in the ISO/TC 172/SC 9/WG 1, dated 2/95. This method yielded an \(M^2\) of ~ 2.9 averaged over both axes. TEM\(_{00}\) operation could be had at the expense of output energy.

![Figure 3](image)

**Conclusions**

Some problems with Cr\(^{4+}\):Yag as a passive q-switch is it tends to be lossy/inefficient with respect to an electro-optically q-switched laser. Our experience with the Cr\(^{4+}\) passive q-switches is a ~ 40% - 60% reduction in the pulse energy/ output power with respect to the same laser electro-optically q-switched. Yet the reliability
advantages of passively q-switched oscillator are so compelling that we continue to work this technology for certain systems/environments.

Future work will include designing the passive Q-switch material as an inter-cavity etalon to insure SLM performance or even diffusion bonding to the laser rod for a true monolithic design. Longer rods with more pump bars can also serve to increase the gain and optimize for shorter pulses at higher repetition frequencies.

Future study is needed to deal with the self heating in the passive material and controlling the thermal gradients within.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A chromium-doped forsterite (Cr: Mg2SiO4) laser is tunable from 1130 nm to 1375 nm [1, 2]. This wavelength region is attractive for applications to lidar for measuring various atmospheric substances. For example, its second harmonic is expected to cover the wavelength region from 565 nm to 687 nm, which is useful for measuring the mesospheric sodium layer. Moreover, its fourth harmonic generation is useful for measurement of atmospheric SO2 by differential absorption lidar (DIAL). For applications to lidar, a high-power pulsed laser is required. For realizing an efficient and high-power laser system, a master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) chain is useful. Although efficient pulsed laser oscillations of chromium-doped forsterite [3, 4] and small-signal gain measurement using a continuous wave 1.3 μm laser diode as the probe beam source [5] have been reported, its laser pulse amplification characteristics have not been fully investigated.

In this paper, we report the laser pulse amplification characteristics of chromium-doped forsterite measured by a pump-and-probe technique using a pulsed optical parametric oscillator (OPO) as a probe beam source. The chromium-doped forsterite is treated in the space group Pmnb, and the unit cell lattice parameters are a = 5.99 Å, b = 10.20 Å, and c = 4.76 Å.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the experiment, we used two chromium-doped forsterite samples shown in Table 1. The absorption coefficients of both samples at the pumping wavelength of 1064 nm were obtained from the absorption of the Nd: YAG laser fundamental output beam of energy 0.1 J/cm² in the crystal. The absorption coefficient at 1064 nm of sample-B is 3.7 times larger than that of sample-A. This result shows that the Cr4+ concentration of sample-B is much higher than that of sample-A [6]. Therefore, the crystal length of sample-B can be reduced to only 6 mm for sufficient absorption of pump energy. Both samples were cut to a Brewster-angle with orientation E // b.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Characteristics of chromium-doped forsterite samples.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Dimensions (a-axis×b-axis×c-axis mm³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption Coefficient at 1064 nm (cm⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Supplier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Small-signal single-pass gains of the chromium-doped forsterite samples were measured by a pump-and-probe technique. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. The chromium-doped forsterite samples were pumped by 1064 nm pulses from a Q-switched Nd: YAG laser operating at 10 Hz repetition rate. The image of near field Nd: YAG laser beam was relayed by a 1500-mm focal length lens, and focused to a radius of 1.5 mm at the crystal surface using a 500-mm focal length lens. The energy of the pump beam was varied using polarizers and a half-wave plate. The probe beam of 20 \( \mu \)J pulse energy and 1220 nm wavelength was focused to a radius of 0.46 mm at the crystal surface using a 500-mm-focal-length lens. The pulse widths (full width at half maximum) of the pump and probe beams were 13 ns and 2.8 ns, respectively. The delay time between the pump and probe beams was 25 ns from peak to peak, set by a delay generator. The pump and probe beams were polarized along the b-axis of the crystal and propagated along the c-axis. The waveforms of the probe beam pulses passing through the samples were monitored using a fast detector.

![Experimental setup for measurement of small-signal single-pass gain in chromium-doped forsterite.](image)

**Fig. 1.** Experimental setup for measurement of small-signal single-pass gain in chromium-doped forsterite. HWP: \( \lambda /2 \)-plate; P: polarizer; F: 1064 nm blocking filter; ND: neutral density filter; D: detector; OSC.: oscilloscope.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the small-signal single-pass gains as a function of incident pump energy density. The small-signal gains increased with incident pump energy density, and maximum small-signal gains of 1.84 and 1.9 were obtained using sample-A and sample-B, respectively, when the incident pump energy density was 0.92 J/cm\(^2\). The small-signal gain \( G_0 \) is expressed as

\[
G_0 = e^{\alpha L}
\]

where \( \alpha_0 \) is the small-signal gain coefficient averaged over the crystal length \( L \). Figure 3 shows the small-signal gain coefficient as a function of incident pump energy density. The small-signal gain coefficient increased almost linearly with incident pump energy density. By using sample-B, a large small-signal gain coefficient of 1.06 cm\(^{-1}\) was obtained when pump energy density was 0.92 J/cm\(^2\). In this case, although the absorption of the pump energy in the crystal was decreased due to absorption bleaching as the pump energy increased [7], 88 \% of the pump energy
was absorbed in the 6 mm length crystal at the maximum pump energy.

![Graph](image1)

**Fig. 2.** Small-signal single-pass gain versus incident pump energy density in chromium-doped forsterite.

![Graph](image2)

**Fig. 3.** Small-signal single-pass gain coefficient $g_0$ versus incident pump energy density in chromium-doped forsterite.
4. CONCLUSION

We investigated the laser pulse amplification characteristics of chromium-doped forsterite using two samples with different Cr\textsuperscript{4+} concentrations. The small-signal single-pass gain coefficient increased almost linearly with incident pump energy density up to 0.92 J/cm\textsuperscript{2}. By using a highly Cr\textsuperscript{4+}-doped crystal, a large small-signal gain coefficient of 1.06 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and a small signal gain of 1.9 with a crystal of only 6 mm length were obtained when pump energy density was 0.92 J/cm\textsuperscript{2}.

From these results, recent developed highly Cr\textsuperscript{4+}-doped forsterite [8], which is sample-B in this paper, is attractive as the laser pulse amplifier, because a high small-signal gain coefficient can be obtained.
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1. Introduction

Many lidar applications require pulsed light sources emitting broadly tunable radiation in the ultraviolet spectral range with high peak and average power. Various atmospheric species such as ozone, sulfur dioxide or toluene among others can be detected by means of the DIAL technique with wavelengths in the range from 240-330nm [1,2].

Besides its wavelength and output energy essential features for the applicability of such a lidar transmitter are a high efficiency, reliability, simple handling and compactness. It is generally accepted that these design goals require all-solid-state laser sources.

There are only few solid-state laser materials that directly emit in the UV, and they require as pump the forth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser with the associated disadvantages. Nevertheless, tuning ranges from 284-299nm have been demonstrated using a Ce:LiSAF laser [3].

Almost all other solid-state approaches use visible or near infrared radiation with frequency conversion such as second harmonic generation (SHG) or sum frequency mixing (SFM). In order to achieve a broad tuning range in the UV by means of these nonlinear optical techniques the light source should have a broad fundamental tuning range. In this respect, optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) pumped by the harmonics of Nd:YAG lasers offer substantial advantages over comparable tunable solid-state laser such as Ti:Sapphire or Cr:Alexandrite lasers [4,5].

Another advantage of OPOs is the small timing jitter and a pulse width that is comparable to the pump. This is important for the UV generation by mixing the OPO radiation with the harmonics from the same pump source.

It is therefore the goal of this work to investigate frequency conversion schemes for OPOs in order to develop a versatile, efficient and compact UV light source for lidar applications.

2. Design considerations

Pulsed OPOs can nowadays routinely be operated exceeding conversion efficiencies of >30%. Best results have been reported with OPOs using potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) or β-barium borate (BBO) as nonlinear crystals when pumped with the harmonics of Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers. Output energies on the order of 100mJ/pulse have been obtained [4,6,7]. Table 1 gives a survey of the experimental tuning ranges of these devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal</th>
<th>Pump Wavelength [nm]</th>
<th>Tuning range [nm]</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBO</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>398 - 3270</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>532</td>
<td>663 - 2248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTP</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>700 - 4000</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>1300 - 4000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the ubiquitous Nd:YAG laser has the additional advantage of its well-known reliability and diode-pumping possibility. The generation of UV radiation, however, with wavelengths below ~330nm by means of SHG requires visible OPO radiation that can only be achieved with the third harmonic of Nd:YAG lasers as pump radiation of a BBO OPO [6],[7], thereby wasting much energy for the generation of the harmonics of the pump laser.

In the contrary, sum frequency mixing of the OPO radiation with the different harmonics of the Nd:YAG laser promises the generation of UV radiation with a higher overall efficiency. This is depicted in Figure 1 where the overall efficiency of the SFM was estimated with respect to the SHG as function of wavelength. Basis for this calculation were the following (realistic) assumed conversion
2.6, > 2.4, 2.2 (9 20)

Figure 1: Estimated ratio of the SFM-to-SHG overall conversion efficiency as function of wavelength. In order to achieve wavelengths in the range of 230-340nm by means of the SFM the OPO (with pump wavelengths \( \lambda_{\text{pump}} \) of 1064nm, 532nm, and 355) can be mixed with the second or third harmonic of the pump laser.

efficiencies: 50% for the generation of second and third harmonic of the pump, 40% for the total (signal+idler) efficiency of the OPO and an identical efficiency for the SFM and SHG of the OPO. Crystal properties were not taken into account. This estimation demonstrates that 2.3 times higher efficiencies should be obtainable using SFM instead of SHG using the same pump laser. With a single SFM process, however, the UV tuning range is in general smaller compared to the SHG.

In general, high conversion efficiencies of nonlinear optical processes require high pump fluences. It could be demonstrated experimentally, though, that a high efficiency was obtained by intracavity SHG taking advantage of the high flux of the OPO signal inside the cavity [9]. Theoretical calculations indicate [10] that this should also holds true for SFM.

Consequently, we devised a nanosecond OPO with intracavity sum frequency mixing.

3. Experimental set-up

According to the calculations from Fig. 1 we choose a 532nm-pumped OPO and mixed its signal wave with the second harmonic of the same pump laser inside the OPO cavity.

We compared different configurations such as linear and ring cavities. The best performance in terms of output energy gives a layout that is shown in Fig. 2. As pump laser serves an injection-seeded flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser delivering an energy of ~200mJ at 532nm in 6.3ns-long pulses at a repetition rate of 10Hz. The pump beam is separated into an s- and p-polarized part by means of a half-wave plate and a polarizer. By rotating the half-wave plate the ratio of both beams can be optimized. The s-polarized beam is used to pump a type-II KTP-OPO whereas the p-polarized pulse is delayed for proper timing and serves as the pump for the SFM in a 4mm-long BBO crystal cut at 40deg for type-I phasematching. Due to the build-up time of the OPO the optimum length of the delay line is ~60cm.

The 75mm-long OPO cavity consists of three mirrors M1-M3 which are highly reflecting at the OPO signal (700-830nm) and highly transmitting at 532nm. Mirror M3 additionally transmits the UV

300-350nm. A high-reflector for the 532nm-wavelength enables a double-pass pumping scheme for the OPO. The KTP OPO bandwidth (~0.3nm) is narrower than the calculated frequency mixing acceptance bandwidth of BBO.

4. Results

With the parameters optimized a maximum UV energy of 19.5mJ/pulse could be achieved at a wavelength of 320nm.

With a maximum available pump energy of 205mJ at 532nm this correspond to a conversion efficiency from the green pump to the UV of as much as 9.5%. Taking the transmission of the output coupler of ~90% into account the photon conversion efficiency
is even higher.
In this case the optimum ratio between OPO pump and SHG pump was ~55%/45%. In a single pass pumping scheme the output energy is reduced by about 30% which demonstrates the advantage of the double-pass.
This device could be continuously tuned from 302-326nm. This corresponds to an OPO signal wavelength range of 699-842nm. The measured UV output energy as function of wavelength is depicted in figure 3. The variation in the UV output energy can be attributed partially to the varying UV transmission of the output coupler. The tuning range of this device is yet limited by the used mirrors and crystals and should be extendable to 288-350nm (see Fig.1).
The width of the UV output pulses was measured to be 5.2ns. The bandwidth of the radiation could not be determined directly. But, as the phasematching angle for the SFG and the SHG do not differ much the second harmonic (at ~410nm) could also be generated with the same set-up and the bandwidth at this wavelength was measured under comparable conditions. The bandwidth was less than 0.14nm.

Figure 3: Output energy of the OPO with intracavity sum frequency mixing as function of wavelength.

The divergence of the sum frequency was determined to be less than 0.7mrad. The divergence of the pump laser is 0.5mrad.
The noise behavior of this device was also investigated in detail. The energy stability is surprisingly good. We measured a peak-to-peak stability of ± 3.2% over a time period of 5 minutes which is comparable to the stability of the pump laser (± 2.2%).

5. Summary
In conclusion, we have devised a nanosecond optical parametric oscillator with intracavity sum frequency mixing.
This system generates pulses in the UV spectral range with a high output energy of close to 20mJ and with a high overall efficiency. Compared to commercially available solid-state UV sources this device requires a significantly smaller pump laser which leads to a very compact set-up. In addition this systems exhibits a small divergence, a narrow bandwidth that is appropriate for a variety of applications and an excellent energy stability.
It should be possible to extend the tuning range further into the UV with the same frequency conversion scheme. This can be performed according to Fig.1 using the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser as OPO pump or employing the third harmonic as SFM pump. Next to BBO, also LBO or KD*P are possible crystals for the SFM. The use of the fundamental radiation of the Nd:YAG laser as OPO pump (for example with KTP or LiNbO₃ as nonlinear crystal) and mixing with the 355-nm radiation is also a process that promises a high efficiency.

Particularly, when diode-pumped solid-state lasers with high average power will serve as pump [ ] these systems show much promise for the future. With their high overall efficiency, compactness and simplicity these nonlinear optical devices are well suited for many applications in UV laser remote sensing, particularly from mobile and airborne platforms.
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Abstract:
We report a tunable, single frequency, narrow linewidth, pulsed laser diode transmitter at 935.68nm for remote sensing of atmospheric water vapor. The transmitter consists of a CW, tunable, external cavity diode laser whose output is amplified 20dB using a tapered diode amplifier. The output is pulsed for range resolved DIAL lidar by pulsing the drive current to the diode amplifier at 4kHz with a 0.5% duty cycle. The output from the transmitter is 360nJ/pulse and is single spatial mode. It maintains a linewidth of less than 25MHz as its wavelength is tuned across the water vapor absorption line at 935.68nm. The transmitter design and its use in a water vapor measurement will be discussed.

Introduction:
Diode lasers are attractive sources for many small lidar systems because of their small size and high wall plug efficiency. Previously ground based and airborne DIAL lidar systems have measured range resolved concentration of water vapor (Schotland et al., 1974; Chu et al., 1993; Ismail et al., 1989). However, these systems are large, complex and difficult to adapt for small aircraft or for space use. CW diode lasers have previously been used to measure range resolved atmospheric water vapor concentration by using electro-optic modulators to pulse the output beam at 811nm (Rall, 1994). For lidar measurements of low concentration water vapor, operation at the strongest water vapor line is needed. We developed a transmitter with a CW, tunable, external cavity diode laser used to seed a high power diode amplifier. The amplifier is pulsed and amplifies the input frequency with no apparent linewidth broadening.

Applications for this transmitter include measuring low water vapor concentration such as that found in the upper troposphere of the Earth or the lower atmosphere on Mars. We choose the water vapor absorption line at 935.68nm because it is the strongest absorbing line which is compatible with the photon counting detectors that will be used for the lidar receiver.

Characterizing the Laser Transmitter:
We used the experiment shown in figure 1 to characterize the spectral purity of the transmitter and demonstrate its ability to measure water vapor.

Figure 1. Experimental setup for characterizing the laser transmitter and scanning the 935.68nm water vapor absorption line.

A custom-built external cavity diode laser (ECDL) was designed and constructed to meet the necessary requirements needed for seeding the diode amplifier.
Table 1 lists the performance specifications of the external cavity diode laser.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW Output Power</th>
<th>&gt;10mW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>920-950nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous λ scan</td>
<td>70pm (25GHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode suppression ratio</td>
<td>&gt; 40dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral linewidth</td>
<td>&lt; 25MHz single mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode Current</td>
<td>42mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>22.3°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall plug efficiency</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Performance specifications of the external cavity diode laser (ECDL).

We measured the linewidth of the laser to be less than 25MHz. This measurement was limited by the resolution of a fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer used to measure the linewidth.

The output from the ECDL was amplified and pulsed using a single pass, tapered diode amplifier (SDL Model 8630-E). Light from the ECDL was injected into the 1 x 4 μm aperture end of the amplifier using a single element, f=4.5mm, AR coated, aspheric lens. We achieved 40% coupling efficiency. The power response is shown in figure 2. Injecting less than 3mW of optical power into the amplifier can saturate its gain.

The linewidths shown above are at the resolution limit of the fiber Fabry-Perot. The actual linewidths are believed to be considerably narrower. Comparison of the two spectra show that no noticeable spectral broadening occurs when pulsing the diode amplifier when saturated by the input from the ECDL. The output spectrum of the seeded amplifier mimics that of the input from the ECDL.

The performance of the pulsed laser diode transmitter is listed in Table 2.

| Pulse energy | 0.36 μJ |
| Peak power   | 0.285 W |
| Pulse width  | 1.28 μs |
| Pulse frequency | 3906 Hz |
| Wavelength   | 930 – 940nm |
| Mode suppression ratio | >40 dB |
| Temperature  | 20.7°C |
| Current to diode amplifier | 1.11A |

Table 2. Performance of the pulsed diode amplifier seeded with the ECDL.

Water Vapor Absorption Measurements:

To demonstrate its performance, the pulsed laser transmitter was used to measure water vapor at 935.68nm in a low pressure gas cell. The pulsed output from the transmitter was passed through a multi-pass optical cell containing water vapor. The path length of the cell was adjusted from 0.4 to 10m in increments of roughly 0.8m. The cell was evacuated using a turbo molecular pump to 0.1Torr. Water vapor is drawn into the evacuated cell from the
vapor over pure water in a sealed flask. We assumed no air leakage and that the total pressure in the cell equals the partial pressure of the water vapor. A fraction of the beam is split off before the cell using a beam splitter and sent to a reference detector. The transmission through the cell is normalized by dividing the signal from the signal detector by that of the reference detector. This also removes the error due to the absorption of the beam by the water in the air in the lab. Figure 4 shows the transmission through the cell as a function of wavelength using the output from the pulsed diode amplifier. The water line was scanned for several path lengths with 5Torr of water vapor in the cell.

Figure 4. 935.68nm water vapor absorption line scanned with the .36µJ output from the pulsed diode amplifier seeded with the ECDL.

The characteristics of our measured absorption lines agree with those predicted by HiTran96. For instance, Table 3 compares the results for the line measured at 0.5Torr at a path length of 8.75m. As little as 2.5% absorption can be measured at 1Torr with a signal to noise ratio of 3. This corresponds to sensitivity of 100ppm relative to standard temperature and pressure for a path length of 8.75m. Lower concentrations can be measured with longer path lengths.

The logarithmic dependence of the transmission with path length agrees well with the Beer-Lambert law, which shows that the attenuation of the transmitted beam is due to the absorption of the water vapor. The absorption coefficients we measured at the above pressures agree to those predicted by HiTran96 to 36% or better.

Table 3. Comparing 935.68nm absorption line predicted by HiTran96 with the line measured using the pulsed diode transmitter at 0.5Torr with a path length of 8.75m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HiTran96</th>
<th>Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>λc in vacuum (nm)</td>
<td>935.6848</td>
<td>935.6861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM linewidth (pm)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission (%)</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We measured the log of the transmission through the water vapor cell at line center for several path lengths for five different vapor pressures. These are illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5. Log of the transmission at the center of the absorption line decreases linearly with path length.

The logarithmic dependence of the transmission with path length agrees well with the Beer-Lambert law, which shows that the attenuation of the transmitted beam is due to the absorption of the water vapor. The absorption coefficients we measured at the above pressures agree to those predicted by HiTran96 to 36% or better.

Summary:

We have developed and demonstrated a narrow linewidth, pulsed laser diode transmitter suitable for water vapor lidar measurements at 935.68nm. Because of the strong absorption line at 935.68nm, this system is ideal for lidar measurements for atmospheres with a low concentration of water vapor such as the upper troposphere of the Earth or in the lower atmosphere on Mars. Although we characterized the transmitter at 360nJ/pulse at 4kHz rate, it can operate at higher rates. Measurements of the output spectrum with a fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer and a water vapor cell demonstrated that its spectral purity is adequate for DIAL lidar measurements under pulsed conditions.
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I Introduction

The emergence of 2 μm-solid-state lasers represents an important breakthrough for the development of coherent lidar transmitters. As compared to previously developed CO₂-lasers, this technology offers the advantage of a more compact design and longer maintenance-free operation. Wind velocity measurements with a 2 μm-lidar system has been demonstrated as early as 1991 [1]. Presently, ground-based and airborne 2μm-lidars with all-solid-state transmitters have been built and successfully used. These lidars operate with low energy pulses (some mJ) at a high repetition rate (several hundreds of Hz) and allow a high spatial and temporal resolution.

In order to perform wind field measurements on a global scale, the main space agencies are currently undertaking or sponsoring further developments for the preparation of future spaceborne lidar missions. Spaceborne coherent lidars require the emission of single-mode laser pulses at a multijoule energy level with a repetition rate of several Hz and a high energy efficiency (5 % is a typical target). At present, the more powerful diode-pumped 2μm-laser has reached an output level of 700 mJ with an energy efficiency of about 1% [2]. An important effort for the improvement of 2 μm-laser design is thus still necessary to meet the requirements for space application.

This paper reports on a study carried out in the frame of the Research and Technology program of CNES, the French space agency, which aims at the pre-design of a high-energy high-efficiency diode-pumped 2-μm laser. This study mainly focuses on the selection of the laser material and the conditions of energy efficiency optimization. The study is performed with two host crystals, YAG (Y₃AlO₅) and YLF (LiYF₄), which can presently be produced, with the best optical quality, in sizes compatible with multijoule laser output.

The Tm-Ho codoped materials, operating on the Ho transition, have been preliminarily selected for the design of a high energy laser. In contrast to the singly Tm doped materials used in the low output energy lasers, the Tm-Ho doped materials offer a high emission cross-section that makes them suitable for efficient energy extraction at fluences well under damage threshold. Moreover, the Ho transition covers a spectral range (approximately from 2050 nm to 2100 nm) at the edge of the atmospheric CO₂ absorption range where isolated water-vapor absorption lines can be found. This feature is of great interest since it allows to consider the measurement of atmospheric wind field and water-vapor content with the same lidar operating simultaneously (or alternatively) in Doppler and differential absorption detection.

In this paper, we first present the development of a simple and effective 2_μm-laser model, discuss its accuracy and validity. Then, we use this model for the calculation of the extractable energy efficiencies in the two materials under different conditions. We investigate the improvement yielded by multiple pulse emission and discuss the application of this type of operation to a spaceborne lidar transmitter.

II Model

We have developed a model based on a simplified spectroscopic scheme which takes into account the main processes involved in the laser emission from the 5I₇ energy level of holmium with a pumping on the thulium absorption line near 780 nm. This model uses spectroscopic data taken from the literature concerning the energy levels, lifetimes and cross-sections but keeps adjustable the parameters linked to the energy transfers between manifolds [3].

Assuming that the lifetimes of the thulium 3F₉ and holmium 5I₇ manifolds are much longer than the lifetimes of the other energy levels, we reduce our model to only two rate equations describing the evolution of the population of these manifolds. The energy exchange between the two manifolds and the upconversion
losses are represented by the rate parameters $q_m$ and $q_{uc}$ respectively. We also introduce a quantum pump efficiency $\eta_p$ to account for the competition between cross-relaxation and other processes.

The three parameters $\eta_p$, $q_m$, and $q_{uc}$ are used to fit the model to the results of pump and probe experiments. These experiments provide the absolute measurement and temporal evolution of the small signal gain. Pumping is achieved by an alexandrite laser with a 65 $\mu$s pulse duration which allows the measurement of time parameters characteristics of the main energy transfer processes. The pump irradiance is varied over an order of magnitude with a maximum value in excess of 30 J cm$^{-2}$ (35-45 J cm$^{-3}$ absorbed energy density).

The fit is performed between the mean values of three variables: the maximum value $\alpha_m$, the rise time $\tau_r$, and the decay time $\tau_d$ of the logarithm of the amplification signal (approximately proportional to the $^1I_2$ manifold population) with a residual difference under 1%. The relative standard deviations respectively $\sigma(\alpha_m)$, $\sigma(\tau_r)$ and $\sigma(\tau_d)$ between experimental and simulated data are presented in Table 1. As the discrepancies are mainly caused by the experimental uncertainties, we can estimate, that the model is able to predict the excited state population with a relative accuracy of 10% on the pump range covered by the characterization experiments, whatever the pump duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>YAG</th>
<th>YLF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma(\alpha_m)$, %</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma(\tau_r)$, %</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma(\tau_d)$, %</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Relative standard deviations between simulated and experimental data for $\alpha_m$, $\tau_r$, and $\tau_d$.

The validation is limited to the materials with the dopant concentrations used in the experiments (6% Tm, 0.6% Ho: YAG and 5% Tm, 0.5% Ho: YLF) for which we have fitted the values of $\eta_p$, $q_m$, and $q_{uc}$. We can nevertheless extend the validity domain of the model using the variations of the energy transfer rates with concentrations observed by other authors [4, 5].

The interest of this model is that it involves the handling of only two manifold populations (in addition to the pump and laser fluxes evolution) and demands a short computation time. It can therefore be efficiently used for the optimization of laser design.

**III Calculation of extractable energy**

Our calculation of extractable energy refers to laser interaction on a short time scale (typically less than 1 $\mu$s): Q-switched emission or pulse amplification, as well. Because the time constant for excitation transfer between $^3F_4$ and $^1I_2$ is much longer than the laser emission, only the energy stored in holmium is affected by the extraction. The extractable energy per volume unit is thus:

$$E_{ex} = [\text{Ho}] \cdot h\nu \cdot (n_e - n_o)$$

where $[\text{Ho}]$ is the holmium concentration, $h\nu$ the laser photon energy, $n_e = [^1I_2] / [\text{Ho}]$ the holmium relative excited population at the time of laser interaction, $n_o$ the holmium relative excited population for a null laser gain ($n_o = 0.13$ in YAG and $n_o = 0.21$ in YLF at room temperature). The extractable energy is dependent of the laser wavelength through $h\nu$ and $n_o$ but the variations of these values on the optimum spectral laser range (around the 2090 nm - 2096 nm lines in YAG and 2050 nm - 2065 nm lines in YLF) are sufficiently small to consider a mean value for each crystal.

The calculations are performed as a function of the absorbed pump energy density $E_{ap}$ for a pump wavelength of 780 nm and a crystal temperature of 293 K. The crystal dopant concentrations are the same as those of the characterization experiments. The pump pulse is assumed to have a square temporal profile with durations compatible with laser diode operation. We call extractable energy efficiency the ratio of the extractable energy to the absorbed pump energy: $\eta_{ex} = E_{ex} / E_{ap}$.

**III a Single pulse operation**

Figure 1 presents the extractable energy efficiency $\eta_{ex}$ for YAG and YLF as a function of the absorbed pump energy $E_{ap}$ for pump durations varying from 0.2 ms to 2 ms. An optimum of $\eta_{ex}$ is reached for $E_{ap}$ near 12.5 J cm$^{-2}$ in YAG and 15 J cm$^{-3}$ in YLF. The maximum energy efficiency in YAG exceeds that obtained in YLF for short pump duration (0.2 ms - 0.6 ms) but rapidly falls underneath when the pump duration increases, as an effect of higher up-conversion rate and reduced excited state lifetime. For a mid-range
pump duration of 1 ms, $\eta_{ex}$ becomes higher in YLF than in YAG for $E_{ap}$ superior to $\sim 8 \text{ J.cm}^{-3}$. In the following calculations the pump duration will be set at 0.4 ms for YAG and 1 ms for YLF.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1
Single pulse extractable energy efficiency for different pump durations

### III b Multiple pulse operation

After a first energy extraction, a new excitation transfer from thulium to holmium occurs which populates $^1I_7$ again, even when the pump is stopped, and allows a new laser energy extraction. This way, one can extract a significative fraction of the energy stored in thulium and increase the overall extractable energy (sum of the successive extractable energies).

The overall extractable energy efficiencies $\Sigma \eta_{ex}$ as a function of $E_{ap}$, for 1 to 5 extractions at the successive maxima of the $^1I_7$ population are presented on Figure 2. Compared to a single extraction, $\Sigma \eta_{ex}$ can be multiplied by a factor of approximately 1.6 for 2 extractions and a factor of 2 for 3 extractions. This result is comparable for the two crystals though YAG has a much shorter excited lifetime than YLF. In fact, the shorter excited lifetime of YAG is compensated by a faster excitation transfer process. This situation leads to an optimum interval between two extractions of approximately 350 $\mu$s for YLF and only 70 $\mu$s in YAG.

### III c Discussion

Aiming at spaceborne lidar application, it is necessary to separate two consecutive shots by at least 200 $\mu$s in order to avoid distance ambiguity in the 30 lower kilometers of the atmosphere. If YLF naturally fulfills this condition with optimal operation, the overall extractable energy efficiency is degraded in YAG when forced to maintain such a separation between consecutive extractions. For this crystal, the extractable energy reduction ranges from 5 % with 2 pulses to 20 % with 5 pulses compared to the values obtained for an optimal 70 $\mu$s-pulse separation.

Table 2 presents a comparison of the extractable energy for one pulse and two equal pulses separated by more than 200 $\mu$s, for an absorbed pump energy level of $10 \text{ J.cm}^{-3}$, in YAG and in YLF. The pump durations are kept at 0.4 ms in the case of YAG and 1 ms in the case of YLF.

The gain per unit length available on each pulse : $\gamma = E_{ex}/J_{sat}$, where $J_{sat}$ is the saturation fluence, is also calculated for the 2090 nm laser transition in YAG ($J_{sat} = 8.4 \text{ J.cm}^{-2}$) and the 2065 nm laser transition in YLF ($J_{sat} = 5.9 \text{ J.cm}^{-2}$).

In both cases, the total extractable energy is multiplied by $\sim 1.4$ when 2 pulses are emitted compared to a single pulse emission. At this pump level, the extractable energy is $\sim 25$ % higher in YAG than in YLF, with a gain $\sim 15$ % lower due to the higher saturation fluence.
Figure 2
Extractable energy efficiency for multiple pulse extractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Sigma \eta_{ex}$ %</th>
<th>$E_{ex} \ J.cm^{-3}$</th>
<th>$\gamma \ cm^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YAG - 1 pulse</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAG - 2 pulses</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLF - 1 pulse</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLF - 2 pulses</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Single and double pulse energy extraction for an absorbed pump energy density of 10 J.cm$^{-3}$.

III Conclusion

The multiple pulse technique reduces the drawback of the energy partition in Tm, Ho co-doped crystals and increases significantly the achievable energy efficiency of the laser. As the pulse separation can be larger than 200 $\mu s$, this technique is compatible with Lidar sounding from space. Moreover, the emission of two pulses at a short time interval is particularly well suited to differential absorption lidar (DIAL) operation since the pulses probe approximately the same atmospheric volume.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, a major modification to the National Research Council of Canada’s (NRCC) Convair 580 (CV580) was completed to allow simultaneous upward/downward lidar capability. The location of the new openings were primarily determined by structural limitations of the CV580 airframe. This necessitated the redesign of the airborne lidar system to current footprint restrictions and weight/balance considerations. A more detailed description of the new system can be found in an adjoining paper by Harwood and Strawbridge.

During the lidar redesign phase there was sufficient interest to develop additional detection channels to measure depolarization\(^1\). This new capability to determine particle sphericity was of particular interest during the Canadian Freezing Drizzle Experiment III (CFDE III) and will be a tremendous advantage during the First ISCCP Regional Experiment III (FIRE III) international field study (http://asd-www.larc.nasa.gov/fire/). Preliminary results from CFDE III will follow and only an introduction to the FIRE III campaign will be given as a result of the early submission requirements of this summary paper. However, details of the FIRE III lidar measurements will be available by May, 1998.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CFDE III

During CFDE III the lidar was operated on 7 different days during December, 1997. Aircraft operations were based at the NRC hanger located near the Ottawa airport, Ontario. The primary objective was to fly at altitudes greater than 12000 feet over target areas of interest and then descend to collect in-situ data. The CV580 was heavily outfitted with a variety of cloud microphysical probes including several particle imaging probes, FSSP probes yielding cloud droplet distributions, ASASP probe to measure particle distributions, icing probes and a complete meteorological package (http://www.tor.ec.gc.ca/armp/AC_Fac.html). Ground support for the experiment included a Multiple-Field-Of-View lidar based at Trenton, Ontario, upper air sounding system at Ottawa airport and a network of radars.

The primary goals of CFDE III were to:
- characterize aircraft icing environments
- validate current forecasting models
- test and inter-compare several icing detectors
- improve capability for identifying regions of potentially hazardous icing using remote sensing instruments.

![Figure 1: A plot showing the flight tracks corresponding to the operation of the lidar for both December 15 and 16.](http://example.com/figure1.png)
CFDE III provided an excellent opportunity to test the sensitivity of the new airborne lidar system and identify cloud layers and in some cases even cloud phase. Figure 1 shows two lidar flight tracks for December 15 and 16. One-second averaged lidar data was collected at 20 Hz for all four channels. The CV580 altitude for December 15 and 16 cases was approximately 12000 feet and 12900 feet respectively. The aircraft speed was approximately 100 m/s. The resulting resolution of the lidar data is approximately 100 meters in the horizontal and 4 meters in the vertical.

NOAA AVHRR observations (see Figure 2), concurrent to lidar observations, were collected at two channels: channel 1 has a window between 0.58 and 0.68 μm, and channel 4 has a window between 10.3 and 11.3 μm. Observations with 4 km resolution are used in this study. Similar cirrus cloud structure was seen in the lidar images for both December 10 (not shown here) and 16 (see Figure 3). Clouds had inhomogeneous appearance for both cases and they were comparable with lidar images of the clouds. Cloud top black body temperature values were about -35°C for both cases. Clouds on Dec. 16 case were related to a warm front seen Southwest of the project region. For December 10 case, clouds were related to a low pressure system located over the great lake region.

The lidar plot shown in Figure 3 indicates a substantial cirrus cloud layer based at 6 km and rising to 7 km at the southern portion of the flight track (see Figure 1). The greyscale image somewhat suppresses the fine scale structure easily visible in colour plots. The depolarization channel (not shown here) clearly indicated the presence of ice crystals. The impact of cirrus clouds on the radiative budget represents a significant component of our understanding of global climate. The lower portion of the lidar image clearly shows the aerosol structure present in the boundary layer (approximately 1 km deep). The downward lidar plot was scaled to a maximum backscatter ratio of 30 which displays the boundary layer aerosol but loses the aerosol structure of the free troposphere. The ground topography is also clearly mapped by the lidar. There was low level cloud also in the area but the corresponding lidar images are not shown here.

The cirrus cloud present in Figure 4 has been scaled to a maximum backscatter ratio of 30 and would probably...
Figure 3: A greyscale lidar plot representing the flight track from December 16 shown in Figure 1. Note the upward lidar scale is from 0 to 200 which is significantly larger than the downward lidar.

Figure 4: A greyscale lidar plot along the flight track shown in Figure 1 for December 15. Note the upward lidar scale is only 0 to 30 (this indicates the cirrus is probably subvisible).

be considered subvisible (meaning the cloud is difficult to see with the naked eye). Subvisible cirrus clouds were quite prevalent in the Lidar In-Space Technology Experiment (LITE) dataset. LITE was flown aboard the space shuttle Discovery in September of 1994 and collected some 47 gigabytes of data over the 10 day mission period. These subvisible cirrus clouds are difficult to see with present satellite imagery any yet are important in the radiative budget. The lower portion of Figure 4 shows the aerosol present in the free troposphere and a stratocumulus cloud deck at around 1 km.

FIRE III

The Canadian participation for FIRE III is planned primarily for the month of April (1998) during the spring transition period when water and mixed phase clouds begin to appear. Since Arctic clouds dominant, on average covering 40% to 60% of the skies over the Arctic ocean, they exert a large influence on the radiation balance in the Arctic. FIRE III involves four aircraft which are staggered in time to cover a significant portion of the Arctic spring and early summer. The Canadian field study will be based out of Inuvik, Northwest Territories. Several flights will be over the Surface Heat Budget of the Ocean (SHEBA at http://sheba.apl.washington.edu/) site, to support ground based measurements from the ice camp. A Canadian Coast Guard ice breaker, the Des Grosseillers, was frozen into the ice pack in the Fall of 1997. The location of the ice breaker is difficult to predict because it is drifting in the ice pack. Figure 5 shows a map of the flight area of interest. The ship’s location, as indicated on the map, was the initial location but as of February it was located due north of Barrow, Alaska and is continuing to move westward.

The lidar, particularly with depolarization capabilities, will be able to identify arctic haze and ice crystal layers. A ground-based lidar is aboard the ice breaker and will provide a useful comparison with the airborne system. Leads are of interest in the Arctic because they release heat and moisture into the troposphere. The
detection of leads with the lidar and the mapping of the associated hydrometeor plumes will be compared to in-situ measurements. The CV580 will be instrumented with a similar cloud physics package as CFDE III as well as an extinction probe and significant chemistry package.

**SUMMARY**

The new simultaneous upward/downward airborne lidar was flown successfully during CFDE III and will be flown again during FIRE III (April, 1998). CFDE III results of cirrus clouds indicate a tremendous variation in cloud characteristics, which in turn represents a significant variation in their radiative properties. The separation of the detected light into its polarized and depolarized components allows sensitivity to particle shape which may also infer particle phase under certain atmospheric conditions.

The high vertical and horizontal resolution of the lidar will be an asset in meeting the objectives of FIRE III. In particular, cloudy and clear stable boundary layers, identification of leads and surface mapping, identification of multi-layered clouds and arctic haze as well as inter-comparison studies between both ground-based and satellite remote sensing instruments.
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Introduction

Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) is the first fully-engineered, modular, tunable, autonomous Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) system for the remote measurement of water vapor, aerosols and clouds across the troposphere. It was designed, built and environmentally tested at LaRC. LASE was designed to fly aboard a NASA/Ames ER-2 aircraft (NASA's high altitude aircraft) and operate at altitudes from 58,000 to 70,000 feet. Since its first flight on May 11, 1994, it has flown 28 total missions on board the ER-2. LASE has been validated with results showing an accuracy better than the initial requirement for vertical profiles of water vapor in the troposphere (Browell et al. 1996). LASE can also deploy on several other aircraft including the NASA P-3 and will fly aboard the NASA DC-8 during the Convection And Moisture EXperiment (CAMEX) in July-September 1998.

The tunable laser system of LASE was designed to operate in a double-pulse mode at 5Hz, with energy outputs of up to 150mJ per pulse in the 813 to 819nm wavelength region and with 99% of the output energy within a spectral interval of 1.06 pm. Sixteen wavelengths were selected to cover the various water vapor absorption cross sections needed for the DIAL measurement. The Ti:Sapphire laser was constructed using a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser as the pump source and a single mode diode laser as a injection seeder for the Ti:Al2O3 laser (J. Barnes et al. 1993; N. Barnes et al. 1993; J. Barnes et al. 1993; J. Barnes 1998). The more important Ti:Al2O3 laser parameters are listed in Fig. 1 (Barnes 1998).

Distributed Feedback Diode (DFB) Laser

The LASE instrument originally used a Spectra Diode Lab (SDL) 5400 series 100 mW single mode laser diode to seed the Ti:Al2O3 laser. From 1991 to 1996, this diode was used because it delivered sufficient power to seed the Ti:Al2O3 laser while maintaining the necessary 99% spectral purity requirement. The SDL diode was a single transverse, single longitudinal mode laser but it contained sidemodes (small amount of power at different wavelengths) and suffered from modal competition. One hundred and twenty decibels of isolation was required to prevent the diode from mode hopping due to feedback from the Ti:Al2O3 laser. In addition, the SDL sidemodes reduced the spectral purity of the Ti:Al2O3 output to less than the required 99%. As a result, an etalon was inserted and tuned to remove these sidemodes.

Modal instability was a major obstacle in the use of the SDL diode as a seed laser for LASE. After the initial burn-in and mounting, the diode was characterized for several days in order to mode map the device. This mode map provided the current/temperature combinations to reach different wavelengths and defined current/temperature areas that the diode could be tuned without an abrupt change in wavelength. SDL diode temperature and current were varied in multiple zig-zag patterns to determine the dominant modal boundaries and modal entry probabilities. In order to tune the diode to a pre-selected wavelength, the temperature and/or current was tuned to allow the diode to access specific a mode with a high entry probability. A temperature/current path...
was followed to deliberately mode hop to the mode containing the desired wavelength. This tuning sequence would take from 5 to 15 minutes. As the diode aged, the modal entry would decrease from one dominate mode to another, which would require the diode to be recharacterized. As a result, any given SDL diode would be reliably tunable to only a few of the desired water vapor wavelengths.

In 1996, a distributed feedback diode (DFB) from David Sarnoff Labs was integrated into the LASE instrument (see fig. 2). The DFB did not suffer from mode hopping. About 50% of the DFB's tested operated in a single mode over a temperature range from 15 to 40°C. The remaining DFB's contained 2 to 3 modes, but the mode boundaries were well defined and did not shift with usage. As a result, the temperature/current tuning path was eliminated and the diode could be tuned to a desired wavelength in less than 1 minute with near 100% probability. The wide operating modes of the DFB resulted in the capability of tuning up to seven desired H₂O(v) wavelengths.

The DFB was less prone to mode hop from feedback than the SDL. As a result, only 60 db of isolation from the Ti:Al₂O₃ laser was required. Furthermore, the sidemode suppression was greater, which eliminated the need for a tunable etalon. The only drawback of the DFB was its low 25 mW output power. By changing the reflectivity of the Ti:Al₂O₃ end mirror (HR, Fig. 1) the low power of the DFB was enough to provide sufficient seeding.

LASE uses a narrow linewidth (0.25 picometer) laser that is wavelength-seeded and tuned within the 813 to 819 nm water vapor (H₂O(v)) band by cavity injection of 20 mW radiation from a DFB diode laser source. This precisely tunable diode laser seeds the pulsed laser alternately between on, located at the center of the H₂O(v) line, and off, typically located 20 to 70 picometers from the center of the H₂O(v) wavelength. The on and off pulses are separated by 400 µsec and are repeated every 200 msec. Because of the strong vertical gradient of atmospheric H₂O(v), LASE originally utilized strong lines to detect low H₂O(v) concentrations at high altitudes and weak lines to detect the much higher H₂O(v) concentrations at lower altitudes. With the new MSST an additional wavelength side is used that is accurately positioned on the slope of a strong H₂O(v) line (see fig. 3 below).

Multiwavelength Sequential Seeding Technique

Another improvement of the LASE laser subsystem came in the modification of the seeding technique for controlling the laser output wavelength. NASA researchers (G. Sachse, L. Wang, C. Antill, S. Ismail, and E. Browell), have developed a Multiwavelength Sequential Seeding Technique (MSST) for DIAL applications. This new technique greatly simplifies operational aspects of LASE, increases the science impact of the data, and achieves an important step toward future space application of Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) systems.

The DFB was less prone to mode hop from feedback than the SDL. As a result, only 60 db of isolation from the Ti:Al₂O₃ laser was required. Furthermore, the sidemode suppression was greater, which eliminated the need for a tunable etalon. The only drawback of the DFB was its low 25 mW output power. By changing the reflectivity of the Ti:Al₂O₃ end mirror (HR, Fig. 1) the low power of the DFB was enough to provide sufficient seeding.

LASE uses a narrow linewidth (0.25 picometer) laser that is wavelength-seeded and tuned within the 813 to 819 nm water vapor (H₂O(v)) band by cavity injection of 20 mW radiation from a DFB diode laser source. This precisely tunable diode laser seeds the pulsed laser alternately between on, located at the center of the H₂O(v) line, and off, typically located 20 to 70 picometers from the center of the H₂O(v) wavelength. The on and off pulses are separated by 400 µsec and are repeated every 200 msec. Because of the strong vertical gradient of atmospheric H₂O(v), LASE originally utilized strong lines to detect low H₂O(v) concentrations at high altitudes and weak lines to detect the much higher H₂O(v) concentrations at lower altitudes. With the new MSST an additional wavelength side is used that is accurately positioned on the slope of a strong H₂O(v) line (see fig. 3 below).

In this new approach, a single strong H₂O(v) line is used and the pulse pair on/off, which probes high altitude H₂O(v), alternates every 200 msec with the pulse pair side/off, which probes lower altitude H₂O(v). In this way, nearly simultaneous measurements of the atmosphere from sea level to 10 km is accomplished along a single ground track. This new capability
substantially increases the science benefits of the LASE instrument and marks a necessary milestone prior to spaceborne application of H$_2$O(v) DIAL systems.

**Spectral Purity Measurement**

The last improvement involves the verification of spectral purity in flight. Spectral purity of the laser transmitter greatly affects the measurement accuracy of the water vapor measurement. Monitoring this parameter is key in determining the level of performance of the laser transmitter. As misalignments occur, due to environmental conditions, they directly affect the degree of seeding and hence the degree of spectral purity of the laser transmitter.

For the first time, to the best of our knowledge, measurements of spectral purity were made during flight using an airborne H$_2$O(v) DIAL instrument. This occurred aboard the Wallops P-3 aircraft in July 97. An accurate measurement of spectral purity is very difficult and time consuming in the lab much less with the vibration and confined space inside the P-3. Measuring spectral purity during flight is an important step in maintaining accurate water vapor measurements.

By developing a system whereby the spectral purity of LASE can be measured and maintained during flight, a first important step has been taken to develop a space-based water vapor distribution monitor (for a space instrument, spectral purity will need to be maintained for 1 or more years).

**Summary**

We have improved the LASE instrument in several important ways. Improvements to the seed source have demonstrated that DFB laser diodes can be used as reliable seed sources on airborne DIAL instruments. The DFB diode has enabled LASE to gather more data and significantly reduced the maintenance required to insure that the system performance requirements are met. The multiwavelength sequential seeding technique is the current method of data collection for LASE. It has the advantages of providing an entire atmospheric coverage of H$_2$O(v) from the ground to the aircraft altitude along a single ground track. The development of a flight deployable system to measure spectral purity will insure that the LASE instrument or any future flight based DIAL system can meet the performance specifications to insure data accuracy.
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1 Introduction

The Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) Instrument uses a Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) technique that is uniquely suited for making precise water vapor measurements in the troposphere (Browell et al. 1979; Browell 1983; Ismail et al. 1989). Measurement of aerosols and clouds in the troposphere are also made. Water vapor measurements made with the LASE instrument have been validated with results showing an accuracy with less than 6% of error for water vapor profiles across the troposphere (Browell et al. 1996). No other instrument can provide the spatial coverage and accuracy of LASE. Water vapor is the most radiative active gas in the troposphere, and the lack of understanding about its distribution provides one of the largest uncertainties in modeling climate change. LASE has demonstrated the necessary potential in providing high resolution water vapor measurements that can advance the studies of tropospheric water vapor distributions.

LASE was initially a downward looking instrument that has flown aboard a NASA/Ames ER-2 aircraft at altitudes from 16-21 km. It weighs 520 kg and has a volume of approximately 1 m³. The proven operating pressure is from standard atmosphere to 1/4 atmosphere. The temperature range is from 15°C to 40°C. After power is applied, the operation of LASE is totally autonomous when operating onboard the ER-2 (Moore et al. 1996). LASE has data storage capacity of continuous operation for maximum ER-2 flight time of 8.5 hours.

LASE uses a double-pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser for the transmitter with a 30 ns pulse length and 150 mJ/pulse. The laser beam is “seeded” to operate on a selected water vapor absorption line in the 815-nm region using a laser diode and an onboard absorption reference cell (J. Barnes et al. 1993, N. Barnes et al. 1993, J. Barnes et al. 1993). A 40 cm diameter telescope collects the back-scattered signals and directs them onto two detectors. LASE was designed to collect DIAL data at 5 Hz. The Control and Data Acquisition Subsystem (CDS) controls the overall instrument functions and formats the collected data into a data stream that is stored on a recorder. This data is later processed by the Data Processing Station (DPS) on the ground.

The LASE Instrument has flown over 30 successful flights in a 2 year period. The demand for LASE has made it credible to increase the availability of LASE in supporting the agency’s Earth Science Enterprise by adapting it to other NASA aircraft such as the P-3 and DC-8. This adaption requires converting a nadir instrument into a nadir and zenith instrument. The electronics to accomplish the conversion follows.

2 Describing the Zenith channel addition

Significant upgrades had to be made with the CDS and DPS computer systems to handle the existing nadir channel plus the additional load of adding a zenith channel. In figure 1, the boxes above the dashed line are the added hardware. The electronic upgrades were accomplished during the preparations for a deployment in the summer of ‘97 aboard the NASA P-3 aircraft. The CDS computer was upgraded to an Intel 486-PC from a PDP-11. The 486-PC was housed in a STD-32 chassis which also houses several other commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) printed circuit boards (PCB). The chassis supports PCB such as SCSI disk controller for interfacing data storage units; a network card to interface the DPS, a Laptop PC and other communicators; an Arinc-429 aircraft parameters interface card; two Quad-serial cards; a Floppy drive; and two custom built cards providing housekeeping data and communications with the CAMAC crate science modules.

The CAMAC crate continues to house all original science modules. Moving the computer related items to the STD-32 chassis, made room available for a Signal Processing Module, three new Transient A/D digitizers, and a crate control module to connect the CAMAC crate and the STD-32 chassis together.
Advantages of the upgraded CDS (in addition to providing space for Zenith science modules) includes:

- 

![Block diagram of a zenith mod to the LASE Instrument for DC-8 type aircraft operations](image)

Fig 1. Block diagram of a zenith mod to the LASE Instrument for DC-8 type aircraft operations

having more "C" software language programmers available and COTS software modules and drivers. In addition, the STD-32 chassis is smaller, very rugged, and powered by standard aircraft power without requiring special power supplies.

The DPS (previously the ground station) was reduced to an equipment rack one-fourth in size with faster processing times and capable of being installed aboard various aircraft with the LASE instrument.

The new DPS is housed in two fifty inch high racks. The computing is done by a single Alpha based computer running a VMS operating system which was maintained to avoid massive software revision. The Alpha will run Windows NT if the decision is made to switch in the future because of increasingly less support for the VMS operating system. The single Alpha has much more power than the dual MicroVax-3800 configuration used before the upgrade. This speeds up daily operations and allows for the added data in the Nadir/Zenith set-up.

Advantages of the upgraded DPS are reduction of space and weight requirements, faster processing, and the switch to a more current product which is more easily serviced.

During the Mission in '97 onboard the P-3 aircraft, all post flight processing was completed before the plane landed as compared to six hours after the plane landed with the prior system.

A telescope has been added to the LASE Instrument to provide a zenith channel for up-looking during flights on aircraft such as the NASA DC-8. The science channel detector is one of the spare units from the nadir channel. Only structural hardware had to be designed to adapt COTS optical components to LASE.

3 Summary

LASE now has the advantage of being economically upgraded and customized with COTS hardware and software while using "C" software language. These changes are made so as not to destroy the form, fit and functional characteristics required for flights aboard the ER-2 aircraft. The LASE Instrument can now be quickly adapted to fly onboard ER-2, P-3, C-130 and DC-8 aircraft.

The adaptability of the CDS upgraded electronics compliments other modular subsystems like the laser optical bench in that it was designed to be a test bed for new technology lasers.
The CDS upgrade allows greater flexibility to accept changes required of various aircraft and provides higher processing speeds which are needed as the complexity of the task increases.
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1. Introduction

In our experiments a new light source for atmospheric remote sensing was investigated. The situation today is, that powerful lasers in the nanosecond time scale, like Nd:Yag or Excimer lasers are used for LIDAR - measurements. The limit of these light sources is in examining a lot of chemical gases and aerosols in the atmosphere simultaneously. To have a better understanding for chemical dynamics especially in the troposphere a white light source and a multispectral receiver like in the DOAS or FTIR technique is needed. These passive measurement techniques have the disadvantage of no spatial resolution. The aim was to combine the advantages and to develop a white light LIDAR.

The first idea was to focus a laser beam directly with a lens or off axes telescope to a certain point in the atmosphere to create a plasma and to use the emitted white light for spectroscopy. The necessary intensity where ionization processes should start to occur is in the region of \(-10^{13}\, \text{W/cm}^2\) [1].

Sub-picosecond laser pulses provide the most efficient way to achieve nonlinear effects and/or plasma creation, since this gives very high peak power with a given amount of energy. The propagation of these short and intense pulses, however, is different from the well known used nanosecond-kilowatt regime. Propagation effects due to the large spectral bandwidth of ultrashort pulses (group velocity dispersion (GVD)) as well as nonlinear effects that are connected with the sub-picosecond timescale (filament creation and continuum generation) have to be considered and may be used advantageously to create high intensities at remote sites.

This work presents the investigation of the white light spectrum generated by a state of the art terawatt femtosecond laser system in the atmosphere. Furthermore it gives some ideas about generation and propagation theories of white light in the atmosphere and shows at one first examples (O2) how the white light can be used to get spatial resolved concentration profiles. For H2O measurements and for a picture of the used experimental setup see also [2] in this issue.

2. Plasma creation or nonlinear effects?

To have a better understanding about white light generation in air at least three different models have to be described shortly.

The self-channeling model [3] take part of the idea that if the peak power of the pulse is high enough \(P_{\text{crit}}(\text{air}) = 1.8\,\text{GW}\), whole beam self-focusing from the nonlinear refractive index \(n_2(\text{air}) = 5.6 \times 10^{-19} \text{cm}^2/\text{W}\) [4] appears and if the power increases \((-25\,\text{GW})\) a small scale filament begin to form. The focusing effect is balanced out with the defocusing effects due to natural diffraction and refraction through the generated plasma at intensity level close to \(7 \times 10^{13} \,\text{W/cm}^2\). This balance make it possible that the filament (filaments at higher intensities) can propagate over distances about 20m or more under emission of white light. This stabilized propagation is called a channel.

In the moving focus model [1] is an important modification, because here only a small part of
the total energy is always inside a filament that is described as a sweep of foci. A change in peak power affects mainly the beginning of the filament and the distance between the foci. Another modification is that after a distance due to the diffraction length of the beam $k w^2$ ($k=2\pi/\lambda$, $w$: beam radius) the energy of the filament decreases rapidly independent of input energy.

The supercontinuum generation model (SCG) [5] describes the generation of white light as an interplay between self-focusing, self-phase modulation and group-velocity dispersion (GVD). The idea is that above a certain threshold power the pulse undergoes temporal splitting, which means that no plasma is created and the pulse is splitted in two very short sub-pulses with extremely broadened spectral range. At higher intensities further splitting of these sub-pulses should also be possible.

3. Experimental details

The system we used in our experiments consists on the emitter side of a terawatt femtosecond laser system (continuum) and different kinds of sending and focusing optics. The 80fs short pulses emitted from a Titan-sapphire-oscillator (Tsunami) at $\lambda=795nm$ were amplified using the chirped-pulse amplification scheme (CPA) to max. pulse-power of $2.5 \times 10^{13} W$ with a repetition-rate of $10Hz$. Before sending the beam vertically in the atmosphere the pulses were slightly focused using positive lenses ($f=8m$, $f=30m$), but the experiments indicated that white light generation in air also happens without any lenses.

The receiver we used to collect and investigate the backscattered light consists of a f/3 Cassegrain telescope $(\phi40cm)$ that directly focused the light in a 1mm low OH fiber bundle. The spectral character of the light was analyzed with an optical multichannel analyzer (EG&G) or with a spectrograph (Chromex/Optilas)-CCD-Camera combination (InstaSpec V). We did also some high spatial resolved measurements for the integrated white light, where we used a Photomultiplier (EMI) and a transient-recorder (LICEL) on detection side [6].

4. Results

In our first experiments in oct. '97 we saw the formation of a white light channel after a distance of 10m in the atmosphere (Fig.1). With triangulation we could further say that the length of the channel was between 100 and 150m. In this area the white light was generated. Otherwise we detected white light backscattering from cirrus clouds at about 12km [6].

In Fig.2 two spectra we measured from the backscattered light of such a channel are shown for wavelengths between 500 and 850nm. The influence of different chirps (changed distance-ratio for blue and red part of the pulse in the pulse compressor) and thereby the given possibility to create more or less white light, because of the influence on GVD, are also shown.

The question if the quality and quantity of the backscattered white light was good enough to do high resolved spectroscopy on single atmospheric gases was answered during a further experiment. We tried to determine
oxygen- and water-concentration [2] in different altitudes. Fig.3,4 show typical O₂ measurement we did for different altitude ranges from 100 to 2000 km. Using a fit-routine (Voigt- and Gaussian-profiles) and the spectroscopic data from the Hitran database gave us the possibility to calculate the concentration.

The biggest problems were (and they're still problems) that we don't know exactly the channel length and the exactly processes inside the channel due to different theories. So, it may be possible that we have to change our absorption-length in calculations and have to consider saturation effects, because of the high intensities in forward scattering.

\[ \lambda=800\text{nm}. \]

The absorption path would only consists of the backscattered light with relative low intensities.

Another very interesting question is about the depolarization of the white light. If the intensity of the self-focusing laser pulse exceeds the ionization level, the emission of the white light from the plasma should be totally depolarized. With a simple polarizer couldn't we see any depolarized light, which will be an argument for the SCG model.

5. Conclusion

The white light generated from interactions between high power femtosecond laser pulses and air at normal pressure seems to be very good to do measurements of atmospheric gases and also aerosols. Our next aims are to measure in the near infrared with InGaAs-detectors to have better impression of the hole spectrum and we will use a sending telescope to create the channel in higher altitudes.
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1. Introduction
The atmospheric temperature profile is needed for weather forecasting and understanding of various geophysical phenomena. A ΔK lidar for atmospheric temperature measurement was introduced by Palmer (Palmer, 1992, 1993) and this lidar system consisted of two laser beams with slightly different frequencies and an acoustic wave. The atmospheric temperature is measured by the temperature dependence of the acoustic speed and the acoustic wave satisfies the Bragg condition by using two frequency lasers. The principle of this lidar system is similar to RASS [Radio Acoustic Sounding System] (Y. Masuda et al., 1992) which utilizes an electromagnetic wave and the acoustic wave. The characteristics of the ΔK lidar can measure the temperature with high horizontal resolution.

It is not easy to keep the stable difference frequency using two lasers. This frequency stability influences significantly on temperature accuracy. Then, we propose to use a longitudinal mode spacing of one laser instead of the difference frequency which is produced from mixing of two laser wavelengths. The stability of the longitudinal mode spacing is small extremely in comparison with one of the each laser frequency. In order to examine this way, we performed basic experiments of temperature measurement by the ΔK lidar using a multi-mode cw:He-Ne laser and the acoustic wave.

2. Principle
When the acoustic wave satisfies the Bragg condition given by Eq. (1), the scattered light is enhanced.

\[ \frac{2V_{ac}}{f_{ac}} = \frac{c}{n\Delta f_L} \]  

(1)

Here, \( V_{ac} \) : acoustic wave speed, \( f_{ac} \) : acoustic frequency, \( c \) : velocity of light, \( n \) : refractive index of air and \( \Delta f_L \) : difference frequency. On the other hand, \( V_{ac} \) depends on temperature \( T \) [K] and is given by Eq. (2).

\[ V_{ac} = 20.046\sqrt{T} \]  

(2)

Therefore, Eq. (1) becomes

\[ T = \left( \frac{cf_{ac}}{40.092n\Delta f_L} \right)^2 \]  

(3)

In practical temperature measurement, since it is difficult to change \( \Delta f_L \), we fix \( \Delta f_L \) and change \( f_{ac} \). The Bragg diffraction light is detected from enhancement of the receiving signal intensity. The temperature profiles are derived by \( f_{ac} \) that satisfied the Bragg condition and Eq. (3).

If we use \( \Delta f_L \) which is got from two laser systems, \( \Delta f_L \) depends on stability of each laser and the instability of \( \Delta f_L \) has influence on measuring accuracy. Then, we propose to use the longitudinal mode spacing \( \Delta f \) of one laser instead of the difference frequency which is produced from mixing of two laser wavelengths. The resonance frequency \( f_m \) (m: integer) of the laser cavity is given by \( f_m=mc/2L \) (L: cavity length). If cavity length \( L \) changes into \( L' \) by the temperature change and so on, the shift frequency of the resonance frequency; \( \delta f_m \) is given

\[ \delta f_m = \frac{mc}{2} \left( \frac{1}{L'} - \frac{1}{L} \right) \]  

(4)

The shift frequency of the longitudinal mode spacing ;\( \delta (\Delta f) \) is given by Eq. (5) and \( \delta (\Delta f) \) is small extremely by \( 1/m \) of \( \delta f_m \).

\[ \delta (\Delta f) = \frac{c}{2} \left( \frac{1}{L'} - \frac{1}{L} \right) \]  

(5)

In the case of He-Ne laser (632nm) of \( L=1.0m \), \( \Delta f \) becomes 150MHz and \( m \) becomes about \( 3\times10^6 \). If \( \delta f_m \) is 1MHz, \( \delta (\Delta f) \) becomes 1MHz/(3\times10^6)=0.3Hz. Therefore, we use this longitudinal mode spacing instead of the difference frequency \( \Delta f_L \).

3. Experiment
We performed the experiment of the atmospheric temperature measurement by the ΔK lidar using the longitudinal mode spacing of cw:He-Ne laser. Figure
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the temperature measurement using the ΔK lidar system in open space. The cw:He-Ne laser light which was modulated by the chopper in order to decrease a noise and the acoustic wave which controlled the frequency were transmitted vertically simultaneously into the atmosphere. The backscattering signal is received by a telescope and is detected by a photomultiplier (PMT), and the signal intensity is processed by lock-in-amp. Table 1 shows system parameters of the temperature-measurement experiment using the ΔK lidar system.

![Experimental setup diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 1.** Experimental setup of the temperature measurement system using the ΔK lidar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser Power</td>
<td>688.0MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope Diameter</td>
<td>1.0mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Power</td>
<td>35cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Power (total)</td>
<td>8.4W (total)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 The system parameters of the temperature-measurement experiment using the ΔK lidar system.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of the received signal $P_\text{on}$ with sound and the received signal $P_\text{off}$ without sound as a function of the acoustic frequency. From Figure 2, increase of the signal according to the Bragg diffraction is seen in about 1551–1555Hz, which approximately corresponds to about 11.0–12.5 centigrade from Eq.(3). We think probably that the width of an increasing part of the signal causes to the cw laser and the temperature gradient.

In order to examine availability of this experimental result, we simulate the signal intensity ratio $P_\text{on}/P_\text{off}$ as a function of altitude using experimental system parameters. From the simulation result, we estimate to be able to detect the Bragg diffraction light from the ground to hundreds meters altitude. When we consider the ground temperature and a temperature gradient, the experimental result is availability and it was suggested that temperature measurement is possible in the atmosphere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature [Centigrade]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Signal response graph](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 2.** Signal response of the ΔK lidar.

4. Summary

We propose the ΔK lidar for temperature measurement using the longitudinal mode spacing of one laser and performed the experiment of the atmospheric temperature using this lidar system. We get the Bragg diffraction light with the acoustic frequency width of about 4Hz which corresponds to about 1.5K. We simulate the receiving signal intensity as a function of the altitude. When we consider the temperature gradient, an experimental result was available, and it was suggested that the atmospheric temperature measurement is possible.

We schedule to examine the system that used pulse laser in order to get range resolution.
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Abstract. A non-linear autoregressive (AR) time series model is used to study the high-frequency noise in the lidar aerosol backscattering signals. The estimated noise is obtained using a forward and backward Kalman high-frequency filter. The noise modeling examples in this paper show that a low order (3, 4 or 5) instrumental AR-type noisy component can be decomposed from the lidar noisy measurements. They also suggest that such a decomposition method is an applicable approach to lidar noise analysis.

1 Introduction

In recent lidar backscattering signal research, signal estimation and noise analysis are important and interesting topics. The lidar-returned signal is a combination of non-stationary high-frequency noise, such as instrumental DC offset, thermal noise and atmospheric background radiation, etc. In lidar inversion studies, the lidar data should be normalized to the transmitting range, known as distance calibration. Obviously, the noisy components will also be amplified in the calibration process, so that the real signal at the far range may be masked by the background noise. Therefore, a high-frequency filter should be applied before distance calibration.

The Kalman filter is a low-pass filter with an appropriate processing structure (Young,1984). In previous studies, Rye and Hardesty (1989) suggested a Kalman filtering algorithm following a simple scalar random walk (RW) structure to identify the lidar observations for wind speed. The advantage of their method is that the state-space equation takes the simplest form. But in practice, the individual lidar measurements are not mutually independent (Menyuk et. al., 1982), and they should be described in vector structures. In this study, we therefore apply a Kalman filter with a second-order integrated random walk (IRW) structure. Details of studying the lidar signal using Kalman filtering techniques with generalized random walk and vector autoregressive structures are discussed in Gao and Ng (1997).

The non-linear time series modeling of the estimated lidar noise is another focus in this paper. The non-linear self-exciting threshold autoregressive SETAR (1; k₁, k₂, …, k_t) model based on the Threshold Principle (Tong, 1990) are used to study the complex background noise.

2 Kalman filtering estimation

Using structural models, the lidar signal can be simply assumed as a combination of the following components: a trend component (low-frequency), a general stochastic perturbation component (high-frequency noise) and a zero-mean, serially uncorrelated white noise component. The Kalman filter we applied for lidar returns can be described by the following state-space equation and measurement equation respectively:

\[ \begin{bmatrix} t \\ n \end{bmatrix}_t = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t \\ n \end{bmatrix}_{t-1} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \eta_n \end{bmatrix}_t \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ Y_k = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t \\ n \end{bmatrix}_t + \epsilon_k \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( t_k \) is the trend component and \( n_k \) the stochastic perturbation component, \( y_k \) the observation vector, \( \eta_n \) and \( \epsilon_k \) are mutually independent zero-mean white noise sequences. Equation (1) is a second-order integrated random walk structure (Young and Ng, 1989) and the lidar signal can be estimated recursively by the well-known Kalman algorithm (Gelb,1974). The Kalman filter process is forward processing, where the \( k \)th estimation depends only on the data before time \( k \). Consequently, a phase lag will occur unless the contribution of all data has been taken into consideration. If the analysis is carried out off-line, this can be achieved by using an optimal smoothing algorithm which uses a backward pass process starting from time \( N \) to \( k \) (Gelb,1974). However, this optimal smoothing algorithm requires a calculation all of the inverse matrices of \( P_k \). Another backward kalman filter from time \( N \) to \( l \) is therefore used by
substituting $\tilde{X}_k$ instead of $Y_k$ to correct the phase lag and simplify the computation.

3 Non-linear time series modeling of the estimated noise

After the removal of the trend component, the lidar noise can be estimated as the residuals. It is a stochastic time series and can be simulated by a non-linear time series autoregressive model. The SETAR model is based on Tong's (1990) Threshold Principle in which a complex stochasic system can be decomposed into simpler linear subsystems. Denoting \{ $r_0, r_1, \ldots, r_l$ \} as a linearly ordered subset of real numbers, where $r_0$ and $r_1$ are taken to be $-\infty$ and $+\infty$ respectively. They define a partition of the real line $\mathbb{R}$, that is $\mathbb{R} = R_1 \cup R_2 \ldots \cup R_l$, where $R_j = (r_{j-1}, r_j)$.

Assuming the estimated lidar noise $X_t$ as a complex univariate time series, it can be approached with a SETAR ($l; k_1, \ldots, k_l$) model as

$$X_t = a_0^{(j)} + \sum_{i=1}^{k_j} a_i^{(j)} X_{t-i} + \varepsilon_t^{(j)}$$

conditional on $X_{t-d} \in R_j, j=1,2,\ldots,l$ and $\varepsilon_t^{(j)}$ is a heterogeneous white noise sequence, $d$ the delay parameter, $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_l$ the threshold parameters and $l, k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_l$ the order parameters. The order and delay parameters can be determined by the principle of Akaike Information Criteria (Akaike, 1976). Those parameters $a_0^{(j)}, a_1^{(j)}, \ldots, a_{k_j}^{(j)}$ for the $j$th AR sub-model can be estimated by the well known time series techniques. Since the threshold parameters, $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_l$, can only be set empirically, the golden section values of the noise data are used as the threshold parameters.

4 Results

Figures 1a and 1b present an example of the complex high-frequency noise and the Kalman filtering results. It can be seen from Fig. 1b that the noise is high at the far transmitting range. The estimated noise is described in Fig. 1c, which shows that it is probably a non-stationary time series.

The SETAR modeling results of the estimated noise are listed in Table 1. Totally four lidar data sets are simulated in our SETAR models, namely, Data A (14 Dec. 1996, clear day); Data B (2 Jan. 1997, heavy cloud day); Data C (15 Jan. 1998, foggy day) and Data D (10 Feb. 1998, hazy day). Each data set includes 400 samples with transmitting from range 600m to 3000m.

Fig. 1. a) Lidar returned signal and b) logarithm of signal after distance calibration and the filtered data. The dotted lines are received signal of lidar samples at the wavelength of 532nm obtained at City University of Hong Kong, the solid ones are filtered data; c) Noise in lidar measurement.
Table 1: The SETAR ($l; k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_l$) modeling for the estimated noise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>No. of T</th>
<th>AR order</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>S.Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19, 16</td>
<td>0.7634</td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.01559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20, 19, 4</td>
<td>0.8382</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.01525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18, 18, 9, 4</td>
<td>0.8643</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.01572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17, 16</td>
<td>0.7952</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13, 3, 18</td>
<td>0.8806</td>
<td>8.84</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.01301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15, 19, 4, 9</td>
<td>0.8937</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.01307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15, 5</td>
<td>0.8211</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.01041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18, 20, 4</td>
<td>0.8555</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.00996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18, 20, 10, 4</td>
<td>0.8852</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.01037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19, 8</td>
<td>0.7727</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.00941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11, 18, 5</td>
<td>0.8321</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.00955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17, 20, 4, 6</td>
<td>0.8478</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.00925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. a) and b) SETAR forecast of the last 40 samples for Data A and B. The tested SETAR models are constituted based on the former 360 samples with 40 samples left as unknown for forecast tests. The solid lines are the raw data and the dot-dotted dash, short dash and long dash ones show the forecast results for the last 40 data with the number of threshold takes 1, 2 and 3.

The first column in Table 1 reports the numbers of threshold for the simulation and the order parameters $k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_l$ for AR sub-models are shown in the second column. The third column reports the correlation factors between the estimated noise data and the modeling data, and the delay parameter are listed in the fifth column. In the last column, the standard deviations of the modeling data in each model are given.

Results from Table 1 show that first of all, a low order (3, 4 or 5) AR subsystem appears in each case except in the one threshold cases in which the correlation is lower. That is, an AR-type noisy component with low order usually occurs in the lidar measurement. Considering that the weather conditions was different in the four studied period, such a noisy component cannot be the atmospheric background radiation, but likely instrumental or systematic noise. Secondly, the correlation and AIC factors show that the agreement between the observed and modeled values increase with respect to the numbers of used threshold. Actually, the threshold parameter describes a kind of distinction of noise, and the lower correlation in one threshold case shows a lower fitness.
of the noise for a two-subsystem’s partition. Finally, the standard deviation of the simulated noise data nearly reaches the order of $10^{-2}$ which is consistent with the noise data.

An important feature needs to be highlighted from the result is the correlation factors. Basically, the SETAR models should be tested using statistical methods. As a kind of parameter test, the given correlation factors shown in the above threshold models can be accepted at 10% significance level. The modeling tests of Data A and B are given in Fig. 2a and 2b. Results in Fig. 2a and 2b show that the SETAR $(l; k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_l)$ models are accepted structures for the estimated noise when $l \geq 3$. In the cases of $l=2$ shown in both Fig. 2a and 2b, the modeling fitting errors are much larger, which are consistent with their low modeling correlation factors.

5 Conclusion

The application of Kalman high-frequency filter is briefly discussed in this paper. The given examples show that the Kalman filtering approach may play an important role in lidar signal filtering study. It also implies that the SETAR $(l; k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_l)$ models are applicable for lidar noise modeling. They may describe some statistical properties of lidar noise. As a special case, the SETAR models explore the existence of a low order (3, 4 or 5) AR-type noisy component in our daily lidar measurements.
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1 Introduction

The received power of a LIDAR as a function of range is determined not only by the properties of the atmosphere but also by the intensity distributions and the overlap of the fields of view (FOV) of the transmitter and the receiver. Such data are required for LIDAR design purposes as well as for data analysis, e.g. the inversion problem.

Very simple analytic calculations can be found in the literature on LIDAR (Measures, 1986). Their results can be of sufficient accuracy especially if large area photo detectors such as PMTs are used. If small area photo detectors such as APDs are used more sophisticated analytic calculations or numerical methods such as ray tracing algorithms are required.

In our paper we compare two analytic methods and a much more accurate and versatile numerical method which is based on ray tracing. The ray tracing method can also take into account diffraction as well as additional beam divergence caused by atmospheric turbulence. It is applicable to various types and configurations of the receiver and transmitter imaging systems.

2 Analytic calculation for large area detectors (method 1)

As indicated in figure 1 in the distance z the FOVs of the transmitter and the receiver with diameters DT(z) respectively DR(z) and areas AT(z) respectively AR(z) determine an overlap area AO(z). AO(z) can be calculated (Measures 1986) using the lens equation and taking into account the parameters of the imaging systems, the laser and the photo detector.

The transmitted power is assumed to be uniformly distributed within the circular FOV of the transmitter. A small fraction PR(z) of this power from inside the overlap area is scattered to the receiver lens with diameter LR.

If the scattering phase function is assumed to be uniform PR(z) is easily calculated (Measures 1986) using equation 1.

\[ P_R(z) = P_T \cdot \frac{A_O(z)}{A_T(z)} \left( \frac{L_R}{4z} \right)^2 \] (1)

Other phase functions such as for molecules or aerosols must be determined theoretically or numerically using e.g. LOWTRAN7. They are incorporated into the calculation of the received power by multiplication. If the photo detector receives PR(z) completely, equation 1 determines the total received power. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the normalized received power PR(z)/PT, which was calculated using equation 1. PT is the total transmitted power.
The parameters, which are also valid for all subsequent simulations are: laser with diameter 2 μm, ideal transmitter lens with diameter 5 cm and focal length 8 cm, photo detector with diameter 500 μm, ideal receiver lens with diameter 25 cm and focal length 150 cm. The focal distance is 3 km for the laser as well as for the photo detector. The optical axes of the lenses are 15 cm apart. The centers of the FOVs coincide at the focal distance \( z_f = 3 \text{ km} \).

3 Analytical calculation for small area detectors (method 2)

If we carry out slightly more complicated calculations the assumption that the photo detector receives the total power given by equation 1 can be abandoned. Taking into account the parameters of our previous simulation the assumption is certainly not valid. The basic idea of method 2 is the calculation of the overlap area in the plane, which is defined by the surface of the photo detector. The calculation is carried out following steps a) to e):

a) Calculation of the center coordinates and the diameter of the circular FOV of the transmitter at distance \( z \).
b) Calculation of the center coordinates and the diameter of the circular image of the result of a) generated by the receiver lens.
c) Calculation of the center coordinates and the diameter of the circular spot with area \( A_S(z) \) on the plane, which is defined by the surface of the photo detector.
d) Calculation of the overlap area \( A_O(z) \) of the circular sensitive area \( A_R \) of the photo detector and the area \( A_S(z) \) resulting from c).
e) Calculation of \( P_R(z) \) according to equation 1 using \( A_S(z) \) instead of \( A_T \) and the new area \( A_O(z) \) resulting from c).

Figure 3 shows a diagram of the normalized received Power \( P_R(z)/P_T \) versus distance \( z \). The result of method 1 is included for comparison. At short distances the small area photo detector receives only a fraction of the power from the receiver lens. This is clearly visible at distances below about 1400 m.

4 Numerical calculation (method 3)

In reality the intensity respectively sensitivity distributions within the transmitter respectively receiver FOV are not uniform. Usually they are close to rotationally symmetric Gaussian distributions. Other problems, which are beyond the capabilities of method 1 and method 2 are optical aberrations such as spherical aberration, coma etc..

In order to cope with all these effects we developed a numerical method, which is based on ray tracing. In (Bundschuh, 1991) the method was developed for the analysis of laser range finders. For this kind of analysis Lambertian reflectors were used as so called hard targets. For the analysis of LIDAR systems we included the optional use of isotropic scatterers. Various types of imaging systems such as coaxial and biaxial systems can be simulated.

First the intensity distribution \( p_T(x,y,z) \) originating from the transmitter with power \( P_T \) and a dimensionless sensitivity distribution \( p_R(x,y,z) \) originating from the receiver with dimensionless "power" \( P_R = 1 \) are calculated. \( z \) is the distance to a particular target plane oriented perpendicular to the optical axis. \( x \) and \( y \) are coordinates on this plane. \( p_T(x,y,z) \) and \( p_R(x,y,z) \) are calculated using a two dimensional Monte Carlo integration. Basically it is a sample mean method.

Two coordinates on the emitting surface of the laser respectively the surface of the photo detector are randomly selected. The same is done with two angles within the FOVs of the transmitter respectively the receiver. These data not only determine the origins and directions of particular emitted respectively received beams but also the respective points of intersection with the target plane after passing a lens or parabolic mirror. Repeated calculation of such sample beams and subsequent accumulation on a
rectangular grid on the target plane yields the distributions $p_T(x,y,z)$ and $p_R(x,y,z)$ at distance $z$. The received power $P_R(z)$ is calculated by means of pointwise multiplication and subsequent integration (summation) of $p_T(x,y,z)$ and $p_R(x,y,z)$.

$$P_R(z) = C \cdot \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p_T(x,y,z) \cdot p_R(x,y,z) \, dx \, dy$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The constant $C$ is determined by integration of the sensitivity distribution $c_{1R}(x,y)$ of the photo detector, the angular sensitivity distribution $c_{2R}(\theta,\varphi)$ of the photo detector and the angular phase function $c_3(\theta,\varphi)$ of the target (Bundschuh, 1991).

$$C = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} c_{1R}(x,y) \, dx \, dy \cdot \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi} c_{2R}(\theta,\varphi) \sin(\theta) \, d\theta \, d\varphi}{\int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi} c_3(\theta,\varphi) \sin(\theta) \, d\theta \, d\varphi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The simulation method was realized as a FORTRAN77 code. It enables the analysis of biaxial as well as coaxial imaging systems. Currently ideal lenses and/or biconvex spherical lenses can be used as imaging devices. More details on theory and application can be found in (Bundschuh, 1991).

Figure 4 shows a diagram of the normalized received Power $P_R(z)/P_T$ using the same simulation parameters as for figure 2 and figure 3. However the emitting areas of diode lasers are rectangular. The usual size of single mode diode lasers is $1\mu m \times 3\mu m$. Such the emitting area is not changed compared to the above mentioned simulation parameters. The results of simulation are virtually identical for rectangular and circular emitting areas. Differences are far below the uncertainties of our simulations. The results of method 1 and method 2 are included for comparison.

Obviously method 2 and especially method 1 strongly overestimate the received power from targets close to the LIDAR. The offset at large distances results from the fact that due to the astigmatism of the laser diode ($10\ degrees \times 30\ degrees$) a considerable fraction of the laser light is obstructed. However the $z^2$-characteristics at large distances is identical for all methods. Figure 5 shows the result of simulation for a coaxial imaging system in comparison to the biaxial system. Only the center coordinates of the lenses were changed. The result indicates that method 3 can be used as a valuable tool for the design of LIDAR imaging systems.

5 Diffraction and atmospheric turbulence

Up to now we did take into account neither diffraction nor additional beam divergence caused by atmospheric turbulence. These phenomena are easily incorporated into the numerical computation. Before we perform the multiplication $p_T(x,y,z) \times p_R(x,y,z)$ in equation 2 the distributions $p_T(x,y,z)$ and $p_R(x,y,z)$ are modified. Diffraction is incorporated by means of two dimensional convolution of $p_T(x,y,z)$ and $p_R(x,y,z)$ with the respective Airy patterns. These are determined by the laser wavelength, the diameter of the transmitter respectively receiver lens and the distance $z$ of the target plane. Additional beam divergence is incorporated by means of two dimensional convolution of $p_T(x,y,z)$ and $p_R(x,y,z)$ with a rotationally symmetric Gaussian distribution. The standard deviation of this distribution is calculated by multiplication of a divergence coefficient (dimension m/m) and the distance $z$. Figure 6 shows the normalized received power with and without taking into account diffraction and additional divergence.
Figure 6. Influence of diffraction and additional divergence

Diffraction is only a minor effect in our example. The additional beam divergence leads to stronger overlapping of the FOVs of the receiver and the transmitter at short distances. At long distances the received power is slightly reduced. The divergence coefficient was set to $10^{-4}$ m/m. This means that the standard deviation of a beam with idealized diameter 0 at the transmitter lens increases to 1 m in a distance of 10 km.

Figure 7 shows the FOVs of the transmitter and the receiver at the distances $z = 3$ km and $z = 500$ m respectively. The transmitter FOVs are the smaller ones. The size of the images is 128 cm x 128 cm. Ringing caused by diffraction is not visible. At $z = 3$ km the centers of the FOVs coincide exactly. At $z = 500$ m the reduced overlapping area is clearly visible.

![Figure 7: FOVs at $z = 500$ m and $z = 3$ km](image)

7 Conclusions

It was shown, that simplified analytical calculations can provide accurate data on the received power versus distance for long target distances and/or in the case of large area photo detectors.

We currently use the FORTRAN77 code, which realizes method 3, as a valuable design tool in an experimental LIDAR project at Fachhochschule Merseburg. The concept of this LIDAR was published in (Bundschuh et al. 1996 a,b). An earlier version of method 3 was used for the simulations, which confirmed the feasibility of the envisaged low cost LIDAR. Currently further imaging devices such as parabolic mirrors, aspheric lenses (Xu et al. 1994) and achromatic lenses are included into the simulation program in order to enhance its capabilities.

At the Institut fuer Troposphaerenforschung experimental verifications will be performed, which go much further than the former experiments, which were published in (Bundschuh 1991).

After some reprogramming, which is necessary to make the program more user friendly the FORTRAN77 code will be made publicly available.
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We have developed a high power, eye-safe 1.55 micron lidar system that is being used for the remote sensing of aerosols and related targets of interest in the atmosphere. The lidar system used a Nd:YLF pumped KTP Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) laser that was multi-mode and had an output of 150 mJ/pulse at a PRF of 20 Hz. These new OPO lasers have high output energies (say 0.5 J/pulse) but often have poor beam quality and are multi-mode. The output quality of our laser had a M-squared \((M^2)\) value of about 50, which is much larger than normally found with conventional Gaussian mode \((M^2=1)\) solid-state lasers (Nd:YAG, etc.) but is fairly typical of new, high-power short cavity OPO lasers which have been developed in the past several years. The value of M-squared is a measure of the departure of the laser output beam beyond that of a Gaussian \(\text{TEM}_{00}\) mode, and is related to the divergence angle of the laser beam as \(M^2 (2 \lambda / \pi W)\), where \(W\) is the measured size (radius) of the multi-mode collimated laser beam which may have an imbedded Gaussian mode.

The influence of the laser beam \(M^2\) quality on lidar sensitivity was studied and compared to our initial atmospheric lidar measurements since the Lidar telescope overlap factor, \(Y(R)\), in the Lidar equation is influenced by the detector size and the value of \(M^2\). Our previous KTP OPO lidar measurements included (1) range-resolved measurements of atmospheric aerosols at ranges out to 5 km, and (2) a comparison of the lidar sensitivity using different detector types and sizes, including InGaAs PIN Photodiodes (0.1 mm, 0.35 mm) and InGaAs APD - Avalanche PhotoDiodes (0.2 mm) detectors.1 We are now also extending these detector types and sizes to include larger PIN Photodiodes of 1 mm and 2 mm, and TE-IPD detectors (2 mm Transferred Electron Intensified Photodiode from Intervac). Our initial results have indicated distinct sensitivity differences between the various detectors, and the important influence in these
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comparisons of large values of the beam-quality $M^2$ factor. In particular, the 0.2 mm APD detector was predicted to have a sensitivity 8 times that of a 0.35 mm PIN Photodiode, but was actually measured in the lidar system to be about a factor of 2 or 3. This difference was most probably due to the $M^2$ beam quality factor. As such, in those cases where one is limited to relatively small detector sizes due to manufacturing constraints (such as those imposed by the maximum sizes available for the InGaAs APD), then the large value of $M^2$ can significantly reduce the telescope overlap factor and thus influences the sensitivity comparison of different detectors for a lidar application.

Some specific examples of our study of $M^2$ and the overlap factor is given as follows. The parameters of our lidar system are shown in Fig. 1. The overlap factor was calculated and is a function of the telescope focus, detector diameter, laser transverse mode beam quality factor ($M^2$), and laser beam waist transmitted. Figure 2 shows the calculated overlap factor for different values of $M^2$, for the case of a transmitted laser beam waist of 6.4 cm, telescope focal length of 2.56 m, and 1 mm detector. Figure 3 shows a similar calculation but as a function of the detector size for $M^2 = 50$. As can be seen from the curves in Fig. 3, the beam quality factor significantly influences the overlap factor and is different by a factor of about 3 for the case of a 0.2 mm APD detector compared to that of a 0.35 mm PIN Photodiode. These calculations are consistent with our preliminary lidar measurements given above.

We are in the process of extending our measurements to include the other detectors to better quantify the effect of $M^2$ on our lidar sensitivity.

Fig. 1 Parameters of the KTP OPO lidar system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KTP OPO Laser Head</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1550nm ± 2nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Linewidth</td>
<td>0.5 - 1.0 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Energy</td>
<td>150 - 80 mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition Rate</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Quality</td>
<td>$M^2 \approx 50$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmit Telescope</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnification</td>
<td>13X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Diameter at output</td>
<td>12.8 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Divergence at output</td>
<td>0.78 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Curvature at output</td>
<td>Collimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net transmission at 1550 nm</td>
<td>~90% (provided by SEO, Inc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiving Telescope</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Meade 16” LX200 Schmidt-Cassegrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Aperture</td>
<td>16” Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Focal Length (with focal reducer)</td>
<td>2.56 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of focal plane</td>
<td>19cm (measured from rear aperture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Transmission at 1550 nm</td>
<td>~65% (provided by Meade Instruments Corp.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>InGaAs PIN/ APD/ TE-IPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Area</td>
<td>varies (0.1 to 2 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsivity at 1550 nm</td>
<td>varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Current</td>
<td>1000 nA for 2 mm PIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise at 1550 nm (Detector Theory)</td>
<td>0.23 pW/√Hz (2mm PIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Voltage</td>
<td>0-5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>20MHz (2 mm PIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP (Detector/Amplifier) measured for 1000 pulses</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{-8}$ W for 2mm PIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2 Overlap Factor between a laser beam and receiver telescope for different values of the laser beam quality factor, $M^2$, and the detector radius $r_d = 1$ mm.

Fig. 3 Overlap factor due to a laser beam area and receiver field of view for different values of the detector radius, plotted as a function of range for a laser beam quality factor, $M^2$, of 50.
BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE FACTORS USED IN LIDAR CALIBRATION
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Many atmospheric remote sensing applications of infrared lidar systems require that the backscatter signal be radiometrically calibrated. These systems are usually monostatic, consequently the reflected radiance from hard targets used in calibration will include the diffuse and the retroreflectance characteristics of the material. Radiometers which are part of orbiting sensors frequently contain onboard calibration subsystems. The onboard calibrator often utilizes onboard reflectance panels which are deployed at particular orbital locations to use the reflected sun light to calibrated the radiometers.

To meet the need for correlative calibration of these remote sensing techniques a physically derived model\(^1,2\) could be used to extend the angular range and to improve the angular resolution of the measured reflectance properties of the calibration materials.

A modified version of the B. Hake and E. Wells model\(^3\) has been adapted and will be described.

\[
BRF(\theta_i, \varphi_i; \theta_r, \varphi_r) = \frac{A}{4} \left( \frac{\mu}{\mu + \mu_o} \right) \left[ P(g, b, c) + RP(B, a, g)P(g, b, c) + H(\mu_o, \gamma)H(\mu, \gamma) - 1 \right]
\]

where:
- \(\mu_o = \cos \theta_i\) (incident angle)
- \(\mu = \cos \theta_r\) (reflected angle)
- \(A\) = the amplitude factor
- \(g\) = the phase angle (the supplement to the scattering angle)
- \(P(g, b, c)\) = The phase function width parameters \(b\) and \(c\)
- \(RP(B, a, g)\) = The retroreflectance function with parameters \(B\) and \(a\)
- \(H(\mu_o, \gamma), H(\mu, \gamma)\) = The Chandrashakar \(H\) functions, where \(\gamma = (1 - w)^{1/2}\)
- \(w\) is the particle single scattering albedo.

Our objective is to apply this model to the reflectance data taken in the principal plane for the lidar calibration materials using a \(\chi^2\) parameter fitting algorithm to obtain a best fit set of parameters, then to compare the reflectance model over the half hemisphere to the measured hemispherical reflectance\(^4,5,6\). Using this technique aids in the selection of the functions employed to describe the prominent reflection processes characteristic of the experiment and the material.

Our preliminary results shown in Figure 1, demonstrate the modeling process at 632 nm for the reflectance material, Spectralon, a pure sintered polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) material supplied by Labsphere Inc.

Reflectance modeling of several other materials used in hard target lidar calibration will be presented to explore the utility of the functional components of the model.

This work was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). D. A. Haner is a member of the Chemistry Department, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, CA.
Figure 1. a. Spectralon data, (---); model results, (- - - - -).
b. The three components of the model, - - - - - = total, - - - - - = volumetric,
= phase function, - - - - - = retroreflectance.
c. Spectralon bidirectional reflectance data on half-hemisphere ( o o ).
d. The total modeled reflectance on half-hemisphere ( o o ).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of atmospheric water vapor has become a major requirement for understanding moist-air processes [1]. Differential absorption lidar (DIAL) is a technique best suited for the measurement of atmospheric water vapor. NASA Langley Research Center is continually developing improved DIAL systems [2]. One aspect of current development is focused on the enhancement of a DIAL receiver by applying state-of-the-art technology in building a new compact detection system that will be placed directly on the DIAL receiver telescope. The newly developed detection system has the capability of being digitally interfaced with a simple personal computer, using a discrete input/output interface. This has the potential of transmitting digital data over relatively long distances instead of analog signals, which greatly reduces measurement noise [3].

In this paper, we discuss some results from the new compact water vapor DIAL detection system which includes a silicon based avalanche photodiode (APD) detector, a 14-bit, 10-MHz waveform digitizer, a microcontroller and other auxiliary electronics. All of which are contained on a small printed-circuit-board. This will significantly reduce the weight and volume over the current CAMAC system and eventually will be used in a water vapor DIAL system on an unpiloted atmospheric vehicle (UAV) aircraft, or alternatively on an orbiting spacecraft.

2. AVALANCHE PHOTO DOIDE DETECTOR

APDs are ideal detectors for the water vapor absorption lines at the 720, 820 and 940 nm wavelengths. Our characterization of a group of advanced APD detectors resulted in choosing the new super low K (SLIK) structure, where K is the ionization factor [2][3].

The EG&G C30649E SLIK APD offers particular advantages over the currently used EG&G C30955E APD. Table 1 compares both detectors and Fig.1 shows the spectral response of the SLIK APD. The fact that the SLIK detector has a smaller active area requires a faster telescope which has already been developed previously in this research effort. The reduction of the detector area leads to much lower noise equivalent power (NEP), which reduces the noise by a factor greater than 11 and increases the signal-to-noise ratio for both the detector and its amplifier. The responsivity can be increased by increasing the bias voltage or reducing the operating temperature, as shown in Fig.2. The variation of the responsivity with both temperature and bias voltage helps in the system error analysis and in choosing the optimum operating condition for the detector[4][5][6].

Table 1 Test results for both SLIK and current detectors at 820 nm and room temperature of 23°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacture &amp; Model Number</th>
<th>Active Area cm²</th>
<th>Rated Bias V</th>
<th>Responsivity A/W</th>
<th>NEP fW/Hz¹/₂</th>
<th>D* cmHz¹/₂/W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EG&amp;G C30955E</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>5.99x10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG&amp;G C30649E</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.05x10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another advantage of the chosen detector is the built-in transimpedance amplifier for the current-to-voltage conversion of the photodiode output signal. It also has a built-in thermoelectric cooler and thermistor for temperature control of the sensitive area. The detector output is digitized with a 14-bit, 10-MHz digitizer, which is an improvement over the currently used 12-bit, 5-MHz CAMAC crate digitizer system.
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The measured bandwidth of the SLIK detector with its transimpedance amplifier was 12.8-MHz, which is more than sufficient for the DIAL applications that will digitally sample at 10-MHz.

3. ANALOG CIRCUIT

The analog circuit, as shown schematically in Fig.3, is designed to control the operation of the APD. The laser return signal will be focused onto the 0.5-mm diameter APD sensitive area. The APD detected signal will be applied to a signal conditioning stage. This stage consists of three substages. The first is a...
summer and buffer amplifier, designed to apply an additional gain to the detected signal in order to achieve a 2 Volt peak-to-peak maximum signal, which is compatible with the digitizer input. Also, marker and dither signals will be added to the signal. An operational amplifier will be used in this stage. The operational amplifier choice was made upon characterizing a number of them in order to minimize its effect on the detected signal noise, especially during overload recovery time and the system bandwidth. The second substage is a clipping circuit used to clip the signal insuring a maximum peak-to-peak value of 2 Volt during overloads. For a non-overload signal, the clipping circuit will act as a voltage follower amplifier.

Finally, the signal will be applied to a three-pole, low-pass, passive Bessel filter, with a 2.5-MHz -3dB cutoff frequency. This filter will limit the system bandwidth in order to reduce noise, and restrict the signal frequency according to Nyquist Criterion.

The detector high voltage bias is obtained using a high voltage module. Since the APD responsivity, and consequently its output, is a strong function of its voltage bias and temperature, as mentioned above, two proportional-integral (PI) controllers are used. The voltage controller can be adjusted manually to apply constant bias to the APD ranging from a maximum value of 10% lower than its breakdown voltage to a minimum value of 30% lower than its normal operating voltage, while the temperature controller set-point is fixed and is adjusted to operate the detector at 0.5 °C.

4. DIGITAL CIRCUIT

![Fig.4 Schematic diagram of the digital circuit.](image)

The digital circuit, as shown in Fig.4, is designed to operate as a waveform digitizer, but it can also perform some simple data processing, such as averaging and housekeeping. After digitizing the analog signal the output data is stored in a dual-port, static RAM. The storage location of each word of the output data is pointed out using a 13-bit counter, corresponding to an 8 K maximum record length. A 10-MHz clock signal synchronizes all three of these elements. The digitizer is synchronized with the whole system by control signals connected directly to the microcontroller.

The analog-to-digital converter is continuously converting the input analog signal into a digital form, but only the useful data will be stored in the RAM. At the beginning of each cycle, the microcontroller sends a clear signal to the counter, addressing the first memory location in the RAM. When the microcontroller senses the trigger signal, it sends a start signal to the counter, addressing successively the other memory locations. When the counter finishes scanning half the RAM, it sends a feedback signal to the microcontroller indicating the end of the digitization. When the digitizer sets the end of count signal, the microcontroller starts to transfer the data from the lower portion of the RAM to its upper portion for averaging purposes, with a maximum of four averaged waveforms.

The significant advantage of the dual port RAM is its separation of the digitizer section, on its left port, from the microcontroller on its right port, which allows the microcontroller to operate at a higher 12-MHz frequency using a local crystal oscillator, for faster data handling in a 100 ms time interval, corresponding to the DIAL laser firing frequency. The microcontroller on chip 8-bit, 4-channel analog-to-digital converter will be used for sensing the APD temperature and bias voltage.
After finishing the averaging, the averaged data will be sent by the microcontroller from the upper half of the RAM to the FIFO, ready to be transferred to a personal computer. Once again, the FIFO has the advantage of the separation between the 12-MHz microcontroller circuit from the computer interface card, which can be operated at a frequency as low as 300 kHz.

The FIFO read operation is fully controlled by the computer interface via a read command. Serial communication, directly between the microcontroller and the interface, allows collection of the housekeeping data indicating the actual APD temperature and voltage bias.

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In order to evaluate the performance of the described system, two prototype test boards were constructed. The first consists of the analog circuit and the detector, while the other consists of the digital circuit. A DIAL return signal was simulated using a 788-nm laser diode, pulsed at the rate of 1 kHz with a pulse duration 100 μsec. A light-diffuser was used to insure light uniformity. The initial testing of the system showed a satisfactory performance. The minimum and maximum detectable light intensities were 12.1 μW/m² and 0.1 W/m², respectively. The buffer amplifier gain was set to 3, resulting in a total gain of 6.7x10¹¹ count/W, measured from the detector input to the digitizer output.

The availability of surface mount technology, will allow integration of the whole detection system on one board, with dimension less than 8x6 inch², to be mounted directly on the DIAL receiver telescope.

The new DIAL detection system will substantially reduce the noise, weight, volume and complexity over the current CAMAC based receiver system leading to its incorporation in a UAV aircraft water vapor DIAL receiver. This detection system is also of interest for spacecraft born water vapor DIAL systems, where volume and weight are severely restricted.
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Signal-induced noise (SIN) is a common effect resulting when a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is saturated, for a brief moment, with a high intensity light pulse. After the laser pulse is sent into the atmosphere a very large light return, from either the near-field or a cloud, causes the PMT to momentarily saturate. The PMT is gated off at this time so no signal is seen at the anode. When the PMT gate is turned on, the far-field light return from the atmosphere is observed. This signal is distorted, however because of the addition of SIN to the received light signal causing a slower than expected decay of the atmospheric signal return as shown in Figure 1.

Fig 1(a) Laser pulse and PMT gate timing. (b) Measured lidar return showing SIN effects caused by high intensity light falling on PMT while PMT is gated off.

The true signal return and SIN cannot be separated because they are both derived from the same laser pulse. The large number of electrons emitted from the photocathode during saturation appear to charge up some internal components which then emit electrons very slowly resulting in a long decay SIN signal. The temporal characteristics of SIN typically follow that of decaying exponentials. If SIN is present, its decaying exponential baseline is added to the real lidar return signal. This can lead to unrealistic negative ozone measurements in DIAL systems because the decay rate of the on-line signal may be slower than the decay rate of the off-line signal. Grant et al have noted that the airborne UV DIAL data are systematically lower than those of other instruments at higher altitudes. This discrepancy could be caused by signal-induced noise, which would tend to measure less ozone. Also, the returned atmospheric signal from high altitudes is extremely low. When the returned light level is low enough the signal cannot be distinguished from the SIN therefore limiting the overall measurement range of the lidar system. Electrical gating of the PMT has been shown to reduce SIN but not eliminate it.

Methods of reduction and/or removal of the effect are necessary. Mechanically shielding the PMT with a chopper fan, while it is gated off, would seem to be the most effective way of eliminating SIN. The chopper needs to close for a few tens of microseconds to protect the PMT from the near-field return from the on-line laser, open for typically 270 usec (~40 km) to allow the lidar return from the on-line laser pulse to be detected, and repeat this process for the off-line laser pulse. This fast timing requires a very fast and stable chopper, which is difficult to implement especially in airborne DIAL systems. Another method would be to model the SIN response and try subtracting this from the lidar returns mathematically. This method has been shown to improve DIAL measurements but increases the complexity of the data analysis.
One way to see the effect of SIN is to range-correct the lidar return light signal and compare it to the standard molecular density profile of the atmosphere. The light emitted from each cubic centimeter of atmosphere at a given altitude should directly follow the atmospheric density. Range-correction of a returned signal is done by mathematically compensating for the energy loss of light traveling through the atmosphere. First the laser is attenuated as it travels through the atmosphere and second the scattered light at altitude R, returned to the telescope suffers both 1/R^2 losses and atmospheric attenuation. The total effects from aerosol scattering, Rayleigh scattering, and absorption at a given wavelength can be summed into a total extinction coefficient over a given optical depth. These total extinction coefficients are well known and have been tabulated at many wavelengths by Elterman. The total range-corrected signal is then given by Equation (1)

$$P(R)_A = \frac{P_G R^2}{\exp(-2OD)}$$

where $P(R)_A$ is the power of the signal at altitude R, $P_G$ is the power of the return lidar signal on the ground, and OD is the optical depth.

Ideally, the range-corrected signal $P(R)_A$ should follow the exponentially decaying molecular density profile as a function of increasing altitude. If SIN is present or if the background is not properly subtracted from the return light signal then the range-corrected data will not follow the molecular density. Instead, at higher altitudes where the return signal is low, the SIN will cause the range-corrected data to grow as shown in Figure 2.

![Fig 2. Range-corrected photon counts and atmospheric molecular density vs. altitude.](image_url)

The photon counting data in Figure 2 was a twenty-minute count performed at night. The measured background was negligible. The laser wavelength was 300 nm and the receiver telescope was a 14 inch diameter Cassegrian type. The laser beam is emitted from the system to the atmosphere along the outer edge of the lidar telescope. This configuration could cause a large near-field return to be seen by the telescope enhancing the SIN effect. In this Figure the lidar return follows the molecular density until 19.5 km where SIN dominates over the lidar return causing the signal to depart from the atmospheric density. Below 19.5 km the signal-to-noise ratio is high and the lidar return follows the molecular density. Above 19.5 km the signal-to-noise ratio is low due to the fact that the actual lidar return signal follows the molecular density but the SIN does not. SIN in fact follows a much slower decay with time.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to understand the basic characteristic of SIN, an experiment was devised to determine the effect on SIN of PMT tube type, voltage, incident light wavelength and incident light intensity. A pulsed light source would saturate the PMT and at some later time the PMT gate would be turned on and SIN measured by a two-minute photon count. In each case the pulse width and threshold of the discriminator were set at 5 ns and 30 mV respectively.

The radiation from either a LED or a Xe lamp passes through a small aperture that is placed close to a chopper fan. The aperture hole and the two chopper fan slits are each approximately two millimeters in width. By using a chopper it could be assured that no light fell on the PMT when the PMT gate opened. Neutral density filters were used to vary intensities of the incoming light pulses.
The entire photon counting system was triggered from a synchronization pulse coming from the chopper fan controller. The chopper fan rotates at 50 Hz providing a 100 Hz pulse rate from the two fan slits. The count rates were set to be 10, 1, and 0.1 times saturation by using appropriate neutral density filters. The saturation level was defined as the point where the PMT output was no longer increasing linearly with the input light. The characteristics of each tube are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMT Manufacturer-Type-Serial #</th>
<th>Photo-Cathode Material</th>
<th>QE at 300nm (%)</th>
<th>Dynode Material</th>
<th>PMT Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMI-9214Q-#5162</td>
<td>Bialkali Sb-K-Cs</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>CsSb</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI-9214Q-#5150</td>
<td>Bialkali Sb-K-Cs</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>CsSb</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI-9954Q-#53358</td>
<td>Bialkali Sb-K-Cs</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>BeCu</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI-9817Q-#3236</td>
<td>Trialkali Na-K-Sb-Cs</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>BeCu</td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. PMT tube characteristics

Signal-induced noise effects were studied for several PMT tubes with similar physical structures. All the tubes used were linear focused with a 12 dynode chain. The 9214Q tubes were used in the ozone DIAL system because of their high quantum efficiency in the UV range and stable gain versus changing pulse rate. The 9954Q and 9817Q were used as a comparison because of their similar physical structures with different photocathode and dynode chain materials.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

With saturating light pulses we observed SIN responses that followed a combination of decaying exponentials over a 550 usec observation time. The SIN effect at different wavelengths, different PMT voltages, and different count rates (intensities) were observed. SIN response was also compared for three different tube types. The results are summarized as follows:

A. Light Wavelength Effect on SIN

Figure 3 shows the first 50 usec of the SIN PMT response for tube 9214Q #5162 at input wavelengths of 300, 350, and 400 nm. The input light intensity was kept constant at 10 times saturation level. For all wavelengths, the time constant of the SIN effect was 35 usec as shown by the straight line in Figure 3. This indicates that wavelength is not a major driver for SIN as long as the photocathode electron emission intensity is constant. SIN is more a function of the number of electrons emitted from the photocathode. A higher quantum efficiency PMT would emit more electrons resulting in a greater SIN effect.

B. SIN and PMT Voltage

Figure 4 shows the SIN PMT response at different PMT dynode chain voltages for tube 9214Q #5162. Once again the intensity was kept constant at 10 times saturation for each voltage. The amplitude of the SIN did increase as PMT voltage increased which is expected due to the higher gain of the PMT at higher dynode chain voltages. The time constant differed by only 2 usec for a PMT voltage range of 200 volts which indicates that only the amplitude of SIN is effected by changing PMT voltage and not the decay time.
C. Input light Intensity and SIN

SIN response for the PMT 9214Q #5150 at three different 300 nm intensities is shown in Figure 5. The radiation intensities were 0.1, 1, and 10 times saturation level of the PMT. The response shows that SIN is a combination of three different decaying exponentials with decay constants of 34 usec, 49 usec, and 525 usec. This suggests that there are three different mechanisms causing SIN for this PMT. The third component of the 0.1 saturation level can not be seen because it has already decayed into the dark count level of the PMT. The amplitude of the SIN increased linearly with increasing radiation intensity but the decay constants at each intensity remained the same. This shows that only the amplitude of SIN is affected by different light intensities but the temporal behavior remains unchanged.

D. Different PMT Types and SIN

SIN response for three different PMT tubes (9214Q# 5150, 9817Q #3236, and 9954Q #5358) with similar physical structures is shown in Figure 6. The radiation intensity was set to 10 times saturation for each tube. The decay constants for the initial fast component and the slowest third component are similar in each tube. This indicates that tubes with similar physical structures should exhibit similar SIN responses. With a different PMT structure we would expect different SIN decay time constants.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have characterized SIN responses to varying parameters of the incident light on the PMT. These varied parameters included incident wavelength, PMT voltage, incident intensity, and tube type. We found that only the amplitude of the SIN was affected by varying PMT voltages and light intensities. The amplitude increased linearly as input light intensity increased. Different incident wavelengths at the same intensity did not affect the amplitude or the temporal behavior of the SIN response. Finally, different PMT tubes with similar physical structures exhibited similar SIN responses although with different amplitudes. The different amplitudes can be attributed to the different gains and operating voltages of each tube.

These results suggest that SIN is caused by photocathode electron dynamics such as charge accumulation on internal PMT surfaces. These surfaces then emit the electrons slowly resulting in a long decay noise signal. With the SIN responses characterized we can now try to develop a method to reduce or eliminate SIN in DIAL systems.
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A ground-based lidar system in the wavelength region of 1.45-4 μm for the remote measurement of methane is described. The laser transmitter consists of an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser which pumps an OPO (optical parametric oscillator). The OPO output is tunable from 1.45-4 μm, with a bandwidth less than 500 MHz, and a pulse energy of 1 to 3 mJ at 3.29 μm. The receiver is cart-mounted and consists of a 14" telescope with 1.57 and 3.29 μm detector channels. A fast oscilloscope is used for data acquisition. The system performance will be tested through measurements of sources of atmospheric methane.

1. Introduction

There is a scientific need to know the source strength and the global distribution of the tropospheric trace gases relevant for global warming and tropospheric chemistry [1-3] as well as a practical need to be able to measure gases related to the petrochemical industry. Lidar has several advantages over passive remote sensing techniques because of the laser's unique properties of high power, monochromaticity, short pulse duration, and beam collimation [4,5].

The differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique [5-10] is widely used for range resolved measurements of the concentration of atmospheric constituents. In this method, the backscattered pulse energies at two wavelengths, λ_ab and λ_off, are measured. A comparison is made between the scattered signal monitored when the wavelength (λ_ab) of the laser is tuned to the peak of an absorption line of the molecule being investigated and when it (λ_off) is detuned to lie in the wing of the line. The advantage of the DIAL technique is that only differences or ratios in the various parameters need to be considered.

2. Technical Approach

Figure 1 shows the overall lidar system schematic. The lidar system consists of four parts: the laser source, laser wavelength diagnostics, the receiver, and the data acquisition electronics.

2.1 Transmitter

A frequency-doubled injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser pumps the Continuum Mirage 3000 OPO [12-16] that provides the tunable mid-infrared laser pulse. The OPO consists of three conversion stages which are a master oscillator, a nonresonant oscillator, and an amplifier. The master oscillator generates a single longitudinal mode. The nonresonant oscillator and amplifier stages convert the wavelengths to 1.5-4 μm. The OPO gives up to 3 mJ of energy at 3 μm with a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz and a bandwidth less than 500 MHz. The five KTP crystals for the three stages and the rear mirror in the master oscillator are mounted on the motorized optic mounts. Wavelength tuning is controlled by a computer. The OPO simultaneously produces a 3.29 μm pulse and a 1.57 μm pulse colinearly from its output port. Since sequential pulses are not on-line and off-line pulse pairs, this is not a DIAL system in the usual sense. Rather, it is a tunable single frequency lidar which can be slowly tuned across an absorption feature in order to make DIAL measurements.

2.2 Laser Wavelength Diagnostics

Before the 1.57 μm and 3.29 μm beams are transmitted into the atmosphere, a portion of the 3.29 μm beam is diverted into a White cell. The 3.29 μm pulse energy before and after the absorption cell is measured and the ratio computed. This is used to verify that the laser is centered on the absorption line of interest. This technique is also used to measure the spectral purity of the laser source by comparing the theoretical cell absorption with the measured absorption.

2.3 Receiver

As shown in Figure 1, the receiver package for the mid-IR DIAL consists of a 14 inch telescope joined to a detector box containing a dichroic beam splitter, focusing lenses, and detectors for 1.57 and 3.291 μm
wavelengths. This assembly will be cart-mounted for portability. The elevation angle of the system is adjustable. The transmitted laser beam is made parallel to the telescope axis by beam steering optics. After passing through the telescope and an aperture which sets the field of view, the 1.57 μm return signal is reflected 99% by a 45° dichroic beamsplitter and the 3.3 μm return signal is transmitted by the dichroic with less than 10% loss. The energy passing through the beamsplitter is focused by a CaF2 lens onto a LN2 cooled 0.25 mm diameter InSb photodiode detector for the 3.29 μm channel and a room temperature 2 mm diameter InGaAs detector for the 1.57 μm channel. Total optical throughput for the receiver is estimated to be 30% at 3.29 μm.

2.4 Data Acquisition
The signals collected by the receiver will be recorded by a 4-channel 1 GHz digitizer. Data from the digitizer will be read into the computer using a GPIB interface.

3. Preliminary Results
3.1 Laser properties
The expected performance of our Research Center for Optical Physics (RCOP) system can be compared with a 3.3 μm DIAL system which has been recently demonstrated by SRI International [6], and with an external cavity laser diode-injection seeded OPO system developed by the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) [7]. The properties of these three systems are listed in Table 1. The SRI system is capable of making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RCOP System</th>
<th>SRI System</th>
<th>NPL System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>Tunable from 1.45 to 4 μm*</td>
<td>Fixed at 3.309 and 3.313 μm</td>
<td>Tunable from 3.26 to 3.51 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy at 3.3 μm</td>
<td>1 to 3 mJ*</td>
<td>2 mJ</td>
<td>3-6 mJ(OPO), 15-30 mJ(OPO+OPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width</td>
<td>5 ns*</td>
<td>10 ns</td>
<td>8 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line width</td>
<td>15 pm</td>
<td>2.5 nm</td>
<td>6.5 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition frequency</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam diameter (full angle)</td>
<td>4 mm*</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral purity</td>
<td>99.95%*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*indicates parameters verified in the lab.

Table 1. Comparison of RCOP system with the SRI and NPL system
DIAL methane measurements with good accuracy at the range of 600-1000 m. Table 1 shows that our laser transmitter has a much narrower linewidth than that of the SRI laser. The FWHM linewidth of the methane absorption at 3.29 μm is approximately 0.3 nm. The SRI laser linewidth is eight time greater than this value, but our laser linewidth is more than 15 times narrower than it. Therefore, our entire on-line pulse sees the peak absorption cross-section and has less interference from other gases. Our laser transmitter produces comparable output energy but at half of the repetition rate. The performance of our laser is comparable to that of the NPL system without its additional OPA stage.

Figure 2 shows the results of methane absorption measurements made with our laser and diagnostic White cell. Very good agreement is obtained with the corresponding values from the Hitran database. For this experiment, White cell is filled with 1 atm of ambient room air and is set for a total path length of 90 m. We have used the absorption cell and ambient room air to measure the laser spectral purity to be 99.95% within a 160 pm bandwidth. The preliminary measurement will be repeated with an unbroadened absorption feature.

![Figure 2. Methane absorption measurement at 3.291 μm](image)

**3.2 Calculated System Performance**

We have calculated the expected performance of the lidar system. Figure 3(a) is plot of optical return power of the two wavelengths, $\lambda_{on}$ and $\lambda_{off}$, vs. range. The on-line signal attenuation is faster than that of the off-line signal because of the absorption of methane. Figure 3(b) is an expanded picture of figure 3(a). As shown in the figure, the optical power corresponding to the detector amplifier noise level is about $6.3 \times 10^{-4}$ W. Therefore, range resolved measurements with our lidar system are possible out to 1 km. Parameters used in this
calculation are: pulse energy = 3 mJ, backscattering coefficient = $6.5 \times 10^6$ m$^{-1}$, aerosol extinction coefficient = $5.5 \times 10^5$ m$^{-1}$, detection bandwidth = 10 MHz, receiver throughput = 0.3, detector responsivity = 2.0 A/W, and input amplifier noise voltage = 2 nV/(Hz)$^{1/2}$.

3.3 Present Status

Currently the receiver is being integrated and tested. At the conference, we will present our present status and first atmospheric measurements.

4. Summary

Development of an OPO-based tunable near IR lidar system is described. The laser produces high spectral purity (99.95% for ambient water vapor) but relatively low output energy for long range measurements. We will investigate possible modification to our system to increase the laser pulse energy with an additional OPA stage. The system should be capable of range resolved measurements out to 1 km with our present laser source.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Water vapor differential absorption lidar (DIAL) systems are unique in their ability to monitor the tropospheric water vapor concentration with high temporal and spatial resolution. Water vapor DIAL systems have been developed successfully for airborne operation. The increased demand for atmospheric water vapor measurements calls for building lighter, smaller and more robust water vapor DIAL systems that can be carried by small unmanned atmospheric vehicle (UAV) aircraft, where weight and volume are very restricted.

The focus of this paper is the water vapor DIAL system receiver, looking at new technologies to make it smaller, lighter and more robust. A water vapor DIAL lidar receiver, with a fiber-optic coupled telescope, was designed, constructed and tested. The total optical transmission of the receiver and detector system has been evaluated from direct measurements and the system was used to measure the light backscattered from a 532-nm laser pulse, transmitted vertically into the atmosphere. The recorded signal was compared to a calculation of the expected return signal. Such systems show promise for widespread use in DIAL receivers.

2. Water Vapor DIAL Fiber-Optic Coupled Receiver

The fiber-optic telescope receiver system, shown in Fig. 1, consisted of a 305-mm (12") dia. 172 parabolic mirror. At the focal point of the mirror a 1-mm core diameter, 5-m long fiber-optic cable was positioned. This was a single core step index, 0.22 NA fused silica fiber. The crosssection of the fiber mount was found to obscure about 1% of the

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the fiber-optic coupled telescope and detector system.
mirror area. The exact position of the optical fiber could be chosen to geometrically compress the dynamic range of the lidar return signal.

The output end of the fiber is mounted to a detector box which consist of a collimating lens, a narrow band interference filter, a focusing lens and finally an avalanche photodiode (APD) detector. This is the detector of choice for detecting radiation at the water vapor wavelengths near 820 and 940 nm.

To characterize the losses in the receiver system, several measurements were made including mirror reflectivity, focal spot size, numerical aperture of the fiber, transmission losses in the optical fiber and losses due to bending of the fiber. The mirror reflectivity was found to have typical values of aluminum over-coated with MgF mirrors. The mirror focal spot diameter was found to be 250 micrometers, which is substantially lower than the 1-mm fiber diameter. The measured NA was found to be 0.226, slightly larger than the 0.22 specified by the fiber manufacturer. The measured transmission losses in the 5-m fiber are shown in Figure 2. The measured values are close to the manufacturer's stated transmittance. Measurements also determined that each fiber 90 degree bend resulted in an approximately 4% optical loss. Figure 3 shows the telescope optical efficiency defined as the light intensity emitted from the fiber divided by the total light intensity entering the telescope. The values are close to those expected from an ideal optical system.

Laboratory measurements determined that the total receiver transmission is 36% at 532 nm and 42% at 820 nm, the major loss being the interference filter having a transmission of about 50%. In an operational water vapor DIAL receiver system, coupling losses, and reflections in the fiber ends will be minimized. A total optical transmission of 52% should be possible at 820 nm, with an ideal receiver system of this kind, assuming the use of an interference filter of 55% transmission.

3. Field Experiment

The constructed lidar receiver system was operated at night using a pulsed 532-nm Nd:YAG laser to test actual lidar receiver performance. The fiber-optic receiver was positioned about 20 m from the laser transmitter. The system was optimized for maximum peak voltage from the APD detector, by adjusting the inclination of the telescope axis and the axial position of the optical fiber. The AC coupled APD detector signal was recorded on a digital oscilloscope. A narrow bandwidth interference filter, with a peak transmission of 55% at 532 nm and a bandwidth (FWHM) of 1.2 nm, was used to suppress the 1064-nm component of the return signal. The total laser pulse energy was 1.8 J of which about 650 mJ was in the frequency-doubled green component. The noise level was low due night operation and low altitude measurements. No signal averaging was required to reach the accuracy expected from this test measurement. The delay from laser firing to detection of backscattered light was approximately 10 µs, which corresponds to a
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telescope- and laser beam axis cross-over height of 1.5 km. Other heights of interception could be chosen by adjusting the inclination of the telescope, which was immediately evident from the change in the time until a signal was received.

4. RESULTS OF FIELD EXPERIMENT

A numerical calculation was performed to determine the absolute detector voltage expected from the receiver system. All parameters in the scattering lidar equation, are either known from the measurements performed in the laboratory, or have been calculated using optical theory or atmospheric models. The effective area that is calculated at each specific altitude, measures the angle between the laser beam and the telescope mirror optical axis in order to yield a specific value. Without the possibility of measuring this angle directly, it must be determined from the knowledge of the separation of transmitter and receiver and the altitude where the receiver and the laser beam axis cross each other. The separation is easily measured, but the altitude must be determined from the measured return signal.

Figure 4. shows the absolute voltage out of the APD detector for the measured single pulse return signal and two absolute calculations, for different laser beam shapes, made using Equation 1. Range is on the horizontal axis and has been calculated from the time elapsed from the Q-switching of the Nd:YAG laser.

By assuming that the scattering medium is homogeneous over the scattering volume, that the linewidth of the laser is very narrow compared to variations in wavelength-dependent parameters and that the temporal intensity envelope of the laser pulse is rectangular, the lidar equation can be written as follows.

\[
P(\lambda,R) = \left[ (E_0 \cdot c \cdot A(R) \cdot \xi(\lambda) \cdot B_b(\lambda,R)) / 2R^2 \right] \exp(-2D_{opt}(\lambda,R)) (1)
\]

Here \(E_0\) is the energy of a single laser pulse. \(A(R)\) is the effective area of the primary telescope mirror at range \(R\) and \(\xi(\lambda)\) is the receiver optical transmission at wavelength \(\lambda\). \(B_b(\lambda,R)\) is the volume backscattering coefficient, which depends on the number density of scattering particles. \(c\) is the speed of light. \(D_{opt}\) is the optical depth from the lidar system to the range \(R\). By approximating \(B_b\) and \(D_{opt}\) with two fifth-degree polynomial functions, the return signal power \(P\) from range \(R\) can be numerically calculated for a wide range of altitudes. Then knowing the detector responsivity, the voltage response can be calculated.

Figure 4. The absolute voltage out from the APD detector compared to the calculated absolute lidar return for two different laser beam profile assumptions.
The measured signal voltage is lower than the calculated voltage. However, the width (FWHM) of the measured and the calculated signals differ by only 15%. The structure of the measured return signal suggests that the actual laser intensity distribution is not gaussian, but somewhat flatter. There are probably multiple transverse laser modes oscillating simultaneously in the laser cavity.

5. Conclusion

A fiber-optic coupled telescope of low complexity was constructed and tested. The major loss mechanisms of the optical system have been characterized. Light collected by the receiver mirror is focused onto an optical fiber, and the output of the fiber is filtered by an interference filter and then focused onto an APD detector. This system was used in lidar field measurements with a 532-nm Nd:YAG laser beam. The results were encouraging. A numerical model used for calculation of the expected return signal agreed with the lidar return signal obtained. The assembled system was easy to align and operate and weighed about 8 kg for a 30 cm (12") mirror system. This weight is low enough to allow mounting of the fiber-optic telescope receiver system in a UAV. Furthermore, the good agreement between the numerical lidar model and the performance of the actual receiver system, suggests that this model may be used for estimation of the performance of this and other lidar systems in the future.

Such telescopes are relatively easy to construct and align. The fiber optic cable allows easy placement of the optical detector in any position. These telescope systems should find widespread use in aircraft and space borne DIAL water vapor receiver systems.
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Our paper describes a technique for generating tunable UV laser radiation between 250-300 nm capable of energies up to 30-50mJ/pulse. The tunability of this source is attractive for selecting ozone absorption cross sections which are optimal for ozone DIAL detection throughout the troposphere. A Nd:YAG laser is used to pump a pulsed titanium sapphire laser which is then frequency tripled into the UV. Titanium sapphire (TiS) lases robustly between 750-900 nm. In initial experiments we have converted 110 mJ of 867nm from a TiS laser into 28 mJ at 289nm. The energy conversion efficiency was 62% for doubling into 433nm and 25% into 289nm.

NASA Langley is investigating methods to efficiently generate UV radiation between 280-315nm for ozone DIAL lidar for ground, aircraft and space-based applications. Requirement vary between 25mJ/pulse at 20-50 Hz to 500mJ/pulse at 10Hz. Several methods using Nd:YAG based lasers are being pursued. Non-linear frequency conversion using sum frequency generation1 of a 1.5μm OPO and 355nm has been reported which generated 40mJ/pulse. Another method reports using solid-state Raman shifting from 532nm and then doubling into the UV2. Yet another approach3 involves Raman shifting of 532nm in N₂ gas and then frequency doubling into the UV. All these approaches have long term potential for efficient UV generation at high energy.

Our current objective is to field an aircraft-based system in the near term. Titanium sapphire is well developed and is being used in LASE, an aircraft-based water vapor DIAL system.

Experiments were performed using a TiS laser pumped by a Continuum 9020 which has been modified to provide a smooth spatial profile. Eliminating the diffraction rings from the output beam spatial profile comes at the expense of laser energy.
The diffraction rings are caused by overfilling the oscillator and amplifier rod apertures in order to achieve maximum output energy. The laser operates at 1.0 Joules at 1μm instead of 1.6 J. Consequently the 532nm pump energy was limited to 520mJ. The titanium Sapphire laser was a ring configuration which was injected seeded with a cw TiS laser.

BBO was used in a type 1 configuration for both doubling and tripling TiS. The experimental results are indicated in figures 1 and 2. BBO is an attractive non-linear crystal because it has a high non-linear coefficient in the UV.

In the future, we hope to increase the conversion efficiency to 30-35% into the UV and redesign the titanium sapphire laser for operation at 30Hz.
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The waveform digitizer is a critical component of lidar detection systems. Technology has advanced to the point where 12-bit waveform digitizers are commercially available and commonly used in CAMAC crates which are readily interfaced to computer systems. These systems have worked well for ground-based and aircraft-borne lidar systems. However, increasing attention is being placed on the eventual deployment of lidar systems on unpiloted atmospheric vehicles (UAV) and orbiting spacecraft. In these situations payload weight, volume and available power are severely restricted. NASA Langley is actively pursuing the development of small, lightweight DIAL (differential absorption lidar) receiver systems for deployment on an Aurora Flight Science Peresus B UAV and eventually spacecraft. In this situation CAMAC crates cannot be used and this has lead to the investigation of alternative digitizer technologies.

Waveform digitizers have rapidly advanced to the point where 16-bit, 6-MHz small, lightweight digitizer modules are available. The advantages of 16-bit digitizers are shown in Figure 1 where the performance of 8-, 12- and 16-bit digitizers is compared.

Figure 1. Digitizer Resolution for 8-, 12- and 16-bit digitizers assuming a 3-V dynamic range.

The 16-bit resolution of 0.046 mV/step is important especially for space deployment, where lidar returns will cover very long distances requiring improved resolution.
This study will report preliminary results on the performance of a small 16-bit waveform digitizer that can be easily interfaced to a computer allowing substantial reduction in weight and volume over CAMAC based digitizer systems. Also, these new digitizers are relatively inexpensive and they may soon see widespread use in DIAL receiver systems.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the 16-bit waveform digitizer investigated in this study (Edge Technology, ET2668-6) is shown in Figure 2 and was used to digitize actual lidar atmospheric returns. A digital input-output board (PCI-32HS, National Instruments) was utilized to read the digitizer output into the computer. The ready line of the digitizer was disconnected and attached to the START line. Thus, the start trigger sets the data latches and starts the read function on the PCI board. This start trigger was 5 MHz which is typically used for stratosphere lidar measurements. The PCI board receives an additional trigger: a 30-Hz clock which in effect activates the PCI board which then reads data at the rate of the external trigger (5 MHz). The 30-Hz clock is the trigger used to fire the laser for lidar measurements. The software which controls the PCI board is written in LabView. Data are plotted on the display in real-time relative to the 30-Hz activation trigger. The operator inputs the number of laser pulses to store and average. The analog input can range from +1.5 volts to -1.5 volts, but the software is written to utilize only positive voltages. The voltage power supply consists of two six-volt batteries to minimize noise input. The 16-bit digitizer weighs approximately 5 pounds.

The DIAL system consisted of a 14" Cassigran telescope with a 300-nm interference filter and used an EMI 9214 gated photomultiplier tube. A 20-MHz amplifier was used with x5 gain.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The baseline noise levels during the 300-μs PMT gate open time, for the 16-bit digitizer are shown in Figure 3. The noise level of trace A was for the digitizer in the open air-unshielded, whereas for trace B the digitizer was shielded in a grounded metal box. The noise level decreased with shielding of the digitizer. It is evident that the addition of the lidar electronics substantially increases the noise level as compared to the digitizer when disconnected from the lidar system as shown in trace C. The noise level (peak-peak) for the shielded system is 20 bit step numbers (0.915 mV). This would be approximately 1 step on a 12-bit digitizer. Thus, the 16-bit digitizer can detect signal levels of 46 μV above the baseline noise of 0.915 mV. While, the 12-bit digitizer is limited to signal levels of 732 μV above the baseline noise. This is particularly useful in stratosphere measurements where water vapor densities are low and also in regions of low ozone density.

![Figure 3. 16-bit digitizer background noise levels for A) unshielded, B) shielded and C) not connected to lidar system electronics.](image)

Plots of a typical lidar return, standard ozone density in the atmosphere and a DIAL calculation for the same wavelength are shown in Figure 4. The DIAL system was operated at a wavelength of 300 nm for both the “on” and “off” line wavelength. When a DIAL calculation is performed the result should be zero as a function of altitude. Any variations from zero will degrade performance and limit the digitizer resolution. It is shown from Figure 3 that the digitizer noise is sufficiently low to resolve the expected stratospheric ozone density. Large noise spikes appear at the PMT gate open and close times.
Figure 4. Plots of A) Standard ozone density in the atmosphere, B) lidar return and C) DIAL calculation for 300 nm “on” and “off” line.

4 Conclusion

A new 16-bit 6-MHz compact, lightweight waveform digitizer module has been tested using actual 300-nm lidar atmospheric returns. The noise level of this digitizer was tested and found to be substantially below the ozone number density to be measured.

The digitizer is inexpensive and compact enough to be deployed in UAV aircraft and spacecraft environments. With 16-bit digitizers a resolution of 0.046 mV/step can be achieved, substantially improving resolution over 12-bit systems. This digitizer will find widespread use in future DIAL receiver systems.
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1. Introduction
In a number of cases the application of the backscatter Lidar is constrained by the available electric power and the necessity of a compact hardware. In such situations the Pseudo-Random Noise continuous wave (PRN-cw) Lidar, using high-efficient continuous wave laser diodes, offers an alternative. This is the reason for their introduction [Takeuchi et al. 1983 and 1986] as well as for the interest to their further development [Abshire et al. 1992 and 1993, Rall et al. 1992, Matthey et al. 1995, 1996].

One of the principle problem in the PRN-cw Lidar use is their higher sensitivity to the optical background as compared to the direct detection Lidars [Matthey et al. 1995]. This is limiting their use basically to night time. A perspective way to solve this problem is the use of narrow-band laser locked to an ultra-narrow-band optical filter.

The capability of the PRN-cw Lidar to make use of coherent AIGaAs cw diode lasers operating in the near IR region, provides the opportunity to lock the transmitted wavelength at the absorption lines of either Rb or Cs vapours. The Rb and Cs vapours are known as convenient media for realisation of Faraday Anomalous Dispersion Optical Filter (FADOF) [Yin et al., 1994, Menders et al., 1991]. Such filters are already considered for extensive application in the free-space optical communications [Chen et al. 1994, Bloom et al. 1995]. FADOF, based on Na vapours is successfully used in Lidar for Na-layer measurement [Chen et al. 1996]. In this report we demonstrate daytime PRN-cw backscatter Lidar measurements with narrow-band diode laser and Rb vapour FADOF at 780 nm.

2. Experimental Set-up
2.1 MOPA PRN-cw laser diode system
The modulated laser beam is generated in a MOPA (Master Oscillator Power Amplifier). The Master Oscillator (MO) is a Fabry-Perot laser diode (linewidth ~50 MHz, power ~10 mW) tuned to the D2 Rb line (780 nm). The transmitted beam wavelength is matched with the narrow band receiver, by using two identical Rb FADOFs, which properties will be discussed hereafter. The first FADOF is employed for controlling the laser frequency, while the second FADOF serves as pass-band filter in the Lidar receiver (see Figs. 2 and 4).

The MO is employed to seed a Tapered laser Amplifier (TA) [Marquardt et al., 1996], that becomes the «Slave». With proper spatial mode matching between the MO beam and the beam emitted by the back facet of the TA, and with MO power > 3 mW, the Slave emits a beam which has the spectral properties of the MO, but with a much higher power. With this scheme, we obtained more than 0.5 Watts in cw mode (see Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Output of the tapered laser diode in the MOPA scheme. P_s is the power of the seeding beam. The maximal current for the TA is 2.2 A.](image-url)

PRN modulation is performed with an Acousto-Optical Modulator (AOM) between the MO and the Slave. The MOPA system is shown on figure 2. The loss due to the AOM is negligible in cw mode. When modulation is present, the mean power depends on the duty cycle (which was 50%) and on the response
time of the system. We observed that this time was determined by the risetime of the AOM (≥20 ns with perfectly collimated beam) allowing a repetition rate up to 20 MHz in the PRN sequence. At higher repetition rates, the power decreases and the wave-form distortion become too important.

2.2 Rubidium Faraday Anomalous Dispersion Optical Filter (FADOF)

We have built a compact Rb FADOF, which consists of a Rb vapour glass cell in a magnetic field, between two crossed polarisers [Yeh, 1982]. Its primary purpose is to filter the background light, present in the atmosphere out of the laser backscatter signal, and to allow daytime measurements. The Rb vapour is contained in a cylindrical cell (diameter: 14 mm, length: 25 mm) temperature controlled to 100°C approximately. The cell is placed in a coaxial solenoid, capable of producing a magnetic field up to 200 G. The total package is a 5 cm long cylinder having a diameter of 3.5 cm.

Figure 3 shows a typical transmission curve of this FADOF. At its maximum, the transmission (without the Fresnel losses) is above 90%. The equivalent transmission bandwidth is 2.9 GHz. This value is 50 times lower than the width achievable with narrow-band interference filters. The out-of-band rejection is still not optimum, due to the used polarisers, but can be improved, as demonstrated in other experiments [Yin et al. 1994].

2.3 PRN-cw Lidar Demonstration Set-up

The set-up for the demonstration of PRN-cw Lidar measurements with diode laser MOPA and FADOF is shown in Fig. 4.

The modulated laser beam is sent to the atmosphere or to a target after a beam expansion. The backscatter light is collected by a lens with diameter of 20 mm. The receiver optics includes a diaphragm, collimating...
lens, FADOF and a field lens. The divergence of the laser beam is less than 4 mrad while the field of view of the receiver optics is 10 mrad. The distance between the axes of the transmitter and the receiver is 150 mm. The detection of the backscatter signal is performed by a PMT in photon-counting mode (Hamamatsu R943-02). The data acquisition is performed by an EG&G MCS-turbo. The set-up PRN-cw Lidar demonstration is assembled on an small optical bench in the lab. The transmitted beam and the receiver field of view are pointed in the atmosphere in horizontal or in vertical direction by a system of two plane mirrors. A PC is providing the experiment piloting, by generating the PRN sequence and the cross-correlation of the acquired signal and the original sequence.

3. Results

We present two examples of day-time PRN-cw Lidar operation: detection of the PRN-cw Lidar signal from a hard target (a nearby tree) and detection of the PRN-cw Lidar signal from cloud base. All measurements are done with a mean (quasi-cw) transmitted power of 350 mW.

The cross-correlated Lidar signal from the target detection is presented in Fig. 5a, b and c. The PRN sequence is 7bit, the time bin is 100ns, what establishes a range resolution of 15m. The numbers of the sequences is as follows: 20'000 for Fig. 5a, with integration time of 0.508sec; 2'000 for Fig. 5b, with integration time of 50ms; 200 for Fig. 5c, with integration time of 5ms. As we see, even 5ms of integration time is sufficient for SNR of target detection in the order of 3.

Figure 5a. Day-time Lidar signal from hard target. Integration time: 0.5 s.

Figure 5b. Day-time Lidar signal from hard target. Integration time: 50 ms.

Figure 5c. Day-time Lidar signal from hard target. Integration time: 5 ms.

An example of an atmosphere and cloud detection result is shown in Fig. 6. The PRN-cw sequence is again 7 bit. The sequence bin is 200ns, what establishes a range resolution of 30 m. The number of the sequences is 4·10^5, with integration time of 1016 sec. In this case (of higher noise mean level than the level of the signal) it was convenient to present the cross-correlated atmospheric and cloud response in negative values, as opposite to the case of hard target detection (higher signal level than mean noise).

Figure 6. Daytime backscatter signal from atmosphere and cloud. Integration time: 1016 s.
4. Summary

We demonstrate the possibility for daytime PRN-cw backscatter Lidar operation with narrow-band diode laser MOPA and ultra narrow-band FADOF. The results are satisfactory for very fast detection of hard target, when the mean background level is decreased to the values, comparable with the mean value of the target response. In the opposite case (atmospheric and cloud response) longer integration time is required to account still higher background light level. It is important to note that all the results are obtained with only 20 mm receiver aperture.

The rejection of the background with FADOF depends on the optical quality of the windows and the performance of the used polarisers. Use of higher quality components will bring additional background rejection.
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1 Introduction

Lidar techniques have been widely applied in atmospheric monitoring. Though a large number of atmospheric parameters can be currently monitored with high space-time resolution, correlation between parameters is still a complex task. For example, the correlation between atmospheric temperature, water vapor content and pollutants density appears important when the evolution of a reacting chemical species is monitored.

In order to allow the simultaneous study of a large number of atmospheric parameters, such as aerosols, water vapor, temperature and density, transmissivity and main atmospheric pollutants, we have developed a multiparametric LIDAR system tunable in a broad spectral range (266 nm- 2500 nm).

In particular, the system has been designed to perform DIAL measurements both in the UV and near and mid IR spectral region where the major pollutant molecules display absorption lines. In the near and mid IR, the absorption transitions involve vibrational-rotational levels of a given electronic state. These transitions, unlike the UV electronic ones, display individual absorption lines, allowing a good species selectivity and making the distance between on and off-line wavelength so small that the measurement is almost independent on the knowledge of the backscattering coefficient (Megie et al., 1980). The employment of this spectral region for DIAL measurements is now possible using the new generation of tunable lasers based on seeded optical parametric amplifiers that guarantee a narrow bandwidth (<0.04 cm⁻¹) and a wide range of tunability.

A spectroscopy study has been conducted to select the best couples of wavelength λ_ON and λ_OFF to be used in DIAL measurement to minimize the level of uncertainty affecting the measurement in the spectral range (500 nm - 4.5 μm). In particular, the selection of the optimal λ_ON requires the following conditions to be satisfied: i) the spurious absorption due both to other lines of the same molecule and to molecules which are different from the investigated one should be minimum, that is no more than 1%; ii) λ_ON should be only slightly dependent on the temperature to minimize the error due to temperature changes in the atmosphere (Browell et al., 1991), therefore, we select lines presenting a temperature sensitivity lower than 1%°K; iii) the optical depth of the selected line has to be chosen to minimize the error affecting the retrieved concentration of the molecule under investigation, this means that the optical depth have to be approximately equal to 1 up to two kilometers of height (Remsberg et al., 1978).

2 Experimental

The system is based on a Nd:YAG laser pumping two Optical Parametric Amplifiers (OPA); the system operates at a maximum repetition rate of 100 Hz. The pump laser, based on a diode-pumped solid state master oscillator, is able to emit simultaneously
fundamental, second, third and fourth harmonics. 95% of the third harmonic is used to pump the two OPA lasers operating in a broad spectral range from 400 nm up to 2500 nm. OPA lasers guarantee a narrow linewidth down to 0.04 cm⁻¹ necessary to perform differential absorption lidar (DIAL) measurements in the IR spectral region. A BBO crystal is used for second harmonic generation from OPA lasers allowing a spectral extension from 280 nm up to 420 nm, thus allowing DIAL measurements also in the UV spectral range (Ambrico et al. 1997). The main features of the laser systems are shown in Tab. I. The receiver consists of two telescopes in Newtonian configuration with a 0.3 m diameter primary mirror and a combined focal length of 1.2 m (Pappalardo et al. 1997). Two rotating plane mirrors located above each telescope act as a coelostat allowing a tridimensional mapping. The first telescope is devoted to collect the ultraviolet, visible and infrared backscattered radiation from the OPA lasers and the fourth harmonic for DIAL measurements. The second telescope is devoted to the collection of the elastic echoes from the fundamental, second and third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser and the Raman signal of molecular Nitrogen and water vapor excited at 355 nm. Spectral selection is performed by using interferential filters and monochromators with gratings for visible and infrared radiation respectively. Detectors used for water vapor and molecular nitrogen Raman signals, as well as for the elastic UV-VIS signals, are photomultiplier tubes characterized by a very high gain and low dark current level. IR signals are detected by means of photodiodes and a cooled photomultiplier.

Signals are sampled in analog or photon counting mode by means of a transient recorder board (30MHz, 12 bit) and a fast discriminator (300 MHz) and a Multi Channel Scaler board operating with a dwell time of 20 ns. Both transmitting and acquisition system are computer controlled.

A self-aligning system has been developed for this multiparametric lidar system (Fiorani et al. 1998). The key element of this system is a gimbal-mounted mirror, able to rotate about two orthogonal and mutually independent axes. One motion moves the beam east-west (actuator 1, angle φ), the other south-north (actuator 2, angle ψ). The laser direction is adjusted using computer-controlled servo-drive micrometers. An angular precision of about 0.5 μrad is insured by position encoders. A dedicated software has been developed to execute the self-alignment procedure. It has been conceived to require only a minimum operator intervention and consists of three main steps: i) the laser sweeps the space describing a spiral in the (φ,ψ) plane until a detectable part of the beam falls in the telescope field of view (coarse resolution); ii) the laser moves optimizing the lidar return (medium resolution); iii) the laser scans the telescope field of view in both axis (fine resolution). The center (Φ,Ψ) and its error (σΦ,σΨ) are computed according to the plot of the signal level as a function of φ and ψ. While the first step can take some minutes, the last two are accomplished in few tens of seconds. The final alignment precision is about 10 μrad.

This lidar system is primarily devoted to tropospheric measurements and in this range the lidar signal is particularly influenced by the response of the receiving system. To this purpose we developed a ray tracing approach to calculate the effective telescope area as a function of height in all the experimental conditions we are going to use (Velotta et al. 1998). This is particularly important in the retrieval procedure of our experimental signals because we perform lidar measurements with different laser spots (Nd:YAG, and OPA laser).

### Tab. I Laser sources characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUMP LASER</th>
<th>Pulse energy</th>
<th>Linewidth</th>
<th>Divergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1064 nm</td>
<td>400 mJ</td>
<td>&lt; 0.04 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>≤ 0.7 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532 nm</td>
<td>200 mJ</td>
<td>&lt; 0.7 mrad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355 nm</td>
<td>170 mJ</td>
<td>&lt; 2 mrad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266 nm</td>
<td>10 mJ</td>
<td>&lt; 2 mrad (typ.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The center (Φ,Ψ) and its error (σΦ,σΨ) are computed according to the plot of the signal level as a function of φ and ψ. While the first step can take some minutes, the last two are accomplished in few tens of seconds. The final alignment precision is about 10 μrad.

This lidar system is primarily devoted to tropospheric measurements and in this range the lidar signal is particularly influenced by the response of the receiving system. To this purpose we developed a ray tracing approach to calculate the effective telescope area as a function of height in all the experimental conditions we are going to use (Velotta et al. 1998). This is particularly important in the retrieval procedure of our experimental signals because we perform lidar measurements with different laser spots (Nd:YAG, and OPA laser).
In the near-mid IR spectral region DIAL measurements require an accurate tuning of the laser radiation on the absorption lines of the species under investigation. An efficient on-line monitoring of the laser tuning is performed by means of a photoacoustic cell. Fig. 1 shows both experimental photoacoustic and simulated spectra of water vapor in the spectral range from 817.5 nm to 820.5 nm. The experimental spectrum has been obtained by using a single pass photoacoustic cell at ambient pressure with a scanning step of 1 pm, while the simulated one has been retrieved with a step of 0.02 nm by using spectral data from HITRAN database and considering for the laser line a Lorentzian shape with a linewidth of 0.04 cm⁻¹.

Preliminary results obtained during this campaign will be presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction.

Development work is underway at the Goddard Space Flight Center to construct a depolarization measuring atmospheric lidar receiver. The Atmospheric Lidar (AL) is tentatively scheduled to fly on the Space Shuttle in a late-1999 time frame. The AL will fly in conjunction with the Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA) (Garvin et al., 1998) and the Infrared Spectral Imaging Radiometer (ISIR) (Hoffman and Grush, 1997) to provide a comprehensive package of atmospheric aerosol and cloud information.

The AL operates in conjunction with the SLA laser transmitter and measures profiles of atmospheric backscatter at 532 nm. The receiver system discriminates between the parallel and perpendicular polarizations of the backscattered signal, thus providing depolarization ratios for scattering from clouds. The lidar receiver also provides cloud height and thickness measurements to complement the brightness temperature measurements generated by the ISIR thermal imager.

The function of the AL is twofold. The primary function is to provide range-resolved measurements of atmospheric aerosol backscatter and depolarization ratio at 532 nm with 75 m vertical resolution. The scientific purpose of these measurements is to determine composition of clouds based on the depolarization ratio (i.e., cloud content is water or ice), to determine cloud height and thickness, and to gain further understanding of the global distribution of aerosols. This information, when coupled with the cloud brightness measured by the ISIR thermal imager will provide a significant amount of information on cloud composition and radiative effects, particularly for cirrus and subvisual cirrus clouds.

A secondary function of the AL is to serve as an in-space test bed for lidar technology advancements, including a fully fiber-coupled receiver and photon counting from space. In addition, the data obtained by the AL will be used to develop software for the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) flight mission (Spinhirne and Palm, 1996).

2. Instrument description.

For this initial flight of the AL, the system is a receiver only and relies on the SLA laser for a light source. The SLA laser has been modified to produce 30 mJ/pulse of 1064 nm output and 10 mJ/pulse of 532 nm output at a 100 Hz repetition rate. The 532 nm light will provide the photons for the AL receiver. SLA and AL will be mounted adjacent to one another on a Shuttle cross-bay bridge. The ISIR thermal imager will be mounted on the opposite side of the bridge. The proposed configuration is shown in Figure 1.

The optical layout of the AL receiver is shown in Figure 2. Backscattered photons are collected by a 14-inch diameter telescope primary. There is no telescope secondary. Instead, the primary images the light directly through a field stop and onto a collimating lens. The collimated beam then passes through a 2-Angstrom FWHH filter and a half-wave plate.
The light is then introduced to a beamsplitting polarizer where the parallel and perpendicular components are separated. Each polarization component is then imaged onto a fiber optic.

Figure 2: Optical layout of the Atmospheric Lidar receiver.

A significant issue for this experiment is maintaining the alignment of the SLA laser with the AL telescope while still maintaining a small field of view for the AL receiver. A small field of view is necessary to minimize solar background during daylight operations. However, maintaining overlap with the SLA laser would be easy if the field of view were very large. Our solution is to have an active boresight mechanism that maintains the transmitter-receiver overlap while keeping the field of view fixed at 200 microradians (full angle). The boresight mechanism is a standard laboratory x-y positioner with piezo-electric drivers. The piezo drivers allow nanometer increments in positioning. In practice, the SLA laser will be aligned with the AL telescope before launch. Launch vibrations may cause the alignment to shift, so the active boresight mechanism will be used to re-align the overlap on orbit, if necessary.

The receiver is fully fiber optically coupled, and this is being done for several reasons. First, it permits great flexibility in the physical layout of the optical components. Second, it eliminates the need for a costly telescope secondary. Third, it allows the active boresighting to be accomplished in an easy and straightforward manner. Fourth, the fiber optics permit easy separation of the parallel and perpendicular components. The fiber optics are optically less efficient than conventional optics, but the added flexibility is certainly worth the transmission loss.

The AL has separate optical paths for nighttime and daytime operations. During nighttime there is no significant source of background light and the return signal is passed directly through to the photon-counting detectors. During daytime, however, the solar contribution can be significant and a tunable, narrowband Fabry-Perot interferometer is used to minimize the solar contamination. By using special fiber optic switches, the return signal can be switched between the two paths. This allows the nighttime operations to bypass the additional transmission loss inherent to the narrowband filter.

The AL has two photon-counting detectors: one detector for each polarization component (perpendicular or parallel) of the signal. The output of the detectors is connected to the onboard data system, which stores the signal in 75 m bins. At 10 Hz intervals, the entire profile of backscattered signal is stored to a hard disk. Every 15 seconds ancillary data and housekeeping information is stored to the hard disk. Data will also be downlinked to a ground station.

Because the laser transmitter is physically separated from the receiver another consideration is getting a start pulse and energy measurement from the transmitter. This is being accomplished by having a fiber optic connection between the SLA laser and the AL receiver. The optical pulse received when the laser fires will be sent to an energy monitor detector. The energy monitor will provide both the energy measurement and a start pulse for the AL data system. In addition, the fiber optic switches will also allow the reference signal to be shunted through the narrowband filter should it become necessary to check or adjust the filter passband.
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1. Introduction

The Prototype Holographic Atmospheric Scanner for Environmental Remote Sensing (PHASERS) is the ground-based test facility for the Holographic Optical Telescope and Scanner (HOTS) technology. Located on the campus of Western Maryland College (WMC), the PHASERS system is built around a volume phase reflection Holographic Optical Element (HOE). This single optical element collimates and directs the outgoing laser beam, as well as collects, focuses, and filters the atmospheric laser backscatter. The 1.5 mrad field of view sweeps out a 42° conical scan as the HOE rotates on a motorized turntable. The development of this technology will allow larger optical and infrared planetary and earth observing scanning lidar telescopes to be deployed, while offering significant weight savings over existing telescope mirror technology (Schwemmer, 1993).

As part of this technology demonstration project, we have employed the PHASERS system to make measurements of the boundary layer height and structure. We have utilized the unique properties of the HOE to perform both unidirectional and conical scans during data acquisition. In both operational modes the HOTS technology has proven to operate successfully. In this paper, we will give a brief overview of the system and present results of the system running in both modes of operation.

2. Holographic Optical Element

The HOE, which PHASERS was designed around, is a circular reflection hologram of a point source. Mounted on a flat glass substrate, the HOE has a total active diameter of 40 cm. It achieves its optical power, the ability to focus light, through the diffraction caused by an index modulation throughout the thickness of thin film (Kogelnick et al., 1969). The diffraction pattern for this HOE was produced with two mutually coherent beams, one from a point source and one from a plane wave source at an angle of 42° from the perpendicular.

In its lidar application, backscattered laser light acts as the reconstruction beam for the hologram and is thus focussed to the original position of the construction point source. While rotating the HOE also performs the operation of the scan mirror, by diffracting the outgoing laser beam in a constant direction relative to the rotating diffraction pattern.

The PHASERS HOE, which was designed to focus radiation at 532 nm, was independently tested in 1991 prior to deployment in the PHASERS system and again by the authors in 1998. The results of are listed in Table 1.
Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>April 91</th>
<th>Jan. 98</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f/#</td>
<td>f/3.2</td>
<td>f/3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focal spot (1/e² diam.)</td>
<td>1.5 mrad (max eff.)</td>
<td>1.2 mrad (max eff.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. Angle</td>
<td>43.2°</td>
<td>42°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffraction Efficiency</td>
<td>73% (max eff.)</td>
<td>59% (max eff.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results demonstrate that the optical characteristics of the HOE remain fairly constant even under the uncontrolled environment of the PHASERS rooftop facility. The difference in the diffraction efficiency measurements may be due to the differences in the measurement techniques and the devices used to perform the measurements. In 1991 the measurements were performed by analyzing the diffraction efficiency of a grid of points and averaging the results. In 1998 a collimated beam was used to fill most of the HOE and the input an output power was measured by collecting the light with a large fresnel lens. Two other techniques employing, a grid of collimated beams and a sampling grid, were used to confirm the measurement techniques employed in 1998.

3. Experimental Apparatus

The PHASERS, depicted in Figure 1, is a complete ground based lidar system. The HOE is placed on a computer controlled, motorized rotating table that allows for pc based remote operation for both pointing and scanning (Aerotech). A tripod supports the conical baffles, a spider assembly for the laser steering mirror, and the photon counting detector package located at the top. The FOV of the hologram makes a 42° angle with the normal to the plane of the disk. The FOV sweeps out a conical scan as it spins about a perpendicular line, which defines the optic axis of the system. The hologram is the only moving component of this telescope, allowing a significantly lighter structure for supporting the detector package and baffling, both of which are fixed. The transmitted laser beam is directed to a turning mirror positioned above the HOE, which directs the beam along the rotation axis to the HOE surface. The beam is then directed off the HOE coaxially with the telescope instantaneous field of view. Since the HOE is employed as the final reflection surface of the outgoing beam, a lens is used with the HOE to form a transmitter collimating telescope, which expands the beam. The beam is enclosed by tubes as it propagates through the telescope system to help eliminate scattered light from entering the detector and overloading the PMT, which could corrupt the weak atmospheric backscatter signals.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the PHASERS system.
The frequency-doubled, cw diode-pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser transmitter for the system was developed by Lightwave Inc. The system is hermetically sealed, which helps reduce complications due to humidity and temperature fluctuations. The output of the laser oscillator is externally frequency doubled to match the wavelength of the HOE. To achieve the maximum doubling efficiency, the fundamental radiation is focused into a 3x3x10 mm Potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystal. The laser is most commonly operated at a repetition rate of 2 kHz. In this operational mode the output from the Nd:YAG laser has a pulsewidth of 20 ns and a power of 4.2 W, giving an energy per pulse of 2.1 mJ. The frequency doubled radiation has a slightly shorter pulsewidth of 19 ns and a power of 1.9 W, which gives an energy per pulse of approximately 1.0 mJ at 532 nm. This repetition rate was chosen because it is the one at which the highest energy per pulse in the green is achieved.

4. Results

The device has been operated successfully with and without scanning the HOE. A sample of a single one minute averaged file is shown in Figure 2. From this data it is clear that the system can detect returns from multiple layers in the atmosphere.

In its stationary mode of operation, the HOE is oriented to point in one direction and data is taken over a given period of time (Peach, 1997). With the scanning capabilities of the system engaged, the detection ability of the system allows for the tracking of atmospheric structures as they move across the FOV of the HOE. By operating the system in its scan mode a conical section of the sky may be studied.

![Figure 2. A single 1 minute average data file. The data is plotted as elevation in meters as a function of signal strength.](image)

At each elevation a conical scan represents a circle of data. These circles can be unraveled and spread out to track clouds and other atmospheric structures, as they move across the FOV of the scanning HOE. The speed at which they move can be computed with knowledge of the scan speed and the elevation of the structure. Data taken with the system in its scan mode is displayed in Figure 3. This surface plot depicts thirty, one minute averaged, data files of photon count of the return signal. For this data set the HOE was rotated at a constant rate of one revolution every ten minutes. Thus each file represents one tenth of the sky.

In Figure 3, at an elevation of approximately 4017.2 m a small atmospheric structure appears in the North, beginning at \(-270^\circ\) and continues for two grow in two more scans. The structure, known to be a cloud by visual observations during data acquisition, moves from East to West across the northern portion of the scan. Since the HOE was rotated at a rate of 0.1 rpm from North to West to South to East and the tail of the structure moves \(-10^\circ\) of the scan at an
Figure 3. This surface plot represents signal strength (photon count) as a function of altitude (m) and scan direction (degrees) elevation of 4017.2 m, the cloud was moving at a speed of ~ 2.5 mph ESE. This is in reasonable agreement with the 1-2 mph ESE wind measured at the surface at during the observation.

5. Summary

This study represents the first successful employment of the HOTS technology to make atmospheric backscattering measurements in a scanning mode. In several independent attempts the system successfully detected the return signal from atmospheric structures as they moved across the FOV of the rotating HOE. Future plans include the addition of a narrow band filter and the necessary optics for day-time measurements, along with additional automation of the system and its data handling.

In part, due to the success of this demonstration of the HOTS technology a new class of light weight scanning telescopes for lidar remote sensing from air and space craft platforms are under development and being tested for additional applications.
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1. Introduction


I. the PRN-cw lidar hardware may be built in a very compact and robust way;

II. after a convenient beam expansion, the cw laser operation is eye-safe compared to the pulsed laser operation with the same mean power and in the same wavelength region.

These two advantages are of importance when the lidar operation is from platforms with limited resources (space, mass and power), as well as when the operation is close to populated areas.

Here we report the development of a compact PRN-cw with powerful diode laser. We present the first result with this lidar for hard target and cloud detection. The detection is performed by an APD in AC-coupling and analog detection mode, instead of by a PMT in photon-counting mode like in our previous reports [Matthey et al. 1996]. Apart from the advantage of being all-solid state and robust in design, this kind of detection makes possible a fast detection of hard target during day-time.

2. Lidar set-up

The lidar block-diagram is presented in Fig. 1 and the parameters of the lidar subsystems are listed in Table 1. The laser is fibre-optics pig-tailed SDL-2371-P3 laser diode. The diameter of the fibre core is 0.1 mm. The laser central wavelength is fixed to the central wavelength of the receiver interference filter by tuning the laser operating temperature. The laser is driven by an pulse laser current driver, developed in OC Space AG, CH-8052 Zürich, Switzerland. The radiation transmitted by the fibre end is formed in a beam by an aspheric lens collimator and a 4x Galilean beam expander. The same configuration is used for the receiver, with the addition of an interference filter between the plano-concave lens of the beam-expander and the aspheric lens. The detector is an APD module (Hamamatsu). The lidar optical components, APD, pig-tail fibre end and laser diode controlling electronics are assembled and supported in one package, which mechanical frame is formed by 3 plates and 4 rods.

The PRN sequence generator was developed in our laboratory as a PC card. It has TTL and optical outputs. The generated sequences roll on without dead-time between them. The configuration of the sequences is controlled by software; they may be up to 15-bit long and modulated up to 20 MHz.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Laser diode</strong></th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SDL-2371-P3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength / bandwidth</td>
<td>800 nm / appr. 2 nm (FWHM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean cw power</td>
<td>370 mW (20 MHz modulation 50% duty cycle)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PRN generator</strong></th>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>up to 20 MHz (rectangular pulses)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence length</td>
<td>up to 15-bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Transmitter/ receiver</strong></th>
<th>Telescope type</th>
<th>Galilean refractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective aperture</td>
<td>134 mm Ø</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitted beam divergence</td>
<td>0.9 mrad full angle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver field of view</td>
<td>4.2 mrad full angle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver filter bandwidth</td>
<td>5 nm (FWHM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter-to-receiver distance</td>
<td>148 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Detection</strong></th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>analog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection module</td>
<td>APD Hamamatsu C-5331-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD effective area</td>
<td>500 µm Ø</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>~ 70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Data acquisition system</strong></th>
<th>ADC resolution</th>
<th>12-bit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate</td>
<td>up to 10 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td>32 ksamples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. number of sweeps</td>
<td>$2^{20}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Optical package</strong></th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>510x320x170 mm$^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>14.5 kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Instrument parameters.*

The data acquisition electronics is also laboratory developed. It is a 12-bit transient recorder, with sampling rates from 1 to 10 MHz, implemented on a PC card. Once set and triggered, it accumulates the data without requiring any service from the PC. After the measurement time is over, the data are stored on the PC hard disk. There are no discontinuities between two successive sweeps. The transient recorder clock is locked to the clock of the PRN generator. These two features ensure that there is no time shift between the PRN sequence rolling on and the data sampling. This allows the use of short sequences and avoids undesired noise contamination during the cross-correlation process. The data acquisition card also ensures that the effective duration of a measurement corresponds to the actual integration time. The cross-correlation between the sequences and the measured data is performed by software.

The household communication and safety loop is arranged through RS232 lines.

Figure 2 shows the lidar optical unit. Clearly distinguishable are the envelopes of the two refractors. The instrument power supply unit and the PC are not seen.

*Figure 2. View of the lidar optical unit.*
3. Results

Hereafter follow two examples of measurements performed with the described instrument.

Figure 3 presents a day-time detection of the response from a hard target (in this case it is the slope of a hill). The PRN sequence was a 9-bit sequence modulated at 10 MHz - what corresponds to a range-resolution of 15 m. The total integration time was 5 ms. Despite the short measurement duration, the achieved SNR of the detection was still about 4.

![Figure 3. Day-time lidar signal from hard target. Integration time: 5 ms.](image)

The measurements presented in Fig. 4 were recorded each 2 minutes and lasted 10 s each. They show the variation of a cloudy sky in the lidar field-of-view at zenith direction. The presence of signal from the atmosphere at closer range may also be noticed.

4. Conclusion

We developed a PRN-cw total backscatter lidar with powerful diode laser and demonstrated its operation for fast hard target and cloud-base detection, as well as the possibility to measure the atmospheric backscatter signal.

The achieved SNRs for day-time hard-target detection and for cloud-base detection show that in its present configuration the PRN-cw lidar may find practical application. As follows from the results, atmospheric responses (aerosol and molecular) may be also performed appropriately, but with substantial increase of the integration time.

![Figure 4. Serie of 10 s integration time cloud-base measurements, each 2 minutes. The instrument pointed to zenith.](image)
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Introduction

A major advantage that solid state zig-zag slab lasers have over conventional rod-based designs is that a much weaker thermal lens is produced in the slab when side-pumped with Quasi-CW laser diode arrays, particularly if the pump radiation is kept well away from the Brewster-cut ends. This paper reports on a rather strong thermal lens produced when diode pump radiation is collimated into a narrow portion of the zig-zag slab. The collimation of multi-bar pump packages to increase brightness and improve overlap is a direct consequence of designs which seek to maximize performance and efficiency. A representation of the laser head is shown in Figure 1.

Our slab design employed a 8.1 cm x 2.5 mm x 5 mm slab with opposing Brewster end faces. It was pumped through the 2.5 mm direction by seven laser diode array packages, each housing four 60W diode bars, 1 cm in width. The pump face, anti-reflection (AR) coated at 809 nm, was 6.8 cm in width and the 8.1 cm opposing side, high-reflection (HR) coated at 809 nm, reflected the unabsorbed pump beam for a second pass through the slab.

Conductive Cooling

A simple method of avoiding the complicated coating requirements for any side-pumped zig-zag slab design is to heat sink the slab on the unpolished faces. The coating requirements are greatly simplified in that the deposition of the 809 nm AR and HR coatings techniques are well known, and the low loss TIR performance is maintained as long as nothing is bonded to either of these surfaces and the air-to-dielectric interface is preserved. However, the heat removal in this manner greatly increases the thermal gradient from the pump region's center to the unpumped, thermally bonded surfaces, thereby enhancing the thermal lens. The major advantage of using a zig-zag slab over a cylindrical rod is reduced. In order to benefit in the use of a zig-zag design, the heat must be removed through either the pump or opposite face, or both. Mechanically, this is most easily done through the HR coated back face, but greatly increases the coating difficulty for this surface.

Due to prohibitively long delivery times from the only supplier of such a coated Nd:YAG slabs, another source was needed for present and future work. VLOC Inc., a manufacturer of Nd:YAG and other laser optics of New Port Richey, FL, chose to work with us in an effort to develop this capability. Their final product produced a proprietary design of complex, alternating layers of bulk SiO2, and multilayered dielectrics which resulted in a measured single pass TIR loss of <2% for 1064 nm and >99% HR for 809nm pump confinement for our 21 bounce slab when bonded to its heat sink.

Focused Pump Radiation

Most of the pump radiation was confined to a 2 mm wide region using a ZnSe cylindrical convex lens,
which was AR coated for 809 nm radiation. Figure 2 contains a cross section of spontaneous radiation as imaged from the center of the slab. This confinement gives rise to a significant thermal lens. The dimensions of the ZnSe lens and ray trace analysis are provided in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Spontaneous emission created in pump region by ZnSe cylindrical lens. Diodes are located below.

Figure 3: Raytrace of four diode arrays pumping Nd:Yag slab with ZnSe lens.

Mathematical Model

This design has been thermally modeled, assuming the radiation is deposited into a few 'cubes' which represent an approximate Beers' law deposition of the radiation into the pump region. Figure 4 presents results from this modeling, giving isotherms which are plotted through a central cross section of the slab when the pump diodes are operated at 240 Hz rep rate and 2% duty cycle, providing 30 Watts of average pump power on the slab face. In this case the temperature at the center and top of the slab is 13.6°C, with respect to the conductively cooled bottom. A coordinate system is superimposed on the center of the slab with the x axis running down the negative vertical direction and the y axis running along the top, with z into the paper.

Figure 4: Thermal model profile with isotherms: A=12.1, B=10.6, C=9.06, D=7.55, E=6.04, F=4.53, G=3.02, H=1.51 (all in °C).

If one plots the temperature profile in the y direction along a line of constant x, it is found to be approximately parabolic. It can be shown that the temperature gradients in the y direction along yz planes of constant x are well represented by the simple form $T = b - ay^2$. In particular $T(x,y) = T(x)[1-(y/\ell)^2]$, where $T(x)$ is the temperature at the top of the slab, a distance x from the center, and $\ell$ is the slab thickness.

Figure 5 depicts a zig-zag path through a yz plane of the media.

Figure 5: A section of zig-zag path through slab. The model assumes an integral number of zig-zag cycles.

The optical paths $ab+eq$, $bc$, $cd$ and $de$ are all equal, i.e. each ray travels through the same index changes as a result of the thermal gradient in the y direction. It can be shown that an element of length $dl$ along a ray of length $l$ can be expressed as

$$dl = n(y)[1 + \cot^2 \theta]^{1/2} dy$$
where \( n(y) \) is the variation in the index of refraction and \( \theta \) is the internal angle of reflection between a ray and the \( x \) axis. Attributing the variation in \( n(y) \) to the temperature \( T(x,y) \), then

\[
n(y) = n_0 + \left( \frac{\Delta n}{\Delta T} \right) T(x,y)
\]

where \( \Delta n/\Delta T \) is the change in index with temperature. Equation 2 can now be substituted into Eq. 1 and integrated to obtain the total optical path in traveling one 'zig' or one 'zag', i.e., towards the pump face or towards the back face, respectively. It is more expedient however, to calculate the change in \( \Delta l \) for the change in the index in traveling one 'zig' or one 'zag':

\[
\Delta l = \left[ 1 + \cot^2 \theta \right]^{1/2} \cdot \frac{(\Delta n/\Delta T) \cdot T(x,y)}{L} \cdot \int_{0}^{L} dy
\]

Integrating from zero to \( L \), one finds immediately that for \( m \) bounces, the total path difference \( \delta(x) \) is:

\[
\delta(x) = m \cdot \Delta l = \left( \frac{2m}{3} \right) \cdot \left[ 1 + \cot^2 \theta \right]^{1/2} \\
\cdot \left( \frac{(\Delta n/\Delta T) \cdot T(x,y)}{L} \right) \cdot \int_{0}^{L} dy
\]

Using the values of \( T(x) \) from the thermal modeling, the change in optical path for different values of \( x \) was plotted in a Math-CAD routine and is shown in Fig. 6. The difference increases slightly as one moves off center.

The path difference indicated for \( 0<x<1.5 \text{mm} \) is equivalent to the path difference from a surface of radius of curvature \( R = 54.3 \text{ cm} \). The thermal lens is corrected with a cylindrical lens of negative curvature with focal length, \( f = R / (n - 1) \), or about 108 cm in glass.
Results

Reasonable agreement was found between the experimentally measured thermal lens and the simple mathematical model. Both suggest a thermal lens of 100 cm +/- 10 cm was created for this particular set up. As this laser head is scheduled to be used in an unstable resonator configuration, correction of this one-dimensional lens is essential for producing a good quality beam.
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Introduction

The development of an unpiloted air vehicle (UAV) based DIAL system for atmospheric water vapor measurement will be described. The system is designed primarily to monitor the development of hurricanes and their course by measuring the inflow of water vapor. Therefore, it is expected that it will be flown at altitudes of up to 20 km and endurance of up to 24 hours. These two requirements present stringent limitations on the design of the entire DIAL system. For example, to achieve the expected endurance, the payload of the UAV may not exceed 150 kg and the power (as well as cooling) available to the DIAL system will be limited to 1.5 kW. To operate at the anticipated ceiling, the laser system will need to be either designed to operate at low pressures or alternatively will need to be enclosed in a pressurized canister. Since natural cooling at these altitudes is limited, heat dissipation from the laser and the electronic modules will have to be achieved either by forced convection or by conduction. This DIAL system will be the first water vapor system to fly on a UAV.

Since the early ground-based demonstrations of the DIAL technique for water vapor measurements it has evolved into a reliable method for airborne applications. Several reports describe the use of water vapor DIAL systems on board of large test aircrafts (e.g., Electra, Higdon et al, 1994) flying at altitudes of up to 10 km. In these tests, the entire system together with an operating crew were carried in a pressurized cabin where the DIAL system was continuously monitored and data was recorded and processed on board. Recently, a new version of the DIAL system, the Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) was introduced by NASA for application on board of the ER-2 (Browell, 1997). The LASE system represents two major breakthroughs: (a) owing to the aircraft limitations, most of the system operation is autonomous; (b) the system was housed in the unpressurized Q bay where the pressure could fall to approximately 4000 Pa (i.e. 4% of atmospheric pressure) at altitudes of up to 21.3 km. Therefore, the laser and other electronic components had to be designed to operate at these low pressures and without effective convective cooling.

The DIAL/UAV system now under development is expected to carry these capabilities one step further. In addition to the limitations presented by ordinary airborne operation (e.g., vibrations, low signal returns, FAA eye safety requirements) or by high altitude operation (e.g., low pressure, wide temperature variations), it has also to contend with limitations that are typical to UAVs (e.g., strict weight and space limitations, limited availability of electric power and cooling capacity and limited rates of data transfer). Therefore, the entire design of the DIAL system had to be reviewed and significant parts of it had to be redesigned before they could be implemented in the proposed system. Among the changes that are now under way are a significantly more efficient laser system and a more compact receiver. However, completion of the system will require also the development of autonomous control, data acquisition and processing units, analysis of the aircraft vibrational spectra and its effect on the optical system, development of an independent laser cooling system to interface with the UAV cooling system, analysis of the weight distribution and its effect on the UAV and development of automated operational procedures when radio contact is lost.

The Laser System

Science and Engineering Services, Inc (SES) is now developing for this application a compact diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF tunable laser system capable of an output of approximately 50 mJ/pulse at a repetition rate of 5 Hz. The gain module for this laser consists of a prismatic Cr:LiSAF slab pumped by eight 680 nm laser diode bar stacks in a total internal reflection geometry [Kim, et al, 1998]. Two single-longitudinal-mode, distributed feedback (DFB) diode lasers will be used to injection-seed the laser for operation at the desired wavelength near 816 nm region where several weak and strong water vapor absorption lines are available for measurements in the lower atmosphere and the stratosphere.
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respectively. One of the seed lasers will be tuned to the center of an H$_2$O absorption line and its output wavelength stabilized, while the other will be at the off-line wavelength. Selection of the seed source will be controlled by a mirror assembly. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the laser system. Since the spectral range is the same as that used by the LASE system, existing data reduction packages may readily be used for the present system. The spectral properties of the slave laser output are determined by the DFB seeder and are now expected to include a linewidth of 0.15 pm ($\approx 2 \times 10^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$) spectral stability of 0.08 pm and spectral purity of $>99.5\%$. The wavelength of the laser will be monitored by an online photo-acoustic cell that will also be utilized for laser wavelength locking to provide a stability of better than 0.08 pm. By comparison, the typical linewidth of the H$_2$O absorption lines we intend to probe, is approximately 4 pm at atmospheric pressure.

The selection of the laser system was prompted by its tunability at the desired spectral range and that it is directly diode pumped which results in a high overall efficiency of approximately 1%. In comparison, the overall efficiency of the alternative Ti:sapphire laser pumped by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser is $<0.001\%$. This high efficiency of the Cr:LiSAF laser system is critical for UAV operation where the available power and cooling rates are both limited. In addition, using high power diodes as the pump source makes the laser system compact and robust by eliminating the need for the bulky high voltage supply that is typical to flash lamps, the alternative pump source. An acousto-optical Q-switch whose lower loss and slower rise time are better suited for the lower gain laser system, will be utilized instead of the more common high voltage electro-optical switch. These two steps also help to simplify the design by eliminating potential sources of arcing at low pressures. The diode bars are mounted on micro-channel cooler plates and require low viscosity fluid for cooling. To accommodate this requirement, a closed loop cooling subsystem that interfaces with the UAV's cooling system and can resist freezing to -70°C will be designed and constructed.

---

**Figure 1.** Schematic of the diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser that is injection seeded by either of two stabilized SLM-DFB seed lasers operating at the on - and off - line wavelengths.
The Receiver and Data Acquisition Systems

Light scattered by atmospheric molecules and aerosols along the beam path will be collected by a telescope, separated from background radiation by a bandpass filter, and converted to an electronic signal by an avalanche photodiode (APD). A simplified telescope with a 12" diameter primary mirror at the back of the "light can" will be used to focus the incoming radiation onto the tip of a 1 mm diameter optical fiber that will transmit the radiation to the detector through a bandpass filter located at its output end. With this design, the FOV is limited by the numerical aperture of the fiber which in our preliminary tests was NA=0.22. Alignment will be optimized by controlling the position of the input side of the fiber. Although the imaging quality of such a single mirror telescope is inferior relative to that of a Cassegrainian telescope, the large fiber aperture compensates for it. Preliminary tests of this design showed a collection efficiency of 50%-80% over a large spectral range.

A low noise APD detector is planned for detection with expected \( D' = 4 \times 10^{-12} \text{ cm Hz}^{-1/2} \text{W} \) and a responsivity of 8.5 MV/W at the expected spectral range. The detector has relatively low operating voltage of 190 V which is needed to avoid potential arcing at low pressures. The output of the APD detector will be digitized after amplification by a 16-bit, 6.25MHz digitizer. Due to the relatively low data transfer rate, the individual lidar returns will be analyzed in the on-board computer before being transmitted to ground. New data processing technology will allow for a low-power small computer that will include a CPU with 8 serial lines and 4GB data storage capacity.

With these laser and receiver parameters, day and night operations will be possible. For daytime operation a bandpass filter with a bandwidth of ~1 nm will be required. The ultimate resolution of the system will be limited primarily by the UAV cruise speed, laser and receiver parameters, interferences by background radiation, mechanical vibrations, and EMI noise. The Perseus B is expected to operate at altitudes up to 20 km, endurance of 24 hours and speed of 400 km/hr. By comparing projected UAV and DIAL parameters to those of the LASE system (Ismail and Browell, 1989), it is anticipated that water vapor density measurements will be possible at uncertainties of 2-10% and vertical and horizontal resolutions of 200 m and 10 km respectively.

The Payload Compartment Environment

The DIAL system will be built into Aurora Flight Sciences' Perseus B payload frame in the forward fuselage payload compartment. An optical bench which will become an integral part of the frame will be used to mount the DIAL system. Since the frame can be easily attached to the aircraft just before deployment, all system testing and service can be completed in the laboratory without interfering with other missions of the aircraft.

The payload bay environment will essentially be at ambient conditions since the fairing covering the payload compartment is an unpressurized and uninsulated composite shell. Thus, the ambient temperature at flight altitudes for the Perseus B UAV can range from -80°C to 40°C. An electric heater will maintain the temperature inside the DIAL payload compartment around 20°C. In addition, to maintain its stability, the laser will be in a separate temperature and pressure controlled canister. The optical windows will be defogged by blowing air from the same air heater used to maintain the temperature of the payload compartment.

The attenuated vibration level inside the Perseus B payload frame is estimated to be 3g between 14 Hz and 180 Hz. The degree of required payload isolation will vary depending on flight conditions. The primary effect of these vibrations will be on the alignment between the transmitter and the receiver systems and will have to be estimated and tested to determine the optimal FOV of the receiver optics.

Light Weight Autonomous Dropwindsonde System (LADS)

To validate the DIAL measurements, an autonomous dropwindsonde (LADS) will be included in the fully deployed system. The LADS consists of a payload computer, sonde dispenser, GPS receiver, a telemetry receiver, a satellite communication transceiver, and a power distribution unit. The sondes are ejected autonomously. The LADS computer monitors the aircraft's position via a GPS receiver during flight. When the vehicle arrives at a pre-programmed drop site, the computer initiates the ejection process. Data from the falling sonde is received by the telemetry system on board the aircraft. A satellite communication system is then used to distribute the data to other users.

Conclusions

A new UAV based water vapor DIAL system will be described. This system is expected to offer lower operating costs, longer test duration and severe weather capabilities. A new high-efficiency, compact, light weight, diode-pumped, tunable Cr:LiSAF laser will be developed to meet the UAV payload weight and size limitations and its constraints in available electric power, cooling capacity, and physical size and payload. Similarly, a new receiver system using a
single mirror telescope and an APD will be developed. Projected UAV parameters are expected to allow operation at altitudes up to 20 km, endurance of 24 hrs and speed of 400 km/hr. At these conditions measurements of water vapor at an uncertainty of 2-10% with a vertical resolution of 200 m and horizontal resolution of 10 km will be possible.
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The Institute of Atmospheric Optics performs lidar sensing of the upper 15–30-m water layer of
northern and far-eastern seas of Russia for some years. In 1997, we performed 5 flights above littoral waters
of Scotland on the initiative of the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA, Great Britain). The
Makrel'-2 lidar operated at a wavelength of 532 nm. The laser energy per pulse was about 50 mJ. The laser
beam divergence ensured laser radiation safety. The lidar field-of-view angle was 13 mrad. Typical flight
altitude of the Antonov-30 aircraft-laboratory was 300 m. The aircraft maintained straight flights, flew around
traffic circuits, or flew repeatedly along the same route. The average aircraft velocity during lidar sensing was
88 m/s and the pulse repetition frequency was 1–25 Hz.

The water extinction index was calculated by the logarithmic derivative method for water layers to
depths of 5–15 m. Lidar return signals were preliminary processed on a PC directly in flights.

We calculated horizontal profiles of the extinction index \(\varepsilon\) extending from several tens to several
hundreds of kilometres. We revealed inhomogeneous structures in spot form where the extinction index was
by several tens of percent larger than its average value for the examined path. Spot sizes were in the range
0.2–20 km.

We also calculated the power spectra of the extinction index fluctuations for various regions of the
examined water area. Our preliminary estimates have shown that the intensity of the extinction index
fluctuations for the entire data array decreases by the \(-5/3\) power law. At the same time, for some individual
flight routes the behavior of the spectra deviated from the above indicated law. Reasons for this deviation need
further consideration.

Figure 1 illustrates the results obtained in one of our flights. The flight time in hours and minutes is
plotted on the abscissa. Figures 1...4 indicate the points where the closed flight route 920 km long was
changed. The data were averaged over a period of 1 s. The spot sizes with increased or decreased values of
\(\varepsilon\) can be found from the curve.

Figure 2 shows the calculated power spectra \(S_\varepsilon(k)\) as functions of the wave number \(k\). Spatial
wavelengths were calculated from \(k\) for an aircraft velocity of 88 m/s. Here, two spectra at the left were
calculated for indicated confidence levels and the entire flight route 920 km long with a calculation step of
88 m (that is, every 1 s of flight). The high-frequency spectrum at the right was obtained for a pulse repetition
frequency of 25 Hz (that is, with a calculation step of 3.5 m ) for the flight route 19 km long. It can be seen
that it decreases by the \(-6.6/3\) law.
Investigation of Earth nature resources including plant's by laser location systems have a grate interest last time. The using of laser radars has been shown to be much promising when trying to assess the state of vegetation under normal and stress conditions. Among the optical methods one should outline the methods based on the analysis of fluorescence spectra induced in the plants' leaves with a laser radiation.

In this paper we present a description of the study of fluorescence properties of some plants excited with a laser radiation carried out in laboratory and field conditions. The laboratory part of the study mainly aimed at investigation of the fluorescence from plants' leaves under normal and stress conditions while the field observations primarily focused on the dynamics of the fluorescence of chlorophyll.

In the laboratory experiments we have studied the fluorescence properties of some vegetation structures when irradiated with a XeCl-laser radiation at the wavelength $\lambda=308$ nm. At this stage of the experiments we used this radiation to acquire most full fluorescence spectra to be able to retrieve the absorption properties of the leaf's cuticle and to make the first approach to optimising the wavelength of sounding radiation.

To study the absorption and fluorescence properties of the cuticle and mesophyll of an alive leaf we took leaves of birch, aspen, bird cherry, and rowan-tree that are typical for the midlatitude zone of Russia. Green leaves were sampled in spring and summer seasons. The leaves were taken from the middle level and from trees 10 to 30 years old. The spectra of fluorescence were measured 5 to 30 minutes after cutting leaves from the trees. Sampling of leaves for the analysis has been made during day-time and the leaves were kept exposed to light during the experiments. To study the in-depth behaviour of the leaf's tissue fluorescent properties we have partially cut the leaf and then compared the fluorescence spectra obtained from an intact area and that from the area where the leaf was damaged.

Experiments carried out at the wavelength 400 nm have shown the intensity of the fluorescence from a damaged part of the leaf is 3 to 4 times higher than that from the untouched area of the leaf. From these data it follows that the amount of substances responsible for fluorescence at this wavelength essentially varies with the depth into the leaf. At the same time an enhanced fluorescence yield may be a reaction of the leaf's tissue to the stress caused by the damage. The correct answer to this question could only be found from further investigations into this problem.

Investigation of fluorescence spectra of an intact and damaged portions of the leaf has shown the differences in the fluorescence spectra of the two portions are much more significant in the short-wave (300 to 500 nm) region than in the long-wave one. This, in turn, shows that the long-wave portion of the fluorescence spectrum (600 to 700 nm) of leaves suits the field observations better. Besides, these data enable one to reconstruct the absorption spectra of the cuticle of an alive leaf.

The study of correlation between the fluorescence spectra of alive plant's tissues and the amount of chlorophyll in them has also been investigated. The integral intensity of the chlorophyll fluorescence band is a function of the chlorophyll content. Analysis of pigment content in leaves was made by means of a standard spectrophotometric technique.

Thus the laboratory experiments on modelling remote laser sensing of vegetation have demonstrated the existence of a stable quantitative relationship between the intensity of fluorescence signals recorded from vegetation and the amount of chlorophyll in it.

In field measurements we use green sounding radiation (532 nm) that experiences less absorption by the cells' coats and is more efficient for the determination of the chlorophyll content. According to the classical model it is assumed that one of the ways of releasing the energy of excited molecules of the chlorophyll-a gives rise to fluorescence with the maximum at 685 nm. It should be noted that a pulsed sounding radiation (10 to 15 ns duration) with the peak intensity of 1 to 3 kW/cm$^2$ makes it possible to study the fast, most intense, fluorescence of a nanosecond time scale.
The fluorescence return signals are described by the lidar equation of the form

\[ F(685) = F_o(532) \frac{532}{685} \frac{1 - A(532)}{4 \pi} S \frac{T(532)}{L^2} \phi T(685), \]  

(1)

where \( F_o \) is the peak power of a laser pulse, \( A \) is the albedo of the object studied, \( S \) is the area of the optical receiver, \( L \) is the distance to the object, \( T \) is the atmospheric transmission along the sounding path between the lidar and the object at the corresponding wavelength, \( \phi \) is the quantum yield of the fluorescence. This equation is written assuming that the fluorescence brightness body is a sphere and that the scattering volume (the beam cross section by the pulse half length) is filled with the leaves.

The return signal due to unshifted scattering at the wavelength of sounding radiation is described as follows

\[ F(532) = F_o(532) \frac{S}{L^2} T^2(532) d(532), \]  

(2)

where \( d \) is the reflection coefficient (brightness coefficient).

The reflection coefficient \( d \) and the albedo are related values since they relate the scattering properties of an object along a particular direction (here it is the backward direction) to the total scattering in all directions. In the general case this relation may be much complicated (for instance, in clouds and for water surface). However, in some models of rough surfaces the relationship between \( d \) and \( A \) may have a simple and explicit form. For instance, the vegetation cover for broad sounding beams may satisfactorily be described as a Lambertian reflector. In that case the Eq.(2) takes the form

\[ F(532) = F_o(532) \frac{S}{L^2} T^2(532) \frac{A(532)}{\pi}. \]  

(3)

Let us consider the ratio between the lidar returns (1) and (3)

\[ \frac{F(685)}{F(532)} = \frac{1 - A(532)}{4 \pi} \frac{532}{685}, \]

or

\[ f = \frac{F(685)}{F(532)} = 0.2 \frac{1 - A}{A} \frac{T(685)}{T(532)} \phi. \]  

(4)

As it follows from the latter equation the value \( f \) is directly proportional to the fluorescence quantum yield. As is normally accepted the albedo of forests at 532 nm wavelength varies from 0.1 to 0.2 that yields the ratio \( (1-A)/A \) to be from 4 to 9. The difference between the atmospheric transmission at 532 and 685 nm may be neglected for the sounding paths several hundreds of metres long, so the ratio \( T(685)/T(532) = 1 \). Thus, taking into account the assumptions made we can state that the \( f \) value describes, in the first approximation, the quantum yield of the fluorescence excited with the radiation at 532 nm with the proportionality factor being from 1.5 to 3.5.

The proportionality factor between \( f \) and \( \phi \) takes a concrete value depending on the value of \( A \). In our experiments we measured the ratio (4) that describes the power of the fluorescence in the spectral interval near 685 nm. As analysis of the data obtained showed the total error over a measurement cycle did not exceed 6% for \( F(532) \) and 2% for \( F(585) \) thus making up an 8% total error in the measured values of \( f \).

The experimental measurements have been carried out since August 1996 and until June 1997 two times a week both during night-time and day-time. The objects of our study were birches (Bemula verucosa L.), aspens (Populas tremula L.), and pine trees (Pinus silvestris) 25 to 45 years old.
Specific features in the fluorescence of the deciduous and coniferous trees are known quite well and are explained by variations in the chlorophyll content of the plant's tissue. These specific features could be a background for the techniques of remote monitoring of the chlorophyll concentration in green plants.

The absolute values of the $f$ value show quite distinct dependence on the tree species. Thus the intensity of fluorescence from birch leaves is higher than that from other trees practically during the entire observation period, except naturally for the fall of leaves when the fluorescence from coniferous trees (pine trees) is more intense than that from the deciduous trees. The lowest $f$ values were recorded from the pine trees. The fluorescence of aspen leaves is somewhere between the birch and pine trees by its intensity.

As our measurements have shown the intensity of fluorescence may vary from the canopy bottom to its top. Thus for deciduous trees the variation in $f$ value is minimal during the summer-autumn period and reached 10 to 20%. In the case of pine trees the variation is maximal in this period and can reach 30%. The variations in the fluorescence quantum yield from the pine trees in other periods are much lower and are within about 8%. In autumn one may observe the appearance of yellow spots on the canopy of deciduous trees that strongly differ in the fluorescence properties from the green leaves thus resulting in the inhomogeneity of the fluorescence over the canopy up to 35% for aspens and from 45 to 85% for birch trees.

It is interesting to note that the background illumination of trees may also affect the quantum yield of the fluorescence from trees. The intensity of illumination changed during the observation by about 50 times. Our measurements have shown the quantum yield of the fluorescence starts to fall off immediately after the sunset. The fall off of the quantum yield occurs gradually during 50 to 80 minutes and then it also gradually increases to the initial level approximately at the same rate as the fall off. The variation reaches 20 to 28 % that well exceeds the measurement error. Unfortunately, no reasonable explanations of this behaviour of the $f$ value may be found within the framework of the existing models.

Conclusions

1. The lidar sensing technique developed provides for a reliable identification of the tree species as well as to assess the conditions of the their canopy.
2. It is characteristic of the deciduous trees that their $f$ value varies in a wider range than that of other trees.
3. In the case of deciduous trees there is observed the second maximum in the time behaviour of the fluorescence from their leaves in the beginning of autumn just before the fall of leaves when the leaves become yellow.
4. The change of illumination conditions causes a gradual decrease in the fluorescence quantum yield that is then followed by its gradual growth to the initial level.

It is also worth noting that this remote sensing technique may be efficient when used onboard a flying platform.
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The IAO Makrel-2 lidar operated onboard the scientific-research vessel Academician Mstislav Keldysh in 1995. This lidar is specially designed for airborne operation [1] and therefore has some design features. Shipborne lidars used earlier in [1, 2] operated through a special hatch in the ship bottom. This eliminated the effect of the sea surface roughness. In our experiment, the vessel drifted at one point (the place of the Titanic wreck) for three weeks. This gave us unique opportunity to measure purely temporal variations of the parameters of water at one place. In addition, during a three-month voyage we performed a set of spatiotemporal and methodical experiments.

The lidar was placed in a cabin at the fifth deck. A laser beam was directed into the water with the help of an external mirror. The beam entered the water at a distance of 4 m from the ship board near the ship center. The distance from the lidar to the point at which the laser beam entered the water was 18 m. The mirror was oriented to minimize distortions of the polarization states of lidar return signals. Its dimensions were larger than the optical lidar aperture. The lidar generated radiation pulses at a wavelength of 532 nm 12 ns long (that is, the spatial resolution in water was 1.3 m). The pulse energy was 30 mJ and the maximum pulse repetition frequency was 25 Hz, although in most cases the lidar operated at a frequency of 1 Hz. The beam divergence angle was 4 mrad. A lidar telescope was 0.14 m in diameter. Its focal distance was 0.75 m. The lidar field-of-view (FOV) was 0.13 mrad.

In case of shipborne sensing through the rough sea surface, the fluctuations of the lidar return signal power were larger than in case of airborne sensing. In our experiments, the relative standard deviations of the echo-signal amplitude were in the range 30--35%. As a rule, they remained unchanged as the sensing depth increased. In some runs, they decreased down to 25%.

The water extinction index was calculated by the method of logarithmic derivative. In this oceanic region we did not observe any returns from underwater inhomogeneities. Therefore, the reliable estimate of the extinction index could be derived for examined depths from the rate of lidar signal decay on logarithmic scale.

In the region of the Titanic wreck, the warm Gulf Stream, which flows to the North, meets the cold Labradorian Stream, which flows to the South (one of the phenomena of the Bermudan triangle). Sometimes this led to fast change of the water type (and naturally, of the water temperature) even near the water surface. This caused the change of the water turbidity, because the oxygen content increased as the water temperature decreased, and the accelerated growth of phytoplankton and microorganisms (that is, hydrosols). Figure 1 shows the correlation between the water temperature and the water extinction coefficient $\varepsilon$ over a period of 22 days. The regression has the form $\varepsilon=0.368-0.0095T$ with the correlation coefficient $R=-0.83$. Figure 1b illustrates the strongest manifestation of this effect on September 24, when the water temperature decreased by 5° for 8 hours (we note that the water temperature measured by submersible gauge at a depth of 50 m was as low as $-1^\circ$C). The standard deviation for each run of $\varepsilon$ shown in Fig. 1b varied in the range 11--14%. In this case for $T=10-16^\circ$C the regression has the form $\varepsilon=0.434-0.014T$ with the correlation coefficient $R=-0.934$. The obtained dependence $\varepsilon(T)$ demonstrates that the changes in the water turbidity at the experimental site were caused by mixing of waters of two types (namely, of Labradorian and Gulf Streams) having different temperatures and turbidity values. Under different conditions when the temperature variations are caused, for example, by heating of water the dependence $\varepsilon(T)$ may differ or may even disappear at all, because there are alternative reasons for water turbidity variations. Nevertheless, our measurements demonstrate the feasibility of reliable identification of the water transparency connected in this case with bioproductivity of water.
As already mentioned above, the lidar was placed at the center of the vessel. Unpleasant peculiarities of such lidar position were foam and splashes on the sea surface that fell within the lidar FOV when the vessel velocity exceeded 2 m/s. In this case the signal reflected from the water surface essentially increased, because the foam had high albedo and wide scattering phase function, and could even mask the hydrosol signal component. The rate of signal decay in the trailing edge of the pulse subsequently increases and the value of $\varepsilon$ estimated by the formula of the logarithmic derivative will be overestimated.

Figure 2 shows the results obtained on September 21, 1995 when the vessel drifted ($v=0$) and sailed (with $v=4.2$ m/s) toward the given point after it was drifted with the Gulf Stream. Figure 2a shows the histogram of distribution of the lidar return signal energy $E$ recorded with the use of a 5-fold attenuating filter. The energy $E$ put on the abscissa was calculated by integration of the entire lidar return signal between the limits specified by the noise level under constant sensing conditions. The number of pulses with the given energy $n(E)$ from a set of 200 laser shots, which specifies the empirical probability density that the energy of the lidar return signal is equal to $E$, is put on the ordinate. It is clearly seen that originally Gaussian distribution $n(E)$ spreads to the right due to a great number of lidar return signals with enhanced energy due to signal reflection from foam and surf waves.

Figure 2b shows the histogram of the recurrence frequency of calculated values of $\varepsilon$. It can be also seen that originally symmetric distribution $n(\varepsilon)$ is deformed toward larger $\varepsilon$. Because the high-energy signals were reflected from foam-covered sections of the sea surface, only low-energy signals that penetrate the water through foam-free sections of the sea surface carry information about the true values of the extinction index. This provides a basis for a simple and efficient procedure of elimination of the distorting effect of foam.

If for a large series of laser shots we exclude from consideration the lidar return signals with energies exceeding for the given distribution $n(E)$ its average value $<E>$ (from Fig. 2a, $<E>=375$ rel. units), the value of $\varepsilon$ calculated from the remaining signals will be less distorted by surface reflections. The distribution of the extinction index in this case is shown in Fig. 2c. It is described well by the normal law. The difference between the average values $<\varepsilon>=0.253\pm0.039$ m$^{-1}$ for moving ship and $<\varepsilon>=0.246\pm0.020$ m$^{-1}$ for drifting ship is smaller than the distribution width ($<\varepsilon>=0.287\pm0.066$ m$^{-1}$ if we consider all signals of this run). This can be considered as a procedure for selection of signals unaffected by the sea surface foam.
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Introduction

The Mobile Lidar Trailer (MLT) is a self-contained experimental laboratory which has performed lidar measurements in a variety of locales. It is a Rayleigh and differential absorption lidar (DIAL) system with computer-controlled scanning mirrors. Currently, the MLT is deployed to Cape Canaveral Air Station (CCAS) for the purpose of monitoring the effects of rocket exhausts on the ozone layer, including measurement of plume extent and thickness and temporal evolution of plume characteristics. The MLT has performed such measurements at CCAS since November, 1995 on solid and liquid boosters. This encompasses several different types of launch vehicles, including Atlas, Delta, Titan IV and Space Shuttle. Thus far, nine such campaigns have been completed, and over 1000 lidar profiles have been collected. This work is in support of the Rockets Impacts on Stratospheric Ozone (RISO) program of the Air Force Space and Missile Center(a). Preliminary analysis of these measurements is discussed in an accompanying paper. In this paper, the experimental set-up of the trailer is discussed along with the day-to-day operation of the MLT during a campaign.

General

The MLT measures 32'x8'x8' with a 3'x3' topside hatch in one corner and an accompanying 3'x4' side hatch on its longest dimension. This combination of openings yields a 52° viewing angle (12° to +40° from the direction normal to the 32' side). For each campaign, the trailer is physically rotated by crane in order that the predetermined trajectory of the launch vehicle falls as completely within this viewing range as possible, thus allowing optimum viewing of the plume. Wind conditions obtained by balloon-borne rawinsondes before the launch day are also used to determine the proper orientation of the MLT. As a precaution, the experiment is disassembled as much as possible and the components stored away before the trailer is rotated. Recent measures have been taken which rigidly secures much of the equipment in place so that this deconstruction can be kept to a minimum. Once repositioning of the MLT is accomplished, the trailer is leveled and its exact orientation is verified by a theodolite.

All aspects of the trailer's operation are tested in a series of daytime and nighttime practice operations where the experimental conditions of the actual launch are simulated. With these operations, as well as with the actual launch, proper procedures are adopted and coordinated with range safety personnel. Air traffic controllers clear air space of incoming planes and have the authority to have laser operations halted. Permission must be secured from the range in advance for scanning the lidar beam away from zenith, and at no time is the lidar beam permitted to drop below 30° elevation.

Beam Delivery and Return

At present, the MLT is capable of operating at several different wavelengths. A Lambda Physik EMG201 MSC Excimer laser with XeCl gas mixture is used to generate 308 nm radiation at a repetition rate of 60 Hz. A Spectra Physics GCR230 Nd:YAG laser provides a 1064 nm fundamental and 532 and 355 nm harmonics, also run at 30 Hz. Total output energy of the YAG is 1.5 Joules. The Nd:YAG sits beneath the optical table where
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dichroic optics steer the 532 and 355 nm beams through a 15x beam expander and up through a hole in the table. The 1064 nm beam is separated from the harmonically-generated beams and passes through a second beam expander and recombines with the 532 and 355 nm beams before being delivered to the atmosphere. The 308 nm beam is generated on the other side of the MLT and is steered across the end of the trailer after the beam expander and merged with the Nd:YAG radiations. The MLT is a coaxial lidar system where a motorized remote controlled mirror mounted on the obscuration of the telescope steers the merged beam onto the kick mirror which sits in the middle of the two-foot diameter donut-shaped collection mirror. An autocollimator is used to ensure that the kick and collection mirror surfaces are coplanar, thus optimizing detection of the return which is collected by the telescope which sits horizontally on the optical table (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of the lidar telescope and scanner mirror.](image)

The kick and collection mirrors collectively form the scanner mirror which is computer-controlled. Calibration of the scanner system is achieved by plumbing the visible beam to local zenith. Resulting azimuth and elevation angle readings are accurate to within about 1°, or so. These angles are also relayed to the data acquisition system which record the scanner elevation and azimuth at rates up to 0.5 Hz.

A video camera is mounted on the scanner mirror, and the signal is fed to a monitor/video cassette recorder combination to afford the operator a visual confirmation of the target plume. Typically, illumination and data collection is not allowed by range personnel until several minutes after launch, so it is fairly important that the system be well-pointed and ready to collected data as soon as the go-ahead is given. The azimuth and elevation of the initial look angles can be estimated very well by using the trajectory data and rawinsonde data obtained about six hours before launch to determine the wind-borne displacement of the plume.

Further along down the chain from the telescope, the signal is chopped (60 Hz shutter), passed through a remote controlled, iris and then the various wavelengths are separated. The 308, 355 and 532 nm return is detected by three Hamamatsu R878 photomultiplier tubes biased at -1500 volts. The PMT output is buffered (47 kilo-ohm input impedance LH0002 buffer amplifier with a time constant approximately 0.7 microsecond) before being sent to the data acquisition system. The 1064 nm return is detected with an Analog Modules silicon avalanche photodiode (RCA C30956E/312-400) typically biased at a few hundred volts. For collection purposes, the iris typically has a field of view of 0.75 mrad.

**Data Acquisition**

Once set-up, the MLT system can be controlled by a single person from a console area separated from the laser room. The delay between the firing of the Nd:YAG flashlamps with respect to the opening of the shutter is controlled from the console as well as the delay between the firing of the flashlamps and the opening of the Q-switch. These parameters are varied in order to optimize the laser energy and select the range of altitudes from which lidar return is collected.

Three SONIX64 digitizer boards providing a total of six possible channels are used for analog detection. Photon counting techniques utilize CAMAC-based hardware. Signal integration times have varied between 20, 30 and 60 seconds for different campaigns. Signal files are recorded with time stamps and angle data. The signal is also fed to an oscilloscope so that the operator has real-time observation during these long integration intervals. This is important to assure that the plume has not drifted out of the line of the laser beam. During night launches, the 532 nm component of the beam is quite visible; but under moonless conditions or for diffuse rocket exhausts, the plume may be difficult to see. In this case, finding the plume amounts to scanning the beam and looking for signal on
the oscilloscope. For daytime launches, the beam cannot be seen; but if the plume is strong, tracking can be accomplished by watching for the exhaust on the video monitor.

Figure 2. Examples of the return in the 532 nm channel are shown for 5:30, 5:35, 6:35 and 8:05 UT. The K-21 TITAN IV vehicle was launched November 6 (UD) , 1995.

Generally, two modes of scanning are employed during a campaign. For the first type of scan the lidar can be positioned in order to obtain maximum Mie scattering return at a selected altitude. The signal is integrated for an interval suited to the strength of the return. The lidar is then realigned to get maximum signal for the next integrated scan. In this scenario, we are monitoring return from the central portion of the plume. The second type of scan involves taking several time-integrated samples across the width of the plume. This provides data in determining the plume's horizontal extent.

Improvements

With each campaign, we attempt to either improve on data collection or otherwise add a new capability to the system. This includes several current upgrades on which we are now working, including improving the signal-to-noise ratio of our 1064 nm return, improving the dynamic range of the system and increasing the efficiency of our data collection techniques during actual launch.

These last two points are particularly salient. Up to now, changing from analog detection to photon counting (when data collection extends from daylight to darkness) involved changing photomultiplier tubes and computer systems with a minimum of downtime. Planned improvements in the MLT data acquisition system are designed to effectively simplify matters. One such improvement is a planned upgrade from the current 8-bit cards to 12-bit cards that can be used for both analog detection and photon counting. This conversion will also increase the dynamic range of our system by a factor of sixteen which will help to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of our system and eliminate the possibility of signal saturation which occurs during the first few minutes of data collection during a launch.
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1. Introductions

The Forward Area Air Defense (FAAD) System has a need to classify and identify targets detected by the Sentinel radar at beyond visual range (BVR) as hostile, unknown, or friendly. Targets at BVR will be unresolved to existing tactical imaging cameras and will appear as dots on the operator’s display which will make classification/identification of these targets using size and shape impossible.

Current Army air defense doctrine requires that FAAD Short Range Air Defense (SHORAD) fire units have visual verification of threat targets to eliminate fratricide. This requirement limits the effective range of SHORAD fire units to distances shorter than the maximum range of their weapons.

The Objective of this Army Advanced Concept & Technology II (ACT II) program is to demonstrate the capability of a coherent detection ladar to classify airborne targets at BVR using the target’s vibrational signatures caused by the aircraft’s power plant and to perform BVR identification (ID) as an adjunct to the Sentinel radar.

A Multi-Functional Optical System Testbed (Figure 1-1) which was developed, maintained, and operated by Boeing (formerly McDonnell Douglas), and a coherent detection ladar, which was developed by Boeing (formerly Rockwell) for the Naval Air Warfare Center - Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, were

![Figure 1-1 Multi-Functional Optical System Testbed](image-url)
provided to the Army by Boeing and NAWC in support of this contract. The MFOS consists of a Mid-Wave Infrared (MWIR) camera, a Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR) camera, a visible CCD camera, and a carbon dioxide (CO2) ladar, all of which are mounted on a highly stabilized gimbal.

The field test was conducted at the Ft Bliss Air Defense Battle Lab Support Element’s (AD BLSE) SHORAD range. Fixed-wing (jet, several propellor aircraft) and rotor-wing aircraft were provided as airborne targets by the AD BLSE and engaged by the MFOS testbed. The targets flew typical operational patterns for attack and surveillance missions. The Sentinel radar detected and tracked these targets. The angular bearings of all the targets being tracked by the Sentinel radar were used to selectively cue the MFOS. After performing slew to the Sentinel cue, the MFOS testbed detected, tracked, and classified all these targets at BVR.

The results of this test clearly demonstrated how an integrated coherent detection ladar on a stabilized gimbal can provide an adjunct to the FAAD SHORAD elements for BVR classification and identification.

2. Objective

The objective of this Advanced Concept & Technology II (ACT II) program was to classify airborne targets in realistic engagement scenarios at BVR using a coherent detection ladar to measure the target’s vibrational signatures caused by the aircraft’s power plant. This classification, when used with other target metrics, provided combat identification.

3. Approach

Using cues from a Sentinel radar, the MFOS Testbed performed a “Slew to Cue”. The imaging camera reacquired and tracked the target handed over from the radar. The ladar, which is boresighted to the tracking camera, measured its microdoppler (vibrational) signature. This vibrational signature, which is characteristic of the target’s power plant, is used to classify the target. This platform classification is used with other target metrics to identify the target as friend or foe.

4. Live Experiment II

The ACT II Enhanced Combat engagements were integrated into AD BLSE’s Live Experiment II field tests which were being conducted from 1 - 12 December 1997 at the SHORAD Range, New Mexico.

4.1. Test Configuration

As part of the Live Experiment II, the Sentinel radar was connected to FAAD C2 which was connected through the Enhanced Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS) network to the MFOS.

The MFOS testbed was located near the FAAD fire units (Avenger and Bradley Stinger Fighting Vehicles) with the Sentinel radar located 5 kilometers away. The targets flew their patterns at ranges from 0 to 20 kilometers in a 90° sector directly east of the test site.

4.1.1. Sentinel Radar

The FAAD Sentinel radar, which is the key air surveillance and target acquisition/tracking sensor for FAAD weapons, is an advanced three-dimensional battlefield air defense radar that uses modern phased-array antenna technology. It automatically detects, tracks, and reports airborne targets to the FAAD weapon systems. It sent the target’s metrics to the FAAD C2 node which provided the target cues to MFOS via the EPLRS network. During these tests, up to five targets were being tracked by the Sentinel radar and were handed over to MFOS. It had an update rate of 2 seconds and a bearing accuracy of 0.2°.

4.1.2. Multi-Functional Optical System (MFOS)

The MFOS testbed (Figure 1-1) was developed by Boeing with advanced passive and active electro-optical sensors provided as government-furnished equipment (GFE) from the Naval Air Warfare Center-Aircraft Division: Pax River. The MFOS tracks unresolved airborne targets using a high-resolution imaging camera. A coherent ladar is boresighted to the passive track point provided by the imaging camera and illuminates the target to measure the vibrational signature caused by the target’s power plant. The passive
and active sensor specifications are listed in Table I, and the optical director/turret specifications are listed in Table II.

### Table I. Sensor subsystem specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Performance Area</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible camera</td>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>2 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>50 microradians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>4.0 in. diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illuminance range</td>
<td>1 to 100 lm/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWIR camera</td>
<td>HgCdTe FOV</td>
<td>320 x 240 array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>2 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>122 microradians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEI</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1E-15 W/cm² (approximately)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWIR camera</td>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>2.8 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>170 microradians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>6.6 in. diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEI</td>
<td>1E-15 W/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladar</td>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>10 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>&lt;100 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>2 ft³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beam control</td>
<td>agile, adjustable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beam control accuracy</td>
<td>3 microradians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>&lt;10 mm per second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. Optical Director/Turret subsystem characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Area</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth angular coverage</td>
<td>±190 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation angular coverage</td>
<td>±30 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slew/Rate/Acceleration</td>
<td>45°/sec and 45°/sec²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilization</td>
<td>20 microradians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking resolution</td>
<td>&lt;100 microradians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boresight alignment</td>
<td>&lt;100 microradians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissus</td>
<td>&lt;48 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The measured microdoppler (vibrational) discriminants caused by the power plants of the airborne target (Figure 4.1.2-1) are used to classify/identify the targets.

Figure 4.1.2-1 Functional Diagram of MFOS microdoppler measurements

4.1.3. EPLRS / HTU

The MFOS was connected to the Forward Area Air Defense Command and Communication (FAAD C2) system through the Enhanced Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS) that was provided GFE by the AD BLSE. The Sentinel tracks and target metrics were displayed on a Handheld Terminal Unit (HTU) providing target range, speed, azimuth angle, elevation angle, and altitude.

4.2. Test Results

4.2.1. Microdoppler Signatures

Live Ex II provided realistic, FAAD engagement scenarios against multiple airborne threats. The microdoppler signatures of these targets were measured and documented during the airborne engagements. The following sections show the LOFAR Gram (frequency of signal vs time; strength of the signal is shown by the darkness of the line) of the microdoppler signatures of the targets engaged. The vertical scale is time, and the horizontal scale is frequency in Hertz.

4.2.1.1. Fixed-wing

The fixed-wing jet microdoppler signature shown in Figure 4.2.1.2-1 represents microdoppler frequencies at 187 and 257 Hz.

Figure 4.2.1.2-1 LOFAR Gram of Fixed-wing Jet Target
Boeing's checkout aircraft is a Piper Cherokee. Its microdoppler signature (Figure 4.2.1.2-3) shows its microdoppler frequencies at 75, 150, and 225 Hz.

![Figure 4.2.1.2-3 LOFAR Gram of Fixed-wing Piper Cherokee Target](image)

The simulated unmanned air vehicle (UAV) microdoppler signature, (Figure 4.2.1.2-4), shows the main rotor frequency at 82 Hz, with structural and noise lines at 29, 56, and 109 Hz. A Long EZ aircraft was used to simulate the UAV.

![Figure 4.2.1.2-4 LoFar Gram of Fixed-wing Simulated UAV (Long EZ) Target](image)

4.3. Results

The results of this field test clearly demonstrated a microdoppler ladar adjunct to the Sentinel radar that is capable of providing non-cooperative target classification/identification at BVR (> 10km).

Slew-to-cue from the Sentinel radar to MFOS was demonstrated. The key to its operational effectiveness is the minimized time (latency) between Sentinel detection and microdoppler classification. This latency can be minimized by reducing the coverage of each microdoppler ladar to selective threat corridors.

Prioritizing of threats based on the threat's classification, range, direction, and speed will determine the engagement sequence used by the weapon systems.

Participation in the next All Service Combat Identification and Evaluation Team (ASCIET) Exercise is planned to evaluate the MFOS microdoppler classification/identification of airborne targets under more realistic operational conditions.
1. Introduction

Global monitoring by satellites is important for many types of environmental studies. Among these, the wind field is the single most important atmospheric state variable required for understanding atmospheric motion and predicting weather. Studies indicate that a global determination of the tropospheric wind field to an accuracy of 1-5 m/sec is critical for improved numerical weather forecasting. This measurement could be carried out with a spaceborne lidar system sensing the Doppler shift of a laser signal backscattered from the atmosphere. Over the past four years we developed a ground-based Edge Technique lidar system and demonstrated wind measurements through the troposphere with high accuracy (1-6 m/s) and high spatial resolution (Gentry et.al.). Recently, we began the design of a shuttle based wind measurement system for technology demonstration as part of the Zephyr program. In this paper, we present the characteristics of the high spectral resolution etalon filter technology for lidar wind measurement with the Edge Technique.

2. Edge Technique Concept

The edge technique (EDG) using aerosol-based backscatter was first proposed by Korb etc (Korb et al., 1990, 1992). Wind measurements are made with the edge technique by locating the laser frequency on the steep edge of a high spectral resolution optical filter. Due to the steep slope of the edge, very small frequency shifts cause large changes in measured signal. The outgoing laser frequency $\nu$ is determined by measuring the edge filter transmission $T(\nu)$ corresponding to its location on the edge of the filter. The laser return backscattered from the atmosphere is collected by a telescope and directed through the edge detection setup to determine the edge filter transmission $T(\nu + \Delta \nu)$ corresponding to the Doppler shifted frequency in a similar manner. The Doppler shift, and thus the wind, is determined for each range element from a differential measurement of the frequency of the outgoing laser pulse and the frequency of the laser return backscattered from the atmosphere. A variation of the edge method, called the double-edge (DEDG) technique, uses two filters which doubles the measurement sensitivity and greatly reduces the background noise. A detailed discussion can been found in the paper by korb et al (Korb et. al., 1998).

3. High resolution edge filter technologies

a. Ultra stable dual aperture step etalon

A capacitively stabilized Fabry-Perot etalon filter is utilized for the spaceborne direct detection Doppler lidar with the edge technique. A servo system based on feedback from capacitance sensors precisely maintains the parallelism and spacing of the Fabry-Perot mirrors. The sensitivity of the sensor is on the order of 10 pm. This ensures that the alignment can be precisely maintained over the life of a mission. The filter is also servo locked to the laser to eliminate long term drift. Short term laser and etalon jitter at a level less than 5 parts in $10^6$ is obtained using the differential frequency measurement of the edge technique.

Figure 1 shows our lab based Fabry-Perot etalon manufactured by Queesgate Instruments. To create two bandpasses with a fixed separation, a step coating technique has been used (Garnier, 1992). The interferometer assembled by molecular contact
Figure 1 – Dual aperture capacitively stabilized etalon

has two areas with a slightly different gap between the plates. Half of the plate has a thin film silica deposit on it which decreases the etalon gap. The plates are then over-coated with an appropriate reflective coating. For a step thickness of 17.2 nm, the frequency offset is 120 MHz for an etalon with a free spectral range of 3 GHz. This design ensures that the offset of the two bandpasses is fixed even though the etalon is piezoelectrically scanned.

Figure 2 shows the experiment setup for measuring the optical and mechanical characteristics of the etalon. A single longitudinal mode cw Nd:YAG laser is used as the test light source. The laser beam is coupled into an optical fiber with a numerical aperture of 0.22 and collimated before sending to the etalon. Two silicon pin diodes are used to detect the signals. The data are then displayed on a digital oscilloscope. Figure 3 shows an oscilloscope trace of an etalon scan. Channel one and two show the etalon transmission signals. The signal is negative going due to the negative biased photon detectors. Channel three displays the scanning voltage applied to the etalon control. The two bandpasses cross at the 50% transmission points with an offset of 120 MHz. The etalon lineshape does not change over the period of 6 hours after it reaches equilibrium.

Figure 3 – Frequency Scan of double edge etalon

b. Method for spacecraft motion compensation

The spacecraft has an orbital velocity of approximately 7 km/s. If a laser beam is directed out from the satellite in a direction which is not perpendicular to the orbital velocity, there is a large Doppler frequency shift due to the projection of the velocity vector of the spacecraft on the line of sight of the laser beam. In general, the Doppler shift due to the satellite motion is much larger than the wind, i.e. up to 5 km/s for a 45° scan. In addition, the Doppler shift due to the spacecraft velocity cannot be distinguished a priori from that due to the wind. As a result it is necessary to compensate for the spacecraft motion induced Doppler shift, up to 5 km/s, to an accuracy that is better than the best wind measurement accuracy desired. In order to compensate for this large Doppler shift, the filter must be tunable to allow the bandpass to be shifted to an accuracy of better than 3 part in 10⁶, 0.5 m/s. Due to the periodic nature of the transmission of the etalon, only one order of the free spectral range of
the etalon needs to be tuned to cover all dynamic range of the Doppler frequency shift induced by the motion of spacecraft. The procedure is as follows. We first measure the frequency of the outgoing laser beam on the edge filter with respect to the spacecraft coordinate system. The round trip time for the laser beam to go from space to the ground is 3.77 ms for a 400 km orbit and a 45° scan angle. From the time the laser fires, we thus have approximately 3 ms before the backscattered signal from the atmosphere returns to the spacecraft. The etalon must be tuned over this time period to perform the satellite motion compensation, i.e., to hit any desired frequency within a given free spectral range.

In order to measure the time response of the etalon, we applied a step pulse to the etalon control and measured the etalon frequency by monitoring the transmission signal. The etalon frequency change due to the pulse is equivalent to ± 0.5 free spectral range of the etalon. We measure the settling position of the etalon at the 50% transmission point which gives the highest measurement sensitivities since it has the highest slope. Figure 4 shows the result of the measurement. Again, the two traces display the two filter transmission signals versus time. Trace three shows the step voltage applied to the etalon controller. The horizontal scale is 1 ms/div. As shown, the etalon reaches the final position within 2.5 ms and has less than 4% ringing. Since the measurement sensitivity is 6.4%/m/s, this residual contributes about 0.6 m/s measurement error. A new digital controller has been designed and is being implemented which should overcome this problem by applying an appropriate shaped pulse to the etalon controller.

4. Summary

A piezoelectric tuned and capacitively stabilized step etalon has been designed and optimized for spaceborne edge technique wind lidar application. A spacecraft motion compensation method has been discussed. We demonstrated experimentally that the etalon can be tuned to compensate for any satellite induced Doppler shift to an accuracy of better than 0.6 m/s over a time period of 2.5 ms.

![Figure 4: Etalon temporal response](image-url)
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1. Introduction

Laser remote sensing from aircraft has become a very important technique for observing ozone in the environment. NASA Langley has an active aircraft based research program which presently uses Nd:YAG-pumped dye lasers that are then doubled into the UV to probe both the stratosphere and troposphere for ozone using the differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique. This large system can only fly on large (NASA DC-8, Electra) aircraft and has been deployed on many missions throughout the world [1].

In the future it will be desirable to fly autonomous, lightweight, compact ozone DIAL instruments on unpiloted atmospheric vehicles (UAV) aircraft. Such aircraft could fly at high altitudes for extended times collecting science data without risk to the operator. Cost for such missions may be substantially reduced over present large aircraft based missions [2]. Presently there are no ozone DIAL systems capable of flying on an UAV aircraft.

In order to facilitate UAV missions, small more efficient laser transmitters need to be developed that emit approximately 25mJ near 300nm for each of the DIAL ‘on’ and ‘off’ line pulses. Also lightweight, compact DIAL receiver systems need to be built and demonstrated. Such receiver systems may incorporate fiber optic coupled telescopes for maximum light gathering capability per unit area, high quantum efficiency gated photomultiplier tubes with reasonable gain and very narrow-band filters for background light rejection with high light throughput. A compact high-performance 16-bit digitizer and a data storage system are also required. A conceptional design of such a UAV DIAL instrument is shown in Figure 1. Here a pulsed UV laser emits pulses into the atmosphere where elastic scattering occurs which results in light being scattered into the receiver telescope. The subject of this paper is the design, construction and testing of a robust, compact ozone DIAL receiver system that would be a prototype for eventual use in a UAV aircraft.
2. Receiver Design

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the ozone receiver to be built and tested. Each of the receiver components will now be discussed in detail. A pulsed laser emits "on" (288.2 nm) and "off" (299.6 nm) line laser pulses which enter the atmosphere; the "on" line being absorbed more by ozone than the "off" line pulse. The backscattered light is collected by a 30 cm diameter (f/2) telescope that focuses the light into a fiber optic cable which guides the light to a narrow band interference filter centered at 294nm as shown in Figure 2. The fiber optic cable is a solid core (1mm diameter) UV grade fused silica optical fiber with a NA of 0.28. The collimating lens provides parallel light to the interference filter. The filter has a full-width half-max bandwidth of 15nm centered at 294nm and the transmission is 40% at the peak wavelength of 294nm. The filtered light is detected and amplified by a 30mm diameter photomultiplier tube (Type 9125QSA Electron Tubes Limited). The quantum efficiency of this PMT is 21% at 300nm and the typical gain is 200 A/Im at 925V.
The PMT is powered by a high voltage power supply (Brandenburg 205) which is lightweight and compact. A gate circuit, triggered by the control system, is supplied to the PMT gate input, which gates the tube by pulsing four dynodes. An amplifier increases the output signal of the anode and forwards it to the 16-bit waveform digitizer (ET2668-6 Edge Technology) allowing the processing of the digitized analog signal. The 16-bit digitizer, shown in diagram form in Figure 3, operates at a maximum of 6.25 MHz and accepts a maximum input range of 3Volts (-1.5Volts to +1.5Volts) into 50 Ω. The digitizer data is transferred to the computer through an interface board (PCI-DIO-32HS National Instruments) for processing, storing and display.
3. **Receiver Test Program**

This receiver will be used to measure the atmospheric ozone concentration from a ground based test facility. Within this facility is a Nd:YAG laser that is doubled to pump dye lasers which are then doubled to produce UV pulses at appropriate “on” and “off” wavelengths. The energy of the laser pulses is 20mJ at 288.2nm for the “on” wavelength and 18mJ at 299.6nm for the “off” wavelength. The divergence of the beams is about 0.5mrad. This laser system will be used to measure lower stratospheric ozone profiles. The receiver’s accuracy will be determined and improved. The mass, volume and power requirements of the overall receiver will be determined for deployment in an unpiloted atmospheric aircraft vehicle.

4. **Conclusions**

A high performance ozone DIAL receiver system will be built and tested as a prototype receiver system for deployment on an UAV aircraft. This system will demonstrate the use of fiber-optic telescopes, small, advanced PMT’s and a 16-bit waveform digitizer all configured into a robust, light weight, compact DIAL ozone receiver system.
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Introduction

While the field of holographic optics is relatively new, and numerous applications are still being devised and tested, there are good prospects that the use of holographic optical elements (HOEs) may revolutionize the design and applications of optical systems in various fields. This paper is not a review of HOE developments, but rather an account of a particular application, namely the extension of the scanning capabilities of conventional telescopes—in particular, lidar receivers—by means of special holographic accessories. As originally described (Schwemmer and Wilkerson, 1991), and in a patent (Schwemmer, 1993), and in several subsequent publications (e.g., Schwemmer and Wilkerson, 1994), the HOE lidar was based on the concept of building into the holographic element (either a transmitting one or a reflecting one) all the optical power needed to focus a lidar return to a detector at the HOE’s focal point, as well as subjecting the lidar return to both angular deflection and wavelength selection. Examples of the operation of such systems are described in other papers in this conference (Schwemmer, 1998; Guerra et al., 1998).

Holographic Transmission Gratings

To distinguish an HOE as a device having optical power, we introduce the term HTG (holographic transmission grating) which we use in the rest of this paper to represent an HOE having its focal point at infinity. We describe the use of HTGs as accessories placed in front of ordinary telescopic lidar receivers, enabling one to convert a fixed, zenith-viewing telescope into a wavelength-selective, conical scanner. The scanning action is accomplished, just as with HOE lidars, by simply rotating the HTG about an axis that is co-linear with the telescope axis. This provides an important scanning capability for otherwise fixed lidar systems, at a low cost and great simplicity.

The optical efficiency of a volume HTG for a given wavelength is much greater than that of a conventional transmission grating, since the equivalent of the “blaze” is subject to a wide range of adjustment during the HTG fabrication process. Also the construction of a volume hologram for an HTG allows greater freedom in the choice of the construction wavelength (than with a focusing HOE), because of ray parallelism and the lack of need for aberration corrections when intending to use the HTG at a wavelength that differs from the construction wavelength.
Applications

Results will be reported on the use of HTGs at 532 nm and 770 nm at 45° cone angle, both in the laboratory and in the atmosphere at Utah State University. The atmospheric observations are directed towards Mie and Rayleigh scattering in the troposphere and middle atmosphere, oxygen absorption in the troposphere, and to resonance fluorescence of potassium at mesopause altitudes. The lidars involved are the 20-cm, 2 Watt Orca Photonics LRS-100 portable lidar and the 44-cm, 18 Watt middle atmosphere lidar (Wickwar et al., 1997a; Wickwar et al., 1997b).
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Abstract:
The Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) has made an initial set of measurements of the Mars surface and atmosphere. As of this writing 27 orbital passes have been completed, starting Sept. 15, 1997 on orbit Pass 3 and orbits 20-36 and beginning again on March 27, 1998 for orbit passes 203 - 212. The lidar is working well in Mars orbit, and its data show contiguous measurement profiles of the Mars surface to its maximum range of 786 km, an average pulse detection rate of > 99% under clear atmospheric conditions, and < 1 m range resolution. MOLA has profiled the shape and heights of a variety of interesting Mars surface features, including Olympus Mons, the flat northern plains of Mars, Valles Marineris and the northern polar ice cap. It has also detected and profiled a series of cloud layers which occur near the edge of the polar cap and near 60-70 deg N latitude. This is the first time clouds around another planet have been measured using lidar.

Mission and Instrument:
NASA's Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) was launched to Mars on November 7, 1996 and was inserted into an elliptical Mars orbit on September 11, 1997. MOLA is one of four remote sensing instruments carried on MGS [1]. It was designed to continuously profile the Mars surface height at a 10 Hz rate from the planned MGS 400 km altitude circular orbit. The MOLA instrument utilizes a diode-pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser [2], which emits ~ 45 mJ/pulse, a 50 cm diameter telescope, a Si APD detector [3] and an electronics timing and control system with ~ 3 nsec resolution. MOLA operates autonomously and for every laser firing measures the energy of the transmitted pulse, as well as the energy, width and time-of-flight of the echo pulse [4,5,6]. Although designed for a nominal 400 km circular orbit, MOLA can operate from ~ 100 km to its maximum range of 786 km.

Initial MOLA Measurements:
During the highly elliptical orbit of pass 3 on September 15, the MGS spacecraft was oriented toward nadir. MOLA was turned on and for 20 minutes the spacecraft was within MOLA's measurement range of the Mars surface, along a path which covered from 75N to 12S latitude and 155 to 138E longitude [7]. Seventeen subsequent profiles of Mars covering about the same latitude band with about 20 deg. longitude spacing were acquired on MGS orbit passes 20-36 during Oct. 15 - Nov. 6, 1997.

During MGS orbits 03 and 20-36, MOLA measured the height profiles of a number of interesting Mars surface features. Many of these were previously imaged by the Viking Orbiters. These included the sides of the volcanoes Elysium and Olympus Mons, the tops of Alba Patera and Arsia Mons, and several traverses through the network of Valles Marineris, and the tip of the northern ice cap. MOLA measured many long profiles of low and very uniform topography in the northern hemisphere, the profiles of many large and small craters, the side of the large volcano Elysium Mons, with deep chasms and some very rough topography south of the equator. It has profiled several traverses crossing Valles Marineris and the side of the large volcano Olympus Mons. MOLA measurements show atmospheric attenuation within Valles Marineris, which corresponds to hazes observed in the Mars Orbiter Camera images. The geophysical interpretations of the pass 03-36 measurements have been recently published [8].

We have performed an analysis of the instrument performance based on these profiles. On these initial passes, MOLA made typically 12,500 lidar measurements/pass in contiguous measurement profiles of the Mars surface. These were recorded to the maximum measurement range of 786 km, and the instrument typically had > 95% pulse detection rate. Over smooth surfaces the range resolution was < 1 m,
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Measurements in science phasing orbit:

After the initial science measurements in the fall 97, MGS aerobraking operations were resumed and lasted through March 26, 1998. These used Mars atmospheric drag to reduce the period of MGS’s elliptical orbit from 35.5 to 11.5 hours and shifted the orbit’s periapse point to near 61 deg N latitude. MOLA measurements were started again during the MGS Science Phasing Orbit operations, which were begun on March 27, 1998. To date, the MOLA profiles from orbit passes 203-205 and 207-212 have been recorded and examined. There are typically 14,000 MOLA measurements on each of these passes, which start near 68 deg N latitude, proceed northbound onto the north polar cap tangent to the 86 deg. latitude band, then southward off the cap and to about 11 deg. N latitude. The data show the detailed height profiles of tracks across the north polar cap and the shape and depth of fissures in it. The instrument continues to work very well in space with no measurable changes from pre-launch tests.

Atmospheric Measurements:

The MOLA measurements also show atmospheric backscatter from clouds above the Mars surface on all passes to date in the science phasing orbit, with the exception for pass 204. The backscatter is strongest in passes 203, 205, 207 and 209, where the MOLA profiles track the top of the clouds. The measured cloud heights are typically 5-10 km above the surface and the backscatter echoes have much wider pulse widths and lower pulse energies than echoes from the surface. The cloud profiles also show significant vertical structure. Data to date shows their occurrence usually near the edge of the Mars polar cap between 70-80 deg. N latitude and 20 - 80 deg. E longitude. During pass 207 the cloud band was dense and structured, and MOLA profiled the cloud tops which occurred at altitudes between 4 and 15 km above the local surface. For these measurements the range from MGS to the surface was about 200-240 km and the cloud attenuation was sufficient to preclude detection of the surface echo. This is the first time clouds around another planet have been measured with lidar. These and other MOLA measurements will be discussed during the talk.
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Multi-Beam Surface Lidar for Lunar & Planetary Mapping
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Surface lidar techniques are now being demonstrated in low Earth orbit with a single beam of pulsed laser radiation at 1064 nm that profiles the vertical structure of Earth surface landforms along the nadir track of a spacecraft. In addition, a profiling laser altimeter, called MOLA (ref. 1), is operating in elliptical Martian orbit and returning surface topography data. These instruments form the basis for suggesting an improved lidar instrument that employs multiple beams for extension of sensor capabilities toward the goal of true, 3-dimensional mapping of the Moon or other similar planetary surfaces.

In general the lidar waveform acquired with digitization of a laser echo can be used for laser distance measurement (i.e. range-to-the-surface) by time-of-flight measurement and for surface slope and shape measurements by examining the detailed lidar waveform. This is particularly effective when the intended target is the lunar surface or another planetary body free of any atmosphere. The width of the distorted return pulse is a first order measure of the surface incidence angle, a combination of surface slope and laser beam pointing. Assuming an independent and absolute (with respect to inertial space) measurement of laser beam pointing on the spacecraft, it is possible to derive a surface slope with-respect-to the mean planetary surface or its equipotential gravity surface. Higher-order laser pulse distortions can be interpreted in terms of the vertical relief of the surface or reflectivity variations within the area of the laser beam footprint on the surface.

Flights of the Shuttle Laser Altimeter (ref. 2), on STS-72 in January 1996 and again on STS-85 in August 1997, provided a data base of high-resolution surface lidar data. The SLA-01 and SLA-02 experiments measured laser range to the surface and the digitized waveform of the laser pulse echo from the surface along the nadir track of the Space Shuttle. These lidar data were acquired at a relatively slow rate of 10 pulses-per-sec. Each laser pulse waveform was digitized at a minimum resolution of 1 sample every 4 nsec (i.e. 200 megasamples per sec) with 8-bit amplitude resolution. Surface lidar data from SLA-02 are now becoming available to the science community through data releases on the Internet at http://denali.gsfc.nasa.gov/sla. These data are superior to similar pulse waveforms from SLA-01 due to the use of a variable gain amplifier to minimize pulse saturation effects and due to the operation of the digitizer on a common time base with the time-of-flight ranging electronics. These data are currently being analyzed for information on Earth landforms within the areal extent of individual laser pulses and sample data results and their interpretation will be presented.

Because the SLA lidar data are sparse, there is relatively little mapping information that can be obtained from consideration of multiple pulse records. Only statistical characterization of the surface is possible from this sparse sampling. However, by combining the advances in space
flight laser altimeter sensors with the use of high-speed scanners and pulse waveform sampling, we can now design a surface lidar sensor for global topographic mapping of lunar and planetary surfaces. We envision a lidar sensor with a total pulse rate of approximately 1,500 pps. This lidar sensor makes use of three, 6 mJoule per pulse, diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser transmitters each pulsing at 500 pps and a single 0.5 meter diameter telescope with three silicon avalanche photodiode detectors in its focal plane. Each transmitted laser beam is scanned across track as the host spacecraft proceeds along track. The result is a narrow swath topography image, with 3 beams providing additional coverage for the mapping application. The data system is based on three parallel channels of 4 nsec-resolution pulse-waveform digitizers that record the outgoing pulses as well as the return pulse echoes. This lidar sensor design builds on the Multi-Beam Laser Altimeter (MBLA) Instrument that is now under construction for the Vegetation Canopy Lidar Mission Program (ref. 3) of the NASA Earth System Science Pathfinder. The salient lidar sensor parameters for the various instruments mentioned in this abstract are listed below. Details of the particular multi-beam laser sensor design concept for the lunar and planetary mapping application will be presented and discussed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Lidar Instrument</th>
<th>Pulse Energy (mJoule)</th>
<th>Pulse Repetition Rate (pps)</th>
<th>Operating Altitude (km)</th>
<th>Telescope Aperture Diam. (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle Laser Altimeter</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoscience Laser Altimeter</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCL Multi-Beam Laser Altimeter</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>242*</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar &amp; Planetary Multi-Beam Surface Lidar</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>500*</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of Surface Lidar Sensors (* denotes per laser pulse rates)


DEVELOPMENT OF MINIATURE LIDAR USING NARROW LINEWIDTH SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS FOR MARS BOUNDARY LAYER WIND AND DUST OPACITY PROFILES
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1. Introduction

A compact Doppler lidar concept utilizes recent developments in semiconductor diode laser technology in order to be considered suitable for wind and dust opacity profiling in the Mars lower atmosphere from a surface location. The current understanding of the Mars global climate and meteorology is very limited, with only sparse, near-surface data available from the Viking and Mars Pathfinder landers, supplemented by long-range remote sensing of the Martian atmosphere. The in situ measurements from a lander-based Doppler lidar would provide a unique dataset particularly for the boundary layer. The coupling of the radiative properties of the lower atmosphere with the dynamics involves the radiative absorption and scattering effects of the wind-driven dust (Haberle, et al., 1982). Variability in solar irradiance, on diurnal and seasonal time scales, drives vertical mixing and PBL (planetary boundary layer) thickness. The lidar data will also contribute to an understanding of the impact of wind-driven dust on lander and rover operations and lifetime through an improvement in our understanding of Mars climatology.

In this paper we discuss the semiconductor diode laser developments which will meet the requirements dictated by the Mars Doppler lidar application, and the development and use of a compact lidar for boundary layer measurements which embodies the same measurement approach as the Mars lidar concept.

2. Narrow-linewidth Semiconductor Laser Transmitter Development

The choice of laser technology used to implement the Doppler lidar for the Mars application must take into account the characteristics needed for space qualification and deployment on small spacecraft, as well as the limited energy available for the instrument over its operating lifetime. Semiconductor lasers are the simplest and most reliable to date. Most other compact lasers which are used in field applications, e.g., Nd:YAG lasers, are themselves pumped by semiconductor lasers. For this Doppler lidar, a single-mode output with linewidth no more than 1 MHz is required, and high power output (at least 100 mW) is needed. The approach is a monolithic strained multiquantum well (MQW) structure on InP, with a corrugation pitch modulated distributed feedback (DFB) method for longitudinal mode selection and reduction of the spatial hole-burning effect. The typical linewidth of a single-mode DFB laser, determined by both intensity and frequency fluctuations, is ~50 MHz, which is too broad for use in Doppler lidar with coherent (heterodyne) detection. To reduce the spatial hole-burning effect and achieve stable single-mode operation at high output power a corrugation pitch modulated (CPM) grating structure has been proposed. The feasibility of the CPM-DFB technique has been demonstrated in a narrow linewidth, single-mode laser with high output power (Okai, 1994). Using this approach, devices are being designed and will be fabricated at the JPL Microdevices Laboratory. The objective is a 100 mW output power level, with linewidths well under 1 MHz.

3. Instrument Description

A prototype of the Mars compact lidar concept has been developed for use in (Earth) boundary layer wind profiling, and atmospheric measurements will start within a few months. The lidar currently utilizes commercially available semiconductor diode laser master oscillator and fiber laser amplifier devices in order to attain transmitter power output between 100-200 mW, depending on the transmitter modulation technique. The specific lidar wavelength selected is not constrained to a particular spectral region by the measurement objectives, consequently the 1.5 micron wavelength region has been selected to be compatible with the large market of optical fiber-compatible components. This wavelength makes the lidar much more convenient for various boundary layer measurement studies because it is in the "eye safe"
The lidar uses a modulated cw transmitter and heterodyne detection. Pulsed operation, desirable for many reasons when profiling is the goal, is not compatible with the very narrow-linewidth semiconductor laser transmitter required for the Doppler measurements. Diode lasers do not store population inversion energy efficiently, particularly if narrow linewidth is required. High overall electrical efficiency is a major concern for any planetary mission. For a lidar measurement application such as this, for which the transmitter output power is of the order of hundreds of mW, the transmitter efficiency is a significant contributor to the overall efficiency. Thus it is attractive to use a diode laser transmitter rather than suffer the loss of efficiency in converting diode pump optical power to pulsed power from a crystal laser medium. Since heterodyne detection is used, the LO is derived by splitting a portion of the cw master oscillator output. The LO component frequency is shifted 20 MHz using an acousto-optic shifter. The output from the transmitter leg of the splitter passes through a modulator. This then passes through the fiber amplifier and is coupled through a transmit/receive duplexer (polarizing beam splitter - quarter waveplate combination) to an off-axis afocal telescope. The receiver comprises a high-speed, low noise InGaAs photodiode suitable for ambient temperature operation, with a matched preamplifier, RF filtering, programmable amplifier, high-speed low power 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), followed by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) electronics and power spectrum analysis and processing. The processing and control computer provides the transmitter modulation waveform and the detected signal demodulation and correlation functions. An important consideration for this lidar is the selection of a modulation and spectrum analysis strategy which accounts for the decorrelation time of the signals backscattered from the atmospheric aerosol. The decorrelation time in the boundary layer depends on the turbulence intensity. The range of correlation times in the Earth's boundary layer over land surfaces places a more stringent demand on the lidar than is expected based on the inferred correlation times for the Mars boundary layer.

4. Summary

Laser technology is advanced to the level required for planning long-lifetime planetary missions which use compact lidars for atmospheric measurements. In addition to this Doppler lidar effort, diode laser technology is also being pursued for future water vapor profiling from the surface of Mars (Abshire and Rall, 1995). A prototype Doppler lidar has been constructed to use in local boundary layer measurements to assess the capability to derive wind profiles using PN code modulation of the transmitter. Incorporation of monolithic semiconductor diode lasers with 100-200 mW output power will take place as these devices become available in the near future.
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1. Introduction

On April 23 1996, the French-Russian ALISSA lidar installed within the PRIRODA module, was launched from Baikonour and attached to the MIR Space Station on April 26. 35 orbital sequences have been obtained in a test mode from September 1996 to June 1997. This paper describes the preliminary results obtained during this 9 months period.

ALISSA was conceived in 1986 as a simple monochromatic backscatter Mie lidar for cloud altimetry (Chanin et al., 1986). Its scientific objective was to describe the vertical structure of clouds and in particular to provide the absolute altitude of cloud top. Such information was seen to be used as a complement to geostationary satellite imagery and the aim was to demonstrate the interest of such instrumentation for meteorological purposes. When it was conceived it was due to be the first lidar in space. In fact the LITE experiment of NASA/LRC flying on board the Shuttle Discovery in September 1994 gave the first demonstration of the power of such technique (Winker et al 1996). On the other hand LITE flew for a few days, whereas ALISSA was conceived to have a life time of several years.

2. Experimental description

The principle of ALISSA is straightforward. The signal backscattered by the atmosphere \( P_r \) is related to the signal of the laser source \( P_0 \) by the equation:

\[
P_r = \frac{C T(z)^2 A \beta(z) \Delta z}{r^2} + P_{fc}
\]

Where \( C \) is the global efficiency of the lidar, \( T(z) \) the atmospheric transmission between altitude \( z \) and the lidar, \( A \) the telescope area, \( \beta \) the backscattering coefficient, \( r \) the distance between the scattering layer and the lidar and \( \Delta z \) the layer thickness. The background \( P_{fc} \) term is negligible by night but too large to allow measurements during daytime in the case of ALISSA.

The instrument was conceived and built in France by the Service d'Aéronomie with the support of the French space agency, CNES, and the participation of RKK Energia which
assumed the responsibility of the PRIRODA module and the Russian Institute of Applied Geophysics, responsible of the lasers. The instrument is installed in the PRIRODA module in front of one of the two windows and when used is pointed towards the nadir.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emission:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>laser wavelength</td>
<td>532 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theoretical energy</td>
<td>24-40 mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repetition rate</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optical transmission</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reception</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>telescope area</td>
<td>0.118 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spectral bandwidth</td>
<td>1 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optical transmission</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acquisition</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vertical resolution</td>
<td>150 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horizontal resolution</td>
<td>900 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main characteristics of the ALISSA lidar

The characteristics of the ALISSA lidar are given in table 1. Its main feature is the fact that it uses 4 Nd-Yag lasers of individual nominal energy of 10 mJ with a repetition rate of 50 Hz. This feature proved to be very useful in this period of test, as only one of the lasers was used at any time, and far below its nominal energy; the effective power during the sequences reported here was about 5 mJ.

3. Results

The sensitivity of the lidar calculated from its characteristics is given as 1.7 counts. laser-shot⁻¹.ms⁻¹.mJ⁻¹/(1 km⁻¹ sr⁻¹). and the detectivity of respectively cumulus, cirrus, boundary layer and stratospheric aerosol (SR=2) is given in table 2.

Table 2: Number of photons/6 laser shots (corresponding to the horizontal resolution of 900 m) for different types of diffusers and for 2 laser energy values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR</th>
<th>Cumulus</th>
<th>Cirrus</th>
<th>Boundary layer</th>
<th>Stratos. aerosol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In fact the absolute calibration of the instrument was possible using the integrated Rayleigh echo (Figure 1), and indicated a sensitivity down to 0.57 pulses. laser-shot⁻¹. µs⁻¹.mJ⁻¹/1 km⁻¹ sr⁻¹.

The ALISSA instrument was used on a test mode during 35 sequences of 7 to 25 minutes duration from September 1996 to June 1997. The ALISSA lidar soundings have been compared with the corresponding IR images of geo-stationary satellites: METEOSAT, GOES, GMS, with a temporal coincidence of 30 minutes for most of them. These comparisons are quite satisfactory at least on the main features of the cloud coverage, but one has to get better localisation of the lidar soundings to go further. The observations of the lidar...
backscattered signals led to the following main results:

- detection of multi-layered clouds. The lidar is a very good complement to radiometric measurements which are difficult to be interpreted in the case of multiple cloud layers. A simulation, made using the cloud climatology of the LMD General circulation models, showed the lidar contribution (Doutriaux Boucher, 1997; Doutriaux Boucher et al. 1997);

- high altitude cirrus. Cirrus have been detected at 14 km at the latitude of 30°N on October 02-1996. Such observations would be important considering the potential role of high altitude cirrus for ozone depletion.

- orographic waves. A clear example of such a wave was observed on March 26-1997 above the Andes (Figure 2) where the upward motion above the mountain and the downward motion down stream (right side of the mountain) are clearly visible on the cloud layer.

- detection of the boundary layer in both clear sky and cloudy conditions.

The detection of stratospheric aerosols was impossible due to the presently low level of the aerosol background.

the altitude gate. Each altitude gate corresponds to 150 m. On the left part, the sea (Pacific Ocean) and the boundary layer echoes are visible. The slope on the sea echo is due to the altitude change of the MIR station. Cirrus clouds are observed above Peruvian Andes and high altitude thick clouds above Amazonia (east of Andes).

Lower part; number of photons counted per measurement (6 laser shots).

4. Conclusion

Preliminary results obtained using the ALISSA cloud lidar on board the MIR Space Station confirm the potential of spaceborne lidars for the description of the vertical structure of clouds.

What has been learned from this demonstration after the success of the preceding flight of LITE is that even a low power lidar, which could be easily carried on an operational satellite, can provide useful information for cloud description, including the description of the boundary layer. It should help defining the new generation of operational lidars in orbit.
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1. Introduction

This paper reports results of the laser long-path absorption experiments which were carried out with the Retroreflector In Space (RIS) on the Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS). The RIS is a 0.5 m diameter single element hollow retroreflector which has an unique optical design using a curved mirror surface for correcting velocity aberrations caused by the satellite movement (Minato et al. 1992). In the RIS experiments a laser beam was transmitted form a ground station, reflected by RIS, and received back at the ground station. The absorption of the intervening atmosphere was measured in the round-trip optical path (Sugimoto et al. 1995a).

After the successful launch of the ADEOS in August 1996, the initial checkout of the optical characteristics of the RIS was carried out, and it was confirmed that it worked very well in orbit. Also, the active tracking of the RIS using an image of the RIS lit by the second harmonics Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm was established. The spectroscopic measurement of ozone was carried out successfully with the single-longitudinal-mode TEA CO\textsubscript{2} lasers in the 10 micron region with the method using the Doppler shift caused by the movement of the satellite (Sugimoto et al. 1995b). In June 1997, however, the operation of the ADEOS was discontinued by the serious malfunction with the solar paddle, very unfortunately. The experiment with the RIS was consequently discontinued.

2. Ground System for the RIS Experiment

The ground system consists of an optical satellite tracking system and a laser transmitter/receiver system for the spectroscopic measurement. Figure 1 illustrates the ground system. An active satellite tracking method using the image of RIS lit by a second harmonics Nd:YAG laser was used simultaneously with the programmed tracking method, to achieve the tracking accuracy required for the experiments. Two single-longitudinal-mode TEA-CO\textsubscript{2} lasers were used for the spectroscopic measurements. One of the TEA laser was used to measure absorption of atmospheric trace gases, and the other is used to record a reference signal. The pulse shapes of transmitted and received pulses of the two CO\textsubscript{2} lasers are recorded every shot. Repetition rate of the TEA lasers is 50 Hz, and time interval between pulses from the two lasers is 200 microsec (Ozawa et al. 1997a). Specification of the transmitter/receiver is listed in Table 1.

![Fig. 1 The laser transmitter-receiver system for the RIS experiment](image)

Table 1 Ground system parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEA CO\textsubscript{2} Laser</th>
<th>Output pulse energy</th>
<th>100 mJ (10 \textmu m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line frequency stability</td>
<td>&lt; 10 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver telescope Diameter</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector Detectivity</td>
<td>7 \times 10^{10} \text{cmHz}^{1/2} W^{-1}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>0.001 cm\textsuperscript{2}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum efficiency</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient digitizer Sampling rate of</td>
<td>100 MHz (max.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Optical Characteristics of the RIS in Orbit

Efficiency of the reflection of the RIS at 532 nm was evaluated by comparing the image of the reflection from the RIS with those of stars. The return from the RIS was comparable to stellar magnitude of 2 to 3 depending on the elevation angle when lit by a 0.3 W laser with a beam divergence of 0.3 mrad. The efficiency agreed well with the theory.

Return from the RIS at 10 microns was evaluated by comparing the return from the RIS with a retroreflector installed on a tower located 4.2 km from the ground station. An example of the transmitted TEA CO2 laser pulses and the received signals from the RIS is shown in Fig. 2. By scaling the optical parameters and electrical parameters they agreed very well (Ozawa et al. 1997b).

4 Spectrum Measurement and Error Analysis

Atmospheric spectrum was measured by means of the Doppler shift method with the TEA CO2 lasers. The Doppler shift can be expressed by \( \Delta f = (2vf/c) \cos \theta \), where \( v \) is velocity of satellite, \( f \) is frequency of the laser, and \( \theta \) is elevation angle to the satellite. Because the speed of the ADEOS is 7 km/s, the spectral range covered by the Doppler shift is 0-1.3 GHz (0-0.04 cm\(^{-1}\)) at 10 \( \mu \)m.

Figure 3 shows an example of the spectra measured with the RIS. The two TEA CO2 lasers are tuned to 10R(24) line of \( ^{13}\)CO\(_2\) and 9P(24) line of \( ^{12}\)CO\(_2\), respectively. The vertical axis indicates logarithm of the ratio of the signal intensity for primary laser to that for reference laser. The horizontal axis indicates shot number which corresponds to the wavelength of the return beam. The dip seen in Fig. 3 is due to the absorption of ozone that 9P(24) line of \( ^{12}\)CO\(_2\) received. Because path length and wavelength change in the spectra with RIS, the shape of the absorption is not symmetrical. The lower panel in Fig. 3 shows a simulated spectrum generated with the HITRAN absorption line database and the US standard ozone profile. The measured spectrum agreed with the simulated spectrum. To validate the ozone measurement with the RIS, a simultaneous ozone measurement with a laser heterodyne spectrometer (Fukunishi 1990) was carried out in cooperation with Tohoku University. Column contents obtained with the two methods agreed well.

Statistical error in the RIS measurement, however, was larger than expected. As the result of error analysis, it was found that the dominant cause of the error was a slight difference between the beam patterns of the two TEA CO2 lasers. Based on the analysis, the transmitter optics was improved by adding a spatial filter consisting of a pair of lenses, a pinhole. With this improvement, the error was reduced approximately 5 times.

---

Fig. 2 Example of transmitted TEA CO2 laser pulses and return pulses from the RIS.

![Outgoing pulses](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity (arb. units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (( \mu )s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Spectrum of ozone measured with the RIS compared with the theory.

![Fig. 3 Spectrum of ozone measured with the RIS compared with the theory](image)

![Fig. 4 The square of error in (P\( _{pri} \)/P\( _{ref} \)) as a function of the square of (1/P\( _{ref} \))](image)
Figure 4 shows the result of the error analysis before and after the improvement of the transmitter. The square of the standard deviation of \((P_{pr}/P_{ref})\) is indicated as a function of the square of \((1/P_{ref})\). The slopes in Fig. 4 show the contributions of the noises which are not dependent on the received power. The constants in the graph indicate the noises proportional to the received power. Detector noise and digitization noise belong to the former, and errors caused by the difference in the beam patterns, tracking error, and atmospheric turbulence belong to the latter. From Fig. 4, it was concluded that a single shot signal-to-noise ratio of 10 in \((P_{pr}/P_{ref})\) was obtained with the improved system.

5 Conclusion

Because of the discontinuance of the ADEOS operation, we were not able to implement experiments on all items in the original plan. We obtained, however, useful basic data on the earth-to-satellite laser long-path absorption method. We plan to continue ground-based experiments and feasibility study of the atmospheric monitoring system based on the earth-to-satellite laser long-path absorption method (Sugimoto et al. 1995c).
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1 Introduction

A NASA mission is planned to demonstrate the technology for a wind lidar. This will implement the direct detection edge technique (Korb, Gentry, and Weng, 1992).

The Anemos instrument will fly on the Space Transportation System (STS), or shuttle, aboard a Hitchhiker bridge. The instrument is being managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center as an in-house build, with science leadership from the GSFC Laboratory for Atmospheres, Mesoscale Atmospheric Processes Branch.

During a roughly ten-day mission, the instrument will self calibrate and adjust for launch induced mis-alignments, and perform a campaign of measurements of tropospheric winds. The mission is planned for early 2001.

The instrument is being developed under the auspices of NASA's New Millennium Program, in parallel with a comparable mission being managed by the Marshall Space Flight Center. That mission, called SPARCLE, will implement the coherent technique. NASA plans to fly the two missions together on the same shuttle flight, to allow synergy of wind measurements and a direct comparison of performance.

2. Instrument Description

The science requirements, which are based on the results of the New Millennium Program Science Working Group, are given in Table 1.

Most requirements are met by simple design choices. The most complex and central requirement on the system is wind speed accuracy. An error budget for this parameter is given in Figure 1.

The Anemos instrument will consist of the following components:

Laser with active steering mirror

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Wind Speed</td>
<td>&lt; 3 m/s, 1 σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimation Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Wind Speed</td>
<td>50 m/s (PBL*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 m/s (&gt;PBL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>±50° latitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Resolution &amp; Sampling</td>
<td>Surface to 20 km altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Resolution</td>
<td>500 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Science Requirements

* PBL = planetary boundary layer

Telescope and aft optics
Two receivers, UV and IR
Attitude and Orbit Determination sensors and controller
Command & Data Handling / Power Distribution

The laser is to be provided by TRW, Inc. It will be a high-power Nd:YAG laser. The laser is being designed to be eye safe per ANSI standards. In addition to the main beam, the laser will provide via fiber optics a sample of the outgoing laser light, routed through the telescope and the rest of the optical train. Requirements are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Repetition Rate</td>
<td>25 pps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Intensity / Frequency</td>
<td>200 mJ at 355 nm (UV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 mJ at 1064 nm (IR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Pulse Linewidth</td>
<td>&lt; 80 MHz (IR), &lt;200 MHz (UV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Pulse Duration</td>
<td>7 to 20 nsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Divergence</td>
<td>be 70 μrad +/- 10 μrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td>10^8 shots (~1100 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>External Cooling Loop (Shuttle)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Laser Requirements
The main beam will travel at 45° to nadir from the shuttle, which is flying at an altitude of 300 km and traveling at about 7.5 km/sec relative to the ground. During that time the background light from the atmosphere will be arriving at the instrument. After about 2.5 ms, back-scattered light from the top of the atmosphere will be received. After another 0.33 ms, the ground return pulse will end the measurement.

The light will enter the telescope, be split into UV and IR, and be focused onto two fibers. The fiber optics will transmit light from the telescope to the IR and UV receivers. A shutter in the telescope aft optics will protect the optics and detectors in case of accidental pointing toward the sun.

The telescope is beryllium, with a 1-m diameter primary mirror, f/4, and back focal length of 141 mm. It is similar to the flight model for the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) instrument to be flown on ICESAT. The telescope will be supported by a three legged structure, and tilted at 45° to the shuttle bay, and shielded by a large sun shade for better thermal and optical performance.

The receiver subsystem consists of two receiver units. One receiver unit is for IR (1064 nm) light, and the other is for UV (355 nm) light. Each receiver takes in light through the optical fiber that leads from the telescope, and transforms it into electrical signals that are used to compute the frequency of the input signal. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the IR receiver.

Each receiver unit provides an energy monitor signal and two edge signals. Low-light-level inputs are transformed into digital photon-counting pulses; high-light-level signals are transformed into analog voltages.

**Figure 1 Top Level Measurement Error Budget**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Budget</th>
<th>Required (m/s, ( \sigma ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 LOS Wind Accuracy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 to 20 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11 Signal to Noise (SNR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outgoing Shots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric Backscatter Aperture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Transmission QE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugdeted (m/s, ( \sigma ))</td>
<td>1.5 0 to 20 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12 Doppler Offset</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital Velocity Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument Alignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(boresight to baseplate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/Baseplate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misalignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oAODS performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugdeted (m/s, ( \sigma ))</td>
<td>1.5 0 to 20 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13 Atmospheric Phenomena Factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence</td>
<td>Up to 10 m/s, rms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouds</td>
<td>Attenuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugdeted (m/s, ( \sigma ))</td>
<td>1.5 0 to 20 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2, IR Receiver Block Diagram**

In the receiver optics, the light from the fiber is collimated and most of the background light is filtered out. The remaining light is split between the energy monitor channel and the two edge channels. In the edge channels, the beams are expanded to match the etalon diameters, passed through the etalons, then compressed again. All three beams are split between analog and photon-counting channels, then focused onto detectors. For the UV channel, a single large etalon is used, with two smaller beams with different gaps, produced by a step on half of one plate.

The Fabry-Perot etalon filters provide a highly-frequency-sensitive transmittance in the two edge channels. They are tuned by adjusting their gaps using servo-controlled piezoelectric transducers so that when one exhibits a positive change with a change in input frequency, the other exhibits a negative change.

The etalons can be rapidly tuned from a gap value that allows measurement of the transmitted light.
frequency to a gap value that allows measurement of the Doppler-shifted return frequency.

The etalons include actuators that determine the size and parallelism of the gaps, displacement sensors that measure the size and parallelism of the gaps, and analog electronics to drive the actuators and sensors.

The etalon digital controller uses the analog electronics in the etalon to maintain the gap parallelism within specs, maintain the gap distance at the value commanded by the instrument, and report the actual gap distance.

The analog detectors provide a linear voltage response to high-light-level signals such as the transmitted reference pulse and ground returns. The photon-counting detectors provide electrical pulses corresponding to detected photons from low-light-level signals such as atmospheric returns.

The receiver structure consists of a baseplate, a cover, and optics mounts. The baseplate, which mounts on the hitchhiker bridge, provides the rigid support that maintains the relative positions of the optical elements. The cover is light-tight but vented.

An Attitude and Orbit Determination System (AODS) is used to determine the attitude, position and velocity of the instrument. Global-Positioning System (GPS) antennas are used for accurate time and position measurements, which allows a determination of the orbital velocity and position. A gyro assembly is used to track attitude. A star tracker is used to provide an absolute reference for the gyro, and to reduce gyro error due to gyro drift. The AODS will include a computer to process the attitude and position data.

A command and data handling (C&DH) subsystem will receive commands, process data from AODS, command the laser and tunable etalons, read mission data from the receiver detectors, format data for storage, and send data to the ground via shuttle telemetry resources. Also, electrical power at a variety of voltages is provided to other parts of the instrument.

The instrument is arranged on a hitchhiker bridge. The laser, telescope, GPS receivers, gyros and star tracker are all placed on a stiff plate called the double bay pallet. The other electronics boxes are attached to the hitchhiker bridge at a variety of locations. A graphic of the instrument as it fits into the shuttle bay can be seen in Figure 3.

2. Operating Modes & Signal Processing Algorithms

The instrument will have three primary operating modes: Etalon Calibration, Laser Pointing Calibration, and Science Operation. Each will use a different strategy for processing science data. In Science Operation, three types of measurements will be made: transmitted pulse frequency measurement, ground return frequency measurement, and atmospheric return frequency measurement.

Figure 3, Anemos Instrument in Shuttle Bay

In Etalon Calibration mode, the laser will be fired, the etalons tuned to a series of gap spacings, and data from detectors processed. This procedure is used to measure the actual etalon lineshapes. Results are used to generate lookup tables used in frequency measurements. Repeated applications of this procedure can also be used to optimize the alignment of plates within the etalon.

The stepped etalon is scanned across the transmitted laser frequency. Multiple shots are measured at each etalon position to average out laser frequency jitter. A table is created:

\[
\{ \text{etalon position} \frac{1}{N} \sum \frac{UA_1}{UAE} \frac{1}{N} \sum \frac{UA_2}{UAE} \}
\]

for the UV channel, and similarly for the IR channel, where each signal is identified by a three-character symbol as follows:

- First character: U = ultraviolet; I = infrared
- Second character: A = analog; P = photon-counter
- Third character: 1 = edge channel 1; 2 = edge channel 2; E = energy monitor

In the Laser Pointing Calibration mode, the C&DH will command a steering mirror to adjust the pointing of the laser to a series of positions. The strength of the ground (or cloud) return pulse will be measured for each commanded pointing direction.
The results will be processed to find the centroid of coalignment between the laser and telescope.

During Science Operations mode, the frequency of the transmitted pulse is performed as a single-edge measurement in the UV and a double-edge measurement in the IR. It is performed on every shot that is used to make atmospheric or ground-return frequency measurements. For the UV channel, the quantity \( \text{UA}_1/\text{UA}_E \) is compared to a lookup table to find the transmitted frequency. In the IR channel, \( \text{IA}_1/\text{IA}_2 \) is compared to a lookup table. The lookup tables are generated from the etalon calibration data.

The ground return is used to measure the apparent ground speed. The measurement is a Doppler frequency shift determination, based on the edge technique. When the instrument is properly adjusted, and the velocity computed by the AODS subsystem is correct, the apparent ground speed should be zero. Errors in measured ground speed can be attributed to an error in the velocity measurement. For this system, this is most likely due to drift in the pitch axis gyro. For both IR channel, the ratio of one analog channel to the other (\( \text{IA}_1/\text{IA}_2 \)) will be compared to a lookup table to find the corresponding ground return frequency and therefore ground speed. The IR channel is used because it relies less on frequency spreading by the air molecules.

The core measurement made by the instrument is the atmospheric return frequency measurement. For a series of pulses, the photon counting detector outputs for background (b.g.) and for the signal of each bin corresponding to an altitude above sea level are evaluated.

For the UV channel:
\[
\sum UP_1 - \sum \text{b.g.} \rightarrow \text{lookup table} \rightarrow \text{Doppler shifted frequency}
\]
The lookup table is generated from the etalon calibration data and data about the width of the molecular scattering, aerosol scattering, and laser spectra.

For the IR channel:
\[
\sum IP_1 - \sum \text{b.g.} \rightarrow \text{lookup table} \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{aerosol return power} \\ \text{molecular return power} \\ \text{Doppler shifted frequency} \end{cases}
\]
The lookup table is generated from the etalon calibration data and data about the molecular scattering, aerosol scattering, and laser spectra by solving the system of equations
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IP}_1 - \text{b.g.} &= \text{I}_\text{aerosol} \cdot F_{\text{etalon}}(\nu) + \text{I}_\text{molecular} \\
\text{IP}_2 - \text{b.g.} &= \text{I}_\text{aerosol} \cdot F_{\text{etalon}}(\nu) + \text{I}_\text{molecular} \\
\text{IPE} - \text{b.g.} &= \text{I}_\text{aerosol} + \text{I}_\text{molecular}
\end{align*}
\]
for \( \text{I}_\text{aerosol} \), \( \text{I}_\text{molecular} \), and \( F_{\text{molecular}} \) is the fraction of the molecular spectrum that gets through an etalon; it is assumed independent of \( \nu \) but depends on temperature.

3. Challenges

One challenge in designing this instrument is to meet somewhat vague eye safety requirements while achieving good signal to noise ratio (SNR). The IR channel is not expected to be safe for viewing the beam directly with telescopes above a threshold diameter. The GSFC is working to strike a balance between these concerns.

For IR photon counting detectors, the current state-of-the-art counting efficiency is less than 5%. Improved photon counting efficiency could lead to lower power laser (and lower instrument power consumption) and or a reduced telescope aperture (lower mass). EG&G Canada, Ltd. is currently funded to examine techniques for improved photon counting detectors.

Operation during daylight requires good rejection of solar radiation scattered by the atmosphere and reflected by the ground. This is accomplished by limiting the field of view, and by spectral filtering to reject out of band light. Small field of view leads to coalignment concerns, and to keeping a tight laser beam which reduces eye safety. Spectral filtering reduces in-band throughput, and in its limit requires use of a tuned etalon just for filtering, in addition to those used for the edge technique.

One challenge is unique to the shuttle mission. An instrument in the shuttle bay, with the bay pointed toward nadir for performing observations, does not have adequate field of view to the stars for the startracker. This means that the gyro errors propagate without benefit of being updated via startrackers. An alternate method, using Doppler measurement of ground speed, is being considered as a means to keep gyro errors within limits without needing frequent shuttle roll maneuvers.

4. Summary

An implementation of the double edge technique for direct Doppler wind measurements is being designed for flight on the US space shuttle.
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As the name implies, PICASSO is going to paint a picture, a global picture of aerosols and clouds with high vertical resolution. It will provide the needed information for understanding aerosol and cloud forcing of climate. The PICASSO centerpiece is a lidar, but it can only provide a part of the needed information.

The mission proposes to fly three instruments carefully chosen to provide active and passive sensing of tropospheric aerosols and clouds: a dual-wavelength polarization-sensitive lidar, an oxygen A-band spectrometer (ABS), and a wide field camera (WFC). Tropospheric aerosols, which are now recognized to have potentially significant regional impacts on climate variability, are one of the key inadequately sampled forcings on climate. Figure 1, from the 1995 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report, shows estimates of the globally and annually averaged radiative forcing, and uncertainties for each along with the confidence in the values. As can be seen, the direct and indirect effects of the tropospheric aerosols are exceedingly important, and their uncertainties must be quantified in order to understand climate change. Earth Observation System (EOS)-generation capabilities for observing aerosols will be inadequate to evaluate the realism and accuracy of simulations of aerosol climate forcing. Therefore, PICASSO will be launched into an orbit specifically tailored for complementary sampling with the EOS-PM platform over the mission lifetime, providing measurement synergies with MODIS, CERES, and AIRS.

Similarly, cloud radiative feedbacks are currently not well understood due to a lack of observational data on basic characteristics. The science objectives of PICASSO are to characterize and reduce uncertainty in direct and indirect aerosol forcing of climate; to measure the vertical distribution and shortwave optical properties of clouds (especially multilayer clouds and optically thin clouds); and incorporate coincident EOS-PM Atmospheric infrared Sounder (AIRS), Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES), and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) data with PICASSO data to attain these objectives while at the same time providing truth data to these instruments for validation of their retrieval algorithms and models.

![Figure 1. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Control estimates of globally and annually averaged radiative forcing.](image-url)
Conventional spaceborne retrievals of aerosol properties are performed using reflected sunlight, which varies in a direct way with a scaled optical depth. Not only is it difficult to retrieve optical depth unambiguously from radiance measurements but it is often not possible to detect the presence of thin scattering layers overlying bright surfaces which present problems for aerosol retrieval over land.

The combination of an active (lidar) and passive (ABS) allows PICASSO to avoid the limitations of passive sensors relying on traditional radiance retrievals. The use of a pulsed laser source provides unambiguous information on vertical structure. The utility of the lidar data in assessing aerosol and cloud radiative forcing is greatly increased by the companion ABS which, aided by information on vertical structure from the lidar, will provide direct measurements of cloud and aerosol optical depth. The ABS uses high spectral resolution measurements in the oxygen A-band to provide a way of separation surface and atmospheric effects. The lidar and ABS complement each other and together provide a powerful new technique to address the retrieval of cloud and aerosol optical depth.

In addition to providing measurements for understanding the direct effects of aerosols and clouds, a strategy has been devised for investigating indirect aerosol radiative forcing due to aerosol-induced changes in cloud properties. Also, PICASSO observations of thin cirrus and multilayer cloud systems will provide truth data to assess the performance of the EOS-PM retrievals. The new knowledge gained by these and other synergistic measurements will complement EOS and contribute greatly to our understanding of long-term climate variability. These unique observations of aerosols and clouds will also contribute to out understanding of ozone in the troposphere.

The PICASSO system architecture consists of the instrument, spacecraft bus, launch vehicle, ground segment and data archive.

The PICASSO Mission is designed to address key uncertainties in radiative forcing which remain even after EOS is implemented. Since the initiation of EOS, the scattering and absorption of sunlight by aerosols (direct aerosol radiative forcing) has become recognized as a major source of uncertainty. Aerosol-induced change in cloud radiative properties (indirect aerosol forcing) is even more uncertain and more difficult to observe. The treatment of multilayer clouds in retrieval algorithms and in energy budget estimates, particularly in atmospheric heating and in the longwave flux at the surface, are also long-standing problems. In addition, so-called “invisible” cirrus often goes undetected by passive sensors, yet significant changes in these clouds may amount to changes in the longwave flux that rival those due to the buildup of greenhouse gases.

Finally, whether water condenses as liquid or ice significantly alters the effect of the water on the energy budget due to differences in the optical properties of supercooled droplets and ice crystals. Determining the phase, along with the altitude, of mid-tropospheric clouds using polarization-sensitive lidar will reduce uncertainties in linking condensed cloud water to changes in the radiation budget.

In addition to the areas described above, the data acquired by PICASSO will also be useful for many investigations, including studies of polar stratospheric clouds, stratospheric aerosols under volcanically perturbed conditions, and the deviation of boundary layer height from observations of aerosol structure.

This paper will describe the planned 3-year PICASSO mission, its instrumentation and implementation. It will use LITE and other data, plus analyses, to show the feasibility of such a mission. PICASSO is being proposed for NASA’s Earth System Science Pathfinder (ESSP) program with launch predicted in 2003.
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1 Introduction

NASA and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) are jointly studying the feasibility of a spaceborne differential absorption lidar (DIAL) system for global measurement of stratospheric and tropospheric ozone with simultaneous measurement of cloud and aerosol profiles. The Ozone Research with Advanced Cooperative Lidar Experiment (ORACLE) is a proposed spaceborne DIAL system that will provide data to address numerous atmospheric science issues including: ozone depletion, stratosphere/troposphere exchange, biomass burning, natural and anthropogenic influences on radiation and climate, atmospheric chemistry and transport, and meteorology.

The DIAL technique has a long history in airborne systems where it has shown excellent range-resolved capabilities for simultaneous ozone and aerosol profile measurements (Browell and Killinger, 1985). These systems have been large, inefficient and required continuous technical attention for long-term operations. Recently, successful autonomous DIAL measurements of water vapor, aerosols, and clouds have been made from a high-altitude aircraft by the Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE). In addition, the Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE) has successfully made global measurements of aerosol and cloud profiles from the Space Shuttle (Winker et al., 1996). Recent technological advances in solid state lasers, composite materials, and advance micro-dynamic mechanisms will enable the transition from aircraft based to space based DIAL instruments.

ORACLE utilizes the DIAL technique in the ultraviolet spectrum (308-320 nm) to measure ozone profiles through the lower troposphere. Simultaneous measurements of cloud and aerosol profiles are made using a direct backscatter lidar technique in the visible and near infrared wavelengths.

2 Implementation

ORACLE is designed to be a series of three evolutionary missions making global ozone measurements in the stratosphere and lower troposphere with simultaneous cloud and aerosol profiles at high spatial resolutions.

ORACLE-1 is designed as a technology demonstration mission to demonstrate key technologies that enable a spaceborne ozone DIAL instrument. The advanced technologies include the dual UV wavelength solid state laser transmitter, and a large aperture precision deployable telescope. ORACLE-1 is a space shuttle based instrument and, in keeping with its technology demonstration theme, is targeted for a New Millenium Program (NMP) technology demonstration mission.

ORACLE-2 is a science mission aimed at providing continuous science measurements with a lifetime of at least one year. This instrument is a free flyer satellite placed in a sun synchronous orbit to maximize the science and synergy with current Earth remote sensing instruments. ORACLE-2 is targeted for an Earth System Science Pathfinder (ESSP) mission.

ORACLE-3 is an operational mission with the instrument providing routine measurement of ozone and aerosol profiles for a duration of three years. This instrument is also a free flyer satellite in a sun synchronous orbit and is targeted for a National Polar-Orbiting
Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) mission.

3 ORACLE-1 Concept

ORACLE-1 is a space shuttle based mission with a two-week duration. The instrument will be mounted on a standard hitchhiker bridge that will provide the mechanical interface, necessary power and data downlink to support the mission.

Numerous system parameter trade-off analysis and science simulations were performed to optimize performance while mitigating risks and associated costs. The resultant baseline configuration is summarized in Figure 1 with the corresponding science simulation presented in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Pulse Energy (mJ)</th>
<th>Repetition Rate</th>
<th>Linewidth</th>
<th>Divergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>308/320</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10 Hz (double pulse)</td>
<td>&lt;50 pm</td>
<td>150 μrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>2.5 m² (Deployable)</td>
<td>200 μrad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit</td>
<td>300 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>350 kg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>two-weeks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Hitchhiker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launch Vehicle</td>
<td>Space Shuttle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 ORACLE-1 design parameters

The dual UV laser transmitter, shown in block diagram form in Figure 3, is currently under development at NASA Langley Research Center. The laser systems utilizes a frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser and tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO) with a titanium-doped sapphire laser amplifier and a BBO sum frequency mixer to obtain the desired frequencies, linewidth, and efficiency. Initial demonstrations, planned for the latter part of 1998, will be in the 100 mJ energy range but with designs to show scalability to 500 mJ of UV output energy (Barnes, 1998). To mitigate risks, several alternative laser designs are also being investigated.

The dual UV laser transmitter, shown in block diagram form in Figure 3, is currently under development at NASA Langley Research Center. The laser systems utilizes a frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser and tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO) with a titanium-doped sapphire laser amplifier and a BBO sum frequency mixer to obtain the desired frequencies, linewidth, and efficiency. Initial demonstrations, planned for the latter part of 1998, will be in the 100 mJ energy range but with designs to show scalability to 500 mJ of UV output energy (Barnes, 1998). To mitigate risks, several alternative laser designs are also being investigated.

ORACLE-1 utilizes a lightweight precision deployable telescope. The telescope has a fixed 0.9 m diameter center mirror and six 0.52 m x 0.6 m panels mounted to a one degree of freedom precision deployment mechanism. In the stowed configuration, the telescope has a clear aperture to the fixed center mirror thus providing a graceful degradation in the advent of a deployment failure. Total telescope area is 2.5 m². Figure 4 shows the current telescope design. The telescope design is leveraging a current NASA Langley Research Center deployable lidar telescope development. NASA is planning the design, fabrication, and testing of a 2.1 m diameter deployable lidar telescope test article for ground microdynamic testing. The test article will incorporate recent advancements in precision deployment mechanisms, low-areal-density and low coefficient of thermal expansion composite reflector panels and structures. Plans are for the test article to be completed and the microdynamic testing to begin during 1998 (Lake et al., 1998).

Figure 3. Schematic of UV laser system

Figure 4. Current telescope design

Figure 2. ORACLE-1 Atmospheric Simulation
4 Summary

New technological advances have made possible new active remote sensing capability from space. Utilizing these technologies ORACLE will provide high spatial resolution measurements of ozone, clouds and aerosols in the stratosphere and lower troposphere. Simultaneous measurements of ozone, clouds and aerosols will assist in the understanding of global change, atmospheric chemistry and meteorology.
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Abstract

The National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) has started a new project on a satellite-borne Mie lidar for measuring clouds and aerosols on a global scale. Its launch is scheduled in early 2000's. The main purposes of the project are to demonstrate technical feasibilities of some of the critical components for a lidar system, to gather technical information on a lidar system for space use, and to prove availability of scientific data from one-year observations. These technical information will be the basis for developing full-scale lidar systems for earth observing satellites in the future.

This paper introduces the present status and plans of the project, including its hardware concepts, technical issues to be solved, data processing algorithms development, data acquisition plan, and possible sciences, which have been discussed both by NASDA and by the researchers group supporting the MDS-lidar project.

1. Introduction

One of the main difficulties in accurately predicting future global warming is the lack of scientific knowledge on the distribution of clouds and their interaction with climate. Low-altitude clouds scatter solar radiation (umbrella effect) and lower the temperature in the lower atmosphere. On the other hand, cirrus and other high-altitude thin clouds not only have an umbrella effect, but also absorb long-wave radiation from the ground surface and the lower atmosphere, thus producing a greenhouse effect as well. The actual effect of clouds depends on the size of cloud droplets, height frequency of cloud appearance, optical depth, and so on, which, unfortunately, are not yet well understood.

The biggest reason for that is the difficulty of observations, especially on a global scale. Global observations can be possible only by using satellites. Even satellite observations using conventional passive image sensors, however, provide insufficient information on high-altitude thin clouds, discrimination of multi-layered clouds and height distribution of clouds.

Model intercomparison studies on future climate prediction have shown that models with different treatment of clouds produce large discrepancies and uncertainties in the predicted temperature rise. To solve this problem, it is important to correctly understand the actual situation of cloud appearance and clarify the relationship between cloud distribution and radiative balance. Multi-layered structures of cloud distribution and distribution of high-altitude (cirrus) clouds must especially be investigated. Interaction between aerosols and clouds is another important factor to understand the formation process and optical properties of clouds. Thus the aerosol distribution must be investigated on a global scale, paying particular attention to its interaction with clouds.

For these purposes, space-borne lidars have been advocated as an effective measurement tool and are now considered to be quite close to realization because of recent technical advancements. In 1994, a research group at the NASA Langley Research Center successfully conducted an experiment (LITE) of lidar measurements from the Space Shuttle, which demonstrated vividly the effectiveness of space-borne lidars.

NASDA has recently started a project on an experimental satellite-borne lidar as a preparatory stage for future full scale satellite-borne lidars. This project has two-fold objectives: demonstration of technical feasibility...
for the key components and the lidar system in space, and of scientific applications of observation data. The lidar system which NASDA is developing is called as ELISE (Experimental Lidar In Space Equipment) and will be installed on board a Mission Demonstration Satellite (MDS-2) and be launched early 2000's. The ELISE is tentatively planned to put into the orbit of 550 km altitude with 30 degrees inclination angle.

2. Specification of the ELISE

Table 1 shows the tentative specification and theoretically expected performance of the ELISE system. The laser is an LD -pumped Nd:YLF laser with its wavelengths of 1053 and 527 nm. The diameter of receiving telescope is 1 m.

Table 1. ELISE basic specification & performance(tentative)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Specification (tentative)</th>
<th>Performance(Design)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit/height</td>
<td>Circular/about 550 km</td>
<td>5505 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination angle</td>
<td>About about 30 deg.</td>
<td>30 deg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>About about 95.7 min.</td>
<td>95.645 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.983 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser</td>
<td>LD pumped Nd:YLF laser</td>
<td>LD pumped Nd:YLF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1053.2 nm, 526.6 nm</td>
<td>1053.2 nm, 526.6 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>Photon Counting (PC), Analog (AN)</td>
<td>PC, AN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical res.</td>
<td>nom.100 m</td>
<td>nom.100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal res.</td>
<td>1.5 km (AN,1053 nm)</td>
<td>0.4 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Integration 5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meas. range</td>
<td>150 km (PC,1053&amp;527 nm)</td>
<td>1.45 km (Integration 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 35 km</td>
<td>1.45 km (Integration 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1053.2 nm, 526.6 nm</td>
<td>1053.2 nm, 526.6 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Energy</td>
<td>90 mJ (TBD), 4.4 mJ (TBD)</td>
<td>nom. 8.4 mJ, 10 mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width</td>
<td>4010 ns</td>
<td>max 67 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Rep. Rat</td>
<td>100 pps</td>
<td>nom. 100 pps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam divergence</td>
<td>0.17 mrad</td>
<td>nom. 0.17 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam quality</td>
<td>Low order Gauss</td>
<td>Low order Gauss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability (Short range)</td>
<td>3% / min</td>
<td>&lt;3% / min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff. Diameter</td>
<td>1,000 mm</td>
<td>nom. 1,000 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFOV</td>
<td>0.21 mrad</td>
<td>nom. 0.22 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter band width</td>
<td>0.3 nm (AN), 10 nm (PC)</td>
<td>max 0.3 nm (AN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td></td>
<td>max 4 nm (PC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum efficiency</td>
<td>36 % (AN)</td>
<td>60 % (PC, 527 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Theoretical performance (S/N: signal to noise ratio) was calculated assuming an atmospheric model with a cirrus cloud layer (9 - 11 km) and a background aerosol layer. A ground surface and a low-level cloud are assumed as a lower boundary which gives background signals. The actual S/N should depend not only on the instrument performance but also on the real atmospheric (cloud) and background conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection probability</th>
<th>Det. probability</th>
<th>Dynamic range</th>
<th>Data bits length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5 % (PC, 1053 nm)</td>
<td>39 % (PC, 527 nm)</td>
<td>AN: &gt; 25 dB, PC: &gt; 1 Mcps</td>
<td>12 bits / Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 % (PC, 1053 nm)</td>
<td>34 % (PC, 527 nm)</td>
<td>min. 25 dB (AN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mass                  | <250 kg          | 250 kg         |
| Volume                | -                | 1,600 x 1,430 x 2,600 mm |
| Power required        | <250 W           | 295 W          |

Table 2. Expected performance (nominal S/N ratio)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Day/Night</th>
<th>Lower boundary</th>
<th>S/N (Integration)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) AN</td>
<td>1053 nm</td>
<td>Cirrus (β = 3.0 E-5 m⁻¹ at its peak, h = 9 - 11 km)</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Low Cloud</td>
<td>14.2 (Int.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Ground Surface</td>
<td>22.5 (Int.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Low Cloud</td>
<td>32.0 (Int.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) PC</td>
<td>527 nm</td>
<td>Air molecules at 35 km</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Low Cloud</td>
<td>4.1 (Int.2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Ground Surface</td>
<td>19.0 (Int.2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) PC</td>
<td>1053 nm</td>
<td>Air molecules at 35 km</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Low Cloud</td>
<td>17.4 (Int.1.6E6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Day: daytime measurements, Night: nighttime measurements
nom.: nominal condition value, Int: integration number of pulses

The followings are considered as important issues that need further investigations from engineering points of view:

a) thermal design of the laser oscillator which enables locally-generated heat to escape effectively, and thermal design of the satellite system
b) mirror design with little distortion under space conditions, manufacturing technology for ultra-lightweight mirrors, and technology for the polishing and testing of mirrors
c) enlargement of the dynamic range of the photon counting system, and a module design for mounting

NASDA is developing a bread-board model of some of the key components such as a laser, a photon counting system and so on. The ELISE TFM (Test and Flight Model) will be manufactured to be ready for installation on board a satellite in early 2000’s.

3. Scientific application plan
As the LITE experiments have shown, lidar measurements from space provide a lot of valuable information on atmospheric phenomena through clouds/aerosol three-dimensional distribution data. Major scientific objectives of ELISE experiments are to obtain detailed information on high altitude thin clouds (cirrus), multi-layered clouds structures, and aerosol distributions over the globe. Since the MDS-lidar satellite will be a single mission satellite, information on cloud optical characteristics will be derived from combination of data obtained with other satellites and ground-based measurements. These analyses will be made in parallel with validation experiments and analyses. Validation experiments will be conducted by employing mainly ground-based lidars and airborne lidars.

The following fields of studies would be very interesting and productive:
- identification and climatological (statistical) analysis of the vertical distribution and multi-layer structure of clouds
- climatological (statistical) analysis of upper clouds and cirrus clouds
- identification of clouds and the radiation balance by conducting simultaneous ground-based observations
- research on the formation process of cirrus clouds, such as validation of a formation process model, by understanding the structure of cirrus clouds
- wide-area three-dimensional distribution of tropospheric aerosols
- wide-area distribution of stratospheric aerosols and the atmospheric circulation

Requirements to data acquisition and processing are under study by the researchers group. The basic idea regarding on-board data acquisition is shown in Table 3, which was prepared by NASDA. Full utilization of a recording device will be requisite since opportunities of downlink to a ground station are quite limited. Therefore it is quite important to establish a strategic data acquisition plan to compromise requests to get a climatological data set with global coverage and to get detailed information on cloud/aerosol spatial distribution.

Table 3. Data acquisition plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Integration</th>
<th>Data rate</th>
<th>Observation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory capacity of data recorder</strong></td>
<td>1 Gbits assumed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total data acquired per day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit rates of down link</td>
<td>1 Mbps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible time per day</td>
<td>about 18 min. (=6 min x 3 times)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total data</td>
<td>about 1 Gbits (=1 Mbps x 18 min x 60 sec)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Integration</th>
<th>Data rate</th>
<th>Observation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obs. Mode I</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>134.24 kbps</td>
<td>124 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AN 1 ch.)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33.56 kbps</td>
<td>497 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obs. Mode II</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63.56 kbps</td>
<td>267 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PC 2 ch.)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.36 kbps</td>
<td>2622 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obs. Mode III</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>194.24 kbps</td>
<td>86 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AN 1 ch.+PC 2 ch.)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>140.24 kbps</td>
<td>119 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>93.56 kbps</td>
<td>178 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39.56 kbps</td>
<td>420 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment Mode</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33.56 kbps</td>
<td>497 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

952
Vertical resolution: 100 m
Horizontal resolution dependent on integration times: 1.45 km for integration of 20 pulses
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1. INTRODUCTION

A great deal is now known about the effects of clouds on the radiative fluxes at the top of the atmosphere, in large part due to the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) (Ramanathan et al., 1989). The effect of clouds on fluxes at the surface and within the atmosphere, however, are much less certain even though it is now widely recognized that cloud-induced perturbations to the vertical profile of radiative heating can affect the large scale circulation of the atmosphere in significant ways (Randall et al., 1989; Slingo and Slingo, 1988).

A large part of the uncertainties in the nature of these cloud radiative feedbacks result from current difficulties in observing the vertical distribution and degree of overlap of multilayered cloud systems (Charlock et al., 1994). More realistic assessments of cloud distribution in the vertical, and particularly the occurrence of cloud layering, are critical to the accurate calculation of radiative heating in the atmosphere. Results to date of attempts to derive climatologies of cloud layer amounts are uncertain due to the lack of unambiguous means of verification (Tian and Curry, 1989). Improved assessments of cloud distribution are also needed to better interpret data from instruments such as MODIS and CERES.

The Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE) was flown on Space Shuttle mission STS-64 in September 1994 (Winker et al., 1996). The instrument is built around a 1-meter diameter telescope and a Nd:YAG laser producing 1.3 J per pulse, which is then doubled and tripled. The laser was operated at 10 Hz, providing an along-track resolution of 740 meters. The lidar return was sampled with a range resolution of 15 meters, from the surface to an altitude of 40 km. Observations of clouds and aerosols were acquired between 57N and 57S on 10 days of the mission. The high vertical resolution, high sensitivity, the ability to observe multilayer clouds, and near-global coverage, results in a unique dataset for the study of the statistics of cloud distribution.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Figure 1 is a cross-section of LITE raw return signal showing a pair of anvil clouds in the ITCZ west of Central America. A variety of low and midlevel clouds are seen beneath the anvils. At the right side of the plot is a stratus deck with an overlying layer of cirrus. The gradual lightening of the shading from top to bottom is a result of the increasing strength of the molecular return signal. Although the lidar signal is completely attenuated in deep convective and boundary layer clouds, evidenced by the disappearance of the surface return signal, the ability to penetrate thick cirrus layers and multiple layers of cloud is apparent.

All current methods of observing vertical cloud distribution are subject to biases of one sort or another. The distribution measured by ground-based lidar is biased toward low cloud, as dense low clouds completely attenuate the lidar pulse and higher clouds are missed. Space-based lidar, in contrast, is subject to a high bias, where dense high clouds can obscure detection of lower cloud layers. High clouds are generally less optically dense than low clouds. Further, the narrow forward diffraction peak of the ice crystals in cirrus (Platt, 1981), combined with the large footprint of the LITE receiver, result in an additional enhancement to the penetration of upper level cloud layers (Winker, 1996). Therefore, LITE is able to observe a greater fraction of the cloud layers present in the atmosphere than would a comparable ground-based lidar.

As an illustration of this cloud penetrating capability, Figure 2 shows a retrieval of optical depth from a portion of the data displayed in Figure 1. The cloud optical depth is derived from a measurement of cloud transmittance, which is obtained by normalizing the lidar signal in regions of clear air above and below the cloud. The attenuation of the layer is then derived from the difference signal (Young, 1995). A correction for the forward scattering effect must be estimated, or the optical depths retrieved in this way will be biased low. A simple argument based on physical optics, which is supported by preliminary modeling results,
Fig. 1 LITE observations of the eastern Pacific ITCZ on 14 September 1994. Raw backscatter signal (in digitizer counts) from 532 nm channel. Data is uncorrected for attenuation.

says that half the scattered light is diffracted and remains within the receiving field of view, reducing the apparent cloud extinction to half the true value. It was found, using 532 nm data with no pulse averaging, that the one-way transmittance could be measured accurately down to values of about 0.1, corresponding to an optical depth of 5. Pulse averaging would provide improved sensitivity.

Fig. 2. Retrieval of optical depth of the deep cloud layer located between roughly 10 km and 15 km altitude in Figure 1.

Figure 3 presents statistics which show the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the height of highest cloud top and for penetration of the lidar signal into the atmosphere. The statistics are based on observations along about 500,000 km of ground track. The CDF for cloud top height shows clouds were encountered by 70% of the pulses. The dashed line indicates the cumulative probability for the penetration of the lidar pulse down to a given altitude above mean sea level. The lidar return reached the surface 60% of the time and reached to within 2 km of the surface 80% of the time.

Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution of LITE cloud top height and penetration altitude.

3. VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

For LITE data acquired at night, noise levels in even the unaveraged data are very low and a simple threshold test can be used to discriminate cloud. Therefore, to provide a preliminary estimate of the vertical distribution of cloud, all the LITE nighttime high gain data was thresholded. The altitude of the highest cloud top detected in each profile was tabulated, based on the criterion of the signal exceeding the selected threshold. Since the reflection of the pulse from the Earth's surface also produced a signal which exceeded the threshold, a multi-part test was applied to low altitude "clouds" to discriminate between boundary layer clouds and the surface.

This simple threshold test misses very tenuous cirrus which does not produce a lidar return signal which saturates the digitizer. Very few of these non-saturating cirrus layers were seen in mid-latitudes, but
the rather extensive "invisible" cirrus layers which were observed by LITE near the tropical tropopause are not detected by this simple algorithm. The statistics presented here have not been corrected for this behavior. Winker and Trepte (1998) estimate the global cloud fraction of this "invisible" cirrus as about 7%.

Results on cloud height for the northern hemisphere are shown in Figure 4. The dashed lines show the vertical distribution of cloud top when only the highest cloud layer found in each profile is considered. The solid lines represent the distribution when the top height of each observed cloud layer is included. Comparison of the two shows that a significant number of multilayer clouds were detected. Multiple cloud layers were found in roughly half the cloudy profiles.

A distinct bimodal distribution is seen in the tropics and between 40N and 60N, with the upper mode located just below the tropopause. The absence of a distinct upper mode between 40N and 20N is probably due to the large variation in tropopause height within that latitude band and the subsequent averaging of tropopause cirrus over a broad range of altitudes. A few stratiform clouds were seen in the tropics with tops over 18 km. These are probably formed by the collapse of convective turrets which overshoot the tropopause (Fujita, 1982). A bimodal distribution was also found to be a persistent feature in a long-term lidar study of cloud heights conducted at a mid-latitude groundbased site (Winker and Vaughan, 1994).

An interesting feature seen in Figure 4 is the prominent appearance of a third mode near 5 km in the tropics. This mode is suggested in the center panel, but is much less prominent. In the tropics, the mode becomes much more prominent when multilayer observations are considered, implying that mid-level clouds are more likely to occur in conjunction with higher cloud layers than by themselves. Stable layers near the freezing level (5 km), which have been reported to be prevalent in both the tropical western Pacific (Johnson et al., 1996) and in the tropical eastern Pacific (Haraguchi, 1968), may provide a mechanism for producing enhanced cloudiness at this level. Mapes and Zuidema (1996) have shown that such stable layers can promote enhanced detrainment of moisture from penetrating convective clouds. Further study of the LITE data will illustrate the morphology of these clouds and their relation to convective clouds.

4. OVERLAP STATISTICS

The derivation of multilayer cloud overlap statistics is important for the parameterization of sub-grid cloud distribution in general circulation models. Three assumptions which are often used are the assumptions of maximum overlap, random overlap, and minimum overlap (Tian and Curry, 1989). Table 1 compares

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>region</th>
<th>observed</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>RAN</th>
<th>MIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60N-40N</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20N-20S</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20N-20S/90E-180E</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of observed cloud fraction with cloud fraction computed from observed layer fractions.
cloud fraction observed by LITE with the cloud fraction computed from the observed cloud layer fractions using these three different assumptions. The observed cloud fraction compares most closely with the cloud fraction computed using the assumption of random overlap. The random overlap assumption seems to systematically overestimate the true cloud fraction, however.

5. CONCLUSION

The LITE mission has demonstrated the utility of spaceborne lidar in observing multilayer clouds and has provided a dataset showing the distribution of tropospheric clouds and aerosols. These unambiguous observations of the vertical distribution of cloud will allow improved verification of current cloud climatologies and GCM cloud parameterizations. Although there is now great interest in cloud profiling radar, operating in the mm-wave region, for the spacebased observation of cloud heights (WCRP, 1994), the results of the LITE mission have shown that satellite lidars can also make significant contributions in this area.
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1 Introduction

The Lidar In-Space Technology Experiment (LITE) was launched on the Space Shuttle Discovery on September 9, 1994 (McCormick, 1996). For ten days, LITE probed the Earth's atmosphere revealing aerosol structures that had only been previously investigated in relatively localised missions. A significant body of measurements was made of stratospheric and tropospheric aerosols (Kent et al., 1996; Hoff and Osborn, 1996), from desert dust (Powell et al., 1996), biomass burning (Grant et al., 1996) and anthropogenic emissions (Strawbridge and Hoff, 1996). As a test data set to intercompare with global aerosol transport models, the LITE dataset is unique in that it provides global coverage of aerosol backscatter data which can be compared with a relatively short operational run of a global model. In this paper, we will discuss the first attempts of which we are aware to compare the LITE results with global transport models.

2 The Northern Aerosol Regional Climate Model (NARCM)

Since 1995, the Climate Institute of Canada has funded research in the Canadian universities through the Canadian Climate Research Network. One of the eleven currently sponsored projects is the development of the Northern Aerosol Regional Climate Model (NARCM, Gong et al., 1997ab). The NARCM consortium involves the Atmospheric Environment Service of Environment Canada and the University of Quebec at Montreal as project leads, but has participation from 10 other universities in Canada. In addition, NARCM has participation in its guidance from a number in international groups in the U.S., France, Norway, and Germany. NARCM information can be found at the URL: http://airquality.tor.ec.gc.ca/narcm/.

NARCM is the Canadian Regional Climate Model incorporating a size-segregated aerosol algorithm. As such, it uses the same physics as the Canadian General Circulation Model (GCM) and has been driven by the GCM fields. However, in this study NARCM is driven by real data from NMC objective analysis (i.e. in a forecast mode instead of a climate simulation mode).

The main purpose for NARCM is to include sulphate, black carbon, organics, soil, and sea salt aerosols in a hemispheric circulation model in a dynamic fashion. NARCM is unique that it handles the aerosols within 12-discrete particle size intervals. Processes of coagulation, nucleation, and condensation are processed in time steps of 20 minutes. The NARCM radiation code is being used by UQAM to derive optical depths, extinction and lidar backscatter within a domain which covers North America, the lower Arctic, North Africa and Europe during the LITE period (Figure 1). Model runs have been completed using simplified chemistry and aerosol production mechanisms and it is hoped that the LITE data set will allow assessment of both the accuracy of NARCM and to point out where aerosol species are seen by LITE but have been missed by the model.

Figure 1: The approximate NARCM-LITE domain.

Not all species are currently implemented in NARCM. At this point, sulphate and sea salt have been simulated. The soil dust module will be incorporated
this year and comparison with LITE observations of Saharan dust are being examined (Guelie et al., 1997). The black carbon and organic components have not been implemented at the time of preparation of this paper and will not be included here. Because of these factors, comparison of LITE signatures which are primarily sulphate and oceanic in origin appear to be the most fruitful.

3 The LITE Profiles Used

We have previously discussed urban and regional anthropogenic signatures using the LITE data (Strawbridge and Hoff, 1996; Hoff and Strawbridge, 1997; Hoff and Osborne, 1996). Clear air sections of the LITE dataset corresponding to the NARCM domain in Figure 1 have been examined, where (1) no overlying cloud was in the image, (2) the segment retrieved is at least of 15 seconds duration (> 100 km scale) and (3) LITE high-rate nighttime data was available. These segments are shown in Figure 2.

There are several interesting orbits for examination of the aerosol structure in the NARCM domain. In the 1996 ILRC presentation, we showed a combination of three orbits (115, 116, and 117) where a plume of aerosol was seen to leave the east coast of the United States and head towards Europe. In that work we showed results from an AES trajectory model (Figure 3) predicting of the position of the emissions at 1000, 925, and 850 mb for releases up to five days before the overpasses on September 17, 1994, at 0200-0600 UT. The predicted coincidences of the plume position from the trajectory model show that the US plume headed initially in a southeasterly direction and then turned to roughly follow the Gulf Stream towards Europe.

At the time of writing this abstract, the NARCM is being converted from CCC GCMII physics to CCC GCMIII physics. Doing so will give better handling of cloud physics and dynamics. For this reason, we will not present the direct lidar backscatter vs NARCM derived backscatter intercomparison here, but these results will be presented at the meeting. Instead, we show that the previous version of NARCM (with the widely reported GCMII physics, see McFarlane et al., 1992) does in fact properly represent some major salient features of the LITE dataset. In Figure 4, we show the LITE range-scaled data for orbit 116 over the Atlantic (middle orbit of the three shown in Figure 2 versus the NARCM derived cloud field and the NARCM derived sulphate concentration field along this orbit. While the registration of the images is not exact, the ability of NARCM to represent the general structure and position of the cloud systems in the orbit is promising. Of note it the ability of NARCM to represent the frontal shape of the northerly system and get the southern system positioned well. This points out that the limitations we placed on the selection of orbit segments, shown in Figure 2 above was unfortunate. The ability to use LITE cloud height data to test the cloud transport in NARCM is also an important feature. These other portions of the LITE retrievals from clouds will be utilized in the future.

The aerosol feature of interest to our NARCM intercomparison is the low lying aerosol in the middle of the top panel in Figure 4. NARCM also sees sulphate aerosol (bottom panel) at this position (just to the north of right hand (southerly) cloud system. However, NARCM also reveals that significant sulphate should exist underneath the northerly system. LITE could not observe this feature through the cloud.
system. Whether this sulphate is due to advection from North America or in-cloud production of sulphate on route remains to be analysed with the new GCM physics. However, it should be noted that a similar sulphate maximum has been seen in the model data to go northward along the US east coast towards Canada at the 1000 mb level. This region was between orbits 117 and 116 and was not seen by LITE on orbit 116 due to the cloud system off Canada.

We have obtained sulphate concentration data from surface measurements in the eastern part of North America for the day of the overpass (September 17, 1994). Figure 5 shows the contours of sulphate concentration. There is a clear maximum in sulphate concentration in the region of the Chesapeake bay which agrees remarkably well with the position of the Orbit 117 overpass and the large scale plume leaving the US at this location. In addition, however, we see an abnormally high concentration of sulphate over Nova Scotia, Canada, and this agrees quite well with the NARCM prediction of a northerly second plume from North America during this period.

4 Conclusions

The ability to use the LITE dataset for intercomparison with regional and global scale models will be an extremely important product of the LITE experiment. It will provide us with the ability to test the physics and chemistry in these large scale models and give us insight into the use of spaceborne lidar data for future missions. Our group (JPB/LS) is currently analysing spaceborne lidar data through OSSE analyses for ESA in the Canadian Climate Centre second-generation general circulation model and its equilibrium climate, J. Climate, 5, 1013, 1044.
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Figure 4: Intercomparison of LITE range corrected data (top panel), NARCM clouds (middle panel) and NARCM sulphate (bottom panel). The North American plume is roughly centred in the top panel in the clear air regions between the two cloud systems.
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1 Introduction

The Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE) was developed by NASA Langley Research Center to demonstrate and explore the capabilities of space lidar (Winker et al., 1996). LITE was flown on Space Shuttle Discovery between September 9 and September 20, 1994, as part of the STS-64 mission. Alongside the aims of demonstrating and testing the system, LITE had a number of scientific goals (McCormick et al., 1993). The LITE instrument was designed with the capability to measure tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols, clouds, height of the planetary boundary layer, temperature and density between 25 km and 40 km, and surface returns over both land and water. Not all science targets could be measured at the same time due to the large dynamic range of the return signal between the Earth's surface and the stratosphere. The LITE instrument was commandable and was operated in a variety of configurations to maximize scientific information.

Validation of the LITE data was performed by several research groups around the world using both ground-based and airborne lidars (e.g. Strawbridge and Hoff, 1996) and LITE data have also been compared with SAGE II extinction profiles (Osborn et al., 1998).

This work reports on comparisons of LITE profiles of backscatter from stratospheric and boundary-layer aerosols and clouds, made over south-eastern Australia, with ground-based lidar profiles made from Aspendale (38.5°S, 145.1°E). The ground track of LITE passed 125 km to the south-west of the lidar site just before 1821 UTC on September 14th, 1994, during orbit 78 of the experiment. During this period, the ground-based lidar observations of the stratosphere were interrupted by the intervention of thin clouds at the top of the boundary layer, and these were also detected by LITE.

Three occultation events of the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II (Maudlin et al., 1985, Osborn et al., 1989) occurred within 1500 km distance and within 1.5° of latitude of Aspendale in the days preceding the LITE overpass. Under the assumption that the aerosol distribution in the stratosphere did not change significantly over this period, a comparison of the SAGE II extinction with the lidar backscatter profiles provides information on the variation of the aerosol extinction-to-backscatter ratio with height.

2 Experimental Details

2.1 LITE

The LITE instrument is a three wavelength (1064, 532, and 355 nm) lidar with a Nd:YAG laser and a 1 m diameter receiving telescope with a Ritchey-Crétien design. A full description of the instrument can be found in Winker et al. (1996). At the 10 Hz repetition rate of the laser and the approximate 260 km altitude of the space shuttle, the lidar footprints are about 300 m in diameter at the Earth's surface and spaced 740 m apart along the ground track. The returned signal is digitized with a 10 MHz sample frequency giving a vertical resolution of 15 m.

The LITE data taken at night with a high gain instrument configuration provide the best sensitivity for studying stratospheric aerosols. Only the 532 nm and 355 nm data are suitable for stratospheric studies because of their much higher signal-to-noise ratio. LITE obtained nighttime, high gain measurements.
near Aspendale during orbits 78 and 125. During the orbit 78 overpass, the LITE instrument was optimized for stratospheric measurements until 38.1°S. South of 38.1°S the instrument gain was reduced by 10 dB to optimize for measurements of tropospheric aerosol and the planetary boundary layer, but stratospheric aerosol retrievals were still possible.

2.2 CSIRO Lidar

The lidar operated by the CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research uses a QuantRay GCR-11/3 Nd:YAG laser with frequency doubling and tripling. During the LITE validation experiment only the second harmonic wavelength (532 nm) was used with typical pulse energies of 150 mJ being produced at a 10 Hz firing rate.

The backscattered atmospheric signal is collected with a 35 cm diameter telescope before detection with an EMI 9816 PMT, whose sensitivity is varied depending on the altitude interval of the signal being detected. This PMT has a focusing electrode that is pulsed to reduce its sensitivity and thereby prevent saturation by short-range signals when the weak signals from high altitude are being measured.

The detected and amplified signal is electronically low-pass filtered to prevent aliasing, before it is digitized using a dual-channel 8-bit digital storage oscilloscope. The same signal is routed to both input channels but different sensitivities are used to increase the dynamic range of the digitized signal.

Because the backscattered atmospheric signal varies over six orders of magnitude between the boundary layer and the maximum altitude (37 km), recording is done in several overlapping altitude intervals. The PMT sensitivity and blanking range, the amplifier gain, and receiver field of view are all adjusted to record the signal optimally in a given altitude interval. In addition, the weakest signals are recorded in 256-shot bursts and averaged in the digitizer to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. During analysis, a composite profile is produced by fitting each profile to the next one of higher sensitivity by a linear regression of those points from each profile that are in the common altitude interval, and are digitized adequately, and are not in a region of signal nonlinearity.

For the LITE validation experiment on September 14th, 1994 described here, 23 256-shot bursts were averaged to produce the signal covering the range 6 km to 36.7 km at 60 m resolution during the period 1755 UTC (0355 local time) to 1829 UTC. Low stratus cloud then blocked observations of the stratosphere until 1929 UTC. Then observations were extended to the troposphere: 49 shots were averaged to cover the range 1750 m to 10000 m, 22 shots to cover the range 1500 m to 8000 m and only 2 shots were recorded to cover the range 250 m to 3000 m before cloud again intervened until dawn and prevented further observations. Although the intervention of clouds meant that considerably fewer shots were averaged than would normally be used to produce a composite profile covering this altitude range, an acceptable result was achieved at most heights. The smaller number of shots used reduced the maximum useful altitude to about 31 km and may have led to poor merging of the signal from the lowest altitude range to the rest of the profile, although this was not apparent during the analysis.

3 Analysis Methods

3.1 LITE

The lidar scattering ratio, defined as the ratio of total (aerosol plus Rayleigh) backscattering coefficient to Rayleigh backscattering coefficient, is the primary parameter derived in the analysis of the LITE stratospheric data. The Rayleigh backscattering coefficient is estimated from temperature and pressure profiles interpolated to the LITE locations using National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) gridded analyses. Lidar profiles consisting of 300 laser shots are averaged to a vertical resolution of 150 m and normalized to the molecular atmosphere either above or below the main stratospheric aerosol layer. All profiles are adjusted iteratively for transmission losses due to aerosol extinction, using extinction-to-backscatter values in the stratosphere of 45 sr and 30 sr at 532 nm and 355 nm, respectively. Transmission losses due to Rayleigh scattering and ozone absorption are also included. The overall uncertainty in the scattering ratio is due to signal error, density error, normalization error, and error in estimation of two-way transmission. Details on the analysis of LITE stratospheric aerosol data can be found in Osborne et al. (1998).

3.2 CSIRO Lidar

The analysis of the data from the ground-based lidar produces profiles of aerosol backscatter coefficient and scattering ratio using a linear-iterative technique similar to that described by Gambling and Bartusek (1972). This technique is used for the analysis of stratospheric data because it allows the easy incorporation of a seasonally-adjusted ozone attenuation profile for Aspendale (Pittock, 1968) and an extinction-
to-backscatter ratio that varies with height. For this experiment the same values of this ratio were used as in the analysis of the LITE data. A value of 17 sr was used from the surface to 5 km, 30 sr up to the tropopause at 10.3 km, and 45 sr in the stratosphere. The extinction-to-backscatter ratio was used to correct for aerosol extinction in the analysis. Molecular backscatter and extinction were calculated using the same NCEP gridded profile as that used for the LITE analysis. The signal was calibrated (see Young, 1995) by a linear regression of the measured signal to a modelled molecular signal in some altitude interval where aerosol backscatter was assumed to be insignificant compared with the molecular backscatter. In the present analysis, this interval was from 28 km to 31 km, a little lower than usual because of the reduced number of shots used and the consequent reduction in signal-to-noise ratio at greater altitudes.

Uncertainties calculated on the scattering ratio at any height include the standard deviations in the averaged profile at that height and at the calibration height, and estimated uncertainties in the molecular profile. As the aerosol attenuation correction in the stratosphere is only about 5%, the contributions of uncertainties in this factor were not included in the overall uncertainty.

4 Results

Profiles of the scattering ratio ($\mathcal{R}$) calculated from the CSIRO lidar and from the LITE high-gain data are presented in Figure 1. The LITE profile was measured at 1820 UTC, just before the instrument sensitivity was reduced to optimize the boundary-layer signal. The mean location was 37.3°S, 142.5°E, a point 230 km north-west of Aspendale. The uncertainties on each profile are plotted as lines above and below the scattering ratio profile. Agreement of the profiles is within the uncertainties over most of the height range covered. The profiles differ by more than the standard deviations in the region from 9 km to 13 km where the ground-based scattering ratio is larger. The agreement in this region is closer between the ground-based profile and a LITE profile measured about 30 seconds (140 km) later, but this is not plotted as the uncertainties are slightly larger because of the reduced sensitivity of the instrument in this region. The scattering ratio measured in the boundary layer by the ground-based lidar is significantly less than the LITE value. This may represent a spatial variation in the aerosol, as LITE measured considerably higher values in the later profile. Or it may be the result of a poor fit of the profile below about 3 km to the rest of the Aspendale profile for the reasons discussed above. However, an error of 45% seems unlikely.

Lidar profiles of aerosol backscatter are compared with a profile of aerosol extinction measured by SAGE II in Figure 2. The lidar data have been smoothed and subsampled to give the same 1 km resolution as the SAGE II profile. The SAGE II profile is the weighted mean profile of the 525 nm extinction measured during occultation events 265, 308 and 310 that occurred near Aspendale in the days before the LITE overpass on orbit 78. On the assumption that the aerosol loading in the stratosphere did not change significantly over those three days, an estimate of the aerosol extinction-to-backscatter ratio in the stratosphere can be made. As the stratospheric profile measured by LITE on orbit 125, 3 days after orbit 78 and in a similar location to the more easterly of the SAGE II profiles, was very similar to that measured on orbit 78, the assumption seems quite reasonable. For plotting convenience the reciprocal of the aerosol extinction-to-backscatter ratio is shown in Figure 2. An average value of approximately 0.025 sr$^{-1}$ corresponding to an extinction-to-backscatter ratio of 40 sr is shown for the stratosphere. This is reasonably close to the value used in the analysis of the lidar data. This calculation is only valid above about 13 km, the approximate tropopause height for the SAGE II data.

Range-corrected LITE and ground-based lidar signals from the boundary layer are compared in greater detail in Figure 3. The location of the LITE profile was 125 km south-west of Aspendale, the point of closest approach. The ground-based lidar settings were optimized to allow the measurement of the strong cloud signal shown in profile 1830, an average of 40 shots measured around 1830 UTC. For this reason, the signal above about 3 km is affected by the
Figure 2: Profiles of Aerosol Backscatter measured by LITE (○) and the CSIRO lidar (fine line) in km⁻¹sr⁻¹, compared with SAGE II Extinction (heavy line) in km⁻¹. The dotted curve is the backscatter-to-extinction ratio in sr⁻¹.

Figure 3: Profiles of range-corrected power measured by LITE and the CSIRO lidar showing boundary layer aerosols (LITE and curve 1923) and clouds (curve 1830). Above 3 km CSIRO data lack amplitude resolution.

lack of amplitude resolution in the digitization process. This is more obvious in profile 1923 (1923 UTC), which is an average of only two shots under cloud-free conditions. The figure illustrates the strong scattering by the nighttime boundary-layer aerosols and also the thinness of the stratiform cloud.

5 Summary

Measurements of stratospheric and boundary-layer aerosols made by LITE and the CSIRO lidar at Aspendale have been compared and are generally in agreement, although some spatial variation in aerosol scattering was detected. A comparison of lidar profiles of aerosol backscatter with SAGE II extinction profiles has shown that the aerosol extinction-to-backscatter ratio in the stratosphere at the time of the experiment was approximately 40 sr⁻¹.
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Abstract. A new formula for correction of spaceborne lidar signal for multiple scattering from cirrus clouds is elaborated. The correction model is relied upon the light radiative propagation through large ice crystals with various shapes. Forward peaked phase function of ice crystals leads to narrow angle multiple scattering regime with single backscattering. The analytical solution for the signal with regard to multiple scattering from stratified cirrus show a good agreement with Monte Carlo calculations. The specified solution could be used to assess the performance of space lidars and for retrieval algorithms.

Introduction

Cirrus clouds play a significant role in the radiation balance and climate. Cirrus layers tend to be optically thin and stratified, and this makes them practically inaccessible to passive remote sensing. Lidar sensing from space is suited to study these clouds because of their high altitudes. The Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE) gives global view of the distribution of cloud heights and depths, and profiles of multilayered cloud structures [1].

Due to the temperatures under freezing-point, cirrus clouds contain ice crystals with characteristic dimensions vary from 1 μm to 1000 μm. For crystals significantly larger than the wavelength λ, Fraunhofer diffraction gives rise to a forward peak in the phase function. The forward diffraction peak contains up to 90% of the incident light power and the width of the peak is given by the diffraction angle θ_d = 1.21 λ/d, where d is diameter of the equal surface sphere. For crystal polydispersion the portion of light energy scattered into the diffraction peak could vary from 20% to 90% depending on the width of the crystal size distribution.

For a thin cirrus with d = 100 μm, and a mean free path length l = 4 km, and λ = 0.532 μm, the diffraction angle is equal to θ_d = 6.4 mrad. For a spaceborne lidar operating at a height of R = 300 km with a receiver field of view (FOV) of θ = 1 mrad we have l θ_d ≪ R θ. Thus, photons scattered at angles smaller than θ_d remain within the FOV and contribute into the lidar signal [2]. Due to the narrow angle scatterings the total lidar signal including contributions from all orders of scattering show a behavior close to exponential with a reduced optical depth inside the cloud. The reduction is given by Platt correction factor η [3].

The main objective of this work is to elaborate an analytical formula to describe the correction factor for the signal from stratified cirrus in the atmosphere including the molecular and aerosol components.

The Multiple Scattering Lidar Equation

The single scattering lidar equation gives the return signal S_1(R) from the scattering volume at a distance R from the lidar

\[ S_1(R) = C \frac{\beta(R)}{R^2} T(R)^2, \]

where C is the calibration constant of the lidar, β is backscatter coefficient. The one-way atmospheric transmittance T(R) follows the Bouguer-Lambert law

\[ T(R) = \exp(-\tau(R)), \]

where \( \tau(R) \) is the optical thickness of the distance (along the laser axis) between the range \( R_0 \) corresponding to the top of the atmosphere and the range R:

\[ \tau(R) = \tau_0(R) + \tau_1(R) = \int_{R_0}^R (\sigma_m(x) + \sigma_a(x)) dx + \int_{R_0}^R \sigma_e(x) dx. \]
\( \sigma_m(R) \) and \( \sigma_a(R) \) are the molecular and aerosol extinction coefficients in the atmosphere, and \( \sigma_c(R) \) is cirrus extinction coefficient.

To develop an analytical model for multiple scattering from thin cirrus, Platt proposed to use the equation (1) with reduced optical depth

\[
S_t(R) = C \frac{\beta(R)}{R^2} T_0(R)^2, \tag{4}
\]

where \( S_t(R) \) is total lidar return including contributions of all orders of scattering,

\[
T(R) = \exp(-\eta(R) \tau(R)), \tag{5}
\]

where \( \eta(R) \) is a correction factor, calculated from \( S_t(R) \) and \( S_t(R) \)

\[
\eta(R) = 1 - \frac{\ln S_t(R) - \ln S_t(R)}{2\tau(R)}. \tag{6}
\]

From (6) it follows that \( \eta \leq 1 \). Numerical calculations for spherical particles and hexagonal ice prisms show that \( \eta \) varies with the lidar range inside the cloud, and it is dependent on crystal size and shape.

**Analytical Model for Correction Factor**

The correction model is based on the light radiative transfer through large ice crystals with various shapes. Forward peaked phase function of ice crystals leads to narrow angle multiple scattering regime with single scattering over large angles. The phase function around the backward direction (\( \theta = \pi \)) could show arbitrary behavior consistent with the crystal size and shape distributions.

We assume atmospheric conditions including the molecular and aerosol components. The atmospheric phase function \( p_0(\theta, R) \) is normalized by

\[
2\pi \int_0^\pi p_0(\theta, R) \sin \theta d\theta = 1. \tag{7}
\]

A stratified cirrus of \( N \) nonoverlapping layers \( L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_N \) (numbered from the upper layer) is located in the atmosphere. Geometrical thicknesses of the layers along the laser axis are \( \Delta R_1, \Delta R_2, \ldots, \Delta R_N \), respectively. Optical depth of layer \( L_i \) is \( \tau_i = \tau_i(R_i + \Delta R_i) \), where \( \tau_i(R) = \int_{R_i}^{R} \sigma_i(x) dx \), \( \sigma_i \) is extinction coefficient in the layer. \( p_i(\theta) \) is normalized phase function in the layer \( L_i \), and \( \theta_i \) is the width of the forward diffraction peak in \( p_i(\theta) \).

The multiple scattering correction factor \( \eta(R) \) at range \( R \) inside the layer \( L_n \) is derived from the equation

\[
\eta(R) \tau(R) = \sum_{n=0}^{n-1} \eta_n \tau_n + \eta_n \tau_n(R), \tag{8}
\]

where

\[
\tau(R) = \sum_{n=0}^{n-1} \tau_n + \tau_n(R), \tag{9}
\]

\[
\eta_0 = 1 - 2\pi \int_0^{\theta_f} p_0(\theta, R) \frac{p_n(\pi - \theta)}{p_n(\pi)} \sin \theta d\theta \tag{10}
\]

\[
\eta_i = 1 - 2\pi \int_0^{\theta_f} p_i(\theta) \frac{p_n(\pi - \theta)}{p_n(\pi)} \sin \theta d\theta \tag{11}
\]

The solution \( \eta(R) \) from the equations (8)-(11) is dependent on the range \( R \), and it is sensitive to the crystal phase functions at angles close to \( \theta = 0 \) and \( \theta = \pi \). For the phase functions constant around \( \theta = \pi \) the solution \( \eta(R) \) from (8)-(11) approaches the solution from [4], where \( 1 - \eta \) is given by the portion of energy scattered in the forward diffraction peak.

**Assessment of Validity of the Model and Discussion**

To validate the analytical solution (8)-(11), simulations of the lidar return signals have been carried. A model of two-layered crystal cloud in the atmosphere including the molecules and the aerosols [6] is used.
For calculation of the multiple scattering effects, variance reduction Monte Carlo method, which has been tested in lidar simulations [5], is applied. Homogeneous cirrus layers consisting of hexagonal ice prisms with random orientation in space are situated at altitudes from $h_{lb} = 10$ km to $h_{lt} = 11$ km (a lower layer) and from $h_{ub} = 11.5$ km to $h_{ut} = 12$ km (an upper layer). Two Gamma-distributions, describing the longer crystal axis $l$ with a maximum mode at $l_0 = 200$ $\mu$m and at $l_0 = 100$ $\mu$m, are used in the calculations for the upper and lower layers, respectively. The width of the forward diffraction peak in the phase function for the upper layer is equal to $\theta_d = 0.37$ deg, and to $\theta_d = 1.07$ deg for the lower layer. The values of $\eta_0$ and $\eta_1$ calculated from (10)-(11) for the upper layer are $\eta_0 = 0.99$ and $\eta_1 = 0.73$, respectively. For the lower layer the values are $\eta_0 = 0.98$, $\eta_1 = 0.72$, and $\eta_2 = 0.88$, respectively.

Different values of the total optical thickness of the two-layered cirrus cloud

$$
\tau_c = \int_{h_{lb}}^{h_{ut}} \sigma_1(h)dh + \int_{h_{lt}}^{h_{ut}} \sigma_2(h)dh,
$$

(12)

have been used in the calculations, the values range from $\tau_c = 0.0275$ to $\tau_c = 1.0$.

We assume a lidar operating in the visible at $\lambda = 0.532$ $\mu$m to be located at a height of 300 km, with a duration of the laser pulse of 27 ns, a laser divergence of 1.1 mrad (full angle), a diameter of the receiver telescope of 1.0 m, and a receiver field of view (FOV) of 1.1 mrad.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of profiles of correction factor $\eta$ calculated for lidar signal from Monte Carlo data and from formulas (8)-(11) for the cirrus with extinction coefficient $\sigma_1 = 0.1$ $km^{-1}$ in the upper layer and $\sigma_1 = 0.2$ $km^{-1}$ in the lower layer, respectively. A good agreement is found between the results.

In conclusion, results show that a small contribution of multiple scattering into the lidar signal from cirrus biases the single scattering inversion solutions for extinction coefficient profile [7]. To use the correction factor $\eta(R)$ from (8)-(11) for the retrieval algorithms, the parameters $\eta_i$ from (11) should be specified.
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Figure 1. Profiles of correction factor $\eta$ for multiple scattering contribution into spaceborne lidar signal at $\lambda = 0.532 \mu m$ from cirrus of total optical depth $\tau_c = 0.25$. The profile $mc$ corresponds to the correction factor calculated from Monte Carlo data, and $ac$ - to the analytical correction. Dotted lines $tu$ and $bu$ indicate the top and the base altitudes for upper layer, and $td$ and $bd$ indicate the top and the base for lower layer, respectively.
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ABSTRACT

We discuss the current state of commercialization of lidar systems and components. As will be shown, the current level of commercial activity is extremely small. We will discuss some of the possible reasons for this situation, explore the likelihood that it could (or should) be reversed, and then propose specific steps that could lead to enhanced commercial acceptance of the technology.

I. INTRODUCTION

After about 25 years of active development, the research community has demonstrated that lidar as a technology can achieve remarkable things. Remote sensing of composition, physical state, and aerosol and particulate distributions of the atmosphere has been demonstrated over long ranges, and with a level of spatial and temporal resolution that no other technology can match.

One mark of maturity for new technologies is the emergence of a commercial business surrounding the ongoing research activity and institutions. Support of a substantial business activity is one way for the larger society to validate that a technology has value extending beyond R&D results.

II. ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT SITUATION

It present, it is extremely difficult to identify any substantial, ongoing lidar “market”, with the singular exception of ceilometers. It should be noted that we are temporarily excluding the military market (made up primarily of rangefinders) from this discussion.

Commercial entities that participate in lidar do so almost exclusively by providing components, and occasionally more complete systems, to research institutions and government laboratories. Our estimate is that the total worldwide revenue derived by commercial entities from lidar hardware is of order US$ 20 million/year, consisting mainly of components (lasers, telescopes, optical tables, computers, ...). We estimate that commercial orders for complete, or substantially complete, systems (excluding ceilometers) account for revenue of only US$ 2-3 million/year, on average. The year-to-year variance of this latter number is very large, since it represents only 1 or 2 system starts per year, and therefore carries a very large statistical variation. Ceilometers add another US$ 2-3 million/year to the systems side of this equation.
It is difficult to overstate how small these revenues are in the context of more conventional, commercially viable businesses. Even if all of this revenue, both from components and systems, were to be concentrated in a single monopolistic entity, that company would still fall comfortably within the “small business” standard defined by the US government.

III. THE POTENTIAL FOR COMMERCIAL LIDAR APPLICATIONS

Over the years, we have had the opportunity to speak to many prospective operational users of lidar. We define “operational users” to mean people whose primary mission is data, and not technology. It is worthwhile to summarize several recurrent themes that have emerged from these discussions.

Our first observation is that lidar is not a “solution in search of a problem.” There is a whole host of very real problems in the larger world that would benefit from robust, affordable remote sensing capability.

Second, short to moderate range measurement and spatial mapping of man-made aerosols and particulates is the most common application about which we are approached. As we work through the “application engineering” with these prospective users, we find that the inability of single-wavelength backscatter lidars to provide unambiguous total mass and/or size distribution information is a major barrier to acceptance.

The third observation is that DIAL, in its current state, is severely out of step with “real world” user requirements. The complexity, cost, and personnel requirements of current-generation DIAL systems, when combined with the very limited species coverage available from any given system, makes the cost/benefit equation very unattractive for all but a very few operational users.

Fourth, essentially all current realizations of lidar technology are simply too expensive, too complex, too big, and too difficult to manage in the eyes of operational users. While the applications are real, there is always a “pain threshold” above which the user will choose another way. Unfortunately, lidar almost always lies well above this threshold. Said another way, users with real applications come to us, and we send them away empty handed. Not because they don’t have real needs, but because we don’t have appropriate solutions.

IV. MOTIVATIONS FOR THE RESEARCHER COMMUNITY

We want to emphasize that healthy commercial activity should in no way be viewed as threatening to the R&D community. On the contrary, the growth of a substantial, vigorous commercial Lidar sector would only bring opportunity. Expanded (and funded) R&D opportunity, attractive career paths for students and postdocs, and increased respect by the broader society are just a few of the benefits that can be expected.
V. PROPOSED ACTION

In order to clear this impasse, a concerted and cooperative effort by commercial and research interests may be the only way. The research community can contribute by directing a part of its energy directly toward "real world" applications. By comparison with many of the research projects going on in lidar community today, these applications may appear to be relatively mundane, and even "unchallenging".

Instead, I would propose that these applications contain substantial and important challenges, but of a different kind. Rather than technical virtuosity, the challenge is now accessibility: accessibility of the technology, the systems, and the data to a much broader user community. Based on personal experience, a successful approach to these challenges requires a methodology that is both broader and more disciplined than pure technical problem solving.

Major developments in core components, algorithms, and applications must occur before lidar commercialization can take off. They key developments can only come from the R&D community. The purpose of this paper is to argue for commercialization as a valid goal for the entire community, and then to enlist the energy, assistance, and commitment of the R&D sector in seeing that goal become real.
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Introduction:
The subject of outdoor use of lasers relative to air traffic has become a diverse and dynamic topic. During the past several decades, the use of lasers in outdoor research activities have increased significantly. Increases in the outdoor use of lasers and increases in air traffic densities have changed the levels of risk involved. To date there have been no documented incidents of air traffic interference from research lasers; however, incidents involving display lasers have shown a marked increase. As a result of the national response to these incidents, new concerns over lasers have arisen. Through the efforts of the SAE G-10T Laser Safety Hazards Subcommittee and the ANSI Z136.6 development committee, potential detrimental effects to air traffic beyond the traditional eye damage concerns have been identified. An increased emphasis from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the Center for Devices and Radiological Hazards (CDRH), and the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) along with increased concern by the public have resulted in focused scrutiny of potential hazards presented by lasers. The research community needs to rethink the traditional methods of risk evaluation and application of protective measures.

Background:
During the time period of 1993 through 1995 a number of incidents and investigations were conducted, particularly in the Las Vegas area. In 1994 the FAA requested the assistance of the SAE G-10 Committee in re-writing FAA Order 7400.2, which set forth application and operational requirements for laser light shows. The SAE G-10T Laser Safety Hazard Subcommittee was formed. In December of 1995, the CDRH imposed a moratorium on all laser light shows in the Las Vegas area. It was not until early 1996 that the Laser Safety Hazards Subcommittee began to recognize the significant outdoor application of lasers in the scientific and research community. During a meeting held in Washington, D.C., on April 1996 it became apparent that the process established for the laser light show industry would not be appropriate for direct application to scientific and research laser operations.

The Laser Safety Hazard Subcommittee has continued to work on the FAA Order 7400.2. The Subcommittee has found that developing a document capable of satisfying the FAA while meeting the needs of the scientific and research community is a difficult task. Work continues. As a parallel effort, the ANSI Z136.6 development committee has been working on the draft document entitled American National Standard for the Safe Use of Lasers Outdoors. The draft document is to be presented for the first time to the ANSI Z136 Committee in May 1998. The ANSI Z136.6 mirrors much of the work that has been accomplished in the Laser Hazards Subcommittee as many of the same people are involved.

One of the more significant outcomes of the work accomplished to date is the identification of visual hazards to air traffic. Critical flight activities of take-off, approach and landing require uninterrupted attention of cockpit crews. Distraction, startle, glare and flash-blindness can present serious hazards during these critical flight phases. Thus, the traditional approach to laser safety of evaluating only the eye damage thresholds is insufficient for lasers operating in the visible spectrum (0.4 to 0.7 micrometers).

Issues
The primary issues revolving around the use of lasers outdoors are those of hazard determination and required protective measures. The hazards of ocular damage have long been defined by ANSI Z136.1, American National Standard for Safe Use of Lasers. All Laser systems should be evaluated in accordance
with this standard and designed and operated within the intent of the standard. ANSI Z136.1 section 4.3.11 minimally addresses control measures for outdoor use of lasers relative to eye damage thresholds, including a recommendation that such activities be coordinated with the FAA when involving navigable airspace. Determination of eye hazard is described in detail in the standard and will not be discussed further.

Through the rewrite of the FAA Order 7400.2 and the draft ANSI Z136.6 standard, the issue of non-damaging visual effects of laser light has been introduced. Three new levels have been identified (relative the visible spectrum only) for limits to allowable laser power in the vicinity of airports. The limited laser/high intensity light zone limits visible light levels in the immediate vicinity of airports to 50 nW/cm². Next is the Critical Flight Zone with a limit of 5 μW/cm². Third is the Sensitive Flight Zone which has a limit of 100 μW/cm². These three limits are designed to prevent varying levels of interruption to flight crews during critical flight operations, with the criticality increasing based on proximity to an airport. There is ongoing testing to validate these limits but they are currently in use by the FAA. Application of these levels significantly increases the “hazard distances” of concern. Additionally, any visible laser must be evaluated, broadening the scope of concern beyond class 3b and class 4 lasers.

Protective measures have received considerable attention by the SAE G-10T and ANSI groups. The new visual effect consideration results in the potential need for protection systems that can reach a much greater distance. Many systems have relied on the use of persons visually looking for aircraft to prevent a lasing incident. Although it is well documented that a person can see an aircraft at considerable distance, recent evaluation indicates that observers are only reliable as a protective measure for only a few miles. Other protective measures need to be identified and implemented. Recognized methods have included slaved radar systems, optical spotting systems (nighttime application only), and use of FAA or military radar feeds. Protective measures have been primarily directed at ground based systems. There are challenges to applying these systems to aircraft or space-based systems. There is the need for technology modification and development of new technologies.

There are several non-technical complications that arise in evaluating hazards and applying protective measures. The first is the beginning proliferation of state regulations (currently Arizona, Massachusetts, Illinois, New York, and Texas). Often these regulations are simplified or even flawed. An example of this is the “Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation.” In the suggested regulations a table of maximum permissible exposures (MPE) are presented. If a particular laser does not fit the table it is considered to have an infinite MPE. Another complication arises from the traditional method of quantifying risk and applying protective measures based on risk. The current levels of concern among the FAA, pilots associations and some members of the public result in difficulties with trying to justify risk based decision making.

Concerns
The research community should be concerned about the issue of air traffic safety relative to outdoor use of lasers. There are a number of ongoing activities that have a potential to impact the ability for the science community to the nation’s and world’s science objectives. The lack of understanding of lasers and risk-based decision making by the public, the FAA and other organizations has and will continue to have an impact on research. Much of the world’s laser education has been obtained from movies and thus the basis for their fear of lasers. The lack of understanding and resultant fear will play into future standards development and possible statutory or regulatory activity at the state and federal level. There is also activity at the international level. The United Kingdom has had particular problems with laser pointers, increasing the publics concern over lasers. Many incidents that are seemingly unrelated have the potential to impact research activities.

Another concern is the void in proven control technology. This is particularly important as research moves more to air and space based platforms. A variety of protective measures are needed to allow for the dynamic nature of research. Without acceptable control technologies, adequate protective measures can not be employed. The capability of control technologies will need to be validated to interested parties.
Conclusion
The research community has needs to operate in a responsible manner. The responsibility spans a number of interested parties. There is a responsibility first to perform an appropriate analysis and make an educated risk determination. The responsibility to the public is not only to minimize risk through the use of adequate protective measures, but also to help in educating the public in areas of science, research, risk and hazards. A responsibility exists to fellow researchers to maintain a cooperative atmosphere with other interested parties. Failure to interact cooperatively and in good faith may not impact the activity at hand but can create an antagonistic atmosphere for future activities. And there is a responsibility to the sponsoring institution that potential liability be limited. This final responsibility includes protecting against the impacts of negative publicity that an adverse event or accusation could cause.

The arena of outdoor lasers and air traffic safety is a developing and dynamic field. Specific requirements for laser operations are not defined. The limited definitions that are available are not fully compatible with the research needs of the world. Lasers do present a serious flight safety concern and must be considered beyond the traditional ocular damage perspective. The research community has an exemplary record of outdoor laser safety yet the increases in laser use and aircraft density has resulted in increased risk. There is also in distinctive need to address the perceptions of other interested parties. The best current approach to assure adequate protection of air traffic is the application of viable hazard and risk analysis and the use of validated protective measures. Standards making efforts and regulatory development must be supported by the research community to assure that reasonable measures are developed. Without input, standards and regulations can be developed that are not compatible with the needs of the research community. Finally, support is needed for the continued development and validation of protective measures.

(A copy of this paper updated with the latest developments is available via the World Wide Web at http://panza.gsfc.nasa.gov/205/sesohome.htm through December 31, 1998.)

2 The SAE G-10T Laser Safety Hazards Subcommittee of the SAE G-10 Aerospace Behavioral Engineering Technology Committee. World Wide Web Address: www.sae.org/TEClfCMlT'2/g10tag.htm
3 Need to confirm name and provide additional info.
4 A copy of a draft is available at World Wide Web Address: http://www.rli.com/standard.htm
6 Cheselka, Mathew, J R P Angel, Micheal Lloyd-hart, and Robert Hanson. “Verification of the University of Arizona Automated optical Aircraft Spotter (AOAS) System”, Center for Astronomical Adaptive Optics and the Multiple Mirror Telescope, University of Arizona.
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Abstract

A small lidar is developed for aerosol measurement in the boundary layer by using a 127 mm diameter telescope and an Nd:YAG laser with an output energy less than 1mJ at the wavelength of 532 nm. The detection range is about 13 km owing to the repetition rate of the laser. The used detector is a photomultiplier tube (PMT) photon counter and an optical fiber is used for field defining aperture and signal delivery.

1 Introduction

Although the usefulness of lidar is recognized by the meteorological and atmospheric science community, the high system price and large physical size has prevented the wide application in the field. Since the field campaign for on-site measurement of atmospheric characteristics is frequent recently, the portability and the sturdiness of the equipment are becoming important (Holben, 1997). A serious requirement on the field deployable equipment is its physical size. Many researchers bring their equipment to the wilderness to investigate the regional atmospheric characteristics such as the aerosol concentration increase due to the biomass burning. In such a field campaign, the bulky equipments are difficult to carry and deploy. The suitable size of the equipment for such a campaign would be the carry-on luggage size for the jet liners, which is also suitable to carry personally.

Another requirement for the field deployable equipment is its sturdiness to survive in the transportation through any sort of commercial transportation services. Science & Engineering Services, Inc. (SESI) has an extensive experience in the development of compact aerosol lidars to support the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program of US Department of Energy (DoE). SESI's Micro Pulse Lidar (MPL) is deployed in various locations on the globe and running continuously to obtain data on the atmospheric aerosol (Lee, et al., 1997, Hwang, et al., 1997).

The most important factor of the lidar equipment is the price of the system. Since specially designed or prepared optical components for lidar are usually very expensive, the components-off-the-shelf (COTS) have to be used as many as possible to reduce the system price. Based on the experience from the MPL, we performed simulation on the much smaller aerosol lidar for easy deployment in the field, and fabricated a prototype system to characterize the performance. In the following section, we will discuss the design consideration and the performance characteristics of the prototype system.

2 Micro Lidar

The optical system of the Micro Lidar is described in Figure 1. The used telescope is a commercially available Celestron 5" Schmidt-Cassegrainian telescope. Although this telescope is not perfectly adequate for lidar application, it is attractive since it is easily available and inexpensive. A passively Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is used as the source at the second harmonic wavelength. All the optical components are easily available from commercial market except the narrow band pass filter. Since the laser repetition rate is about 11 kHz, the maximum detection range is limited to 13 km. The detector used for this project is a photomultiplier tube (PMT) photon counter module manufactured by
Hamamatsu Photonics (Model H6180-01). The advantage with the PMT photon counting module does not require a critical detector alignment due to the large effective detector area and the low price. However, the PMT module has many disadvantages compared with the Si avalanche photodiode (APD) photon counting module. The major disadvantage is the poor quantum efficiency at the laser wavelength (532 nm). The PMT has about 6.5% of quantum efficiency compared to 50% of the Si APD. In spite of the disadvantages of the PMT, it is worth to test the PMT photon counting module because of its very low dark count compared to the Si APD photon counting module.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the optical system of Micro Lidar.

Figure 2 Cirrus cloud detected by Micro Lidar in the night time. The signal averaging time was 30 second at the laser repetition rate 11 kHz.

Figure 3 Day time measurement of cloud with Micro Lidar. The cloud in the boundary layer is clearly detected with laser pulse energy of 0.3μJ.
The used laser transmits about 0.7 μJ per pulse. Since the telescope has a limited transmission efficiency the laser energy from the telescope is about 0.3 μJ. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the experimental results obtained with the Micro Lidar. The average time for the measurement was 30 seconds. Figure 2 shows the night time data. The Micro Lidar can detect thin cirrus cloud at about 10 km altitude. However, the Micro Lidar can detect clouds up to 5 km in the daytime due to the high level of solar background. The Micro Lidar may be suitable for aerosol and cloud detection in the boundary layer.
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1 Introduction
Lasers have been used for important atmospheric research almost since their inception (Barrett and Ben-Dov, 1967, Viezee, et al., 1969). Present day lidar systems continue this serious work and lasers are currently being used in increasingly sophisticated ways to expand our knowledge of atmospheric processes. Langley Research Center, for example, has been performing airborne and ground-based stratospheric volcanic-aerosol lidar measurements for the past 27 years (McCormick and Fuller 1971, De Coursey et. al 1997) and the University of Utah has been measuring cirrus cloud radiative properties with lidar for the past 20 years (Sassen 1978, Sassen 1995). Although the widespread use of lasers probing the atmosphere is too voluminous to cite in an extended abstract, one critical fact must be noted: atmospheric lidar measurements must increasingly be performed wherever they are needed and thus the problems associated with the operation of lidars and aircraft in the same airspace are becoming increasingly vexatious. The lidar community is quite sensitive to this issue and procedures such as the issuance of Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS), informing the FAA of lidar operations, and use of ground-based aircraft observers are already being widely utilized. Current measures, however, depend largely on pilots receiving the NOTAM and acting on it or approach control vectoring the aircraft away from the lidar site. Perhaps a better approach is to provide the lidar site with an autonomous capability to automatically interrupt laser operations while any aircraft is close-by. This abstract describes our efforts to develop and test an inexpensive radar system for use as an aircraft proximity warning and laser shut-down device during atmospheric lidar operations.

2 Radar System
Since the main obstacle to using radar systems as aircraft proximity warning devices for lidar has always been cost, modification of a suitable, commercially available unit was almost mandatory. Economical and technical reasons led us to choose the Furuno Radar Model 1830, an X band radar transmitting at 9410 MHz with a peak pulse power of 3 Kw. This off-the-shelf marine, collision-avoidance radar system is inexpensive enough to be currently in use by a fairly large segment of the marine market and it is delivered with two very desirable features as standard equipment. The first feature is that the area around the ship to be scanned by the radar can be defined by the user. In its maritime application, this area is an annulus( or part of an annulus) having the ship at its center with the inner and outer radii being set by the radar operator aboard the ship. The monitored area can also be set to be part of an annulus, for example a 30° annular segment facing the direction in which the ship is heading. This feature was useful to us in eliminating the false alarms normally produced by radar at short distances from the antenna. The second advantageous feature is the audible tone which is emitted whenever any object in the monitored area produces a radar signal greater than a signal level defined by the radar operator. This audible tone remains on so long as the intruding object produces radar signal above the operator defined threshold. When we started this study we presumed that the electrical signal producing the audio tone would be useful as a trigger to automatically turn the laser off in addition to warning the lidar operator of nearby aircraft. Our experimental results confirmed this presumption.

The standard antenna delivered with this radar unit has a 4° horizontal by 25° vertical field of view which rotates at 24 rpm. Since we required a fixed, zenith-pointing radar beam, the antenna needed to be modified. These modifications consist of a waveguide-adapter, a right angle elbow, and a high gain horn antenna. These items replace the standard antenna supplied with the marine system. The waveguide-adapter is available from the Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska (hardware or technical drawing) and the horn is...
commercially available from Sea Bey Engineering (617-383-9722) in Cohasset, MA as X band horn, 9.4GHz, 21 db gain, 3 db bandwidth 14 degrees, E& H plane, part number 9001-800, drawing number 9001-801. The right-angle elbow is available from Sea Bey as right angle E, drawing number 9001-866. These modifications transform the marine radar system into a 14 degree full angle (3 db), vertically pointing, high efficiency radar. All of the foregoing identification of specific components by specific manufacturers is not intended as an endorsement but only as a complete description of the actual system tested. The radar electronics were not modified in any way and continue to process the data as if the antenna were rotating; this results in an aircraft intrusion showing up on the radar scope as a circle whose radius is the aircraft altitude.

3 Modified Radar System Testing Methodology

Although calculations indicated that the modified marine radar should perform adequately for aircraft, we wanted to be certain of the radar’s performance and reliability. At the time we were designing the radar testing procedure, we had a previous commitment to perform a series of aircraft wing vortex measurements using ground based lidar. Since some of the aircraft to be used in the vortex effort were equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) instrumentation, we decided to run concurrent tests on the radar system using these aircraft and their on-board GPS to provide us with accurate aircraft parameters as a function of time. An accurate recording of the start and stop time of the radar audio tone could then be used to determine GPS aircraft position, altitude, groundspeed, etc. at those times. Since the coordinates of the building housing the radar unit are known, a complete description of aircraft distances and angles relative to the radar site can be easily developed and compared with calculations of these quantities obtained from the radar operating characteristics.

The radar tests were performed in conjunction with a series of measurements performed at NASA Langley Research Center for the Subsonic Assessment Near-Field Interactions Flight Experiments (SNIF), a cooperative effort between Langley, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, the University of Missouri at Rolla, and Phillips Laboratory. The dates and the types of aircraft used in the tests are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Date</th>
<th>A/C Type, Instrumentation</th>
<th>A/C Altitude, kft</th>
<th>Airspeed, kts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 9, 1995</td>
<td>737, GPS</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 10, 1995</td>
<td>737, GPS</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15, 1995</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>11.5, 17.5</td>
<td>210, 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 12, 1995</td>
<td>737, GPS</td>
<td>11.5, 16.5, 21.5</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 13, 1995</td>
<td>737, T-39, GPS</td>
<td>11.5, 14.5, 16.5, 17.5</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 12, 1995</td>
<td>King Air, T-39, Not part of Vortex test</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Radar System Test Dates and Aircraft Employed

The “GPS” in the instrumentation column indicates which aircraft were equipped with GPS. On these aircraft, latitude, longitude, altitude, and time were constantly recorded. The aircraft flew a precise linear ground track which placed it almost directly over the radar system located at the lidar site. On tests having no GPS designation, the aircraft were equipped with only the standard aircraft instruments and thus, aircraft position as a function of time was known only at the time the pilot stated his position as directly above the radar site.

Test Results

The radar tests were all very successful. For GPS equipped aircraft, the aircraft distance from the site and the aircraft zenith angle were readily calculated during the time the aircraft produced an audible tone since the aircraft position was accurately known throughout the flight. The aircraft generally produced a tone for several seconds and aircraft zenith angles (the field-of-view of the radar system) were slightly larger than anticipated. In
fact, the first test was so productive that we simultaneously validated an alternate technique not requiring GPS to generate aircraft position data. On the first test and all subsequent tests involving GPS equipped aircraft, we recorded the aircraft heading, airspeed, and altitude as reported by the pilot as he flew over the lidar/radar site. By calculating the groundspeed and knowing that the aircraft flew directly over the site we were able to interpret our ground-based audio-on time intervals in terms of the distances the aircraft traveled during those intervals. Comparing the distances obtained by this method and by the GPS data validated this alternate groundspeed technique. Once validated, the groundspeed method was used to analyze the radar data when the aircraft did not have onboard GPS.

The most important measurement obtained from these tests was the interval elapsing between the time the audio alarm first sounded and the time the aircraft was overhead; this is the time available for shutting the laser off. As expected, we found this warning time to be about the same as half the total time the audio alarm sounded. Our warning time measurements are presented below.

![Figure 1. Available Warning Time as A Function of Altitude](image)

Figure 1 presents the average of the experiment measurements taken on each date. The total number of measurements was 77; 69 for the 737, 7 for the T-39, and 1 for the King Air. For GPS flights, the quantity averaged is the Entrance-to-Overhead time as noted in the figure: for all other flights the time noted is the average of half the time interval during which the audio sounded. In all cases but two involving experiment-controlled aircraft, the warning time was in excess of 4 seconds, an extremely long time interval in terms of machine controlled response. The low altitude, high speed flights in the lower left quadrant which took place on October 12, 1995 were meant as detection tests of fast, low aircraft and were performed to see if such aircraft could escape producing an audio signature altogether. Since we were recording the start and stop times of the audio tone by pressing a key on a laptop, we could not accurately measure very short time intervals. Thus the time intervals for the low, fast aircraft are approximate but these aircraft did produce a tone and we feel that automatic laser shutdown would also be successful in these specific cases. We note in passing that fast and low is the standard mode of attack of ground targets by fighters and not even automatic ground-based missiles sites react fast enough to intercept the fighters.
We visually identified the Piper Cub and the other aircraft depicted as unknown, after the fact. The warning time for the Piper Cub is an estimate and the actual warning time almost surely is longer than depicted. The warning time and type aircraft for the unknown aircraft are unknown since they were random, unanticipated occurrences which happened fairly quickly and caught us unprepared.

We emphasize certain general observations. The radar audio alarm always sounded whenever an aircraft was known to be overhead. The alarm also sounded at irregular times and most of these times an aircraft was subsequently visually verified. Some of the alarms which were not visually verified as aircraft are probably false alarms and we classify all of these events as potential false alarms. Since the time between potential false alarms was in the order of a few hours, we think there is no reason to be concerned about the false alarm rate. Despite the low potential false alarm rate, a nagging feeling persisted that most of the potential false alarms were aircraft which we simply did not see. We came to this feeling by way of the difficulty we sometimes encountered in rushing outdoors and quickly searching for high flying, inaudible aircraft.

Discussion and Conclusions

In all of our testing we found that the radar system always produced an audible alarm whenever we knew, a priori, that an aircraft was overhead. We tried to circumvent the audio alarm by having two small, fast aircraft fly overhead at 1000 feet but these aircraft also produced the audio alarm. The time interval between the time when the aircraft first produced the audio alarm to the aircraft being overhead was in excess of 4 seconds for T-39's and 737's flying between twelve and twenty four thousand feet. For the King Air and the T-39 traveling at 195 knots at 1000 feet the warning time was in the order of a half second.

We had several occurrences where the audio alarm sounded when there were no known aircraft overhead. On most of these occasions we visually verified an aircraft overhead. If we assume that the rest of the audio alarms were false alarms, then the time between false alarms is several hours, an acceptable false alarm rate for lidars probing the atmosphere. We think that the false alarm rate is lower than indicated above since we feel that some of the false alarms were aircraft which we simply could not see.

We have built an electronic interface which intercepts the electrical signal producing the audible tone and shuts the laser off immediately by inhibiting the operation of the Q-switch. We estimate the time interval between the start of the tone and cessation of laser operation to be about 5 microseconds. Proper operation of this ground-based radar system may be circumvented by aircraft flying low enough and fast enough to provide insufficient response time. We think such an event would have to be deliberate. All of our tests showed our modified radar system capable of providing sufficient time to automatically interrupt laser operation whenever any aircraft intrudes into the proximity of the laser beam.

We caution that our results hold only for ground-based lidars probing the atmosphere in the zenith direction. We believe that this device will also operate well in off-zenith ground-based lidar operations. The use of this device from an aircraft platform may require further testing due to the much higher relative speeds between aircraft.
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td><strong>PS3.2-15</strong></td>
<td><strong>803</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coyle, D.B.</td>
<td><strong>PS1.2-5</strong></td>
<td><strong>225</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PS3.2-37</strong></td>
<td><strong>887</strong></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>PS2.1-15</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Dahl, A.</td>
<td>PS3.1-5</td>
<td>707</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas, J.L.</td>
<td>PS3.1-7</td>
<td>715</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dani, K.K.</td>
<td>PS3.1-8</td>
<td>719</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>OS3-9</td>
<td>343</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dao, Phan D.</td>
<td>OS5-4</td>
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</tr>
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<td>OS5-3</td>
<td>609</td>
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</tr>
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This publication contains extended abstracts of papers presented at the Nineteenth International Laser Radar Conference, held at Annapolis, Maryland, July 6–10, 1998; 260 papers were presented in both oral and poster sessions. The topics of the conference sessions were Aerosol Clouds, Multiple Scattering; Tropospheric Profiling; Stratospheric/Mesospheric Profiling; Wind Profiling; New Lidar Technology and Techniques; Lidar Applications, Including Altimetry and Marine; Space and Future Lidar; and Lidar Commercialization/Eye Safety.

This conference reflects the breadth of research activities being conducted in the lidar field. These abstracts address subjects from lidar-based atmospheric investigations, development of new lasers and lidar system technology, and current and future space-based lidar systems.